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Executive Summary
Overview
This submission to the South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission details an ambitious,
visionary and achievable proposal to leverage advanced nuclear technologies in the service of
transforming the South Australian economy while providing plentiful supplies of clean energy.

The concepts outlined in this proposal were identified by Sean Edwards, Liberal Senator for South
Australia, via longstanding consultation and interaction with Australian experts, academics and
business people. This consultation, sustained over the last 18 months, commenced out of a
conviction that South Australia needed to seek large, innovative opportunities for development to
reverse declining economic fortunes. The nuclear fuel cycle was considered one area of potential
opportunity. Extensive discussions were held to seek understanding of where and how South
Australia could profit from further engagement in the nuclear fuel cycle in a way that brought nearterm and transformative economic change, and also do so in a way that was likely to earn broad
public support.

A framework concept was presented to Senator Edwards for consideration. The principles
underpinning this concept were proactively investigated by Senator Edwards and staff in consultation
with independent Australian and international stakeholders. These stakeholders verified the
opportunities as fundamentally sound.

The unexpected advent of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission provided the ideal forum for the
further research and development of this concept in order to present a comprehensively researched
technical and business case for consideration. To achieve this, services of researchers were retained
to prepare this submission in close consultation with the office of Senator Edwards.

Globally, there is an under-serviced market for the management of used nuclear fuel. Several nations
are holding quarantined budgets in the tens of billions of dollars with no satisfactory pathway to
discharge responsibility for this material.

Plans and facilities for geological disposal for such material are at various stages of advancement,
worldwide. However no such facility is licensed and operational, and no such facility is intended to
service a multinational market. Geological repositories are costly with long lead times to construct and
large challenges in social acceptance.

This submission argues that technological advances are rendering the model of geological disposal
unnecessary, in light of the proven capabilities to recycle this material for plentiful further energy, and
dispose of long-lived material in the process. This submission instead proposes South Australia
embraces an innovative model of service provision based on the novel combination of the following
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established

approaches

and

revolutionary

fuel

recycling

technologies

on

the

cusp

of

commercialisation:

1. A multinational Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
2. An industrial-pilot scale fuel recycling and fabrication facility based on pyroprocessing
3. Inherently safe fast-breeder nuclear reactors
4. Deep borehole disposal of short-lived waste products
Modelling indicates that, in a mid-range scenario, the above, integrated project would deliver a netpresent value of $28 billion to South Australia.

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) refers to a stand-alone facility for the storage of
used nuclear fuel in dry casks. They have been established in many nations to provide storage of
used nuclear fuel for a period of decades. These facilities are demonstrably safe, based on a large
body of evidence and knowledge. Above-ground, interim management is a technically mature and
certain process.

ISFSIs ranging in capacity from 40,000 tonnes of heavy metal (tHM) to 100,000 tHM represent a
plausible range of sizes. The establishment of an ISFSI in South Australia to serve the Asian market
would rapidly follow emerging domestic policy in the United States.

Fuel recycling and fabrication facility
The ISFSI, while profitable in isolation, does not ensure long-term job creation, establishment of new
industry and provision of low-cost clean energy. This project therefore includes a pathway of
committed investment in the necessary infrastructure to fully recycle this material for clean energy.

All constituent elements of used nuclear fuel, other than about 3-5 % constituting fission products, can
be recycled as fuel for a fast-neutron reactor, with the generation of zero-carbon electricity occurring
as a consequence. This firstly requires electrolytic reduction and electrorefining to cleanse the fuel of
fission products and then segregate the main metals for the fabrication of new fuel rods. A recently
completed project at Argonne National Laboratories (USA) has provided detailed design and costing
of a facility for the processing and refabricating of nuclear fuel at a rate of 100 t year
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,

a pilot-industrial

scale.

Consistent with the proposal to establish a multi-national ISFSI, South Australia would be ideally
placed to demonstrate this recycling process at industrial-throughput scale. This enable the
separation of useable fuel material for clean energy generation.

A commitment to the early development of such a facility forms part of this integrated proposal for
South Australia. As well as recycling used fuel, this facility is also a fuel fabrication plant. South
ii

Australia could be among the first locations in the world to establish fabrication processes for the
closed recycling fuel cycle.

Integral Fast Reactors/ PRISM
This proposal recommends South Australia embraces the commercialisation of the Generation IV
integral fast reactor (IFR) technology from the outset. This offers crucial potential benefits:


The IFR is able to consume all fissile plutonium and all the higher actinides while transmuting
all U-238 into fissile material.



The IFR runs on used nuclear fuel and breeds its own new fissile material within the reactor
containment, thus being a 'breeder reactor'.



A conversion ratio of fissile to fertile material of greater than one (i.e. breeding as much or
more fuel than is consumed) means a fast reactor is a sustainable large-scale energy source,
in principle for tens of thousands of years.

The IFR is now ready for commercialisation as the Power Reactive Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
from GE-Hitachi. As a small reactor (311 megawatts electric (MWe) unit) there will be minimal
technical limitation to the connection of this generator.

PRISM is an inherently safe design thanks to characteristics of both the fuel and coolant. These
characteristics mean the reactor operates at atmospheric pressure and is “walkaway safe”. These
inherent safety features are not merely theoretical, but have been demonstrated in simulated major
accident conditions, where the reactor behaved as expected, passively shut itself down and reached
stable equilibrium conditions for the removal of heat.

We assert that a commitment to a leading role in the commercialisation process of the PRISM, tied to
and funded by the establishment of used fuel storage, is precisely the level of calculated ambition
South Australia must embrace to rejuvenate our economy and establish new, highly skilled industry
st

for the 21 century.

This proposal delivers an outstanding outcome in terms of waste reduction for electricity generation,
particularly when viewed through the lens of substitution for existing fossil fuel generation in the
National Electricity Market.

The basic principles of the PRISM reactor and associated recycling facility mean that the normal
operation of this system extends the energy value of existing used nuclear fuel by a factor of
approximately 20 or more, by deriving energy from the 95-97% of material that is either fissile or
fertile. In the process the system decreases the radioactive longevity of the material by over two
orders of magnitude. No upstream mining is required. Basic operations therefore lead to a net
reduction of existing inventories of unused material and displacement of extractive mining.
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The waste fission products are radioactive but with only a medium-term collective half-life of 30 years
and are small in quantity (approximately 1 kg MWyea(\

This means that within approximately 300

years, the radioactivity has returned to the levels of natural uranium ore. This fission product material
would likely be immobilised in zeolite or vitrified (turned into glass) for final disposal. In the event of
622 MWe PRISM generation operating in South Australia, approximately 622 kg of fission product
waste would be produced, annually, for the production of nearly 5 million megawatt hours (MWh) of
electricity.
The electricity generated from a 622 MWe of PRISM generation would displace approximately 5
million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tC02 -e yea(1 from the National Electricity Market based
on grid-average emissions intensity.
Deep borehole disposal
The fission product material will eventually require safe disposal. An ideal option may be deepborehole disposal. Such disposal can be developed incrementally to match the rate of waste
production. Investigations to date indicate borehole disposal will deliver reliably good outcomes.
Prima facie, it is highly likely that the deep borehole approach to disposal would be successful in
South Australian conditions for disposal of this small, short-lived, incrementally produced wastestream.
Business Case
This submission has assessed the business case for the proposal using a net-present value
assessment, applying a project life of 30 years consistent with South Australian government treasury
guidelines. All figures have been inflated and converted (where necessary) to 2015 $AU. A real
discount rate of 5 % has been applied, representing medium market risk. Under these conditions and
based on the timelines provided above, net present value of the proposal for three illustrative
scenarios is shown in the table below. Net present value for all nine modelled scenarios is shown in
the figure below.
Net present value and benefit: cost for all illustrative scenarios, 5 % discounting
NPV 5% (2015 AU$ billion)

Benefit:cost 5%

Low

-0.3

0.9

Mid

28.1

2.5

High

90.3

5.7

Net present value calculations, all scenarios. Illustrative scenarios shown as patterned fill
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Sc en a n o

The business case finds multi-billion dollar NPV in all scenarios excluding the illustrative low scenario,
where net loss of $0.3 billion is incurred. The illustrative mid-range scenario delivers NPV of $28.1
billion and a benefit:cost of 2.5 at 5 % discounting.

This proposal postulates the possible provision of all PRISM generated electricity, less self-use, to
South Australians at the notional wholesale price of $0 MWh-1 . This analysis modelled the staged
development of six PRISM reactors, deployed in pairs, totalling 1866 MWe, financed through this
integrated project.

Our findings suggest that the "free power" outcome is plausible. Offering the electricity at no charge to
South Australian citizens, businesses and industries sends a clear message in recognition that the
state of South Australia has come together to capitalise on this opportunity, and should be rewarded.

Net present value, free power scenarios
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Job c reation
The implementation of this proposal would create direct and indirect employment in South Australia.
Direct employment in the construction and operation of the proposed facilities will number in the
thousands. However the greatest employment impacts likely to occur in response to the availability of
low cost clean energy and the reinvestment of revenues into new industries.

The employment impacts of this proposal could be transformative. It is founded on accessing existing,
well-established international budgets, cumulatively worth over $100 billion and growing, providing a
world's-best service to meet this market, and reinvesting proceeds in ongoing development for South
Australia.

Transport considerations
The development of this integrated project would demand the transportation of used nuclear fuel into
South Australia. These processes and practices are mature, with a large body of data.

Since 1971 approximately 300 sea voyages have been made carrying used nuclear fuel or separated
high-level waste over a distance of more than 8 million kilometres. This transportation has occurred
with no property damage or personal injury and no breach of containment. The Australian Nuclear
Science and Technology Organisation makes a similar finding, stating "there has never been an intransit accident that has caused serious human health, economic or environmental consequences
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attributable to the radioactive nature of the goods”. Transportation of used nuclear fuel is, therefore, a
mature, well-established process.

Location considerations
The facilities discussed in this submission are suitable for deployment broadly across South Australia.
South Australia offers the (putative) advantage of availability of remote locations with world-leading
geological stability. While valuable, nothing about the facilities proposed in this submission demands
the use of remote locations. An early, reflexive focus on remote locations may lead to unhelpful and
counterproductive discourse.

The evidence from international practice demonstrates that nuclear facilities co-exist with dozens of
communities in close proximity, and within a few hundred kilometres of major world cities including,
Helsinki, Madrid, Shanghai and New York. It is demonstrably not the case that extreme remote
locations are a requirement.

This proposal recommends a consent-based process illustrated by established and emerging practice
around the world. There are many encouraging examples that should be understood and applied to
progressing development of nuclear facilities in South Australia.

Conclusion
The South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission provides an opportunity for evidencebased examination of the opportunities for South Australia in the nuclear fuel cycle. This
comprehensively researched submission asserts that a transformative opportunity is to be found in
pairing established, mature practices with cusp-of-commercialisation technologies to provide an
innovative model of service to the global community. The commitment to commercialisation of full
recycling of nuclear fuel holds the potential to access significant revenues from customer nations,
while justifiably earning the support of the South Australian community through the creation and
sharing of benefits including:


The potential for wholesale electricity priced at $0 MWh



Direct job creation in the thousands



Establishing genuine new industry in advanced manufacturing



Locking in a clean, reliable electricity supply



Demonstrating the commercialisation of recycling and clean energy technologies and

-1

processes that will be of major global significance in this century


Profits that can be reinvested for further economic development

South Australia brings to the table a suite of advantages. Our clean slate in nuclear energy means we
have much work to do, but provides the opportunity to create the world’s most innovative research
and commercialisation environment for advanced nuclear technologies. Our well known stability in
governance, finance and physical environment, along with our outstanding global reputation, remain

vii

logical signposts for undertaking such innovation in this part of the world. Our location and trading
relationships with Asia, including trade in mined uranium, provide access to the greatest levels of
demand for service in used fuel management. Our highly regarded institutions including our science
organisation (ANSTO), regulator (ARPANSA) and safeguards office (ASNO) provide a firm foundation
for expansion.

Perhaps most importantly though, South Australia has demonstrated a willingness to explore these
opportunities. The importance of this cannot be overstated.

Benefits of the scale outlined in this submission are not available via well-trodden paths. The business
model is novel. Commercialisation is required. Partnerships will be needed. Innovation and courage
will be demanded. However it represents approximately $28 billion in value for South Australia that
can be seized. With sufficient governmental and institutional backing, the benefits of this proposal
could be realised in South Australia. Economically, socially and environmentally, our state would be
transformed for the better.
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PREAMBLE
This submission to the South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission proposes an
innovative, integrated project for the storage and recycling of used nuclear fuel. The proposal is of
global significance in scale and ambition.

This submission responds directly to several of the questions raised in the Issues Papers. The
relevant issues paper and question has been highlighted in bold text in the body of the document. An
index to questions addressed is provided in the table below .

Question

Section

Page
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Introduction: Addressing a need

4

4.5

2
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24
26
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27
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4.11

3

Business Case

29

4.4
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Free power for South Australia?

35

4.10

5

Transport considerations

3.1

6

Location

39
42

This submission outlines a proposal to develop and integrate three facilities of leading edge nuclear
technologies plus an innovative waste disposal method, to form an ambitious, multi-national nuclear
project.

The economic outcomes of this proposal are premised on heavily front-loading revenue generation for
South Australia via the provision of fuel custody services and promptly reinvesting in a committed
program of developing advanced nuclear recycling and power generating infrastructure.

2

Key definitions
There is commonly conflation of the terms “spent nuclear fuel”, “used nuclear fuel”, “nuclear waste”
and “radioactive waste”, including in the issues papers. Definitional clarity is of utmost significance to
this submission.
1

The relevant Australian Code of Practice defines radioactive waste as follows:
“Means waste materials which contain radioactive substances for which no further use is
envisaged (emphasis added)
2

This Australian definition is similar to the relevant international Joint Convention which states:
"radioactive waste" means radioactive material in gaseous, liquid or solid form for which no
further use is foreseen by the Contracting Party or by a natural or legal person whose
decision is accepted by the Contracting Party, and which is controlled as radioactive waste by
a regulatory body under the legislative and regulatory framework of the Contracting Party;
(emphasis added)

Note both definitions expressly state that material is waste only when no further use is envisaged or
foreseen. The Joint Convention separately defines “spent fuel” as:
“nuclear fuel that has been irradiated in and permanently removed from a reactor core”
Australia’s Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999) (Sect. 22) provides
similar definitions:
"radioactive waste” means radioactive material for which no further use is foreseen.
"spent nuclear fuel” means nuclear fuel that has been irradiated in a nuclear reactor core and
permanently removed from the core.

3

This submission is premised on maintaining the definitional clarity between waste and spent nuclear
fuel. This submission proposes novel approaches for managing and recycling spent nuclear fuel
(more accurately, “used nuclear fuel”). Under this proposal, further use is foreseen for the material.

This submission is not, therefore, proposing the simple establishment of waste management or
disposal services or the importation of radioactive wastes in any sense. To the contrary this proposal
is predicated on actively and profitably centralising and then recycling inventories of what others might
consider nuclear waste. This submission will henceforth refer to “used nuclear fuel”, and will refer to
“waste” only for material for which no further use is foreseen.

1

National Health and Medical Research Council (1993)
International Atomic Energy Agency (1997)
3
Australian Government ComLaw (1999)
2

3

1. Introduction: Addressing a need
Issues paper 4 (Question 4.3) seeks evidence of a demand for international management of used
nuclear fuel.

Currently there are about 270,000 tonnes of heavy metal (tHM) of used nuclear fuel in storage
4

5

worldwide . Approximately 12,000 tHM of used nuclear fuel are produced each year . This will
increase in line with future growth in nuclear energy worldwide. In 2040 there will likely be 705,000
6

tHM in storage globally .

No country has indefinite plans to keep used fuel at above ground reactor sites. Nor does any country
have a licenced, operating facility for deep geological disposal of used fuel from the civilian nuclear
7

sector . Construction for the Finnish disposal facility is advanced and in Sweden construction has
8

commenced. The deep disposal facility in the USA is advanced but is now politically stalled . While
progress varies globally, management of used fuel remains one of the major challenges facing the
nuclear industry.

Concepts for multinational disposal or management of used nuclear fuel have been subject of
9

discussion for decades, including proposals relating to Australia . No national government has yet
come forward with a proposal for a multi-national spent fuel repository that has solid political and
10

social support . The IAEA states that a disposal service for used fuel would “certainly be an attractive
proposition”

11

for smaller nuclear nations and new market entrants. Fourteen of the thirty current

nuclear nations have fewer than five nuclear reactors.

There are growing quarantined used fuel management budgets with no outlet. Japan has
12

accumulated $35 billion for the construction and operation of a nuclear repository . The unspent
nuclear waste fund of the United States is approximately $25 billion, and was receiving revenues of
13

$750 million per year . South Korea faces impending shortages of licensed storage space for used
nuclear fuel

14

15

and expresses an urgent need for more storage .

Taiwan appears to be similarly motivated by the compelling need to discharge responsibility for its
16

accumulated used nuclear fuel for which it has no acceptable long-term provisions in place . On

4

World Nuclear Association (2015c)
World Nuclear Association (2015c)
Cronshaw (2014)
7
Feiveson et al. (2011)
8
World Nuclear Association (2015c)
9
World Nuclear Association (2015b)
10
Feiveson et al. (2011)
11
International Atomic Energy Agency (2013)
12
World Nuclear Association (2014)
13
Feiveson et al. (2011)
14
(Cho (2014); Dalnoki-Veress et al. 2013)
15
Kook (2013)
5
6

16

Rosner and Goldberg (2013)

4

February 17 2015, Taiwan Power Co. sought public bids worth US$356 million for offshore spent
nuclear fuel reprocessing services. On the basis of this tender, the willingness to pay for an inclusive
used nuclear fuel reprocessing service is nearly US$1500 kgHM
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and the potential market in just

existing material from Taiwan alone is approximately $US5 billion. This approximately accords with
17

Taiwan’s existing Nuclear Back-End fund of $US7.6 billion .

This submission quantifies the potential market for this service via original modelling of current and
future used fuel inventories for key potential partner nations in Asia.

Used fuel inventories were modelled for the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Japan and China

18

to provide

representative regional estimates. The modelling scenarios were based on a range of potential policy
settings for each country. For more detail on the fuel inventory modelling please refer to Appendix 1.

We find that in base case settings of existing policy, the used fuel inventories for these four nations, in
2040, will be as follows:


Republic of South Korea: 48,000 tHM



Taiwan: 9,000 tHM



Japan: 38,000 tHM



China: 100,000 tHM

In each of these cases, there is scope for larger inventories on the basis of farther-reaching policies
relating to nuclear deployment. The modelling excluded India, a nation experiencing rapid growth in
the nuclear sector. Modelling also excluded potential future nuclear nations in Asia including
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam.

In summary, the demand for service in the management of spent nuclear fuel is real. It is growing, the
rate of growth in increasing, the growth is increasing most strongly in Asia and the most urgent need
for service lies in Asia.

South Australia is ideally placed geographically, politically, institutionally and reputationally to
capitalise on this pent-up regional demand for service. Tapping this market can drive revitalisation of
the South Australian economy. However this submission proposes an innovative model of service for
this demand.

17
18

Platts (2015)
Work by Dr San Hong, University of Adelaide
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2. Rethinking the solution
Issues Paper 4 (Question 4.5) seeks input on examples of best practice in the storage and
management of used nuclear fuel, and asks about new methods. Existing nuclear nations have been
forming and revising policy and practices for over 50 years, reflecting evolving knowledge, evidence
and understanding as well as prevailing political and geopolitical considerations. This has resulted in
19

heterogeneity of policies and plans around the world .

This submission argues that none of the current approaches to used fuel management are optimal
economically, environmentally, socially or in relation to concerns about proliferation. This submission
proposes a new, evidence-based approach: establishing an above ground, dry cask storage facility to
be synergistically developed with modern, full fuel recycling fast nuclear reactors and low-cost, highcertainty disposal techniques for eventual waste streams.

In this synergy lies a pathway to large, near-term investment, jobs and profits for South Australia and
medium-term development of globally-leading new industry.

This is achieved through deploying, in combination, the following facilities and approaches:
1. Independent spent fuel storage installation
2. Fuel recycling and refabricating facility
3. Fast breeder reactor integrated with the fuel recycling facility
4. Deep borehole disposal of short-lived waste

19

Högselius (2009)

6

Figure 1: Integrated technologies for a new approach to used fuel management

Intermed iate spent fuel storage installat ion

Fuel recycl ing faci lity

!
Fast breeder reactor

l
Deep- boreholedi.sposal

7

2.1

Independent spent fuel storage installation

Profitably and rapidly meeting the demand for service in used-fuel management requires South
Australia to consciously reject established notions of underground geologic disposal. South Australia
must instead create an equivalent service in permanent custody. This can be rapidly implemented.
From the point of view of the customer, the result is the same: responsibility for the material will be
discharged to South Australia.

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) refers to a stand-alone facility for the storage of
used nuclear fuel in dry casks. They have been established in many nations to provide storage of
used nuclear fuel for a period of decades,

20

typically as a necessary response in the absence of

21

accessible long-term used fuel repositories . Evidence of the performance and safety of these
22

facilities has been accumulating for more than 25 years in the US alone . The US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) recently ruled used nuclear fuel may be safely stored for up to 60 years in dry
23

cask storage post the closure of the reactor . Assuming expected reactor life of 40 years, used
nuclear fuel may be legally stored in an ISFSI for around 100 years.
24

Storage times in such locations may be increased or decreased based on “policy considerations” .
South Australia might therefore institute policy, at the outset, that recognises the capability of such
facilities for the purposes of storage for up to a century or more. A recently announced facility in New
Mexico for interim storage of used fuel in the United States would hold 75,000 tHM on just 13
25

26

hectares . A facility is also proposed in Texas for interim storage of used fuel for up to 100 years .
The establishment of a similar facility in South Australia to serve the Asian market would rapidly follow
emerging practice in the United States.

Issues Paper 4 (Questions 4.8 and 4.9) seeks input regarding risks to health and safety and
environmental risks for facilities storing used nuclear fuel.

Above-ground, interim management of used nuclear fuel is a technically mature and certain process.
Cumulative international experience provides a “vast technical record, as well as an appropriate
27

understanding of the operational practices that are beneficial for spent fuel storage” . The multifaceted advantages of such an approach have been well documented

20

Casey Durst (2012)
Casey Durst (2012)
22
Werner (2012)
23
Werner (2012).
24
Kazimi, Moniz and Fosberg (2011)
25
Nuclear Energy Institute (2015)
26
Grant (2015)
27
International Atomic Energy Agency (2007)
28
(Bunn et al. (2001); Hamal, Carey and Ring (2011); Rosner and Goldberg (2013))
21
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28

along with operational and

29

maintenance requirements , the physical resilience of the containment

30

and the end-of-life

31

considerations .

Regarding the safety and reliability of dry cask storage the NRC

32

states:

Since the first casks were loaded in 1986, dry storage has released no radiation that affected
the public or contaminated the environment. There have been no known or suspected
attempts to sabotage cask storage facilities. Tests on spent fuel and cask components after
years in dry storage confirm that the systems are providing safe and secure storage. NRC
also analyzed the risks from loading and storing spent fuel in dry casks. That study found the
potential health risks are very small.

These facilities are demonstrably safe, based on a large body of evidence and knowledge. No aspect
of this storage proposal represents new technologies or approaches. The development of a
centralised, multi-national facility to be based in South Australia represents an ambitious project with
important governmental, regulatory and social considerations. This submission subsequently
demonstrates that such ambition is worthwhile.

On the basis of the representative modelling described in the previous section, the full subscription
and loading of a 40,000 tHM facility in the 20 years to 2040 represents a conservative, low-end
investment in this market. A 60,000 tHM facility presents credible mid-range scenario. A 100,000 tHM
presents an entirely plausible upper-end scenario.

However this submission unequivocally is not focussed on the simple establishment of used-fuel
storage with an indefinite, open ended management strategy. While profitable in isolation, this does
not meet important goals of transformative economic change, long-term job creation, establishment of
new industry and provision of low-cost clean energy. Such open-ended proposals could fail the vital
test of social licence.

This submission recommends pairing the ISFSI with the up-front commitment to, and most rapid
possible establishment of, infrastructure for the full recycling and re-use of this used fuel for the
provision of reliable, clean electricity.

29

International Atomic Energy Agency (2007)
Lee et al. (2014)
Howard and van den Akker (2014)
32
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Office of Public Affairs (2014)
30
31
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Figure 2 Basic site plan for ISFSI

33

Figure 3 Conceptual representation of an ISFSI

34

33

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
Holtec http://www.holtecinternational.com/2015/04/holtec-partners-with-elea-llc-in-new-mexico-to-build-consolidated-interimstorage-facility/
34
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2.2

Fuel recycling

In further response to Issue Paper 4, question 4.5, this submission posits that best practice
management of used nuclear fuel will, in future, be based upon:


Recognition of the residual energy value of the material, being around 20 times the energy
that was accessed by light-water reactor technology. Thus, used fuel from the world's nuclear
fleet is a remarkable, already refined, primary energy resource of extraordinary residual
generation potential. Such a resource could deliver enormous benefit to South Australia.



Extraction and fissioning of all long-lived actinides, to decrease the radioactive half-life of
remaining stored material.



Planned conversion of stockpiled fertile material into fissile fuel, providing a nearinexhaustible supply of electricity and heat.

All constituent elements of used nuclear fuel, other than about 3-5 % constituting fission products, can
be recycled as fuel for a fast-neutron reactor, with the generation of zero-carbon electricity occurring
as a consequence. This firstly requires electrolytic reduction for converting oxide fuel to metal and
removing most of the fission product gases, followed by electrorefining to further cleanse the fuel of
35

fission products and then segregating the main metals for the fabrication of new fuel rods . The
viability of this electro-reduction process chemistry, known as pyroprocessing, was established many
36

years ago at the level of high-capacity testing . As part of the treatment of used fuel from the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II, which ceased operations in 1994, research and investigations into
37

pyroprocessing has continued to the present day at Idaho National Laboratories . This ongoing
research process has permitted refinement of the process towards commercialisation.

Consistent with the proposal to establish a multi-national ISFSI, South Australia would be ideallyplaced to develop this recycling process at industrial-throughput scale. This would speed the recycling
of the stored material and more quickly enable the separation of useable fuel material for clean
energy generation.

35

Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
Argonne National Laboratories/ US Department of Energy (Undated)
37
Simpson (2012)
36
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Figure 4 Change in composition from unused to used nuclear fuel

A recently completed project at Argonne National Laboratories (USA) provides detailed design and
costing of a facility for the processing and refabricating of nuclear fuel at a rate of 100 t year
advance copy of the public report has been provided by the lead researcher

39

-1 38

. An

for use in this

submission. Committing to the early development of such a facility forms part of our integrated
proposal for South Australia. The recycling process is summarised in Figure 5 and illustrated in a
flowchart in Figure 6.

Figure 5 Summary of pyroprocessing outcomes

38
39

Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
Dr Yoon Il Chang
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Issues Paper 2 (Question 2.1) asks whether fabrication or reprocessing could be feasibly
undertaken in South Australia. This submission argues that an opportunity exists for South Australia
to become one of the first locations for deployment of a commercial-scale oxide-to-metal fuel
conversion and re-fabrication facility, demonstrating the closed recycling fuel cycle.
-1

A conversion and fabrication facility of 100 t year would be well in excess of South Australian-only
fuel requirements, or indeed all Australia's advanced nuclear fuel requirements. South Australia would
fabricate and accumulate a new standard of nuclear fuel that requires no mining, conversion or
enrichment of raw uranium, suitable for the emerging range of Generation IV fast neutron reactors.
This could be sold in future both nationally and internationally. Based on current prices for fabricated
40

light water reactor fuel , the facility may produce $300 million worth of export product per year. As the
market is currently nascent for fuel of this type this future benefit has been excluded from our
economic analysis, but should be should be taken into account in subsequent, more searching
economic studies.

Figure 6: Conceptual flowsheet for the treatment of used light water reactor fuel

40
41

World Nuclear Association (2015a)
Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
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41

-1

Figure 7 Partial interior layouts for 100 t year fuel recycling facility

42

Till and Chang (2011)
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42

-1

Figure 8 Facility layout for 100 t year fuel recycling facility

43

43

Till and Chang (2011)
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2.21

Non-proliferation

Issues Paper 4 (Question 4.6) seeks input regarding the security implications created by the storage
or disposal of nuclear waste at a purpose-built facility.

Safeguarding is and will remain an essential part of any nuclear industry. Australia already has the
advantage of highly respected nuclear regulatory bodies in the Australian Radiation Protection and
Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA)

44

and the Australian Safeguards and Non-Proliferation Office

45

(ASNO) . These bodies have overseen Australia’s successful engagement with nuclear technologies
and resources, including our mining and export of uranium, and the operation of two nuclear reactors
including the recently commissioned, world-class OPAL reactor at Lucas Heights, outside of Sydney.
Thus, Australia possesses an underlying regulatory infrastructure that can expand, with the necessary
government support, along with any further involvement in the nuclear fuel cycle. This can serve to
retain the justified confidence of the Australian and international community.

Nonetheless, safeguarding nuclear actions is rendered far more effective by technologies with
intrinsic technical barriers to nefarious use.

The fuel recycling technologies discussed in this submission were purpose-designed to avoid the
production of pure, separated plutonium. Materials directly usable for weapons cannot be produced.
The plutonium product is “inherently co-mingled with minor actinides, uranium and fission products”

46

due to the separation being electrolytic and not chemical. Pyroprocessing is, thus, far more
proliferation resistant than existing plutonium-uranium extraction processes (known as PUREX, which
has been used since the 1940s). Recycling processes will take place via remote handling in hot cells,
presenting physical barriers that increase the ease of monitoring and the difficulty of access and
47

diversion .

Pairing this recycling technology, integrated on the same site, with a fast reactor (see following
section) is an effective, direct means to net-consume and eliminate existing plutonium. The reactor
48

operations can be tailored to increase the net rate of plutonium disposal . This is, of course, a
profound non-proliferation advantage. The non-proliferation advantages and safeguard considerations
49

of this technology are discussed at length in relevant literature .
Deployment of this technology would, by necessity, raise Australia’s level of involvement and
engagement with safeguard and non-proliferation processes. This increased involvement would
deliver a strong net-benefit, globally, to the desired outcomes of safe and peaceful uses of nuclear
44

http://www.arpansa.gov.au/
http://dfat.gov.au/international-relations/security/asno/Pages/australian-safeguards-and-non-proliferation-office-asno.aspx
Hannum et al. (1996)
47
Till and Chang (2011)
48
(Hannum et al. 1996; Triplett, Loewen & Dooies 2010)
49
(Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company 2015; Hannum & Wade 1997; Hannum et al. 1996; Till & Chang
2011; Wade & Hill 1997)
45
46
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technology and non-proliferation, and the progressive safe disposal of existing inventories of used
nuclear fuel. As noted above, appropriately supported expansion of Australia’s existing, highly
regarded regulatory institutions will enable the appropriate regime to be put in place by the Australian
Government to provide absolute confidence on this matter. The Australian public will expect and
demand no less.

17

2.3

Integral Fast Reactors (IFR)

Issues Paper 3 (question 3.2) seeks input regarding reactor technologies that can be installed and
connected to the National Electricity Market (NEM).

Many Generation III (and so called III+) passively safe reactor designs, several already proven in
international markets, would be technologically acceptable for NEM connection in the appropriate grid
location. This would possibly be within South Australia but, due to the larger size of these reactors
(600-1,000 MWe), this is more likely suitable in the more populous eastern states with much higher
load concentrations. Such technologies should not be ruled out of a role in South Australia’s
generating mix, or that of Australia more broadly.

In order to capitalise on the commercial potential offered by the IFSFI, and to demonstrate a pathway
for beneficial use and permanent disposal of used fuel, this proposal recommends South Australia
embraces the commercialisation of the Generation IV integral fast reactor (IFR) technology from the
outset.

Generation IV fast neutron reactors are at the cusp of commercialisation. This pathway thus entails
50

first of a kind (FOAK) technological and commercial risk , however it is not a pathway of fundamental
research and development uncertainty. This submission argues that this juncture represents an
optimal opportunity for ambitious investment by South Australia in leading new technology. The
perceived FOAK risk can be minimised by the partnering or joint venturing between government,
commercially and technologically strong Australian interests and international organisations. This
includes the technology vendor that has directly expressed interest in public-private partnerships

51

The IFR is now ready for commercialisation as the Power Reactive Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
52

from GE-Hitachi . Many reactor designs with advanced fuel cycles have been proposed and are
53

under development at various stages of completion . We have focussed on the integral fast
reactor/PRISM because:
1. All aspects of the technology have been comprehensively proven in laboratory conditions with
a prototype reactor

54

and various aspects have been documented in detail in scientific

literature
2. The technology is now commercially available from a major supplier (GE-Hitachi)
3. The design was based on principles including full conversion of uranium into energy, not
merely the small fissile portion of it. This represents an ideal partner to a multinational, aboveground storage facility and an industrial-scale recycling facility.

50

Discussed at length in Gittus (2006)
'Prepared testimony, Kelly Fletcher, Sustainable Advanced Technologies Leader, General Electric Company' 2006)
52
GE Hitachi (2014)
53
Nordhaus, Lovering and Shellenberger (2013)
54
Till and Chang (2011)
51
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4. This technology requires no upstream mining, related infrastructure and potential land use
degradation or pollution to obtain its primary energy. It simply re-uses an existing, currently
stockpiled resource.
5. A conversion ratio of fissile to fertile material of greater than one (i.e. breeding as much or
more fuel than is consumed) means a fast reactor is a sustainable large-scale energy source,
in principle for tens of thousands of years.

55

As a small reactor (311 MWe unit) there will be minimal technical limitation to the connection of this
generator. The existing South Australian network could lose up to 450 MW of generation from a single
56

contingency event . The PRISM falls comfortably within that range, just larger than the existing
largest single generating unit in South Australia (270 MW at Port Augusta). Each PRISM development
(an installation of twin, compact power modules) would add 622 MWe of dispatchable, zero-carbon
generation.

A PRISM reactor, running with the suitable configuration of the fuel core, achieves a conversion ratio
57

of 1.23 , rendering existing used fuel a vast source of further energy. However this is an operational
decision. The PRISM is versatile, with different core configurations prioritising different outcomes,
such as Used-Nuclear Fuel Recycle (conversion ratio 0.72), Breakeven (conversion ratio 1.06), or
58

Weapons Pu Consumption (conversion ratio 1.00) .

Following a fuel cycle the electrochemical recycling facility (described in the previous section)
removes impurities, enabling the metal fuel to be re-cast into new fuel slugs with the addition of make59

up material from the used-fuel stockpile . The physical integration of the reactor and fuel recycling
leads to the term Integral Fast Reactor. The removed impurities, known as fission products, are small
in mass and short-lived, rendering management and disposal well within institutional capabilities. This
is discussed in detail in section 2.4.

Issues paper 3, question 3.9 asks about the lessons to be learned from prior nuclear accidents, and
whether known safety risks have been addressed.

55

Kazimi, Moniz and Fosberg (2011)
Electranet (2012)
57
Triplett, Loewen and Dooies (2010)
58
Triplett, Loewen and Dooies (2010)
59
Argonne National Laboratories/ US Department of Energy (Undated)
56
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Figure 9: Schematic of the PRISM Power Block

PRISM is an inherently safe design thanks to characteristics of both the fuel and coolant. The allmetal coolant enables operations at ambient pressure. The metal fuel ensures overpower events are
halted by simple physics (expansion of metal fuel with increased heat, leading to neutron leakage and
loss of chain reaction). Residual decay heat is removed, passively, for an indefinite period
-1 61

the thermal conductivity of the liquid metal coolant (68.8 W mK )

61

(Brook et al. 2014; Till & Chang 2011; Triplett, Loewen & Dooies 2010; Wade, Wigeland & Hill 1997)
International Atomic Energy Agency (2012)
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thanks to

being approximately 100 times

greater than that of water.

60

60

These inherent safety features are not merely theoretical. In 1986, the researchers operating the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II (the research prototype precursor to the PRISM reactor) simulated
two major accident conditions: unprotected loss of flow and unprotected loss of heatsink.

The first test (unprotected loss of flow) simulated total station blackout while the reactor was running
at full power, where all shutdown mechanisms, including direct operator intervention, have failed. The
reactor was “on its own”. Exactly as modelled, an initial rapid rise in outlet coolant temperature was
followed by a sharp loss of reactivity and reactor shutdown with no operator intervention, with the
reactor reaching stable equilibrium conditions for the removal of heat.

In the second test (unprotected loss of heat sink) the reactor was isolated from the heat exchanger.
Exactly as in the first test, the (more gradual) rise of temperature led to a loss of reactivity and
62

completely passive shutdown of the reactor .

It has been erroneously claimed that a sodium-cooled fast reactor can explode in the manner of a
63

nuclear weapon . In the extremely low probability event that the inherent safety features of the
reactor, described above, are overcome, the low melting point of the metal fuel “provides a passive
64

mechanism for dispersing the fuel so that it cannot resemble a prompt critical configuration” . This
“low temperature dispersal” of the fuel “provides a massive negative reactivity injection, overwhelming
65

all other reactivity effects” and as a result “there is no prompt criticality” . The metal IFR fuel was
tested in the Transient Reactor Test Facility, an experimental reactor that subjects reactor fuel to
massive overpower events that are well-outside of normal operating conditions. The fuel was taken
from zero power to greater than four times the nominal peak power in just five seconds. The result
was as described above but better than expected: the behaviour of the fuel serves to “terminate over66

power transients no matter what their cause” .

Concerns are often raised about the reactive nature of sodium. The sodium coolant is held in a
67

reactor vessel with access only from the top of the reactor, and this access is covered with inert gas .
The 20 cm gap between the reactor wall and containment vessel is also filled with gently pressurised
inert gas. As the reactor operates at atmospheric pressure, in the unlikely event of any failure of the
reactor vessel there will be no energetic voiding of the coolant. Any leaks will be small, slow and
readily detected. This space is also sized so that, in the unlikely event of a leak, it will retain all of the
primary sodium while keeping the core, stored spent fuel, and heat exchanger inlets covered with
68

sodium . The small reactor unit size means the cores can be located below grade, with rammed
earth providing an additional containment.

62

Till and Chang (2011)
See Heard (2015)
Till and Chang (2011)
65
Till and Chang (2011)
66
Till and Chang (2011)
67
Triplett, Loewen and Dooies (2010)
68
Triplett, Loewen and Dooies (2010)
63
64
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The coolant is highly compatible with the metal reactor walls, the metal fuel and the metal pipes,
69

resulting in no corrosion and minimal deposition of material on fuel, even in prolonged irradiation . A
secondary, non-radioactive sodium-loop removes heat from the reactor core to the heat exchanger
via double-walled steel pipes. At no time does irradiated sodium leave the reactor core.

Figure 10: Heat transfer from sodium cooled fast reactor showing secondary, non-activated
sodium loop

A version of the PRISM reactor is under consideration in the UK for the purpose of downgrade and
70

disposal of unwanted plutonium stockpiles . PRISM carries “the necessary design attributes of a
successful sustainable nuclear energy system- one that could be feasibly deployed within this
71

decade” .
72

In testimony to a US Senate subcommittee , General Electric made the following remarks
At this point, the key issues in the deployment of this new technology are related to design,
codes and standards. If the Government chooses to deploy a PRISM reactor…the work that
remains is really about nuts and bolts project engineering and management- the technology is
ready to be deployed.
69

Till and Chang (2011)
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (2014)
71
Brook et al. (2014)
72
'Prepared testimony, Kelly Fletcher, Sustainable Advanced Technologies Leader, General Electric Company' 2006)
70
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We assert that commitment to a leading role in the commercialisation process of the PRISM, tied to
and funded by the establishment of used fuel storage, is precisely the level of calculated ambition
South Australia must embrace to rejuvenate our economy and establish new, highly skilled industry
st

for the 21 century.

Box 1: Strategic infrastructure investment assists all players.
This self-funded proposal provides a foundation of critical infrastructure development that
supports South Australia as a logical destination for other advances in nuclear technology.

Under certain policy settings, mature generation III+ reactor designs could be deployed in
Australia as a source of reliable, greenhouse free energy. These reactors offer evolutionary
improvements to the existing fleet. Other innovative reactor designs may use existing, light water
reactor fuel cycles, but achieve step-change improvements in manufacturing and deployment
costs. These reactors would be supported by access to approved storage space for used nuclear
fuel.

Liquid-fuelled reactor designs with replaceable cores may ultimately provide lower-cost reactors
(than, for example, solid-fuel PRISM reactors) that can more rapidly integrate and dispose of
plutonium and other actinides that are segregated in the fuel recycling facility. The fuel recycling
facility thus enhances the utility of such a reactor design and vice versa. However such reactors
lack the breeding capability to make complete use of existing uranium stockpiles and provide
feedstock to new reactors. Therefore they do not supplant the importance and utility of an
IFR/PRISM reactor. Access to pyroprocessing and PRISM reactor facilities would also enable
complete disposition of the transuranics from the used liquid fuels, reducing the radioactive halflife of the waste stream.
The potential progression to the development of a “fuel leasing” model for Australian mined
uranium would be supported by both multinationally approved storage space and the
development of recycling infrastructure and knowledge in fuel fabrication.

This proposal is supportive and mutually reinforcing of other developments in advanced nuclear
technology. It provides a solid foundation for development of an all-encompassing push for
excellence in advanced nuclear technologies to be based in South Australia, with deep ties to our
scientific, education, industrial and manufacturing sectors.
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2.4

Deep borehole disposal

Issues Paper 3 (question 3.12) seeks input regarding the wastes produced from the production of
nuclear-generated electricity.

The basic principles of the PRISM reactor and associated recycling facility mean that the normal
operation of this system extends the energy value of existing used nuclear fuel by a factor of 20 or
more, by deriving energy from the 95%-97% of material that is either fissile or fertile. In the process
the system decreases the radioactive longevity of the material by over two orders of magnitude.

After a cycle of fission, fissile material is transmuted to fission products. The fission products are
radioactive but with only a medium-term collective half-life of 30 years and are small in quantity
-1

(approximately 1 kg MWyear ). Within approximately 300 years, the radioactivity has returned to the
levels of natural uranium ore. Longer-lived actinides and fission products can be expected to remain
73

in trace amounts . This fission product material would likely be immobilised in zeolite or vitrified
74

(turned into glass) for final disposal . In the event of 622 MWe PRISM generation operating in South
Australia, approximately 622 kg of fission product waste would be produced, annually, for the
production of nearly 5 million MWh of electricity.

Therefore, the technologies described above would both reduce and defer the need for final disposal
of radioactive material. However, fission product material will eventually require safe disposal. An
ideal option may be deep-borehole disposal. This consists of drilling a borehole, or array of boreholes,
into deep rock (up to 5,000 m), emplacing waste in the lower 2,000 m and sealing the upper 3,000 m
75

with a carefully engineered borehole seal system . These boreholes are a mere 0.91 m diameter at
76

surface, telescoping to 0.43 m at 5000m depth . For fission product disposal the material could be
placed in smaller diameter and potentially shallower boreholes that will be simpler and less costly to
77

drill . A single deep borehole might accommodate over 250 tonnes of used fuel material for
78

disposal . In principle, one borehole might provide disposal space for fission products from 622 MWe
of PRISM generation for the life of the reactor.

There are numerous advantages to this approach over traditional mined repository approaches:


The disposal can be developed incrementally to match the rate of waste production.



The required rock formations are common at the depth in question. Suitable sites are
numerous.



-1

It is low-cost per unit disposed material, with current estimates of US$158 kgHM . These
79

costs could be reduced further with centralised repacking of material for final disposal .
73

Todd (2015)
Brook et al. (2014)
Brady et al. (2012)
76
Brady et al. (2012)
77
United States Department of Energy (2014a)
78
Brady et al. (2012)
79
Brady et al. (2012)
74
75
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The deep-borehole repository concept is not field-tested and a full-scale demonstration of feasibility is
80

required . However it is also “expected to be reliably achievable in crystalline rocks with currently
available commercial drilling technology, and there are no known technical issues that present
81

unreasonable barriers to drilling to this diameter at depth” .
The United States Department of Energy is proposing a multi-year deep-borehole field test to “confirm
82

the safety and feasibility of the concept before proceeding further with implementation” . They are
expressly proposing to seek “international collaboration with other nations that have expressed
83

interest in deep borehole disposal concept” .

The United States Department of Energy confirms this solution is likely to be more quickly
implemented than mined repository disposal pathways, stating:
“Preliminary evaluations of deep borehole disposal indicate a high potential for robust
isolation of the waste, and the concept could offer a pathway for earlier disposal of some
wastes than might be possible in a mined repository.”

84

Previous studies have identified South Australia as possessing among the best locations, globally, for
85

stable disposal of long-lived radioactive material . Prima facie, it is highly likely that the deep
borehole approach to disposal would be successful in South Australian conditions.

Figure 11: General concept for deep borehole disposal of high-level radioactive waste

80

Brady et al. (2012)
United States Department of Energy (2014a, p. 26)
82
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (2014, p. 14)
83
United States Department of Energy (2014a, p. 26)
84
United States Department of Energy (2014a)
85
Arius Association (2015)
81
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2.4.1

Broader waste considerations

Relevant also to Issue Paper 3, Question 3.12, it is vital to consider not simply what waste is
created by nuclear electricity, but also what waste is avoided by nuclear electricity. The PRISM
solution would ensure the displacement of fossil generation from the market. According to
Australia's National Pollution Inventory, the electricity generation and coal mining sectors are
among the largest sources for several toxic pollutants as shown in
Table 1. None of these pollutants will be emitted from a PRISM reactor (or indeed any nuclear
fission).
Table 1 Quantity of pollution and rank
'"""'""r!u•r•n and coal min

among sectors for selection of air pollutants from

--R

The original fuel stock for the PRISM reactor is existing used fuel. There is no upstream mining
impact and hence no associated wastes as occur in the mining of coal, oil, gas or uranium or the

growth of biomass.
South Australia is a net-importer of electricity from Victoria87. Selected annual emissions of solid and
gaseous waste from the 221 0 MWe brown coal facility at Loy Yang 88 have been normalised to 622
MWe. In Table 2 this is compared to pollution and the key waste stream from the proposed PRISM
reactor.
Table 2: Comparison of solid and gaseous waste, brown coal and PRISM
Pollutant/waste (kg)

Loy Yang (brown coa l)

PRISM (fast nuclear reactor)

Carbon monoxide

1,700,000

0

Sulphur dioxide

60,000,000

0

EMISSIONS TO AIR (KG)

Oxides of nitrogen

23,000,000

0

PM 10

3,000,000

0

PM 2.5

14,000,000

0

Volatile organic compounds

390,000

0

Chlorine and compounds

3000

0

TRANSFERS TO DISPOSAL (KG)
Zinc and compounds

18,000

0

Lead and compounds

6900

0

Fission product, short-lived

0

622

86

http://www.npi.qov.au/npidata/action/load/browse-search/criteria/year/2014/browse-type/lndustry , searched by industry and
subsets
87
Discussed in Heard, Bradshaw and Brook (2015)
88
Sourced from 2013/2014 reporting to the National Pollution Inventory http://www.npi.qov.au/npidata/action/load/emission-byindividual-facility-result/criteria/stateN ICiyear/2014fjurisdiction-facility/00004339
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2.4.3

Greenhouse gas emissions

From the point of view of greenhouse gas emissions, the electricity generated from 622 MWe of
PRISM generation would displace approximately 5 million tC02-e yea( 1 from the National Electricity
Market based on grid-average emissions intensity.

Issues Paper 3, question 3.11 queries the calculation of lifecycle emissions from different energy
sources. This is a mature area of academic enquiry with consistent conclusions that are accepted at
the highest levels89 . In a 2011 study via the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, over 125
estimates drawn from 32 separate references (screened from an original 249 references) were
reviewed for the lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions of nuclear energy. This review indicated that,
across the full lifecycle, nuclear energy is among the lowest greenhouse-gas forms of electricity
production, as shown in Table 3 . Studies have been prepared specifically for Australian conditions
and meta-review of the relevant literature has been undertaken by a leading Australian university 90 ,
delivering results close to international studies.

Table 3 Results of literature review of lifecycle assessments of greenhouse gas emissions
from electricity generation technologies91
Technology

Lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions, 50"'
percentile, gC0 2e kwh-'

Biopower

18

Solar PV

46

Solar CSP

22

Geothermal Energy

45

Hydropower

4

Ocean Energy

8

Wind Energy

12

Nuclear Energy

16

Natural Gas

469

Oil

840

Coal

1001

These outcomes support the inclusion of nuclear generation in a clean energy mix. The PRISM
reactor will deliver even better performance in this regard than conventional nuclear thanks to:
•

Avoidance of mining-related emissions. There is no fuel mining

•

Avoidance of milling of uranium

•

Avoidance of enrichment of uranium

•

Elimination of several stages of transportation of mined material and fuel material

•

Operations at atmospheric pressure, demanding lesser inputs of steel and other reinforcing
materials in construction of the reactor

89

Moomaw et al (2011)
Lenzen (2008)
91
Adapt ed from Moomaw et al (2011)
90
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There will be other small, short lived waste streams associated with the fuel recycling facility

92

(e.g.

old zirconium cladding from recycled fuel) that would require disposal in a suitable facility. Such waste
streams are likely to be either low-level waste or intermediate-level waste. These materials are
already in circulation. The PRISM/fuel recycling solution proposed in this submission does not create
these wastes. It will, however, take proper responsibility for their safe disposal.

Exclusive focus on novel wastes generated from nuclear electricity runs the risk of delivering narrow
findings deprived of vital context for good decision-making. This proposal delivers an outstanding
outcome in terms of waste reduction for electricity generation, particularly when viewed through the
lens of substitution for existing fossil fuel generation in the National Electricity Market.

92

Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
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3. Business Case
Issues Paper 4 (Question 4.11) seeks input regarding the financial and economic assessment of the
benefits of storing or disposing of spent nuclear fuel or nuclear waste.

This section presents the business case for the development of this proposal (being an ISFSI, plus a
fuel recycling and fabrication facility, plus PRISM reactors, plus eventual waste disposal) using a netpresent value assessment, applying a project life of 30 years consistent with South Australian
government treasury guidelines.

All costs referenced below have been inflated to 2015 dollars, and all $US values have been
converted to $AU based on the exchange rate at July 2015 (AU$1.37 per US$1 ), and are thus to be
read as 2015 $AU.

3.1

Scenario development

In order to capture a full range of potential outcomes, the business case presents nine possible
scenarios based on a range of assumptions for key variables. From these nine scenarios we selected
three illustrative scenarios: low, mid and high. These scenarios are defined in Table 4.

Table 4: Bus iness case scenarios
Scenario

ISFSI size (tHM)

L40 (Low scenario)

40,000

L60

60,000

L1 00

100,000

M40

40,000

M60 (Mid scenario)

60,000

M1 00

100,000

H40

40,000

H60

60,000

H1 00 (High scenario)

100,000

Fuel custody price($ tHM ')

Electricity price ($ MWh ')

685,000

20

1,370,000

50

2,055,000

80

Key assumptions and inputs for developing and assessing scenarios are discussed below.
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3.2

Size of the storage facility

Based on the work discussed in section 1, an ISFSI of 60,000 tHM storage capacity is selected for the
mid scenario.

A 40,000 tHM capacity is a conservative low estimate for developing the range of illustrative scenarios
and an input to the low scenario.

In the event of heavy demand from several regional partners including China, full subscription and
loading of a 100,000 tHM ISFSI is regarded as a plausible upper estimate to bound the illustrative
scenarios. This size is selected for the high scenario.

3.3

Revenue assumptions

Fuel custody price
-1

The mid scenario applies a spent-fuel price of $1,370,000 (US$1,000,000) tHM . This figure is
93

commonly quoted for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel . This is below the US$1,500,000 tHM
currently offered for reprocessing services from Taiwan, and below quoted ranges

94

-1

of US$1,200,000-

-1

US$2,000,000 tHM . Conversely, consultation suggested a price of US$400,000 tHM

-1

was

approximately accurate based on current rates of saving in the US nuclear power industry.
-1

-1

A low-price of $685,000 tHM (US$500,000) and a high price of $2,055,000 tHM ($US1,500,000) is
applied as upper and lower bounds in the development of the illustrative scenarios, and applied in the
high and low scenarios respectively.

Electricity price
-1

The mid scenario applies a wholesale electricity price of $50 MWh , which is below the average
wholesale price of $74 MWh

-1

95

for 2012/13 in South Australia . NEM-wide, a wholesale electricity

-1

96

price of $50 MWh is representative of recent pricing .

The low scenario and high scenario apply wholesale electricity prices of $20 and $80 MWh

-1

respectively.

All scenarios assume operation of the 622 MWe PRISM reactor units at a capacity factor of 90 %.
This provides just under 5 million MWh year

-1

and assumes export when necessary from South

Australia via the National Electricity Market interconnectors to Victoria and New South Wales.

93

Arius Association (2015)
Bunn et al. (2001)
Australian Energy Regulator (2013)
96
See Figure 5 Australian Energy Regulator (2013, p. 9)
94
95
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Residual asset values
The PRISM reactors have an assumed rated life of 60 years. We have assumed linear depreciation of
asset value and quantified residual asset value as a benefit to the project arising in project year 30.

The fuel recycling facility has an assumed rated life of 40 years. We have assumed linear
depreciation of asset value and quantified residual asset value as a benefit to the project arising in
project year 30.

3.4

Cost assumptions

Capital costs
Capital costs for the ISFSI are based on inclusive, detailed figures cited in a 2009 report97 and set at
$912 million for a 40,000 tHM facility. The source report also provided disaggregated scaling of capital
costs for a 60,000 tHM facility, being $1,026 million. These cost scaling assumptions cost a 100,000
tHM facility at $1,256 million.
Capital cost for the development of a 100 t yea( 1 fuel recycling and fabrication plant is set at $617
million, a high-end figure which incorporates a 20% contingency loading98 .
Our modelling has assumed global first-of-a-kind (FOAK) capital costs for the PRISM reactors 99 of
$8,302 million for two reactor units of 311 MWe each (622 MWe total) with shared balance of plant.

Table 5 Summary of capital costs
Capital Item
/SFSI size (tHM)
ISFSI

Cost (2015 AU$ millions)

Source

40,000

60,000

100,000

9 12

1026

1245

Fuel re cycling and
fabrication plant
PRISM 622 MWe

Electri c Pow er Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)

617

Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and
Company (2015)

8302

United States Department of Energy (2014b)

Operational costs
Operational costs for the loading period of the ISFSI are based on inclusive, detailed figures and are
set at $620 million yea(

1100

and $698 million yea(1 for the 40,000 and 60,000 tHM facilities

respectively. This includes provision of dual-purpose canisters for transport and storage of all
material. Cost-scaling assumptions

101

have been applied to cost the operations and loading of a

100,000 tHM facility at $853 million yea( 1 . A total loading period of 20 years has been assumed
irrespective of facility size to determine total operational costs for the loading period.

97

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
99
United States Department of Energy (2014b)
100
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
10 1
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
98
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Annual operational costs for the post-loading, caretaker period for a 40,000 tHM and 60,000 tHM
1

ISFSis are set at $6.1 million and $6.8 million yea( respectively

102

.

Cost-scaling assumptions have

been applied to scale-up these costs for the 100,000 tHM facility to $8.4 million year -1 •
Operational costs for the 100 t yea(1 fuel recycling and fabrication plant are set at $70 million yea(1
103

We have assumed annual operational costs for the PRISM twin pack of $208 million yea( 1

104

.

A disposal cost of $138 kg-1 is assumed for conditioned fission products. This is lower than published
estimates105 of $216 kg-1 , accounting for the shorter half-life of the material, permitting shallower
drilling in a wider range of conditions to achieve the required disposal outcomes. Fission products are
produced at a rate of approximately 1 kg MWyea(1
$86,000 yea(

1

106

resulting in annual cost of approximately

.

Table 6 Summary of operational costs
Operational item

Cost (2015 AU$ millions year ')

ISFSI size (tHM)

ISFSI loading

ISFSI caretaker

Fuel

recycling

fabrication plant
PRISM 622 MWe

Deep borehole disposal

and

40,000

60,000

100,000

620

698

853

6

7

8

Source

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
(2009)
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
(2009)
Argonne National Laboratories/ Merri ck

70

and Company (2015)
United States Department of Energy

208

(2014a)
Adapted from Brady et al. (201 2)

0.086

102

Eiectric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
104
United States Department of Energy (2014b)
105
Brady et al. (2012)
106
based on figure from Carmack et al. (2009)
103
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3.5

Project timelines

This analysis assumes the commencement of a committed project in project-year 0 and assumes firm
bipartisan political support at both state and federal government level. The proposed timeframes
reflect the relevant literature.

For the ISFSI 3-year planning is assumed followed by 3-year construction, with revenues
commencing in project year 6

107

. A linear, staggered increase in loading is assumed over the first four

years, steady loading rates for twelve years followed by linear decrease in loading rates for the final
th

four years to the 20 year of loading.

A concurrent planning, designing and site preparation program is assumed for the fuel recycling
facility over project years 0-2, with construction and commissioning in project-years 3-6 and
operations commencing in project year 7

108

. Operational costs are assumed to be uniform for the

remainder of the project period.

For the PRISM reactors planning and approvals are assumed underway from project years 0-4, with
construction and commissioning from years 5-9 and operations commencing in project-year 10. This
has been selected to represent an ambitious mid-point estimate between literature suggesting
timeframes of as little as six years

109

and up to approximately fifteen years

107

110

.

Consistent with indicative timeframe in Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
Consistent with schedule shown in Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
Brook et al. (2014)
110
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (2014)
108
109
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4. Economic Findings
The Guidelines for the evaluation of public sector initiatives 111 applies a 30 year project life for major
construction proposals and a real discount rate of 5 %, representing medium market risk. Under these
conditions and based on the timelines determined, net present value (NPV) of the illustrative
scenarios is shown below in Table 7. Figure 12 shows the NPV for all scenarios, as defined in Table 4
(page 29).
Table 7 Net present value and benefit: cost for low, mid and high scenarios, 5 % discount ing
NPV 5 % (2015 AU$ billion)

Benefit:cost 5 %

Low (L40)

-0.3

0.9

Mid (M60)

28.1

2.5

Hig h (H100)

90.3

5.7

Figure 12: NPV, all scenarios as defined in Table 4
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I

M 1 00

H4 0

H 60

H 10 0

4.1

Discussion of findings

The business case finds multi-billion dollar NPV in all scenarios excluding the illustrative low scenario.
Given the efforts to be inclusive and conservative in all assumptions of costs (including fully
incorporating cask purchase, loading and transportation, FOAK PRISM reactor costs, waste disposal),
this is an outcome that suggests further more detailed project evaluation is warranted.

It is evident that a larger storage facility is indicated; such a project is profitable at the lowest price
settings for fuel storage and electricity sales. The marginal cost of increased storage is small
compared to total project costs.

The illustrative mid-range scenario delivers NPV of $28.1 billion and a benefit:cost of 2.5 at 5 %
discounting, a credible outcome based on the underlying assumptions.

Revenues from reactor fuel sales potentially worth $300 million per year were excluded. Cascading
benefits from infrastructure development including ports and railways were not considered. These
flow-on benefits to the South Australian economy would be appreciable both financially and in terms
of job creation. A full economic impact assessment process would identify and quantify these benefits.

Given the attraction of the project further engagement is warranted with the reactor vendor to boost
certainty in capital and operational costs for the PRISM reactor. This step will demand committed
government support. Delays, while a potential political setback, are likely to improve NPV outcomes,
as the total project will be further front-loaded with growing revenues from the fuel storage.

Overall, the business case outcomes are insensitive to most other cost components. The challenge in
establishing this project is certainly not an economic one. Indeed project failure could be viewed as
$28.1 billion foregone by South Australia, potentially taken up by less well-placed competitors.

4.2

Free power for South Australia?

Issues Paper 4 (Question 4.4) seeks inputs as to the potential for sharing benefits of storing or
disposing of used nuclear fuel or nuclear waste. As a means of simultaneously encouraging
acceptance of this proposal, equitably sharing benefits and spurring further economic recovery, this
proposal postulates the possible provision of all PRISM generated electricity, less self-use, to South
-1

Australians at the notional wholesale price of $0 MWh .

This analysis modelled the staged development of six PRISM reactors, deployed in pairs, totalling
1866 MWe, financed through this integrated project. At an assumed 90 % capacity factor, these

35

reactors could provide approximately 16 TWh yea(\ against current state-wide demand of 12 TWh
yea(1 112_

Additional PRISM units were assigned a capital cost of $2.1 billion based on an extrapolation of
1
expected price declines113, representing an assumed nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) cost of $3400 kW- . This
114
and hence
assumption is approximately 25 % higher than quoted NOAK costs for PRISM reactors
is regarded as a conservative overestimate. Marginal operational cost for each additional PRISM unit
1115
was assumed at $69 million yea(
. Construction of PRISM units 3-4 and 5-6 is assumed in project
years 9-13, with commissioning in project year 14. This additional reactor construction and operation
was included in all scenarios to test net present value results with the price of sold electricity set to $0
MWh-1 and project life extended to fifty years. Findings are shown in Figure 13 . All scenarios are as
defined in Table 4 (page 29) with "free power" denoted "FP".
Figure 13: Net present value, free power scenarios
N e t prese n t va lu e, 50 -year project, 5 %disco un t rate, free powe r sce n rios
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Our findings suggest that the "free power'' outcome is deliverable while maintaining overall netprofitability in nearly all scenarios.

112
Note instantaneous demand in South Australia can be as high as 3500 MW. Other generators would be required to meet
peak demand. This process has not sought to model the provision of every unit of electricity to South Australia in real time.
113
As shown in Appendix B, United States Department of Energy (2014b)
114
'Prepared testimony, Kelly Fletcher, Sustainable Advanced Technologies Leader, General Electric Company' 2006)
115
United States Department of Energy (2014b)
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4.3

Job creation

The implementation of this proposal would create direct and indirect employment in South Australia.

The ISFSI (60,000 tHM) would provide 106 operational jobs during the 20-year loading and 40
operational jobs during the caretaker period

116

.

The fuel recycling and fabrication facility would generate over 1,000 construction jobs during peak
construction and 380 ongoing operational jobs
estimates

117

based on analysis of disaggregated staffing cost

118

.

Each 622 MWe PRISM twin pack will generate approximately 500 operational jobs
construction employment of ranging from 1,000 to 1,400 workers

119

, with peak

120

.

The flow-on employment impacts are likely many times larger than the direct job creation. The influx
of zero-price wholesale electricity with high reliability would enhance the competitiveness of existing
industry, and provide a strong pull for development of new mining, industrial and commercial
developments in South Australia.
Low-cost energy could be directly converted to the increased availability of water via South Australia’s
desalination plant. Enhanced water availability could drive sustained increases in agricultural output to
meet growing demand for food in Asia.

The development of PRISM units would build expertise and infrastructure for advanced manufacturing
capability in small modular fast reactors. Such employment cannot be readily moved to, or substituted
for, in other jurisdictions.

The overall profitability provides scopes for other economically stimulating actions, for example
removal of payroll tax. Further investment could be funded by this project such as sustained research
and development in high-efficiency solar photovoltaics. South Australia could build a strong
foundation from which to service multiple emerging domestic and global energy markets.
The foundation infrastructure developed under this proposal, combined with a world’s best regulatory
and commercial environment for nuclear, would attract continued investment from many stakeholders
in the development of advanced nuclear technologies and manufacturing (refer Box 1).

116

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (2009)
Brown (2015)
118
Argonne National Laboratories/ Merrick and Company (2015)
119
Based on Staff MWe-1 of 0.8 for new small modular reactors cited in International Atomic Energy Agency (2001)
120
Brown (2015)
117
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Overall the employment impacts of this proposal could be transformative. Critically this is not
predicated on ongoing domestic subsidisation of manufacturing. Rather, it is firmly founded on
accessing existing, well-established international budgets, cumulatively worth over $100 billion,
providing a world’s-best service to meet this market and reinvesting proceeds in ongoing development
for South Australia.

38

5. Transport considerations
The development of this integrated project would demand the transportation of used nuclear fuel from
international customers into South Australia.

Issues Paper 4 (Question 4.10) seeks input regarding the risks association with transport of such
material into South Australia, and whether additional measures are needed to manage the risks.
Fortunately such transportation is mature, supported by a large body of data.

Since 1971 approximately 7,000 shipments of used fuel (over 80,000 tonnes) have been moved using
both land and sea transportation modes. Approximately 300 sea voyages have been made carrying
used nuclear fuel or separated high-level waste over more than 8 million kilometres

121

. Major

shipment routes have included:


40,000 tonnes of used fuel shipped to Areva's La Hague reprocessing plant (including
Australian material from the HIFAR reactor

122

).



30,000 tonnes of mostly UK used fuel shipped to UK's Sellafield reprocessing plant.



7,140 tonnes used fuel in 160 shipments from Japan to Europe by sea.



4,500 tonnes of used fuel shipped around the Swedish coast.

Other major domestic transportation of material occurs in USA and Sweden every year.

The World Nuclear Association reports no related property damage or personal injury, no breach of
-1

containment, and very low dose rate to the personnel involved (e.g. 0.33 mSv yr per operator at La
Hague). The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation echoes this finding, stating
“there has never been an in-transit accident that has caused serious human health, economic or
environmental consequences attributable to the radioactive nature of the goods”

123

. By contrast over

2,000 people were killed in incidents involving the transportation of LPG in the 30 years to 2001 in
OECD nations alone

124

.

Transportation of this used nuclear fuel is undertaken using Type B casks, which are heavily shielded
and can weigh up to 110 tonnes empty. These casks are subjected to the following regulated tests


125

:

A free-drop test in which the cask is dropped through a distance of 9 metres onto a flat,
essentially unyielding horizontal surface with the package striking the surface in the position
expected to produce maximum damage. A package dropped from this height strikes the
-1

ground at a speed of about 13 metres per second (48 km hour )

121

World Nuclear Association (2015d)
Route and process descr bed here http://www.areva.com/EN/operations-1379/nuclear-used-fuel-shipment-from-australia-toeurope.html
123
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (Undated)
124
Figures cited in House of Representatives Standing Committee on Industry and Resources (2006)
125
Committee on Transportation of Radioactive Waste (2006)
122
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A puncture test in which the cask used in the free-drop test is dropped through a distance of 1
metre onto the upper end of a 15.2 centimetre diameter solid, vertical, cylindrical mild steel
bar mounted on an essentially unyielding horizontal surface. The package is dropped onto the
bar in a position that is expected to produce maximum damage.



A thermal test in which the same cask is fully engulfed in a hydrocarbon-fuel fire with an
average flame temperature of at least 800°C for a period of 30 minutes.



An immersion test in which an undamaged specimen is subjected to a pressure head
equivalent to immersion in 15 metres of water.

The full extent and results of accident and impact testing of transport casks for used nuclear fuel has
been comprehensively documented

126

. This includes the extreme, full scale test scenarios undertaken

by Sandia National Laboratory. Videos of these tests are available

127

. These tests involved:

1. Impacts of tractor-trailer rigs carrying spent fuel transport packages into a concrete barrier at
-1

-1

nominal speeds of 100 km hour and 130 km hour .
2. Impact of a locomotive into a spent fuel transport package mounted on a truck trailer at a
-1

simulated grade crossing at a nominal speed of 130 km hour .
3. Impact of a spent fuel transport package mounted on a railcar into a concrete barrier at a
-1

nominal speed of 130 km hour , followed by exposure to a fire.

In the first two full-scale tests, the containment packages displayed only superficial damage and slight
deformation. In the third test, exterior damage was greater however aside from slight bowing of the
fuel rods “the assembly was otherwise undamaged”

128

. More recently, aircraft crash testing was
-1

simulated using a non-explosive missile moving at nearly 1,000 km h , with the cask surviving this
impact intact

129

.

Transportation of used nuclear fuel is, therefore, a mature, well-established process. A summary of
the international experience reached the following conclusion

130

The transportation of used nuclear fuel has been and continues to be conducted safely in
Canada and internationally. In over 45 years of used nuclear fuel transport, not a single
incident or accident has resulted in significant radiological damage to people or the
environment. In all, over 80,000 tonnes of used nuclear fuel have been transported around
the world to date. The industry’s excellent safety record is a direct result of robust
international standards which have been adopted and implemented by national regulatory
programs.

126

Committee on Transportation of Radioactive Waste (2006)
www.ocrwm.doe.gov/newsroom/videos.shtml
128
Committee on Transportation of Radioactive Waste (2006)
129
Video footage of this test is available here http://www.holtecinternational.com/news/videos/
130
Stahmer (2009)
127
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Within Australia, transportation of radioactive materials is governed by the recently updated Australian
Code

131

, which reflects the most recent recommendations from the International Atomic Energy

Agency. ANSTO transports around 2,000 radioactive packages every month both within Australia and
overseas. This has occurred without incident. There has been over 11,000 container movements from
Australia’s uranium mining industry, with no transport incidents recorded that have posed any risk to
public health or the environment. In 2013 there were 201 incidents reported to the Australian
Radiation Incident Register, of which three were transport related, all minor, with no risk to workers or
the public

132

. Relative to the accepted practice of transporting petrol on roads in tankers without public

concern, no nuclear fuel or waste transports would pose comparable risks, with solid materials
robustly enclosed.

The establishment of a multi-national ISFSI in South Australia will rely on mature and proven
technologies and practices with exemplary safety records. While we again acknowledge that there will
be governmental, regulatory and societal hurdles relating to the establishment of this facility, there
exists no compelling, evidence-based argument in health, safety or environmental impacts against the
transportation of the used nuclear fuel to South Australia.

Concerns exist regarding the transportation of radioactive material in the Australian community

133

and

this must be addressed proactively. The public tends to estimate risks perhaps many thousands of
times higher than expert assessment. Increasing the amount of available information does little, in
isolation, to decrease the risk perception but rather tends to increase uncertainty

134

. This reinforces

the lessons of risk communication that the “deficit model” of communication has limited utility if
applied bluntly. Nonetheless the development of knowledge remains influential in the formation of
attitudes, though the relationship is likely more complex than generally appreciated

135

.

In answer to Question 4.10, evidence suggests that the maintenance and expansion of the
application of existing policies, practices and technologies by Australia will ensure the excellent
Australian and international track-record in transport of radioactive materials is maintained. While
Australia will undoubtedly need to boost capacity in these areas, this poses no insurmountable hurdle.
However further public discussion will be needed using this evidence, guided by the best available
risk communication expertise.

131

Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (2014)
Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (2015)
133
For example the group Nuclear Operations Watch Port Adelaide
134
Riddel (2009)
135
Sturgis and Allum (2004)
132
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6. Location
Issues Paper 3, Question 3.1 asks are there suitable areas in South Australia for the establishment
of a nuclear reactor for generating electricity? What is the basis for that assessment?

The facilities discussed in this submission are suitable for deployment across South Australia. Colocation of the fuel storage, recycling facility and fast reactors would be optimal in terms of cost,
safety, and minimisation of movement of material.

Relating to the reactor facilities, the PRISM features small reactor units (311 MWe) that may be
deployed in series to create larger power stations. This is analogous to the coal-fired facilities of Port
Augusta where three generating units are co-located. Total installed capacity at the location is 760
MWe, but no single generating unit exceeds 270 MWe. Therefore there will be minimal additional
requirements for connection. As a water-cooled thermal generator, like existing facilities at Port
Augusta or Torrens Island, proximity to sea water for cooling is advantageous. The existing
transmission network in South Australia offers many potentially suitable locations for siting such a
facility.

An above ground fuel storage facility requires a suitable area of land, preferably with proximity to
existing or potential port and rail facilities. Many locations in South Australia are likely to offer these
conditions. The fuel recycling facility is logically co-located with both the fuel storage facility and the
fast reactors. On the basis of international experience and South Australia’s existing electricity and
industrial infrastructure, we foresee no technical impediment to locating these facilities in South
Australia, with a wealth of suitable locations for doing so. Health and environmental impacts of these
facilities would be expected to be much lower than equivalent fossil fuel infrastructure, with no
emissions of airborne pollution and minimal, fully contained waste streams, as discussed in section
2.4.

REMOTE LOCATIONS
South Australia offers the (putative) advantage of availability of remote locations with world-leading
geological stability. While valuable, nothing about the facilities proposed in this submission demands
the use of remote locations. An early, reflexive focus on remote locations may lead to unhelpful and
counterproductive discourse.

We have undertaken an audit of a representative selection of 24 dry cask storage sites and fuel
disposal sites maintained within nuclear power-equipped countries, and the communities that share
the general areas. For each site we determined the closest community, and the communities within
the radii out to 100 kilometres and 200 kilometres, and the distance to the largest notable city outside
this area. The methodology applied to this process is described in Appendix 2: Review of fuel storage
locations and proximity of communities and major settlements, along with a complete table of findings.
A sample is shown in Table 8 below.
42

The evidence from international practice demonstrates that nuclear facilities co-exist with dozens of
communities in close proximity, and within a few hundred kilometres of major world cities including,
Helsinki, Madrid, Shanghai and New York.

It is demonstrably the case that extreme remote locations are not a requirement. Any reflexive focus
on remote locations, from the outset, circumvents good process and sends a message that the
facilities are hazardous. Evidence from global practice shows this is not the case. A focus on remote
locations also raises the probabilities that facilities will interact with areas of strong sensitivity to
Australia’s indigenous communities. Indigenous communities should be welcomed into any siting
process, however on the basis of international practice there need be no imposition, whatsoever, of
these facilities into remote South Australian land.

This proposal centres on the temporary storage of used fuel to be followed by recycling for energy. As
such, South Australia’s acknowledged geological stability is an advantageous quality, relevant for the
future disposal of lesser quantities of much shorter-lived material. Given the short half-life and very
small quantities, technically suitable options for borehole disposal will likely abound in South Australia.

In discussing the location of the facilities outlined in this proposal we strongly advocate a consentbased process whereby:


All technically suitable locations in South Australia are available for consideration, with no
arbitrary exclusions;



Evidence of technical suitability and international practice remains prominent in discussions at
all times



Local stakeholders are engaged in a free and voluntary process



Community support, equity, and creation and sharing of benefits are prominent principles
upon which the process is to be based.

Such bottom-up practices have been deployed with success in Finland and Sweden

136

. These

processes have been adopted in-part by the Australian Federal Government for the most recent siting
attempt for a facility to centralise Australia’s low and intermediate level radioactive waste, with early
indications of positive outcomes

137

. Consent-based processes are proposed and underway for fuel

storage facilities in the United States

138

. These are encouraging examples that should be understood

and applied to progressing development of nuclear facilities in South Australia.

136

Nuclear Energy Institute (2014)
Department of Industry and Science (2015)
138
(Moniz (2014); Nuclear Energy Insittute (2015))
137
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1

COUNTRY

f

f

T.

d

•

d

INSTALLATION

CLOSEST
COMMUNITY

COMMUNITIES WITHIN 100

COMMUNITIES WITHIN 200

us

Diablo Canyon

San Luis Obispo
19km

Santa Maria, Atascadero, Cambria, Paso
Robles, San Miguel, Gorda, Pismo Beach,
Lompoc, Solvang

Bakersfield, Hanford, Lost Hills, Delano, Porterville,
Tulare, Visalia, Fresno, King City, Salinas, Monterey,
Goleta, Oxnard, Ventura

UK

Sellafield

Seascale 2km

Egremont, Cleator Moor, Whitehaven,
Workington, Maryport, Aspatria, Silloth,
Wigton, Dalston, Carlisle, Gretna Green,
Brampton, Haltwhistle, Alston, Keswick,
Penrith, Pooley Bridge, Howtown, Wasdale
Head, Boot, Shap, Stanhope, Appleby-inWestmorland, Kirkby Stephen,
Ravenstonedale, Bowness-on-Windermere,
Kendal, Sedbergh, Millom, Dalton-in-Fumess,
Barrow-in-Fumess, Grange-aver-Sands,
Camforth, Morecambe, Lancaster, lngleton,
Bentham, Fleetwood, Blackpool, Preston,
Douglas

China
Canada

Gansu
Darlington

Xiou 11 km
Bowmanville
Skm

Baiyin, Lanzhou, Linxia
Oshawa, Ajax, Clarington, Port Perry,
Uxbridge, Newmarket, Aurora, Vaughan,
Toronto, Mississauga, Brampton, Caledon,
Oakville, Georgina, lnnisfil, Barrie, Cannington,
Beaverton, Lindsay, Snug Harbour, Kawartha
Lakes, Orillia, Peterborough, Bridgenorth,
Curve Lake, Buckhorn, McCrackens Landing,
Norwood, Havelock, Campbellford, Gores
Landing, Cobourg, Co borne, Brighton,
Baltimore, Brockport, Medina, Niagara Falls

Finland

Onkalo..

Kaaro Skm

Eurajoki, Kiukainen, Ha~avalta, Nakkila, Luvia,
Ulvila, Leineperi, Pori, Kullaa, Palus,
Ruosniemi, Viasvesi, Makholma, Kaanaa,
Lyttyla, Noorrnarkku, Lamppi, Tahkoluoto,
Saarikoski, Pooskeri, Meri karvia, Lankoski,
Siikainen, Porrnakku, Honkakoski,
Kankaanpaa, Niinisalo, Honkajoki, Jamijarvi,
Honkilahti, Koylio, Sakyla, Rutava, Vampula,
Virttaa, Oripaa, Kalikka, Ylane, Uus kartano,
Raasi, Laitila, Uus kaupunki, Loimaa, Meillila,
Riihikoski, Mynamaki, Mietoinen, Askainen,
Masku, Vahto, Paatinen, Lieto, Aura,
Tarvasjoki, Turku, Naantali, Ve kua,

Ballymena, Bangor, Belfast, Dunmurry, Usbum,
Newry, Dundalk, Warrenpoint, Portpatrick, Stranraer,
Campbeltown, Girvan, Ayr, Troon, Irvine, Greenrock,
Paisley, Glasgow, Stirling, Fa kirk, Livingston,
Edinburgh, Musselburgh, North Berwick, Dunbar,
Eyemouth, Berwick-upon-Tweed, Melrose, Kelso,
Harwick, Bamburgh, Seahouses, Alnwick, Newcasltupon-Tyne, Sunderland, Durham, Hartlepool,
Stockton-on-Tees, Middlesbbrough, Whitby,
Richmond, Malton, Ripon, Harrogate, York, Leeds,
Bradford, Halifax, Bolton, Manchester, Liverpool,
Warrington, Sheffield, Chesterfield, Stoke-an-Trent,
Chester, Wrexham, Rhyl, Llandudno, Conwy, Bangor,
Caenarfon, Holyhead, Porthamdog, Harlech,
Shrewsbury,
Huangnan, Haidong, Xining, Gannan, Dingxi,
BellevillePrince Edward, Deseronto, Greater Napanee,
Kingston, Marmora, Kaladar, Sharbot Lake, Cloyne,
Bancroft, Barry's Bay, Haliburton, Minden,
Gravenhurst, Bracebridge, Huntsville, Kearney,
Rosseau, Parry Sound, McDougall, Midland,
Collingwood, Meaford, Owen Sound, Hanover,
Wa kerton, Guelph, Waterloo, Kitchener, Startford,
Hamilton,lngersoll, Simcoe, Buffalo, West Seneca,
Fredonia, Houghton, Salamanca, Allegany, Olean,
Alfred , Hornell, Geneseo, Rochester, Canandaigua,
Newark
Koski, Salo, Halikko,Pemio, Kisakallio, Lohja, lnga,
Fiskars, Raseborg, Bromarf, Dalsbruk, Nagu, Korpo,
Houtskar, Brando, Sottunga, Uto, Kokar, Foglo,
Lemland, Marjehamn, Godby, Hasvidden, Eckero,
Hyvinkaa, Riihimaki, Forssa, Jokioinen, Janakkala,
Hameenlinna, Parola, U~ala, Akaa, Valkeakoski,
Lempaala, Kangasala, P konlinna, Tampere, Orivesi,
lkaalinen, Ruovesi, Vippula, Mantta, Haapamaki,
Virrat, Kotala, Parkano, Karvia, lsojoki, La by,
Kaskinen, Narpes, Jurva, Kur kka, Seinajoki, Ylistaro,
Alavus, Laihia, Solf, Molpe, Korsnas, Portom
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OTHER NEARBY
MAJOR
SETTLEMENTS
Los Angeles 270km,
San Francisco
320km
Cardiff 327km

Xi'an 530km
Detroit 390km,
Ottawa 294km

Helsinki 222km,
Vaasa 207km

7. CONCLUSION
The South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission has provided a once-in-a-generation
opportunity for an evidence-based appraisal of the opportunities for South Australia in further
engagement with the nuclear fuel cycle.

The greatest opportunities for South Australia will be found where our potential competitive
advantages converge with market demand.

While opportunities may abound across the nuclear fuel cycle, such particular convergence is unlikely
to be found in the globally mature, established nuclear industry.

This submission argues that just such a convergence is found in the custody and management of
used nuclear fuel, with a focus on Asia.

However South Australia must go further. Open ended management strategies for used nuclear fuel
may not win public acceptance and do not, in isolation, sufficiently stimulate the creation of new and
exciting industries to provide high-value jobs of the future.

This proposal identifies the opportunity to move early in the commercialisation of new technologies for
the complete recycling of used nuclear fuel with the production of clean electricity as a result, and to
do so as an integrated financial project with the storage of used fuel.

In this synergy there may be found widespread community support for a project that is highly
innovative, deploys leading technologies, supports the foundation of new industries, demonstrates
world-leading practices in recycling, and delivers low-cost electricity.

Modelling indicates that this project is likely worth $28 billion to South Australia in present value.
This is a challenging pathway to deliver an ambitious project. However Australia possesses the
necessary institutional infrastructure to achieve this project with adequate governmental funding and
support. The first stage, the establishment of multinational above-ground fuel storage, can be
commenced immediately upon securing the necessary political and legislative conditions at state and
federal government level.

On an evidence-base, the safety of all aspects of this proposal is established beyond question. The
deployment of these technologies will beneficially impact the Australia environment with the
substitution of clean fission from recycled material for combustion of fossils fuels. The proposal does
not call for the use of remote lands, but rather acknowledges the suitability of these facilities for
location across South Australia, based on overwhelming international evidence.
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This is a transformative opportunity for South Australia. For it to be realised, change is required.

RECOMMENDATIONS


Repeal arbitrary legislative barriers to expansion in the nuclear fuel cycle at both state and
federal government level



Commit to high quality and communication and engagement with the South Australian
community, governmental sectors and business communities regarding the potential project



Undertake comprehensive state-wide economic analysis of the identified project, in
consultation with key international vendors and stakeholders. If the findings of this submission
are confirmed to the satisfaction of government, the project should proceed



Engage directly with probable customers for storage of used fuel in the Asian region to build
the necessary commercial and political relationships and frameworks for this trade to proceed



Undertake comprehensive legal review of state, federal and international legislations and
treaties for relevant interactions with the project proposed in this submission



Establish processes with Australia’s critical regulatory and scientific institutions in preparation
for the implementation of this proposal



Work with key Australian and international stakeholders to establish a framework world’s best
regulatory environment for the commercialisation of advanced nuclear technologies
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Appendix 1 Fuel Inventory Modelling
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Method
Due to the different current conditions of the selected countries (China, Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan), different approaches and scenarios are applied.

China

139

Currently China operates about 23.1 GW of nuclear power capacity , and plans to add about 217
GW by 2050. The plan scenario of this analysis follows the nuclear plan. The nuclear capacity for the
plan scenario will reach 58 GW by 2020, 150 GW in 2030 and 250 GW in 2050. The low scenario
assumes that there is no additional nuclear power excluding currently operating, constructing and
planned capacity. The total capacity for the low scenario will reach 91 GW by 2050. The high scenario
140
follows the assumption by Hu . About 70 GW of nuclear power plants will be installed by 2020, 200
GW by 2040 and 500 GW by 2050. This is the pre-Fukushima nuclear plan in China. The capacity of
breeder reactors are excluded from the calculation.
Due to the large gap between the currently operating capacity and the future expectation,
technological development and short experience of China, the calculation method is applied
𝑀 =

141

.

𝑃𝑒 ∙ 𝐶𝐹 ∙ 365
𝜂𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝐵𝑑

M is mass of fuel loaded per year (MTHM/year), 𝐵𝑑 is discharge burnup which is between 8
GWd/MTHM (PHWR) and 65 depended on the type of reactors, Pe is installed electric capacity
(GWe); CF is capacity factor (85%), ￼ 𝜂𝑡ℎ is thermal efficiency (33%).

Japan
Currently Japan has about 44.6 GW of nuclear power capacity currently stopped operating since the
142
Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear accident . The plan scenario is assumed that the nuclear power in Japan
143
will generate around 22% ~ 24% of the total electricity consumption . It is assumed that currently
closed nuclear power plants (including Fukushima power plants) will be remained as is, the other
nuclear power plants will be restarted to operate from 2016, and will continue by 2050. The low
scenario is assumed that all nuclear power plants will be decommissioned when they reach the
expected life span, and all new power plants under construction or plan will be cancelled. The high
scenario is based on the plan scenario; however, assumed that aged power plant (the expected life
span < 2040) will be replaced to advanced reactors with larger capacity.
The calculation approach similar to China is applied to Japan due to the lack of data. The capacity
factor of nuclear power in Japan is noticeably low (<70%) compared with other countries like South
Korea and China. Discharge burnup is 40 GWd/tU, and thermal efficiency is 33%. The conversion
factor of 0.95 is multiplied to convert the amount of uranium input to spent fuel (heavy metal) output.

South Korea
144

Currently nuclear power with the capacity of 20.7 GW is being operated in South Korea . The plan
145
scenario follows the current electricity generation plan until 2035 . Between 2015 and 2023, South
Korea is planning to build 1.4 GW of nuclear power plants every year. The total capacity of nuclear
power will be 32.9 GW by 2023, and the capacity will be maintained thereafter. Aged reactors will be
renewed. The high scenario is assumed that nuclear power plants will be constructed with the
139

http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/country-profiles/countries-a-f/china--nuclear-power/
Hu 2015 Disposal Capacity for Spent Fuel in China Is Not Ready Yet for the Nuclear Power Boom
141
Cao 2012 Preliminary Study on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Scenarios of China before 2050
142
http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Japan/
143
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2015/04/24/business/economy-business/industry-ministry-eyes20-to-22-of-electricity-from-nuclear-by-2030/
144
KHNP 2013 The white paper on nuclear power generation
145
Ministry of Knowledge and Economics 2013 The sixth electricity generation basic plan
140
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reduced trend (1.4 GW bi-annually) between 2024 and 2050). Additionally aged nuclear reactors will
be replaced with generation Ill reactors with higher capacity (1.4 GW). The total nuclear capacity will
be 54.3 GW by 2050. The phase-out scenario is assumed that all nuclear power plants will be phased
out in South Korea when reaching the planned operational life span of each nuclear power plant, and
all the nuclear power plant plans will be cancelled.
The annual nuclear fuel data by power plants in a year between 2000 and 2014 is obtained from
146
Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power (KHNP) . The conversion factor of 0.95 is multiplied to convert the
amount of uranium input to spent fuel (heavy metal) output. For the generation Ill reactors (APR1400)
that do not have historical data, the average value of generation II reactors (OPR1000) which use the
same type of nuclear fuel (PLUS 7) is applied. The capacity difference is compensated by multiplying
1.4.

Taiwan
Currently nuclear power with the capacity of 7.6 GW is being operated in Taiw an 147 . The plan
148
scenario follows the new energy policy of Taiw an (8.3 GW by 2050) . Since the energy policy of
Taiwan has the "Move towards a nuclear-free homeland" position, it is difficult to expect increasing
nuclear power capacity in Taiwan. Therefore the high nuclear scenario assumes only that aged
nuclear power plants will be replaced with advanced nuclear power reactors with higher capacity after
the expected life span year (11 .2 GW by 2050). The low nuclear power scenario is assumed that
Taiwan will cancel all nuclear power programs currently planned and decommission currently
operating power plants when they reach the expected life span. For the low scenario, maximum
capacity is 4.3 GW in 2025 and it will maintain by 2050 .
The empirical approach that uses the historical data of Taiwan is applied to calculate the amount of
149
spent fuels . Here the quantity of spent fuel is assumed to follow the historical trend of each power
plant.

Spent Fuel Inventory
South Korea
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

High

13808

19000

24500

29727

35380

4 1291

47628

54224

Plan

13808

18854

23797

28570

33344

3811 7

42890

47663

L.ow

13808

18071

21478

23343

24398

25189

25695

26009

China
High
Plan
Low

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

4254
4254
4254

8720
8720
8720

17934
16765
16205

32199
27878
24426

51565
43016
32646

75457
60049
40867

104168
78599
49087

137774
98739
57308

146

KHNP 2015 The amount of nuclear fuel sales by power plants and year. (Personally requested)
AEC 2012 National Report under the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management
and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management
148
http://web3.moeaboe.gov. tw/ECW /english/content!Content.aspx?menu_id=969
149
AEC 2012 National Report under the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management
and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management
147
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Taiwan
2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

3595
3595
3595

4314
4226
4080

5344
4905
4322

6511
5584
4322

7678
6263
4322

8845
6943
4322

10012
7622
4322

11180
8301
4322

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

High

19000

22676

26520

30365

34209

38158

42194

46229

Plan

19000

22676

26520

30365

34209

38053

41898

45742

Low

19000

22280

25117

27063

28283

28738

29041

29110

No

19000

19000

19000

19000

19000

19000

19000

19000

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

High

40657

54710

74298

98802

128832

163751

204002

249407

Plan

40657

54476

71987

92397

116832

143162

171009

200445

Low

40657

53151

67122

79154

89649

99116

108145

116749

Low + No
Japan

40657

49871

61005

71091

80366

89378

98104

106639

High
Plan
Low

Japan

Total

.....Low+No

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

53

2040

2045

2050

Appendix 2: Review of fuel storage locations and proximity of
communities and major settlements
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A representative selection of dry cask storage sites maintained
within nuclear power-equipped countries, and the communities that
share the general areas.
Methodology
Representative countries were selected for American, European and Asian locations. Locations of dry
casks were determined by consulting official records or the World Nuclear Association databases, and
coordinates found on Google maps. Where possible, actual dry casks or associated storage bunkers
were visually identified. For each site, the Google maps “measure distance” tool was used to
determine the closest community, the radii out to 100 kilometres and 200 kilometres, and the distance
to the largest notable city outside this area, were applicable. A visual survey of all visible cities, towns
and villages was undertaken within these boundaries; each list is presented as representative of
settlements co-existing with relatively close-by, safely stored used nuclear fuel material, but should
not be considered exhaustive. Communities are listed in no particular order of size, population or
proximity to storage facilities.

Dry cask storage
The technology for encapsulation of used and thoroughly cooled fuel assemblies was first used at
Surry nuclear power plant in Virginia, USA, in 1986 as a solution to inadequate spent fuel pool
capacity. Generally, dry, radioactive used fuel assemblies are packed and sealed under helium
atmosphere within thick shells of steel and concrete which feature natural ventilation for residual
cooling. Each fully loaded cask masses in excess of 150 metric tonnes and is engineered to withstand
forces equivalent to airplane or missile impacts without loss of integrity. In nearly thirty years this
approach has demonstrated unequivocal, robust safety and suitability as an interim solution to used
fuel storage issues. Recently, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission expressed confidence that
used fuel can be safely stored for over a century. The private industry for used fuel management is
growing.
There are various dry cask-type designs used globally, though models from Holtec and Areva
Transnuclear are the most recognisable. Other models are utilised in Europe, and CANDU bundles
(which are very different geometry to LWR fuel assemblies) are mostly contained in much larger,
rectangular containers. Some designs are intended to be placed horizontally within impregnable
concrete bunkers, such as Areva NUHOMS and MACSTOR.
Of particular note are the examples of Humboldt Bay and Pickering nuclear sites. Humboldt Bay was
an early model boiling water reactor of very small generating capacity on the Californian coast,
rendered uneconomical by increasingly strict US regulations following the Three Mile Island accident.
Its used fuel was transferred to six dry casks during decommissioning and they sit safely on a secure
concrete pad, closely surrounded by several small coastal communities. In contrast, the Ontarian
nuclear plant of Pickering sits on the coast of Lake Ontario 30 kilometres from the central business
district of Toronto. All of its used fuel is stored on site in dry storage containers.
While many commercial nuclear power plants make use of dry cask storage they also invariably store
new or used fuel material in fuel pools within the facility buildings. There are more conceivable
eventualities involved in this form of storage than with dry storage, but within the bounds of strictlyenforced reporting procedures there have been no injuries or deaths associated with either method of
used fuel management. The CLAB interim storage facility has been included in the list as an example
of designed-for-purpose fuel pool storage.
The HABOG facility managed by COVRA in the Netherlands (51.440641, 3.711324) is an example of
above-ground interim storage of true nuclear waste received back from reprocessing at La Hague. It
is 9 kilometres from the community of Middleburg and 53 kilometres from Antwerp.

Useful references
NRC
http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/dry-cask-storage.html
http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/2015/03/12/dry-cask-storage-the-basics/
http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/wcd.html
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http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1232/ML12320A697.pdf
Brands of dry storage
http://us.areva.com/EN/home-3138/areva-inc-areva-tn--nuhoms-used-fuel-storage-system.html
http://www.holtecinternational.com/productsandservices/wasteandfuelmanagement/hi-storm/
http://www.nacintl.com/drytransfer
http://www.wcstexas.com/
IAEA INPRO
https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/enhancing-cooperation-spent-fuel-and-high-level-wastemanagement
China
http://nautilus.org/napsnet/napsnet-special-reports/spent-nuclear-fuel-management-in-china/
Canada
http://www.opg.com/generating-power/nuclear/nuclear-wastemanagement/Documents/PWMFbrochure.pdf
Zwilag
http://www.zwilag.ch/en/cask-storage-hall- content---1--1054.html
Clab
http://www.skb.se/upload/publications/pdf/clabeng.8.3.pdf
https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/action-sea-transport-security-exercise-conducted-coastsweden
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COUNTRY

INSTALLATION

COORDINATES

CLOSEST
COMMUN ITY

COMMUNITI ES WITH IN 100

COMMUNITIES WITHIN 200

us

Surry

37.165556,-76.697778

Diablo canyon

35.210833,120.8561 11

San Luis
Obisoo 19km
West Richland
18km

Richmond. Norfolk, Chesapeake, Virginia Beach,
Hamoton Newoort News Petersbura.
Santa Maria, Atascadero. Cambria. Paso Robles.
San Miguel. Gorda, Pismo Beach. Lompoc, Solvang

Charlottesville. Rocky Mount, Greenville. Ocean City.
Washinaton DC
Bakersfield, Hanford, Lost Hills, Delano, Porterville,
Tulare, Visalia, Fresno. King City, Salinas, Monterey,
Goleta. Oxnard. Ventura

Columbia

46.471111 ,119.333889

Monticello
5km

Monticello

45.33181 1, -93.850412

Port St Lucie
14km

St Lucie

27.34861 1,-80.246389

S1 Leonard
7km

Calvert Cliffs

38.431944,-76.442222

Lycoming 3km

Fitzpatrick

43.523333,-76.398333

King Salmon
600m

Humboldt Bay

40.741713, 124.212138

Seabrook 1km

Seabrook

42.898889,-70.850833

Sizewell 700m

Richland, KenneWick. Prosser. Grandview,
Sunnyside, Toppenish, Union Gap, Yakima. Desert
Aire. Royal City, George, Quincy, Moses Lake,
Warden, othello, Connell, Walla Walla , MiltonFreewater. Pendleton. S1anfield. Henniston,
Boardman
St Cloud, Sauk Rapids, S1 Joseph. Santiago, Becker,
Cold Spring, Annadale. L~chfield, Dassal, Cokato.
Albertville, Princeton, Elk River, Cambridge,
Minneapolis. Minnetonka. S1 Paul. Edina,
Bloomington. Hutchinson
Melbourne, Palm Bay, Sebastian. Vero Beach, South
Beach, Fort Pierce. Yeehaw Junction, Basinger.
Okeechobee, Lakeport, Buckheaqd Ridge, Port
Mayaca, Indiantown, Moore Haven, Belle Glade,
Pahokee, Delray Beach. Boynton Beach. Palm
Gardens Beach Juoiter S1uart
California , Hollywood, St Marys City, Prince
Frederick, Huntingtown. Chesapeake Beach.
Waldorf, La Plata, Dahlgren. Colonial Beach. King
George, Port Royal, Montross, Cambridge, Oxford.
St Michaels, Easton, Alexadria, Fairfax, Annapolis,
Bethesda, BoWie. Chantilly, Salisbury,
Fredericksburg, Washinaton DC
Novelis. Scriba, Demster. New Haven. Oswego, Fru~
Valley, Sou1hwest Oswego, Furniss, Hannibal. North
Hannibal, Fairdale , Minetto, Granby Center. Fulton,
Volney, Palenno, Mallory, Hastings, Mexico.
Colosse, Maple View, Parish, Fernwood, Port
Ontario. Pulaski. Lacona, Altmar, Williamstown.
Camden. Central Square. Rome. Oneida. Clinton,
Syracuse, Liverpool. BaldWinsville. Auburn.
Weedsport, Sodus, Sodus Point, Watertown. Fort
Drum Prince Edward Kinaston
Capetown. Port Kenyon, Ferndale. Loleta. Fortuna,
Hydesville, Rio Dell, Scotia, Pepperwood, Bridgeville.
Redcrest. Dinsmore, Hyampom, Cutten, Eureka,
Samoa, Kneeland, Maple Creek, Dinsmores.
Fernwood, Blue Lake, Willow Creek. Salyer. Burnt
Ranch, Patrick's Point, Trinidad, McKinleyville,
Arcata, We~chpec, Hoopa, Big Bar, Helena, Hayfork,
Peanu1, Ru1h, Alderpoint, Miranda. Myers Flat.
Burlington. Petrolia
Saco. Waterboro. Sanford. Wells. Ogunquit,
Lebanon, Rochester, Somersworth, Dover, York.
Portsmou1h Durham Laconia Tilton Concord Bow
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OTHER NEARBY MAJOR
SETTLEMENTS

Los Angeles 270km, San
Francisco 320km
Seatle260km

Eau Claire, Mankato, Alexandria, Brainerd, Rochester

Roca Raton, Fort Lau1erdale , Hollywood. Miami.
Freeport. cape Coral, Fort Myers. Port Charlotte.
Sebring, W inter Haven, Lakeland, Kissimmee,
Orlando, Sanford, Cocoa Beach, Cape canaveral

Tampa228km

Charlottesville. Bal imore, Richmond, Williamsburg,
Norfolk, Newport News. Virginia Beach. Ocean City

Philadelphia 201km, New
York328km

Rochester, Brockport, Medina. Geneseo, Houghton.
Alfred, Hornell, Watkins Glen, Elmira. Ithaca,
Cortland. Binghamton. Norwich, Oneonta.
Cooperstown, Potsdam, Canton, Sm~hs Falls, Per h,
Mannora. Kaladar. Peterborough, Cobourg. Brighton.
Quinte West, Belleville

Buffalo 213km, Toronto
240km

Garberville , Leggett. Covelo, Red Bluff, Anderson,
Redding, Millville. Shasta Lake, Dansmuir, Mt Shasta.
McCloud. Yreka, Fort Jones, Etna. Klamath

Sacramento 335km

Por land. BrunsWick, Jackson, Littleton, Franconia,
Bertin, Lebanon. Hanover, Woodstock, Killington.
Rutland Keene Brattleboro Pittsfield Springfield

New York 335km, Montreal
355km

UK

Sizewell B

52.214182, 1.617882

Seascale 2km

Sellafield

54.421120, -3.500463

Shimen 2km

Taiwan

Chinshan

25.285833,121.586111

Jinshan 3km

China

Kuosheng
Gansu

25.202778,121.6625
36.150700, 103.518400
30.433056,120.95

Switzerland

Qinshan Phase
III
Zwilag

Xigu 11km
Zhongjia
Bridge 2km
Würenlingen
2km
Bowmanville
5km

Canada

Darlington

43.872778,-78.719722

47.541111, 8.231667

Fairport 1km

Hooksett, Manchester, Bedford, Amherst,
Londonderry, Nashua, Salem, Lawrence,
Newburyport, Lowell, Westford, Rockport,
Gloucester, Beverly, Boston, Newton, Fitchburg,
Leominster
Southwold, Lowestoft, Great Yarmouth, Caister-onSea, Hemsby, Mundesley, North Walsham,
Wroxham, Norwich,Wymondham, Dereham,
Swaffham, Watton, Attleborough, Barnham, Diss,
Eye, Thetford, Lakenheath, Ely, Milton, Newmarket,
Cambridge, Bury St Edmunds, Stowmarket, Saffron
Walden, Halstead, Braintree, Colchester, Clacton-onSea, Harwich, Felixstowe, Dedham, Sudbury,
Haverhill, Ipswich, Aldeburgh
Egremont, Cleator Moor, Whitehaven, Workington,
Maryport, Aspatria, Silloth, Wigton, Dalston, Carlisle,
Gretna Green, Brampton, Haltwhis le, Alston,
Keswick, Penrith, Pooley Bridge, Howtown, Wasdale
Head, Boot, Shap, Stanhope, Appleby-inWestmorland, Kirkby Stephen, Ravenstonedale,
Bowness-on-Windermere, Kendal, Sedbergh, Millom,
Dalton-in-Furness, Barrow-in-Furness, Grange-overSands, Carnforth, Morecambe, Lancaster, Ingleton,
Bentham, Fleetwood, Blackpool, Preston, Douglas

Sanzhi, Tamsui, Beitou, Wanli, Jinshan, Qidu,
Keelung City, Zhongzheng, Bali, Wugu, Luzhou,
Shilin, Songshan, Neihu, Xizhi, Pingxi, Shuangxi,
Luzhu, Taishan, Sanchong, Taipei, New Taipei City,
Taoyuan City, Guishan, Tucheng, Xindian, Pinglin,
Yilan City, Hsinchu City, Miaoli City
Approximately as above – the sites are 12km apart.
Baiyin, Lanzhou, Linxia
Jiaxing, Tongxiang, Hangzhou, Xiaoshan, Pinghu,
Jinshan, Shangyu, Yuyao, Cixi, Ningbo, Fengchua
Baden, Waldshut-Tiengen, Schaffhausen, Bonndorf,
Todtnau, Feldberg, Titisee-Neustadt,
Donaueschingen, Villingen-Schwenningen,
Tuttlingen, Singen, Konstanz, Kreuzlingen, Fraufeld,
Winterthur, Kloten, St Gallen, Zurich, Liechtenstein,
Lucerne, Zug, Arth, Schwyz, Altdorf, Glarus, Stans,
Interlaken, Thun,Bern, Lyss, Biel, Solothurn,
Langen hal, Aarau, Olten, Delemont, Porrentruy,
Basel, Altkirch, Mulhouse, Thann, Bad Krozingden,
Freiburg, Emmendingen, Colmar, Eguisheim,
Lahr,Gengenbach
Oshawa, Ajax, Clarington, Port Perry, Uxbridge,
Newmarket, Aurora, Vaughan, Toronto, Mississauga,
Brampton, Caledon, Oakville, Georgina, Innisfil,
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Providence, Plymouth

Chelmsford, Southend-on-Sea, London, Croydon,
Margate, Cantebury, Maidstone, Guildford, Reading,
Luton, Bicester, Milton Keynes, Bedford,
Northampton, Kettering, Corby, Peterborough,
Leicester, Grantham, Spalding, King's Lynn, Boston,
Skegness, Cromer

The Hague 183km

Ballymena, Bangor, Belfast, Dunmurry, Lisburn,
Newry, Dundalk, Warrenpoint, Portpatrick, Stranraer,
Campbeltown, Girvan, Ayr, Troon, Irvine, Greenrock,
Paisley, Glasgow, Stirling, Falkirk, Livingston,
Edinburgh, Musselburgh, North Berwick, Dunbar,
Eyemouth, Berwick-upon-Tweed, Melrose, Kelso,
Harwick, Bamburgh, Seahouses, Alnwick, Newcasltupon-Tyne, Sunderland, Durham, Hartlepool,
Stockton-on-Tees, Middlesbbrough, Whitby,
Richmond, Malton, Ripon, Harrogate, York, Leeds,
Bradford, Halifax, Bolton, Manchester, Liverpool,
Warrington, Sheffield, Chesterfield, Stoke-on-Trent,
Chester, Wrexham, Rhyl, Llandudno, Conwy, Bangor,
Caenarfon, Holyhead, Por hamdog, Harlech,
Shrewsbury,
Taichung City, Hualien City, Xincheng,

Cardiff 327km

Huangnan, Haidong, Xining, Gannan, Dingxi,

Xi'an 530km

Zhoushan, Jinhua, Changzhou, Wuxi, Suzhou,
Shanghai, Nantong
Besancon, Lausanne, Davos, Oberstdorf, Ulm,
Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Strasbourg

Geneva 217km, Munich
261km

BellevillePrince Edward, Deseronto, Greater
Napanee, Kingston, Marmora, Kaladar, Sharbot Lake,
Cloyne, Bancroft, Barry's Bay, Haliburton, Minden,

Detroit 390km, Ottawa
294km

Barrie, Cannington, Beaverton, Lindsay, Snug
Harbour, Kawartha Lakes, Orillia, Peterborough,
Bridgenorth, Curve Lake, Buckhorn, McCrackens
Landing, Norwood, Havelock, Campbellford, Gores
Landing, Cobourg, Colborne, Brighton, Baltimore,
Brockport, Medina, Niagara Falls

Pickering
Asco

43.811667,-79.065833
41.2,0.569444

Asco 2km
Trillo 2km

Trillo

40.701111,-2.621944

U hammar
5km

Sweden

Clab*

57.411374, 16.654922

Finland

Onkalo**

61.23513,21.4821

Spain

Kaaro 8km
San Luis
Obispo 19km

Approximately as above – the sites are 28km apart.
Falset, L'Ametlla de Mar, Miravet, Gandesa, Tortosa,
Horta de San Joan, Maella, Calaceite, La Fresneda,
Valderrobres, Beceite, Alcaniz, Calanda,Hijar,
Albalate del Arzobispo, Andorra, Alcorisa, Molinos,
L'Ampolla, Amposta, Sant Carles de la Rapita,
Mequinenza, Sastago, Quinto, Bujaraloz, Castejon
de Monegros, Sena, Fraga, Alcarras, Lleida,
Torrefarrera, Mollerussa, Les Borges Blanques,
Granyena de les Garriges, Balaguer, Artesa de
Segre, Argamunt, Ponts, Guissona, Tarrega,
Montblanc, Calaf, Igualada, Valls, Calafel,
Tarragona, Salou
Cifuentes, El Sotillo, Alaminos, Mirabueno, Algora,
Abanades, Luzaga, La Hortezuela do Ocen, Riba de
Saelices, Esplegares, Sacecorbo, Ocentejo,
Valtablado del Rio, Arbeteta, Armollones, Zaorejas,
Villanueva de Alcoron, Olmeda de Cobeta, Selas,
Herreria, Corduente, Ventosa, Taravilla, Poveda de
al Sierra, Valsalobre, Carrascosa, Beteta, Puente de
Vadillos, Santa Maria del Val, Fuetescusa,
Canamares, Priego, Albendea, Alcantud, Vindel,
Arbeteta, Escamilla, Millana, Alcocer, Sacedon,
Aunon, Alocen, El Olivar, Budia, Yelamos de Arriba,
Atanzon, Valfermoso de Tajuna, Tendilla, Hueva,
Pastrana, Horche, Guadalajara, Marchamalo, Santos
Humosa, Yunquera de Henares, Torija, Brihuega,
Civica, Utande, Hita, Alarilla, Alovera, Alcala de
Henares, Buendia, Albalate de Zorita, Priego,
Siguenza, Jadraque,Madrid, Tarancon, Cuenca
Ävro, Grönö, Vinö, Alö, Hamnö, Flivik, Blankaholm,
Misterhult, Blomsterhult, Figeholm, Virbo, Farbo,
Stensjö, Virbo, Boda, Gissebo, Getterum, Ishult,
Dalsebo, Falla, Tuna, Alsarp, Vena, Flatebo,
Hultsfred, Lönneberga, Bänarp, Målilla, Rosenfors,
Mörlunda, Höganäs, Bockara, Oskarshamn, Klämna,
Paskallavik, Fliseryd, Ruda, Högsby, Fågelfors,
Fagerhult, Uranäs, Virserum, Åseda, Norrhult,
Korsberga, Nye, Skirö, Vetlanda, Vimmerby,
Ankarsrum, Gunnebo, Västervik, Blackstad,
Gullringen, Katthult, Ingatorp, Mönsterås, Högsby
Eurajoki, Kiukainen, Harjavalta, Nakkila, Luvia,
Ulvila, Leineperi, Pori, Kullaa, Palus, Ruosniemi,
Viasvesi, Makholma, Kaanaa, Lyttyla, Noormarkku,
Lamppi, Tahkoluoto, Saarikoski, Pooskeri,
Merikarvia, Lankoski, Siikainen, Pormakku,
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Gravenhurst, Bracebridge, Huntsville, Kearney,
Rosseau, Parry Sound, McDougall, Midland,
Collingwood, Meaford, Owen Sound, Hanover,
Walkerton, Guelph, Waterloo, Kitchener, Startford,
Hamilton,Ingersoll, Simcoe, Buffalo, West Seneca,
Fredonia, Houghton, Salamanca, Allegany, Olean,
Alfred, Hornell, Geneseo, Rochester, Canandaigua,
Newark
Sabadell, Barcelona, L'Hopitalet de Llobregat, Lloret
de Mar, Tossa de Mar, Vic, Manresa, Berga,
Cardona, Andorra la Vella, Sort, Vielha,
Germ,Monzon, Barbastro, Huesca, Ejea de loas
Caballeros, Zaragoza, Cuarte de Huerva, Tudela,
Tarazona, Borja, Calatayud, Daroca, Calamocha,
Escucha, Albarracin, Teruel, Mora de Rubielos, Culla,
Castellon de la Plana, Vila-real

Madrid 368km

Toledo, Las Rozas, Segovia, Avila, Sepulveda,
Coca,Aranda de Duero, El Burgo de Osma, Soria,
Tarazona, Zaragoza, Requena, Albacete, La Roda,
Villarrobledo, Tomelloso, Manzanares, Campo de
Criptana, Alcazar de San Juan

Växjö, Vislanda, Moheda, Lammhult, Värnamo,
Ljungby, Gislaved, Sävsjö, Vaggeryd, Hestra,
Tranemo, Jönköping, Nässjö, Eksjö, Österbymo,
Tranås, Gränna, Bankeryd, Ulricehamn, Norrköping,
Linköping, Vadstena, Motala, Katrineholm, Skövde,
Kalmar, Karlskrona

Gothenburg 281km,
Copenhagen 315km

Koski, Salo, Halikko,Pernio, Kisakallio, Lohja, Inga,
Fiskars, Raseborg, Bromarf, Dalsbruk, Nagu, Korpo,
Houtskär, Brändö, Sottunga, Utö, Kökar, Föglö,
Lemland, Marjehamn, Godby, Hasvidden, Eckerö,
Hyvinkää, Riihimäki, Forssa, Jokioinen, Janakkala,

Helsinki 222km, Vaasa
207km

Honkakoski, Kankaanpää, Niinisalo, Honkajoki,
Jamijarvi, Ojala, Kairila, Vihtejärvi, Savi, Lavia,
Osara, Suodenniemi, Kiikoinen, Putaja, Häijää,
Hämeenkyrö, Kauvatsa, Kiika, Aetsä, Sastamala,
Kärppää, Unto, Kokemäki, Sammaljoki, Illo, Reikoski,
Huittinen, Eura, Lappi, Kolla, Rauma, Reila,
Kodisjoki, Ihode, Hinnerjoki, Pyhäranta, Laaja,
Raulio, Laitila, Honkilahti, Koylio, Säkylä, Rutava,
Vampula, Virttaa, Oripää, Kalikka, Yläne,
Uusikartano, Raasi, Laitila, Uusikaupunki, Loimaa,
Meillilä, Riihikoski, Mynämäki, Mietoinen, Askainen,
Masku, Vahto, Paatinen, Lieto, Aura, Tarvasjoki,
Turku, Naantali, Velkua, Taivassalo, Kustavi
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Hämeenlinna, Parola, Urjala, Akaa, Valkeakoski,
Lempäälä, Kangasala, Pikonlinna, Tampere, Orivesi,
Ikaalinen, Ruovesi, Vippula, Mänttä, Haapamäki,
Virrat, Kotala, Parkano, Karvia, Isojoki, Lalby,
Kaskinen, Närpes, Jurva, Kurikka, Seinäjoki, Ylistaro,
Alavus, Laihia, Solf, Molpe, Korsnäs, Pörtom

Appendix 3: Contingency modelling
Capital cost estimates for the construction of the PRISM reactors have been sourced from a report by
the United States Department of Energy. Senate testimony from General Electric suggests NOAK
costs of the PRISM reactor may be approximately $2000 kW-1 installed.

Nonetheless, the cost figure applied in this analysis is in reference to the construction of a first-of-akind reactor. Incidents of early construction costs exceeding estimates are sufficiently common in
nuclear construction. It is therefore prudent to test the economic outcomes of this proposal against
potential cost overruns in capital cost of the reactors.

Modelling of this contingency was undertaken by adding 40 % to the quoted capital costs of the
PRISM reactor. Outcomes are shown below.

Figure 14 Net present value outcomes w ith contingency costing of reactors
Ne t prese nt value , 50-year p rojec t , 5% discount ra t e, co nt i ng ency r e ac t or cos t
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Figure 15 Net present value outcomes in free power scenarios w ith cont ingency cost ing of
reactors
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Adding the 40 % contingency factor to all PRISM capital costs delivers a material difference to the
outcomes. However overall, the proposal remains very attractive. Under the basic project, it is still
only the Low illustrative scenario that delivers a loss to South Australia.

Under the "free power" scenario, positive economic outcomes become more dependent on larger
storage facility size and higher price paid for material. Nonetheless the scope remains for positive
economic outcomes across most scenarios.

While greater confidence must be sought regarding capital cost of the PRISM reactors, the overall
project is economically robust even under reasonable cost-overrun assumptions.
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ABSTRACT

Demonstrating a credible and acceptable way to safely recyde 'used' nudear fuel will dear a socially acceptable
pathway for nuclear fission to be a major low carbon energy source for this century. Here we advocate for an
accelerated timetable for commercial demonstration of Generation IV nuclear technology, via construction of a
prototype metal fueled fast neutron reactor and associated 100 tjyear pyroprocessing facility to convert and
recyde spent fuel (routinely mischaracterized as "nuclear waste") that has accumulated from decades of light
water reactor use. Based on the pioneering research and development done during the 'Integral Fast Reactor'
(IFR) program at Argonne National Laboratory.' a number of synergistic design choices are recommended:
(a) a pool type sodium cooled reactor. (b) metal fuel based on a uranium plutonium zirconium alloy, and
(c) recycling using electrorefining and pyroprocessing. thereby enabling the transmutation and repeated re
use of the actinides in the reactor system. We argue that alternative technology options for the coolant. fuel
type and recycling system, while sometimes possessing individually attractive features. are challenging to com
bine into a sufficiently competitive overall system. A reactor blueprint that embodies these key design features,
the General Electric Hitachi 380 MWe PRISM? based on the IFR, is ready for a commercial prototype demonstra
tion. A two pronged approach for completion by 2020 could progress by a detailed design and demonstration of a
100 tjyear pyroprocessing f<rility for conversion of spent oxide fuel from light water reactor~ into metal fuel for
fast reactors, folloll'lled by construction of a prototype PRISM as a commercial scale demonstration plant. with an
initial focus on secure disposition of separated plutonium stocks. Ideally, this could be achieved via an interna
tional collaboration. Several countries have expressed great interest in such collaboration. Once demonstrated,
this prototype would provide an international test facility for any concept improvements. It is expected to
achieve significant advances in reactor safety, reliability, fuel resource sustainability, management oflong term
waste, improved proliferation resistance, and economics.
~ 2014 The Authors. Published by Bsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY 3.0 license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

l. lntroduction
When contemplating the daunting energy challenges facing human
ity in the twenty first century in a world beyond fossil fuels, there are
generally two schools of thought ( 1 ). One is to take a scattergun
approach, which emphasizes energy efficiency, a gamut of actual and
potential clean, low carbon energy systems, and a hope of future tech
nological advances to solve currently intractable problems like large
scale energy storage. Those who espouse such a view sometimes
admit that a large component of natural gas will be needed to 'fill the
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gaps' and often support the view that the majority of humanity will
have to Jearn to be content with consuming much Jess energy than
the customary level common in developed countries (2,3). The other
perspective sees a way out of the climate/energy/ population dilemma
in the development and deployment of environmentally benign, fit
for service technologies that can provide the vast amounts of energy
that will be (and are being) demanded, over many millennia into the
future (4,5). This view not only recognizes that people who are accus
tomed to energy wealth (or aspire to it) will be loath to give it up, but
that there will be no reason to do so. In fact, vast amounts of energy
will be required in order to rectify the damage already done to the en vi
ronment, and to avoid further damage and resource depletion in the
future (6).
The latter viewpoint sometimes referred to pejoratively by propo
nents of energy asceticism as the 'techno fix' mindset is nevertheless
a pragmatic one, given the scale of the energy replacement challenge.
Here we outline arguments for the necessary design attributes of a

http://dx.doinrg/1 0.1016/jsusmat2014.11.004
2214-9937/C> 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY 3.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/ticenses/by/3.01).
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successful sustainable nuclear energy system one that could be feasi
bly deployed within this decade; we also explore ways in which inter
national cooperation can be mustered to move as quickly as possible
from the experimental to the commercial phase.

2. Partner nations preparing today for tomorrow's energy needs
At the tum of the twenty first century a group of nine nations agreed
to collaborate in the development of advanced nuclear power systems
capable of meeting the energy needs and aspirations of the new millen
nium. These nine nations were soon joined by several other countries to
form the Generation JV International Forum, GIF. 4 (Generation IV refers to
the next generation nuclear power systems in the incremental techni
cal evolution Generation I through m since the dawn of the nuclear
age.5 )
The goals of GIF involved four categories: sustainability, economics,
safety and reliability, and proliferation resistance and physical protec
tion. Six promising nuclear technology concepts were selected after an
initial evaluation of a wide variety of systems, with an aspiration for on
going development to 2030 and beyond. (In an evaluation of 19 reactor
systems by the Gen IV Roadmap Integration Team in 2002, the "Integral
Fast Reactor" system [detailed in a later section] ranked number one
overall.6 ) . Until recently, deployment of fast reactor systems was char
acterized as plausible only decades into the future. Yet this statement
is belied by the fact that Russia has been running commercial oxide
fueled fast reactors for decades, with the most recent incarnation
being the BN 600; furthermore, new fast reactor systems are integral
parts of the energy planning in countries such as India (the three
stage nuclear program), Russia, China and South Korea (7). And in
terms of government private partnerships, in November of 2011
GE Hitachi Nuclear made a paradigm shifting offer to the United
Kingdom, which was seeking a solution to disposition of that nation's
plutonium inventory7 (at 112 tons, the largest such stockpile in
the world). GEH submitted an offer to build a pair of PRISM reactors in
the UK to solve their plutonium quandary in about five years, with the
recouping of costs coming via a set fee for each kilo of plutonium that
was successfully processed by the PRISMs8 and from the electric
power generated in the process.
Given the pressing nature of climate change, burgeoning population
growth, regional conflicts of fossil fuel supply, and the socio political
imperative to demonstrate solutions to the perceived problems of
current generation nuclear energy systems, it seems clear that the
international community is in urgent need of a way to cut through the
interminable delays in the commercial deployment of 'next generation'
nuclear technology.

3. The Integral Fast Reactor system design
The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is a Generation IV system that meets
the goals ofGIF squarely and comprehensively, being backed by decades
of engineering scale R&D at Argonne National Laboratory and else
where (8,9). The IFR is ready for commercial demonstration. It has the
following essential features: (a) liquid sodium coolant, (b) pool config
uration, (c) metallic fuel, and (d) fue I recycling using pyroprocessing.9
The term "integral" as in "IFR'' refers to the on site reprocessing aspect
of the spent fuel. (See Fig. 1.)
Liquid sodium coolant has by far the most operational experience in
fast reactor systems worldwide ( 10), and offers a number of advantages
compared to alternative fast reactor coolants such as lead, lead bismuth
4
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eutectics (LBE) or gas (e.g., carbon dioxide, helium ): it transfers heat
from the fuel with superlative efficiency; it can absorb significant heat
without excessive temperature rise; its boiling point is far above operat
ing temperatures (when operated in synergy with metal rather than
oxide fuels, as detailed in the next section), yet it melts at a fairly low
temperature; it does not react chemically with either the reactor struc
tural materials or the metallic fuel; it is stable both chemically and
under irradiation; its activation products are short Jived; and finally, it
is cheap and commonly available. These attributes allow operation of
the fast neutron reactor at atmospheric pressure, a characteristic that
has many obvious safety and structural advantages ( 11 ). The main dis
advantages of sodium are its opacity and its high chemical reactivity
with oxygen in water or air (12). These disadvantages are overcome
by design and, regarding sodium's opacity, new imaging technologies
that can be used to inspect components immersed in the coolant. Also,
although the conductivity of sodium is very high, its volumetric heat ca
pacity U/rnl - K) of sodium is slightly lower than competing liquid
metal coolant options (lead, LBE) and almost four times lower than
that of water. Thus sodium has no advantage for heat removal for a
given volumetric flow rate, but its lower density does give it an edge
through lower pressure drop and pumping power than for lead and LBE.
The reactor pool has both primary and secondary guard vessels with
no penetrations below the sodium surface level, to minimize the possi
bility of leakage, with the gap between the vessels filled by inert argon
gas. This configuration makes it simple to isolate the radioactive prima
ry coolant from the steam generator (8 ). A non radioactive secondary
sodium circuit gives up its heat to the steam generators in a separate
structure away from the reactor core, and if leakage does occur it
would leak slowly out of any pipe break because the circuit is not pres
surized. The reactor pool contains enough sodium to absorb the tran
sient heat under accident conditions, to allow safe reactor regulation,
and to permit passive circulation and heat removal.
The metal fuel, a ternary alloy of uranium plutonium zirconium, is
a crucial choice for the IFR 10 The long standing problem of fuel swelling
that plagued early use of metal fuel and severely limited fuel burnup
was solved by allowing the fuel slugs to fit loosely within the stainless
steel cladding, with the necessary thermal bond provided by a sodium
filler between fuel and cladding (13). Fission product gases are collect
ed in a plenum above the fuel. This simple innovation allows for long ir
radiation times and high bum up (once fuel swells to the cladding's
inner surface, fission gas pores interconnect and the gas is released to
the plenum without further swelling). The metal fuel not only allows
for high breeding ratios and a simple yet proliferation resistant method
of recycling and recasting (see below); it also confers significant safety
features. Little heat energy is stored in the fuel (tied to the higher ther
mal conductivity of the metallic fuel as compared to oxide fuel) and is
rapidly transferred to the sodium coolant; furthermore, negative reac
tivity feedbacks occur as core temperature rises, quickly reducing reac
tivity due to increased neutron leakage. The low stored energy in the
metal fuel means that there is no energetic fuel coolant interaction,
even after (hypothetical) sheath rupture and intimate mixing of fuel
and sodium (8). Also, cladding failure does not propagate with metal
fuel because of the limited chemical interaction between metal fuel
and sodium.
The pyroprocess for fuel recycling uses an electrochemical system to
separate actinides from the fission product waste within a hot molten
salt bath, yet it cannot yield a purified plutonium stream (the
pyroprocessing heavy metal product is inevitably mixed with minor ac
tinides and highly radioactive trace lanthanides, providing substantial
self protecting proliferation resistance (14) ). The fission products are
immobilized in zeolite and vitrified, while the actinides can be readily
re formed into metal fuel pins using a simple injection casting method
that can be done remotely ( 11 ). The pyroprocess lends itself to a very
10
Other minor actinides ( ctvarious isotopic compositions) could plausibly be substituted for, or mixed with. the plutonium, but the U- Pu- Zr alloy is the demonstration design.
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compact plant design (in a batch process) without aqueous byproducts,
thereby offering significant potential cost savings and environmental
benefits. It also does not suffer from the continuous threat of inadver
tent criticality. This is of particular importance for fast reactor fuel
with fissile content of up to 20%. Aqueous reprocessing of fuel with
this high fissile content will require constant attention and great care,
as well as special design measures (e.g., long thin vessels).
The reason for recommending these design choices in preference to
potential fast reactor alternatives (e.g., oxide fuel, lead coolant or loop
configuration), are reviewed in great detail by Charles Till & Yoon
Chang, who were prindpal designers and engineers on the IFR project,
in the authoritative book P/entiji.d Energy ( 15 ).
In summary, the key design elements of the IFR metallic fuel, sodi
urn coolant and pool vessel configuration, work together as a comple
mentary system to bring out the best in the fast reactor and yield
many desirable, synergistic characteristics. These component choices,
along with the associated proliferation resistant and relatively inexpen
sive process for recycling the used fuel and the technology for disposal
of the residual waste, define an advanced nuclear system that can
truly be called revolutionary in its possibilities. In the words of the
Nobel laureate physicist Hans Bethe, "All the pieces fit together."
Next generation nuclear energy, as exemplified by the IFR design,
offers a means to produce vast quantities of zero carbon and reliable
electricity and process heat ( 16,17). By taking advantage of the superior
physical properties of plutonium in a fast neutron spectrum for
converting essentially all of the mined uranium into useful fissile mate
rial, the IFR can change in a fundamental way the outlook for global
energy on the necessary massive scale. 11 These resource extension
properties multiply the amount of usable fuel by a factor of over a hun
dred, allowing demand to be met for many centuries with fuel already at
hand, by a technology that is known today, and whose properties are
11

http://www.sacome.org.au/images/ stories/ Nuclear_Series_SA_Mines_Energy_
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largely established. (In a setup optimized for breeding of fissile material,
to be used as the startup inventory of new JFRs, an optimized compound
system doubling time has been estimated to be approximately 8.5 years
(18) ). David MacKay (19), until recently the chief sdence advisorto
Great Britain's Dept of Energy & Oimate Change, has been reported in
the British press as saying that if the UK were to build IFR systems to
power that country, enough fuel is already available to make the UK en
ergy independent for 500 years.12 All that is required now is to complete
the final steps in a prototype demonstration to give confidence for a
large scale deployment

4. Alternative technology choices and implications
The GIF selected six promising next generation nuclear technologies
on which to focus for research, development and deployment. Some of
them have the benefit of actual experimental experience, while others
are yet theoretical. In considering the subset of reactor types and com
ponents that might be selected and integrated for a prototype next
generation nuclear demonstration plant, it is crucial that the overall
goals of the GIF be met, and that it can be demonstrated at a commercial
scale now, since climate change, population growth and other critical
issues for achieving 21st century sustainability will not wait for long
term research and development. Replacement of fossil fuels is urgently
needed to sustain our planet's well being.
We should clarify at this point that construction of advanced water
reactor designs is imperative to meet the near term electricity demand
growth. Light water reactors (LWR) of any design, however, can
harness only a tiny fraction of the potential energy in uranium, Jess
than 1% (even with plutonium recovered via aqueous reprocessing)
(20). Fast reactors, by contrast, can unlock nearly all of uranium's
stored energy if coupled with an iterative fuel recycling system (21 ).
12
http://www.theguardian£om/environmenl:/2012/ feb/ 02/ nudear-reactors-ronsumeradioactive-waste.
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Indeed, the IFR, with its metal fuel system and electrorefining via
pyroprocessing, is able to utilize the actinides to such a degree as to
not only extend the usable fuel supply by more than an order of magni
tude, but also to essentially solve the waste problem by reducing the
radiological toxicity of the waste products from hundreds of thousands
of years to a mere few hundred years (8 ). Even if the "million year prob
!em" of LWR spent fuel is more a political than a technical challenge
(given the small volume of the waste stream), nevertheless the issue
of public perception of that issue is the one that guides nuclear policy
in many countries (22). As such, the transition to fast reactors and a
closed nuclear fuel cycle are both a technical advancement and a polit
ical enabler for nuclear power of all kinds.
Of the other fast reactor systems besides the IFR/PRISM that are in
the R&D phase in various countries today, it is important to weigh the
pros and cons vis a vis IFRs. This includes consideration of alternative
coolants, such as lead, and fuel forms such as uranium nitride or oxide.
For reasons explained above and detailed elsewhere ( 15 ), we argue
that the use of sodium coolant and metal fuel, within an IFR like system,
is likely to yield the optimal outcome in terms of operational efficiency
and inherent safety. However, one of the issues most often mentioned
when discussing sodium cooled fast reactors by far the type with the
most reactor years of experience worldwide is the chemical reactivity
of sodium, which burns upon contact with air (though with a cool
flame) and reacts vigorously upon contact with water ( 12). Yet, despite
this, and sodium's lower boiling point and volumetric heat capacity
compared to other metal coolants, sodium actually has several compel
ling advantages in fast reactor operation, especially when coupled to
metal fuels. Sodium has superior heat exchange properties (unlike gas
coolants), virtually no corrosive effect on reactor components even
after decades of operation (unlike lead), a low melting point (so Jess
likely to freeze, compared to lead), and a short half life of sodium iso
topes that form in the reactor vessel, etc. (unlike lead). Some advocates
of other systems characterize sodium's volatility as a deal breaker. But
the intermediate loop that transfers heat from the reactor vessel to
the steam generator contains only non radioactive sodium, with the
steam generator isolated in a separate structure, assuring that in the
highly unlikely event of a sodium water reaction there will be no dan
ger to the primary system and no chance of radioactive material being
involved (8). This design means that the unfairly characterized sodium
problem is nothing more than an engineering design issue, involving a
common element that has been used in industrial processes for well
over a century. With over 300 reactor years of experience with
sodium cooled fast reactors around the world, not a single instance of
sodium water interaction resulting in radioactive release has been
recorded. 13
We note that a range of other fast reactor and thermal reactor sys
terns are being investigated today, having reached various stages of de
velopment (23). This includes molten fluoride salt thorium reactors
(LFTRs) and liquid salt cooled pebble fuel systems14 (5 ). While some
of these seem to hold promise, none are near the level of readiness for
near term commercial prototype deployment as the PRISM reactor
and its metal fuel technology. In addition, none of the immediate pros
pects can match the IFR concept in meeting all the goals of the Gen IV
initiative.
5. The way forward
It is imperative that we seek to displace our heavy dependence on
fossil fuels over the coming decades with sustainable, low carbon alter
native energy sources that can provide reliable, economic baseload elec
tricity and heat, and thereby mitigate the environmental damage of
energy production and underpin global energy security and prosperity
for a growing population ( 16,24). So how best to proceed?
13
14
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Here we argue that without an economically viable closed fuel cycle,
there will be no dominant nuclear future. Modern technology is already
capable of building fast reactors, but we do not have all problems solved
on the fuel cycle side. Given this reality, there is now a pressing need to
demonstrate a credible and acceptable way to safely deal with used nu
clear fuel in order to clear a socially acceptable pathway for nuclear fis
sion to be a major low carbon energy source for this century ( 1 ). Given
the enormous technical, logistical and economic challenges of adding
carbon capture and storage to coal and gas power plants, we are faced
with the necessity of a nearly complete transformation of the world's
energy systems. Objective analyses of the inherent constraints on
wind, solar, and other Jess mature renewable energy technologies inev
itably show that they will fall woefully short of meeting future low
emissions demands (19~5). A 'go slow, do little' approach to energy
policy is not defensible given the urgency of the problems society
must address, and the time required for an orderly transition of energy
systems at a global scale.As such, we advocate a near term commercial
scale deployment of the Integral Fast Reactor.
What is needed now is a two pronged approach, for completion by
2020 or earlier, that involves: (i) demonstration of the pyroprocessing
of LWR spent oxide fuel, and (ii) construction of a PRISM fast reactor
as a prototype demonstration plant, to establish the basis for licensing
and the cost and schedule for subsequent fully commercial IFR plants. 15
Once demonstrated, this commercial IFR will be expected to show
significant advances in nuclear safety, reliability, nuclear fuel sustain
ability, management of long term waste, proliferation resistance, and
economics.
The time has come to capitalize on this exceptional energy techno!
ogy, with the benefits of this development extending throughout the
global energy economy in the 21st century ( 16,26). When coupled
with the near term deployment of other cutting edge technologies,
such as zero emission vehicles and plasma recyclers, modern society
will be within reach of eliminating most air pollution, recycling spent
nuclear fuel, and bringing the fossil fuel era to an end. This will serve
to prevent resource wars (including potential water wars), effortlessly
recycle virtually all of our waste products, power our vehicles with
zero emission energy systems, provide abundant energy and fresh
water to every nation, reduce human caused greenhouse gas emissions
to a trickle, diminish the world's nuclear arsenals, turn old nuclear
weapons into energy, and promote other technologies that, once com
merdalized and deployed on a large scale, can lead us to a sustainable
post scarcity era. It is a long term vision worth striving for, but it starts
with tractable near term goals.
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A B ST R ACT
In the framework of the Generation N Sodium Fast Reactor Program, the Advanced Fuel Project has con
ducted an evaluation of the available fuel systems supporting future sodium cooled fast reactors. This
paper presents an evaluation of metallic alloy fuels. Early US fast reactor developers originally favored
metal alloy fuel due to its high fissile density and compatibility with sodium The goal of fast reactor fuel
development programs is to develop and qualify a nuclear fuel system that performs all of the functions
of a conventional fast spectrum nuclear fuel while destroying recycled actinides. This will provide a
mechanism for closure of the nuclear fuel cycle. Metal fuels are candidates for this application, based
on documented performance of metallic fast reactor fuels and the early results of tests currently being
conducted in US and international transmutation fuel development programs.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fast reactor development programs have been conducted over
the past five decades. Early US fast reactor developers originally fa
vored metal alloy fuel due to its high fissile density and compatibil
ity with sodium. As metal alloy fuels continued to be developed it
was discovered that low smear density allowed the fuel to operate
to much higher burnup. The goal of fuel development programs for
future fast reactors is to develop and qualify for operation, a nude
ar fuel system that performs all of the functions of a convent ional
fast spectrum nuclear fuel while destroying recycled actinides. This
fuel would provide a mechanism for closure of the nuclear fuel cy
de. Metal fuels are candidates for this application, based on docu
mented performance of metallic fast reactor fuels and the early
results of fuel tests currently being conducted in U.S. and interna
tiona) transmutation fuel development programs.
Metal fuel shown schematically in Fig. 1 was selected for fueling
many of the first reactors in the US, including the Experimental
Breeder Reactor I (EBR I) and the Experimental Breeder Reactor
II (EBR II) in Idaho, the FERMI I reactor, and the Dounreay Fast
Reactor (DFR) in the UK [1,2[. Metallic U Pu Zr alloys were the ref
erence fuel for the US Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) program. An
extensive database on the performance of advanced metal fuels
was generated as a result of the operation of these reactors and
• Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 (208) 526 6360: fax: +1 (208) 526 0990.
E-mail address: j on.Carrnack@inl.gov (W.J. Carmack).
0022-3115/$ - see front matter C> 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:1 0.1016/j.jnucmat.2009.03.007

the IFR program. The EBR II operational and fuel qualification data
includes the irradiation of over 30,000 Mark II driver fuel rods
[3,4), 13,000 Mark 111/IIIA/IV (U 10Zr alloy) driver fuel rods, and
over 600 U Pu Zr fuel rods [2,5) from 1964 to 1994 as well as
the remote fabrication and irradiation in EBR II of approximately
35,000 Mark I driver fuel rods from 1964 to 1969 [6). Mark II dri
ver fuel was qualified for 8 at.% bum up, while Mark IliA driver fuel
was qualified for 10 at.% burn up. Mark IliA driver fuel was limited
to 10 at.% due to swelling of the 316 stainless steel fuel assembly
hardware. U Pu Zr and U Zr rods clad in Type 316, 0 9 or HT9
cladding reached terminal bum up values of 15 to >19 at.% bum up
without breach [6,7). Some 2 sigma high temperature assemblies
reached 11 12 at.% burnup without breach [8). In addition to
EBR II irradiations, over 1050 U 10Zr fuel rods and 37 U Pu Zr
fuel rods were irradiated in the FFTF to bum up values above
14 at.% and 9 at.%, respectively [9) in order to qualify metal alloy
fuel for FFTF core conversion. The significance of these irradiation
tests were to: (1) effectively qualify U Zr as the Series lll.b driver
fuel for FFTF (360 em length), and (2) demonstrate that there were
no metal fuel performance behaviors affected by fuel rod length
that were obscured by the relatively short core height of EBR II
(34.3 em length) [8). The FFTF fuel design has a much higher aspect
ratio (length/diameter) and the core environment creates a much
larger peak to average fission rate.
An extensive review of historical US conventional fast reactor
fuel technology with an expanded discussion of this information
is provided by Crawford et al. [10). Conventional fuel is defined
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technology are summarized with the reader referred to the appro
priate literature references for further detail.
Typically the fuel section of the metallic fuel element, as shown
in Fig. 1, contains the fissile uranium, uranium plutonium, or a
mixture of uranium plutonium and minor actinides. The fuel alloy
is stabilized using typically a 10 30% addition of zirconium to both
increase the melting point and to minimize fuel/cladding chemical
interaction (FCCI). The fuel slug is thermally bonded to the dad
ding using sodium. The sodium provides a very high thermal con
ductivity medium by which heat is easily transferred to the
cladding and reactor coolant. A fission gas collection plenum is
provided to capture the released fission product gases. The fuel
and sodium have typically been sealed inside a stainless steel dad
ding of austenitic or ferritic martensitic (FM) composition or a
nickel based alloy. The current designs employ the low swelling
FM stainless steels. Future designs may employ a FM steel in which
a fine oxide powder has been dispersed to improve high tempera
ture strength and stress rupture properties.
Table 1 summarizes the experience with metal fuel composi
tions from the EBR II metal driver fuel campaigns including gen
eral design parameters associated with the fuel campaigns.
Future reactor fuel designs incor porate minor actinidesfTRU (Pu,
Am, Np, and Cm) obtained from spent light water reactor fuel into
the fuel matrix. The objective is to destroyfburn the long lived
minor actinides (MA) and minimize long lived radioactive waste.
This fuel composition is referred to as the TRU bearing metal alloy.
Table 2 provides the general design of the Global Nuclear Energy
Partnership (GNEP) reference burner reactor fuel design and the
burner and breakeven fuel designs for the Korea Atomic Energy Re
search Institute (KAERI) sodium fast reactor (SFR) concepts. Both
design concepts incorporate 20 30 wt.% transuranics into a fuel
matrix of uranium and zirconium.

Gas
Plenum

2. Materia ls and m eth ods

Fuel

2.1. Metallic fuel fabrication

Rod

Fig. 1. Schematic of a metallic. sodium bonded, fast reactor fuel element

as fuel forms that use highly enriched uranium (HEU) or U Pu, that
have been developed in domestic and international fast reactor
programs. Features believed to be pertinent to transmutation fuel

As with metal alloy fuel performance, metallic fuel slug fabrica
tion has progressed significantly since the first core loading of the
EBR I, termed the Mk I fuel. Burkes et al. provide a detail synopsis
of metallic alloy fuel fabrication history and techniques in an
accompanying paper in these proceedings. The Mk I fuel was unal
Joyed, highly enriched uranium metal that was rolled and swaged
to the desired final shape. The second (Mk II) and third core
(Mk III) loadings of EBR I were centrifugally cast U Zr alloy and
cent rifugally cast U Zr alloy coextruded with Zircaloy 2 cladding,
respectively. The fourth and fi nal loading of EBR I, Mk IV, was a
cent rifugally cast, NaK bonded Pu AI alloy [1]. The first loading
of EBR II driver fuel was U SFs fabricated using fresh fuel and sim
ulated fission products with equipment originally designed for re
mote use in a hot cell [11 ]. Fs is designated the symbol for fissium.
The nominal 5 wt.% Fs is a convenient abbreviation for the 2.4 wt.%
Mo. 1.9 wt.% Ru, 0.3 wt.%Rh, 0.2 wt.%Pd, 0.1 wt.% Zr, and 0.01 wt.%

Table 1
Selected design parameters ( nominal) of EBR-11 metal driver fuel elements.
Campaign

Mark-1/-IA

Mark-11/-IIC/-IICS

Mark- UI/-UIA

Mark-IV

Mark-V/-VA•

Fuel alloy ( wt.%)
235
U enrichment (%)
Slug diameter ( mm)
Fuel smeared density (%)
Bum up limit ( at%)
Plenum to fuel volume ratio
Plenum gas
Cladding material

U- 5Fs
52
3.66
85
2.6
0.18
Inert
SS 304L

U- 5Fs and U- 10Zr
67- 78
3.30
75
8.9
0.68-1.01
Inert
SS304L and SS 316

U- 10Zr
66.9
4.39
75
10
1.45
Inert
CW 316 and CW 09

U- 10Zr
69.6

U- 20Pu- 10Zr
Variable
427- 4.39
75
TBD
1.45
Argon
HT 9 and CW 316

• Conversion to the Mark-V/- VA fuel types was not started before EBR- 11 was terminally shutdown in 1994.

427
75
NJA
1.45
Inert
HT9
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Table 2
Selected design parameters of GNEP and KAERI- SFR metal fuel design concepts.
Design

Fuel alloy ( wt.%)

235U Enrichment (~)
Slug diameter (mm)
Fuel smeared density (~)
Burn up limit (at%)
Plenum to fuel volume ratio
Plenum gas
Cladding material

KAERI- SFR

GNEP (1000 MWth)
U-(-28 TRU}-10Zr
Depleted
6.03
75
13 nominal 19- 20 advanced
2- 2.5
Inert
FMS. ODS

Burner (800 MWth)

Breakeven (3000 MWth)

U-{22- 30)TRU- 10Zr
Depleted or recovered uranium
4.4-6.0
60-75
13 average 17 peak
1.75-2.5
Inert
FMS

U-{1 5- 1 7)TRU- 1OZr
Depleted or recovered uranium
6.30-6.77
75
11 average 16 peak
1.75- 2.5
Inert
FMS

FMS. ferritic- martensitic steel.
ODS, oxide dispersion strengthened steel.

Discard

Cut/Shear to dimension

Fig. 2. Process Oow diagram for fast reactor metal fuel fabrication.

Nb in the alloy. The U SFs alloy represented the equilibrium alloy
for the melt refining process to be used for reprocessing irradiated
nuclear fuel at that time [12]. Additional fabrication methods, such
as wire drawing, powder metallurgy, and extrusion, were also con
sidered. Each of these methods had process limitations resulting in

a high degree of crystallographic texture requiring additional heat
treatment.
Additionally, the fabrication equipment was complex and not
favorable for remote use. Texturing of the fuel was undesirable
since it promoted irradiation growth induced dimensional
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changes that could cause cladding breach. Therefore, other fabrica
tion methods were pursued.
A method capable of producing a fuel slug with a non textured
structure that required a relatively short fabrication sequence with
easy to build, easy to use equipment was highly desirable. The
fabrication technique with the most promise was precision injec
tion casting that could be used in both a cold prototype line and
a hot reprocessing production line. The driver fuel for EBR II and
experimental fuels tested in both EBR II and FFTF were fabricated
using precision casting. A typical process ﬂowsheet for precision
cast fuel slugs is provided in Fig. 2.
2.2. Steady state performance
Steady state irradiation experience with metal fuel has estab
lished satisfactory performance and reliability of a plutonium
fueled fast spectrum reactor [13], demonstrating burnup capability
of up to 20 at.% under normal operating conditions [6,14 16],
when clad with modiﬁed austenitic or ferritic martensitic stain
less steel alloys. Metal fuels with these characteristics have been
shown to exhibit sufﬁcient margin to failure under transient condi
tions for successful reactor operation [17 21]. Post breach opera
tion of metal fuel in a sodium cooled system is benign [4,22].
The irradiation performance of metal fuel is tied closely to the
thermo physical properties of the fuel alloy.
Metal fuel alloys have a propensity toward high gas driven
swelling. Features to restrain swelling axially were incorporated
into early metal alloy fuel designs. This resulted in unacceptably
large cladding deformation at low burnup as the swelling of the re
strained fuel was then resolved radially and put stress on the clad
ding. Later designs allowed for this fuel swelling by increasing the
fuel cladding radial gap dimension. This conﬁguration allows the
fuel to freely swell about 30% by volume before contacting the
cladding wall. At this point the fuel has developed a network of
interconnected porosity, providing for easy gas release and result
ing in a weak mass that cannot exert substantial mechanical force
on the cladding. The network of porosity leads to a high gas release,
approximately 80% of the ﬁssion gas produced. Since metal fuel is
engineered to allow for swelling and promote gas release, large
plenum to fuel volume ratios are used to prevent large plenum
gas pressures. The TRU bearing metal alloy fuels also require the
accommodation of gas generated from americium and curium
transmutation and decay. Helium is the largest contributor to gas
pressure arising from the transmutation of americium and subse
quent decay of generated isotopes. The resulting pressurization
can be controlled by sizing the fuel pin gas plenum to prevent
excessive gas pressure driven cladding creep but this is not neces
sarily the desired option for advanced fuels and reactor systems.
Metallic fuel has demonstrated excellent steady state irradia
tion performance characteristics. In addition to the 30 years of
extensive irradiation experience with the driver fuel in EBR II,
extensive U Zr and U Pu Zr irradiation tests have been conducted
as part of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Program [2,5]. A summary
of metal fuel irradiation tests is provided in Crawford et al. [10] and
Chang [23]. The IFR Program was initiated in 1984. A 10% zirco
nium addition, replacing the 5% ﬁssium of previous EBR II core
loads, was selected as the reference alloying agent for both ura
nium and plutonium bearing fuels. Earlier irradiation tests of var
ious alloys indicated that Zr alloys exhibited exceptional
compatibility with cladding in addition to signiﬁcantly increasing
the fuel alloy solidus and fuel cladding eutectic temperatures.
Therefore, as the Mark II driver fuel assemblies reached their irra
diation limits, the EBR II core was gradually converted to new
Mark III fuel based on U 10%Zr with D 9 or 316 SS cladding. Later,
Mark IV fuel with HT 9 cladding was introduced. At the same time,
the Experimental Fuels Laboratory (EFL) was established in 1984 to

fabricate
plutonium bearing
ternary
fuel,
U xPu 10%Zr
(3% 6 x 6 28%). A total of 16,811 U Zr and 660 U Pu Zr fuel pins
were irradiated in EBR II in the next 10 years until EBR II was per
manently shutdown at the end of September, 1994.
The irradiation behavior of the zirconium alloy metal fuel is
very similar to that of the U ﬁssium. The ﬁssion gas pore morphol
ogy of the irradiated U 10Zr fuel is illustrated in Fig. 3. The dark
areas are pores, which tend to become interconnected allowing ﬁs
sion gas release to the plenum. The U Pu Zr alloy fuel demon
strates a more complicated distribution of pore morphologies
because they are dependent upon the phases present, and the ter
nary fuel has a much more complex set of phases [24]. Maintaining
the fuel smeared density at or below 75% is required for the devel
opment of interconnected porosity. Experimental pins using 85%
smear density were operated to over 10 at.% burnup without
breach but the cladding strains were also larger for the fuel with
the higher smeared density [25].
Driven by temperature gradients within the fuel, constituent (U,
Pu, and Zr) redistribution occurs in the early stages of irradiation.
Zones of relatively constant composition are formed, deﬁned by
operating temperatures which correspond to phase boundaries.
This is especially prevalent in the ternary alloys. Based upon the
location of phase ﬁeld boundaries in the temperature gradient, zir
conium tends to migrate to the center and the periphery, hottest or
coldest areas [26,27], and uranium migrates in the opposite direc
tion. Plutonium on the other hand tends to remain homogeneously
distributed [26,27]. This is beneﬁcial and tends to help the perfor
mance issues because Zr moves to the center raising the solidus
temperature in the peak temperature region and to the periphery
helping maintain the fuel cladding compatibility. This radial zone
formation occurs rapidly in the early stage of irradiation and it en
hances the radial swelling markedly. This high rate of radial swell
ing in the hotter areas (phase ﬁelds) creates stresses in the cold
areas (phase ﬁeld near the periphery of the fuel). The stresses are
large enough to result in some crack formation in the cold regions.
The large cracks eventually get ﬁlled with swelling fuel as irradia
tion continues. The anisotropic swelling then results in much smal
ler axial growth of the ternary fuel compared to U Fs or U Zr fuels
[5]. The axial growth of the uranium based fuel is in the range of
8 10%, whereas it is in the range of 3 4% for the ternary fuel. Axial
growth can be accommodated with fuel pin and core design.

Fig. 3. Fission gas pore morphology in irradiated U–10Zr fuel.
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The IFR Program test matrix included various combinations of
cladding materials austenitic stainless steel (316 SS), modiﬁed
austenitic stainless steel (D 9), ferritic martensitic (HT 9) steel,
and modiﬁed ferritic martensitic (HT 9 M) steels. Other variables
included pin diameters ranging from 4.4 to 12.9 mm, plutonium
concentrations (nominally 3%, 8%, 19%, 26%, 28.5%), Zr contents
(2%, 6%, 10%, and 12%), fuel smeared densities (70%, 75%, and
85%), fabrication variables (fuel impurity levels and Na bond de
fects), and operating conditions (peak linear power, cladding tem
peratures, etc.). Typically, the test assemblies were reconstituted
after selected pins were removed and replaced to allow post irra
diation examinations at various burnup levels.
There is a perception that the excellent performance experience
of the metal fuel in EBR II was due to a small pin size (4.4 mm
diameter and 34.3 cm length), and there is a concern whether
the metallic fuel can perform as well in full length pin expected
in commercial fast reactors. However, the fuel length effects were
satisfactorily resolved in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) tests des
ignated IFR 1, and the MFF series with 360 cm length fuel pins. The
IFR 1 assembly contained U (8 or 19)Pu 10Zr fuel pins, which
achieved a peak burnup of 10.2%. The MFF fuel tests included six
full assemblies and two partial assemblies of metallic fuel irradi
ated in FFTF. They were part of the FFTF core conversion qualiﬁca
tion tests of U Zr fuel with HT 9 cladding, the Series III.b design
[28]. All of these assemblies achieved peak burnup in excess of
10% and the lead test achieved a peak burnup of 16% without a
breach. The FFTF core conversion with metallic fuel was abandoned
when a decision was made to shutdown FFTF in 1994.
Potential performance issues include the effect of height and
weight of a long fuel column on ﬁssion gas release, fuel swelling
characteristics, and potential fuel cladding mechanical interaction
in the lower part of the fuel column. The post irradiation examin
ations of the FFTF tests indicated that the ﬁssion gas release to ple
num was comparable to the EBR II fuel, there was no difference in
constituent migration, axial growth was as predicted, and there
was no evidence of enhanced fuel cladding mechanical interaction.
There is a potential advantage to the longer fuel column in that
most related core designs produce a larger peak to average ﬁssion
rate so that the maximum burnup and maximum cladding temper
ature occur in different axial locations along the fuel pin, the for
mer at core centerline and the latter at the top of the fuel
column. Because rare earth ﬁssion products and temperature are
important components in deleterious fuel cladding chemical inter
action, the fact that peak burnup and peak cladding temperature
do not occur at the same location is a potential advantage.
2.3. High burnup capability
The burnup potential of metal alloy fuel was well demonstrated
in the binary and ternary fuel compositions during the EBR II and
FFTF driver fuel and experimental programs to approximately
10 at.% burnup as discussed above. Higher burnups were also dem
onstrated during the fuel development programs of the 1990s.
When EBR II operation was ended on September 30, 1994 a num
ber of fuel experiment assemblies were still under irradiation. The
burnup values achieved in these test assemblies were signiﬁcant.
For example, the X425 lead test with U Pu Zr ternary fuel
achieved 19.3% burnup and the X435 Mk III driver qualiﬁcation
test achieved 19.9% burnup at the time of EBR II shutdown. At
the time, there was no indication that these tests needed to be ter
minated and much higher burnup levels could have been achieved
if irradiation continued. Post irradiation examination of the X435
and X425 experiments were conducted but not published in open
literature. It is expected that summaries of these experiments and
the post irradiation examination results will be published in the
near future.
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There is no indication in minor actinide bearing metal fuels that
high burnup values cannot be achieved but three key phenomena
are known to present challenges to fuel integrity at high burnup.
Similar to binary and ternary metal fuel alloys, minor actinide
bearing fuel systems will still be dependant upon the integrity of
the cladding. At high burnup, high ﬁssion gas pressures are real
ized; the creep strain and strain rate increase, and neutron damage
to the cladding increases the cladding susceptibility to failure. Dose
tolerant cladding will be needed for high burnup. Also similar to
binary and ternary fuel compositions, minor actinide bearing fuel
at high burnup may exhibit fuel constituent redistribution possibly
leading to fuel cladding chemical interaction. Future advanced
claddings may provide the solution to all three issues, with low
fuel cladding chemical interaction potential as well as having high
strength and dose tolerance.

2.4. Minor actinide (MA) bearing metallic alloy fuels behavior
Metal fuel provides the potential for excellent performance as a
MA bearing fuel considering the demonstrated performance of
conventional metal fuels. Study of these issues forms the basis
for deﬁning the current focus areas of metal MA bearing fuel re
search and development:
 Demonstration of MA bearing feedstock reduction to metal alloy
feedstock. It is expected that the MA bearing feedstock available
for fuel fabrication will be in oxide form. This feedstock must be
reduced to metal for metal alloy fuel fabrication.
 Due to Am metal volatility, fabrication with high Am retention
must be demonstrated using revised casting technology utilizing
higher pressure systems, shorter heating times, and removing
conditions that would promote Am vapor deposition.
 Metal fuel properties must not be seriously degraded as com
pared to the U, Pu, Zr system performance by the addition of
the MAs (Am, Np, and Cm).
 Demonstration of an acceptable level of fuel cladding chemical
interaction (FCCI) with fuel that includes rare earth impurities
and MA fuel constituents over the lifetime of the fuel up to its
burnup limit, 20 at.%.
 Assuming fuel melting and FCCI characteristics are acceptable;
behavior of MA bearing fuel in over power transients and run
beyond cladding breach should be acceptable as well. Perfor
mance modeling and perhaps proof testing of these assumptions
may be required.
 Burnup limitation extensions to greater than 23 at.% (at
39  1022 n/cm2 or approximately 200 dpa) can be anticipated
with current ferritic/martensitic steel cladding and up to
30 at.% may be achievable with increased high temperature
cladding strength and performance [13].
An important question related to the use of U Pu Am Np Cm
Zr alloys as transmutation fuels are the unknown phase equilibria
in the multi component alloy system. The potential for immiscibil
ity and formation of an inhomogeneous microstructure is not a fuel
performance issue, as shown by the excellent performance of mul
ti phase U Pu Zr fuel [4]. Rather, the formation of low melting
phases in the complex alloy system is an issue that must be exper
imentally determined. Recent experimental irradiations and out
of pile studies conducted as part of the AFCI program indicate that
this is not an issue [29].
Recycling technology for metal fuel by pyroprocessing has been
established by pyroprocessing on an engineering scale. Remote
fabrication was established as part of the EBR II development pro
gram in the 1960s with the remote fabrication of more than 39,000
fuel pins in the Fuel Cycle Facility in Idaho.
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Three steady state transuranic metal fuel tests have been
conducted, EBRII X501, AFC1, and METAPHIX 1 and 2. The issues
relevant to TRU metal alloy fuel fabrication and irradiation perfor
mance known from these experiments are presented below. Cur
rent irradiation experiments include the AFC2 series, conducted
in flux filtered tests in the Advanced Test Reactor, as well as META
PHIX 3 and the FUTURIX ITA series, both conducted in the fast
spectrum Phenix test reactor.

3. Results
3.1. X501 U Pu Zr Am Np metal fuel experiment

The X501 experiment was conducted in EBR II as part of the IFR
(Integral Fast Reactor ) program to demonstrate minor actinide
burning t hrough the use of a homogeneous recycle scheme. The
X501 subassembly contained two metallic fuel elements, based
upon U 20Pu 10Zr and loaded with 1.2 wt.% americium and
1.3 wt.% neptunium. Fuel slugs were fabricated by using differen
tial pressure injection casting. Details of t he casting process and
resulting microstructure are given in Ref. [3 0]. Considerable amer
icium was lost during the fabrication process. The presence of Ca
and Mg in the Am feed material created an effervescence upon
addition to the melt and certainly was the reason for much of
the loss. The amount lost as a result of the high vapor pressure
of Am is unknown. However, surrogate testing using a U Mn Zr
melt (Mn having approximately the same vapor pressure as Am)
indicated that the high vapor pressure solute could be retained.
Moreover, modeling of the expected loss of Am as a vapor also indi
cates that control of the casting design and conditions should allow
losses to be minimal.
The X501 subassembly was inserted into EBR II beginning in
February 1993, and withdrawn just prior to EBR II shutdown in
August 1994 for a total irradiation time of 339 EFPDs. Burn up, cal
culated on the basis of REBUS/RCT/ORIGEN [30 ] was 7.6% HM with
transmutation of 9.1% of 241Am. Peak linear heat generation rate
was estimated to be45 kW/m (13.7 kW/ft ) and peak fuel centerline
and cladding inner surface temperatures were approximately 700
and 540 oc, respectively.
A partial post irradiation examination was completed on X501,
including gamma scanning, optical microscopy, microprobe analy
sis, and metallography. A microscopic examination of the inside
cladding surface was made to determine if the inclusion of the
MAs in U Pu Zr fuel has an effect on FCCI (Fuel Cladding Chemical
Interaction). The HT 9 cladding used for the X501 experiment is
also the reference cladding for US transmutation fuel. Optical
microscopy showed no evidence of reaction layer formation on
the inner cladding wall or the outer surface of the fuel slug. A
gap is visible between the fuel and the cladding wall at all toea
tions. These preliminary results indicate that under typical metal
fuel operating conditions, FCO of HT 9 is not strongly affected by
small amounts of americium or neptunium. The irradiated fuel
showed a microstructure where constituent radial redistribution
resulted in the formation of three microstructural zones wit hin
the fuel, typical of U Pu Zr fuels [26,27]. The X501 experiment
demonstrated the acceptable behavior of U Pu Zr fuel with small
but significant addit ions of americium and neptunium to interme
diate burnup.

mium shrouded and flux filtered capsule experiments [31]. All of
the metal fuel composit ions have shown excellent performance
up to 8 10 at.% burnup. Behavior typical of the ternary U Pu Zr at
loy system has been observed with no fuel failures and no unex
pected fuel performance issues identified [31].
In conjunction wit h the AFC test series, a series of test campo
sit ions shown in Table 3 was placed in the fast spectrum Phenix
reactor in May of 2007 as part of the FUTURIX ITA irradiation.
Table 4 provides a summary of the metal alloy composit ions stud
ied during the AFC 1 test series. Fig. 4 shows a photomicrograph of
the AFC 1 (U 29Pu 4Am 2Np 30Zr) composition at approxi
mately 6 at.% burn up [31,32]. Development of microstructure char
acteristic of metal fuels will develop at higher fission density than
that exhibited in the low density low burn up actinide bearing fuel
shown in Fig. 4.
3.3. METAPHIX

The METAPHIX set of experiments is being conducted as a col
laboration between the Central Research Institute of Electric Power
Industry (CRIEPI) and the Institute for Transuranium Elements
(ITU) with support from of Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique
(CEA) in the Phenix fast test reactor located in France. It consists
of U Pu Zr metal fuel base composit ions containing transuranics
and rare earths. This experiment will provide substantial data on
Table 3
Summary of test compositions in AJTURIX- FTA.
Non-fertile fuels

Low-fertile fuels

48Pu- 12Am- 40Zr
( PuO.SO, AmO.SO)N + 36 wtX ZrN
( Pu020, Am0.80)02 + 65 vol.% MgO
( PuO.SO, Am0.50J02 + 70 vol.% MgO
( Pu023, Am025, Zr().52J02 + 60 vol.% Mo92
( PuO.SO, Am0.50J02 + 60 vol.% Mo92

(35 )U- 29Pu-4Am- 2Np- 30Zr
( UO.SO, Pu025, Am0.15, Np0.10)N

Table 4
Summary of test compositions in AFC-1 series.
AR:1 · B, 0 Non-fertile (-83%239Pu)

AFC1 -F, H Low fertile ( - 83% 239Pu)

40Pu-60Zr
60Pu-40Zr
50Pu- 1 0Np-40Zr
48Pu- 12Am- 40Zr
40Pu- 1 0Am- 10Np- 40Zr

35U- 29Pu- 4Am- 2Np- 30Zr (78%235U)
30U- 25Pu- 3Am- 2Np-40Zr (93%235U)
40U- 34Pu- 4Am- 2Np- 20Zr (33%235U)
35U- 28Pu- 7Am- 30Zr (93%235U)

3.2. AFC 1/ATW/FUTURIX FTA

A number of TRU bearing metal fuel compositions containing
various quantities of U Pu Zr, and MAs have been tested in HT 9
cladding in the Advanced Test Reactor as part of the ATW and
AFC 1 series of irradiations under the AFCI program, a series of cad

500 J!ID
Fig. 4. Cross-sectional photomicrograph AFC-1 F Composition A1F4 ( U- 29Pu-4Am2Np- 30Zr) irradiated to 6.8 x 1020 fissions jcm3 (approximately 6.0 at%}
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the performance of TRU metal fuels containing rare earths under
fast reactor irradiation conditions. There are three assemblies
(METAPHIX 1, 2, and 3) irradiated to bum ups of ~2.5, ~7. and
~11 at.%, respectively. The first two were discharged from the Phe
nix reactor in August 2004, and in july 2007 and some examina
tions have been performed [33[ METAPHIX 3 is scheduled to be
discharged in April of 2008. There have been no fuel failures ob
served [34].
3.4. AFC 2

The AFC 2 test series is an experiment that is currently being
conducted in the ATR in similar conditions and geometries to the
AFC1 and ATW test series. Table 5 provides a summary of the com
positions current ly under irradiation. The AFC2 tests provide a sim
ilar alloy mix as the AFC 1 tests but conducted to much higher
burn up levels of 10 20 at.%.
3.5. Metallic fuel transient overpower capability
Safety testing established the acceptable behavior of metal fuel
during accident conditions. Assessment of safety of an operating
fast reactor requires an understanding of how fuel rods and bun
dies behave under off normal conditions. The six M series tests
performed in the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) evaluated
transient overpower margin to failure, pre failure axial fuel expan
sion, and post failure fuel and coolant behavior for 15 rods with
various combinations of U 5Fs, U Zr, and U Pu Zr fuel clad in
Type 316, 0 9, and HT9 stainless steels [4,17]. The results consis
tently showed that metal fuel rods of m odern design exhibited fail
ure thresholds ~4 times nominal power (under the relatively fast
transient overpower conditions used in t he tests). Fuel rod
breaches that occurred were located at the top of the fuel column
and in all cases were attributed to cladding rupture induced by
stresses created by plenum pressurization and enhanced by clad
ding thinning caused by eutectic like formation of a m olten fuel/
cladding phase that penetrated the cladding wall. Pre failure axial
fuel expansion (which has the beneficial effect of removing reactiv
ity from the core during an overpower transient) for the U Pu Zr
and U Zr was similar to that observed with higher bum up U 5Fs
fuel [17], and in amounts significantly greater than would be
caused by thermal expansion alone. Post failure behavior observed
in all tests was characterized by rapid fuel dispersal, with about
half of the fuel inventory being ejected from the fuel rod again,
with the beneficial effect of removing reactivity from the core dur
ing postulated severe accidents. The data from these tests and from
a large number of prior metal fuel transient tests in TREAT were
used to develop and validate models of fuel behavior under tran
sient overpower conditions [35,36].

heating tests of irradiated U Pu Zr clad in HT9 [19,37]. The results
demonstrated significant safety margin for the particular transient
conditions studied (a bounding unlikely loss of flow event for EBR
II ). The observed cladding breaches were induced stress imposed
on the cladding due to pin plenum gas pressure at temperature
and enhanced by cladding thinning caused by eutectic like forma
tion of a molten fuel{cladding phase. In addition, fission gas expan
sion in the fuel induced axial fuel expansion, enabled by reduction
of constraint from the cladding wit h formation of the molten phase
at the fuel/cladding interface. The data from these tests, and other
similar tests, were used to develop and validate models of fuel
behavior under loss of flow conditions [36,37].
Metal fuel has excellent transient capabilities and does not im
pose any restrictions on transient operations or load following
capabilities. The robustness of metal fuel is illustrated by the fol
lowing history of typical driver fuel irradiated during the EBR II
inherent passive safety tests conducted in 1986 [17]:
•
•
•
•

40 start ups and shutdowns
5 15% over power transients
3 60% overpower transients
45 loss of flow (LOF) and loss of heat sink tests including a LOF
test from 100% power without scram.

Metal fuel also has benign run beyond cladding breach (RBCB)
performance characteristics. A cross section of a metal fuel pin
(12 at.% bum up) used in an RBCB test is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note
that the cladding wall had been thinned to induce cladding failure
early in the test. Because metal fuel is compatible with sodium,
there is no reaction product and the fuel loss is practically zero.
The post irradiation examination shown in Fig. 5 is after operation
in RBCB m ode for 169 days and there is no indication of breach site
enlargement. In another test, metal fuel operated 223 days beyond
cladding breach, including many start up and shutdown transients,
and the breach site remained small. Metal fuel is expected to be
very reliable. However, even if unforeseen fuel failure occurs, the
failed fuel pins could be left in the core until the expected end of
life without raising any operational or safety concerns.
The eutectic formation temperature between the fuel and the
cladding has been considered a critical parameter for the metal fuel
pin design. The onset of fuel cladding eutectic formation starts in
the 650 725 oc range, depending on the fuel alloy and cladding

3.6. Metallic fuel safety perfonnance
Other safety related testing of metallic fuels has focused on fuel
behavior during unlikely loss of flow events, using hot cell furnace
Table 5
AFC-2A and AFC-28 fuel test matrix.
Rod let

Metallic fuel alloy'

1

U- 20Pu- 3Am- 2Np-15Zr
U- 20Pu- 3Am- 2Np-0.8RE•-15Zr
U- 20Pu- 3Am- 2Np- 1.5Re•- 15Zr
U- 30Pu- 5Am- 3Np-1.5Re•- 20Zr
U- 30Pu- 5Am- 3Np-0.8RE•- 2ozr
U- 30Pu- 5Am- 3Np- 20Zr

2
3
4

5
6

• Alloy composition expressed in weight percent
• REdesignates rare earth alloy (16% La, 53%Nd, 31 % Ce).
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Fig . 5. Example of RBCB test of metal fuel.
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types. However, at this onset temperature, not much interaction
occurs. In fact, even at 100 °C above the eutectic temperature,
the eutectic penetration into the cladding is minimal in 1 h,
although a signiﬁcant fraction of the fuel may partially liquefy.
Only at much higher temperatures, close to the fuel melting point
itself, does the eutectic penetration into cladding become rapid.
Therefore, the eutectic formation is not a primary safety concern
during transient overpower conditions. However, the eutectic tem
perature limits the coolant outlet temperature to 500 510 °C in or
der to provide adequate margins to onset of eutectic formation.
Note that a cladding liner that prevents fuel/cladding interaction,
such as zirconium or vanadium, could be used to mitigate this
limitation.
It is difﬁcult to raise the fuel temperature of metal alloy fuel be
cause of the high thermal conductivity (20 W/m K). As a result,
operating margins in terms of power can, in fact, be greater for
the metal core than other fuel systems. Metal fuel provides better
or equal safety characteristics across the entire spectrum from nor
mal behavior to postulated severe accidents. However, it is in the
inherent passive safety characteristics under the generic antici
pated transient without scram events, such as loss of ﬂow without
scram (LOFWS), loss of heat sink without scram (LOHSWS), and
transient overpower without scram (TOPWS), that the metal fuel
shows its excellent advantages.
The inherent passive safety potential of the metal fuel was dem
onstrated by two landmark tests conducted in EBR II on April 3,
1986 [38,39] These tests, LOFWS and LOHSWS, demonstrated that
the unique combination of the high heat conductivity of metal fuel
and the thermal inertia of the large sodium pool can shut the reac
tor down during these potentially very severe accident situations,
without depending on human intervention or the operation of ac
tive, engineered components. The LOFWS event can be initiated by
station blackout. Nuclear power plants have redundant power sup
ply sources and even if the alternate line is also disabled, then an
emergency power supply system on site will be activated. Should
this also fail, the plant protection system will automatically shut
the reactor down. Of course, the plant protection system has
redundancy if the primary shutdown system fails, then the sec
ondary shutdown system will be activated. If this fails, the operator
can manually shut the reactor down. The LOFWS test in EBR II sim
ulated an ultimate scenario where all of the above safety systems
and operator actions had failed [40].
As the power to the primary pump is lost, the coolant ﬂow is re
duced rapidly while the reactor is at its full power. This then causes
the reactor coolant outlet temperature to rise very rapidly (about
200 °C in 30 s). This rising coolant temperature then causes the
heatup and thermal expansion of the core components, in particu
lar the fuel assembly hardware, which enhances the neutron leak
ages and hence slowing down the nuclear chain reaction. Due to
this negative reactivity feedback, the reactor power is shutdown
all by itself and the coolant temperature rise stops, eventually
brought to an asymptotic temperature at equilibrium with the nat
ural heat loss from the system. It should be pointed out that during
the initial tens of seconds, the mechanical pump inertia provided a
ﬂow coastdown avoiding immediate local sodium boiling and en
abling a gradual transition to natural convection ﬂow through
the core.
Following the LOFWS test, the LOHSWS test was conducted on
the same day. The loss of heat sink was initiated by the shutdown
of the intermediate pump, which isolated the primary system,
while the primary pump was functioning to remove the heat from
the core to the primary tank. The intermediate loop ﬂow is reduced
to zero, which disables the normal heat sink in the balance of
plant. The core heat is dumped to the entire inventory of the pri
mary sodium, which raises the core inlet temperature. This is a
rather slow transient and it took about 10 min to raise the primary

sodium temperature by about 40 °C. This gradual increase in the
reactor inlet temperature has the same effect thermal expansion
and enhanced neutron leakages and the power is reduced. And
the reactor outlet temperature is reduced accordingly.
These remarkable inherently passive benign responses to the
most severe accident scenarios are unique to the metal fueled fast
reactor due to the combination of the following three factors: So
dium coolant with large margins to boiling temperature, pool con
ﬁguration with large thermal inertia, and metal fuel with low
stored Doppler reactivity. The ﬁrst point is obvious to ride out
the initial coolant temperature rise. The second point is necessary
to provide time for thermal expansion of heavy structures to take
place and is dependant upon reactor plant conﬁguration. The third
point on metallic fuel is not so obvious and requires some explana
tion. The characteristics of the negative reactivity feedback caused
by the increase in coolant temperature determine the reactor re
sponse. The most important factor differentiating the responses
in metal and oxide fuels is the difference in stored Doppler reactiv
ity between the two fuel types. As the power is reduced, the stored
Doppler reactivity comes back as a positive contribution, tending
to cancel the negative feedback due to the structural expansion.
The high thermal conductivity of metal fuel and consequent low
fuel operating temperature give a stored Doppler reactivity that
is only a small fraction of overall negative reactivity feedback. As
a result, the power is reduced rapidly.
The neutronics performance characteristics of metallic fuel al
low core designs with minimum burnup reactivity swing even
for small modular designs. This can be used not only in extending
core life to 30 years but also in reducing the TOPWS initiator
caused by an unprotected control rod runout. Transient overpower
tests on metallic fuels performed in TREAT have demonstrated a
large margin to cladding failure threshold for the metallic fuel. An
other signiﬁcant ﬁnding from these TREAT tests is that ﬁssion gas
driven axial expansion of fuel within the cladding before failure
provides an intrinsic and favorable negative reactivity feedback
in the metallic fuel that has no parallel in other fuel systems. The
metallic fuel pre failure axial extrusion as a function of burnup is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
3.7. Metallic fuel properties
Material properties deﬁne the behavior and performance of me
tal alloy fuels. Table 6 provides a summary of fuel material proper
ties for U 20Pu 10Zr, after Smith et al. [41]. In the following

Fig. 6. Axial pre-failure fuel extrusion as a function of burnup.
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Table 6
Selected metal fuel material properties.
Fast reactor fuel type fresh fuel properties

Metal (U- 20Pu- 10Zr)

Heavy metal density (gfcm3)
Melting point (OC)
Thermal conductivity (WJm K)
Operating centerline temperature at 40 kW/m. oc
(T/Tmelt)
Fuel-dadding solidus (OC)
Thermal expansion (1/0C)
Heat capacity 0 /g °C)
Enthalpy (kjfmol)
Sodium compatibility
Fuel-dadding interaction

14.1- 14.3
1077
16
787 (0.8)

Pu enrichment capability

662
17E-S
17
30
Compatible
Some corrosion/cladding wastage created by rare earth and fission product interdiffusion with cladding - could be
mitigated with a cladding liner
No tim it by phase instability. Higher enrichment lowers eutectic temperature

Steady state irradiation
Bum up
Cladding temperature
Unear power (driver)
Unear power (test)
FP gas release
Clad corrosion
FCMI
Cladding breach
Transient tests

200 GWdft
<600 °C
<450Wfcm
<600W/cm
- 85%
- 170 J.liTl max at 640 OC, 100 GWdft
Insignificant in lower smear density fuel
Expected mechanism is creep rupture due to gas pressurization
6

section, the physical properties, mechanical properties, and
behavior laws and correlations of metal alloy fuel will be
presented.
3.7.1. Physical properties
3.7.1.1. Melting temperature. Solidus temperatures for the metallic

alloys to be irradiated have not yet been determined experimen
tally. Assessed binary phase diagrams with limited experimental
data for Pu Zr, Pu Am and Pu Np are presented in the subsequent
section on 'Phase Diagrams'. Plutonium is the lowest melting ele
ment among Pu, Am, Np and Zr at 640 oc, wit h Np close at
645 oc. Alloying Pu wit h either Am or Zr serves to increase the sol
idus temperature significantly, while alloying Pu with Np only
slightly affects t he solidus temperature. Pu 40Zr has a solidus tern
perature of over 1230 oc. Therefore, until an experimental determi
nation of the solidus temperatures of Pu Am Np alloyed with

40 wt.% Zr has been determined, 1230 oc will be used as an esti
mate of the solidus temperature.
3. 7.1.2. Thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivities of the Pu
Am Np Zr alloys have not yet been measured. Fig. 7 provides a

graphical representation of the estimate of the thermal conductiv
ity for Pu 40Zr obtained using Pu and Zr elemental thermal con
ductivities and an analytical alloy model [42]; note that the
binary alloy undergoes a phase change from o Pu to e Pu at about
600 oc which gives rise to a discontinuity in the t hermal conductiv
ity. Since Am and Np have thermal conductivities similar to Pu, it is
recommended t hat the Pu 40Zr data be used for all the Pu Am
Np 40Zr alloys until experimental measurements can be made.
The average thermal conductivity of metal fuel is high (~ 16 W/
m K) resulting in a low centerline operating temperature, approx
imately 790 oc at 40 kW/m linear heat rate.
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3.7.1.3. Speciﬁc heat. The speciﬁc heat of the Pu Am Np Zr alloys
is estimated using the Kopp Neumann law which weights the ele
mental speciﬁc heats with their corresponding constituent mole
fraction in the alloy to obtain the alloy speciﬁc heat. Fig. 8 provides
a graphical representation of the speciﬁc heat of U Pu Am Np Zr
alloy.
3.7.1.4. Thermal expansion. No data is available for the alloys of
interest, nor for Pu Zr alloys. The thermal expansion coefﬁcient
for U 15Pu 10Zr is 17.6  10 6 K 1 for 298 < T 6 900 K, and
20.1  10 6 K 1 for T > 900 K [43,44]. The thermal expansion coef
ﬁcient for pure Pu is 15.0  10 6 K 1 for T > 763 K.
3.7.1.5. Density. Experimental measurements for the densities of
these metallic alloys have not yet been made. The theoretical den
sities have been estimated by summing the elemental densities for
the anticipated phases weighted by their mole fraction in the alloy
as 9.77 g/cm3 for the Pu 12Am 5Np 40Zr alloy and 9.39 g/cm3 for
the Pu 48Am 5Np 40Zr alloy. These fuel alloys will have no
porosity on fabrication.
3.7.2. Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties/behavior of low smear density metallic
fuel does not contribute signiﬁcantly to its performance. This is
due to the fact that the large fuel cladding gap allows the unre
strained swelling of the metallic fuel to occur to the point where
ﬁssion gas porosity becomes interconnected, resulting in the re
lease of most of the ﬁssion gases being produced and eliminating
the major driving force for continued swelling. Fuel cladding
mechanical interaction (FCMI) occurs due to solid ﬁssion product
accumulation/swelling only at very high burnup (e.g., 15
20 at.%); even then, the porous fuel has little rigidity. Thus, FCMI
is at most a lower order effect in metallic fuel pins and is not an
anticipated cause for failure.
3.7.2.1. Young’s modulus. No data exists for the Young’s modulus of
Pu or Am alloys. The Young’s modulus for pure plutonium is
107 GPa at room temperature (a Pu) [44].

3.7.2.2. Poisson’s ratio. No data exists for Poisson’s ratio of Pu or Am
alloys. The Poisson’s ratio for pure plutonium is 0.15 0.21 at room
temperature (a Pu) [44].
3.7.2.3. Yield stress. Little data exists for the yield strength of Pu or
Am alloys. The room temperature yield strengths for pure uranium
and plutonium are 240 and 300 MPa, respectively [44].
3.7.2.4. Ultimate tensile stress. Little data exists for the ultimate ten
sile strength of Pu or Am alloys. However, pure Pu is relatively soft
at temperatures approaching 100 °C and above, and additions of
even small amounts of Zr greatly increase the strength at these
moderate temperatures. For example, at 180 °C the ultimate
strength of Pu is 20 MPa, while an addition of 2.4 at.% (0.9 wt%)
increases the strength to 125 MPa [45]. The ultimate tensile
strength for pure uranium and plutonium at room temperature
are 585 and 525 MPa, respectively [44].
3.8. Behavior laws
3.8.1. Irradiation swelling
Metallic alloy fuels of low smear density swell rapidly to
approximately 30%, at which time the porosity being generated be
comes interconnected. Once this network of interconnected poros
ity develops, most of the ﬁssion gases being produced are released
and gas driven fuel swelling falls off dramatically. Subsequent to
this fuel swelling is primarily via solid ﬁssion product accumula
tion [4]. This behavior can be described as:

DV=V
DV=V

150  B; for B  0:02
0:30 þ 0:5  B; for B > 0:02

where DV/V is fuel swelling and B is the burnup expressed as a frac
tion of initial heavy metal.
3.8.2. Creep
The creep rate of the alloys of interest has not been measured.
The recommended creep rate correlation for U Zr and U Pu Zr
alloys is [46]:

Fig. 8. Speciﬁc heats of metallic U–Pu–TRU alloys.
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Where e0 is the steady state creep rate (s 1), P is porosity expressed
as a fraction of initial fuel volume, R is the gas constant (1.987 cal/
mol K), r is stress (MPa), T is temperature (K), and F is the ﬁssion
rate (ﬁssions/cm3 s).
3.9. Physics models
3.9.1. Gas release
A wide variety of metallic alloy fuels of low smear density have
been observed to exhibit essentially the same ﬁssion gas release
behavior [4]. This behavior can be described as:

FGRk 40:0  B; for B  0:02
FGR 0:8; for B > 0:02
where FGR is the fraction of total ﬁssion gases generated that is re
leased from the fuel, and B is the burnup expressed as a fraction of
initial heavy metal. For conservatism, it should be assumed that all
helium produced in the fuel is released.
3.9.2. Densiﬁcation
Densiﬁcation does not occur for metallic fuel since it is fabri
cated with essentially no porosity.
3.10. Phase and chemical compatibility
3.10.1. Phase diagrams
No ternary phase diagrams exist for the systems of interest.
Evaluated phase diagrams for Pu Zr, Am Pu and Np Pu can be
found in Kassner and Peterson [47]. Limiting fuel temperature
(i.e., solidus temperature) was discussed above in the section on
‘Melting Temperature’.
Phase diagrams do not exist for Fe Np and Am Fe; Fig. 9
gives the Fe Pu phase diagram [47]. Since Pu is one of the
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constituents that attacks stainless steel cladding (FCCI) in metal
lic fuels, concern has been raised regarding the possibility of
forming phases that melt at low temperature (e.g., Fe Pu eutectic
at 430 °C). However, extensive annealing studies conducted on
diffusion couples between Pu bearing metallic fuels and stainless
steel cladding has never show melting at the Fe Pu eutectic tem
perature. The minimum melting temperatures observed for U
26Pu 10Zr/stainless steel diffusion couples annealed for a mini
mum of 300 h were found to be 650 °C for either HT 9 (fer
ritic martensitic) or D 9 (austenitic) steels and 775 °C for
316SS [4].
3.10.2. Chemical compatibility
Metallic fuel alloys containing U, Pu, Am, Np and Zr were
fabricated with a sodium bond and both austenitic and fer
ritic martensitic stainless steel cladding and irradiated in EBR
II over years. These alloys are completely compatible with the
sodium used as a liquid metal bond and reactor coolant, exhib
iting no reaction [4]. Fuel cladding chemical interaction between
these Zr based fuel alloys and the stainless steel cladding has
been observed to occur at a relatively predictable rate [48]. For
austenitic stainless steels, FCCI is described by the correlation
[49]:

L

A  ðt

158Þ  expfQ =RTg;

where L is the depth of cladding penetration (mils, or thousandths
of an inch); A is the constant 1.718  1011; t is irradiation time
(days); Q is the activation energy (49,461 cal/mol); R is the gas con
stant (1.987 cal/mol K); and T is the peak inner cladding tempera
ture (K). Because the FCCI involves interdiffusion of rare earth
ﬁssion products and cladding components, the above equation
could be enhanced for reprocessed fuel with rare earth ﬁssion prod
uct carryover. This depends on the contributions to rate control of
the diffusion process versus the supply of rare earths. Note that
both the FCCI and ‘eutectic’ like formation during transients can
be mitigated with the use of a cladding liner that prevents fuel/clad
ding interdiffusion.

Fig. 9. Fe–Pu phase diagram [47].
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4. Conclusions
The experience base for metal alloy fuels provides the basis for
utilization of metal fuels at steady state in fast reactors to approx
imately 10 at.% burnup. Metal fuels have also been demonstrated
up to 19 at.% burnup in ferritic martensitic steel cladding. Minor
actinide bearing metal fuel alloys have been tested in limited
screening irradiations with no apparent performance issues. Fuel
constituent migration, fuel cladding chemical interaction, and
cladding strain are key performance issues to be investigated as
MA bearing metal fuel development is pursued. In addition, fabri
cation of metal alloy fuel containing americium must be demon
strated at engineering scale. Given these challenges and the
historical performance of metal alloy fuel, the prospect for fueling
a future fast spectrum reactor using metal alloy fuel is excellent.
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ABSTRACT
Plutonium is a man-made radioactive element with a long half-life. The only way to dispose of plutonium
permanently is by causing it to fission. The fission process is efficient only in a fast neutron spectrum, and
multiple recycle with a minimal loss is required to approach complete destruction. To be consistent with
nonproliferation objectives, the process should be compatible with rigorous safeguards, and should not
involve handling separated plutonium. The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) meets all of these requirements. In
addition, several near-term denaturing options are available that are fully compatible with complete
destruction. When coupled with electrical generation, ample revenues would be available to cover all
handling, operating and safeguards costs, with a substantial residual net return on the investment.
Copyright (cJ 1996 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd
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INTRODUCTION
Recent strategic arms reduction agreements between the U.S. and the Newly Independent States (NIS) of the
former Soviet Union (FSU) call for the dismantlement and destruction of nuclear weapons. As a result, a
large inventory of weapons-grade plutonium is now becoming available. Other major nuclear weapons states
(France and the UK) have established nuclear power programs that have been adapted to absorb excess
weapons plutonium, but there is a widely held belief that neither the U.S. nor Russia has the technology to
dispose of the nuclear materials from dismantled warheads. Recent agreements by national leaders set goals
for reduction of the weapons stockpile, but they do not, by themselves, eliminate nuclear warheads. Recently
* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Reactor Systems, Development, and Technology, under Contract No.
W-31-109-ENG-38.
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negotiated treaties require destroying the means of delivering the weapons, but safely and effectively
destroying warheads and their constituent nuclear materials is proving to be a challenging task (Willett,
1993). Many of the most dangerous materials will need careful management for generations. It is tempting
to conclude that plutonium should never have been made in the first place, and that if we simply do away
with nuclear power, the problem of plutonium will likewise be gone. Whether that was ever an option, and
whether there are other energy technologies that can meet the energy needs of the world is not only academic
but irrelevant. Approximately 1000 tonnes (T) of plutonium exist worldwide and it is currently being
produced in power reactors at some 60 to 70 T/year (Albright et. al., 1993). This is an inheritance and a
legacy, and an inescapable fact of life.
The massive nuclear weapons stockpiles in both the U.S. and Russia are now partially dismantled, partially
in temporary storage, partially in transition, and partially deployed. Whereas past dismantlement activities
were geared to maintaining the weapons stockpile, present and future activities are intended to reduce them
permanently.
DOE does not have comprehensive and accurate estimates of the total current or future annual costs of this
enterprise, but available information (OTA, 1993) indicates that DOE expenditures for dismantlement
activities at all sites could now be approaching $1 billion annually.
The problem will not just go away, with or without productive peaceful use of nuclear power. In line with
the "defense-in-depth" philosophy that has characterized the U.S. civilian nuclear power program, access to
weapons materials is controlled \safeguards), separations technologies and facilities for producing weapons
usable material (PUREX, AVLIS ) are controlled and restricted, and weapons technology remains protected.
This should not be mistaken as support for common myths: That chemical separation of weapons material
is simple (it is a complex, hazardous undertaking); that any plutonium makes a good bomb (anything other
than pure plutonium that is very high in 239Pu content seriously complicates weapons design and fabrication,
and may result in no more than a "fizzle yield"); that anyone with access to plutonium can build a bomb
(building a bomb is a credible undertaking with highly-enriched uranium [HEU], but plutonium weapons are
complex, and will be very unpredictable without significant testing). These difficulties provide protection
against all but the most determined and well-funded weapons constructor. It is true, however, that the
PUREX process and a variety of other smaller scale technologies can produce and have produced plutonium
that is usable for nuclear weapons. Experience dictates that it is prudent to assume that any modestly
industrialized nation (or a very secure, protected, and technically astute subnational group) with access to
plutonium could, if sufficiently motivated, construct a crude nuclear device which, even if it fizzled, would
nevertheless be a fearsome weapon (Mark, 1990).
Fortunately there is a logical and feasible way to minimize the risks associated with excess weapons
plutonium. Nuclear material in use is very easy to monitor and control, and is quite unattractive for diversion
(see Chapter 12). Plutonium in use (for electricity generation) produces revenue, and, in an IFR system, is
ultimately consumed with no residual safeguards legacy. This is the proper moral example to set, and the
IFR is a sufficiently transparent technology that it could be deployed with confidence in advanced states with
unfettered safeguards (see Chapter 12). The IFR is an available technology (Hannum, 1992 and Chapter 3)
that can constructively, effectively and profitably deal with excess weapons plutonium. Interim measures

1

PUREX (Plutonium-Uranium Extraction) is the technology that is universally used today for the recovery of
weapons-grade plutonium from the reactor fuel in which it is produced. The fuel is dissolved in nitric acid. The
differential solubility between uranium and plutonium in various organic solvents permits extraction of a highly pure
plutonium product suitable for weapons use. Advanced Vapor Laser Isotope Separator (AVLIS) refers to a general
technology, now in the advanced development stage, wherein the chemical interaction potential of certain isotopes
or elements of vaporized materials (such as uranium or plutonium) is changed by irradiation with a carefully tuned
laser beam. Chemical processes can then be used to separate out these isotopes or elements.
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are available to bridge the time span necessary to complete the technology demonstrations and to assemble
the necessary infrastructure.
It is anticipated that the U.S. will purchase excess highly enriched uranium (HEU) from the FSU. In
addition, in 1991 and 1992 Congress authorized money to assist the FSU in dismantling weapons of mass
destruction, including nuclear warheads. The actual funds have already been appropriated to the Department
of Defense (DOD). Spending requires presidential certification that states of the former Soviet Union are
adhering to relevant arms control agreements. Originally, $400 million was set aside in Public Law 102-228,
the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty Implementation Act of 1991, by an amendment introduced by
Senators Sam Nunn and Richard Lugar, with an additional $400 million appropriated in 1992 (OTA, 1993).
The specific legislation now in place authorizing this program includes the following:

The Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991 (Title II of Public Law 102-228, December 12,
1991 ), which authorized spending $400 million of DOD's FY 1992 budget to "establish a program
to assist Soviet weapons destruction." The full name of PL 102-228 is the "Conventional Forces
in Europe Treaty Implementation Act of 1991." It is a law dealing with North Atlantic Treaty
Organization funding and equipment transfers. Amendment SP 1439, introduced by Senators Nunn
and Lugar, became the "Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991."
The Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1992 (Title III of Public law I 02-229, December 12,
1991), a portion of the Dire Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1992, which makes
technical corrections and changes in the budget. It "allows for the transfer of funds to assist the
former Soviet Union and/or emerging political structures .. .in dismantling nuclear weapons."
The Former Soviet Union Demilitarization Act of 1992 (Title XIV of Public Law 102-484, October
23, 1992), which sets various conditions for the money authorized under the two bills described
above. For example, "defense conversion" money cannot exceed $40 million. It is part of the
Defense Authorization Act for FY 1993.
The Freedom Support Act (Public Law 102-511, Title V, October 24, 1992), which provides for
economic and nuclear nonproliferation assistance to the states of the former Soviet Union, and
authorizes the use of funds made available under specified acts to carry out demilitarization, as well
as economic conversion regarding nuclear weapons. This focuses mostly on repealing Cold War
restrictions on trade, etc., with Soviet-bloc nations.
Various other legislative initiatives have been directed at finding productive employment for FSU weapons
designers.
DOE has undertaken studies of technical means for disposing of excess weapons plutonium (DOE, 1993;
Brownson and Hanson, 1993; Omberg and Walter, 1993). It is generally recognized that effective handling
of this material will require a sequence of steps beyond safe, secure storage. The current lack of an industrial
infrastructure to deal with this material means that a system must be kept in place that meets safeguards,
economic security, and environmental requirements. For both the U.S. and FSU, secure, safe interim storage
of the plutonium will be required for one or two decades, or even longer (Medalia eta/., 1992). Other
studies have recently been completed or are under way by the National Research Council's Separation
Technology and Transmutation Systems (STATS) Panel and by the National Academy's Committee on
International Security and Arms Control (NAS, 1994).
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SHORT- AND MID-TERM OPTIONS
Hundreds of tonnes of separated plutoniwn exist today in the U.S., Russia, France, UK, Japan, other states
of the former Soviet Union, China, and probably elsewhere. France, the UK and Japan have established plans
for storing their separated plutoniwn and recycling it into their commercial LWR reactors. The U.S. does
not have an established infrastructure other than the military to deal with this material. The stability of the
Russian infrastructure is uncertain. There is an urgent need to establish a means of safe, secure storage of
separated plutoniwn in the U.S. and in Russia until supplemental measures can be taken. As concluded by
the National Academy of Science: ''None of the options for the long-term dispositiun of excess weapons
plutoniwn can be expected to substantially reduce the inventories of excess plutoniwn [in the U.S. and
Russia] from nuclear weapons for at least a decade" (NAS, 1994).
Beyond safe-store, separated plutoniwn can be made much less attractive for weapons use by reversing the
separation; that is, by mixing it with radioactive materials so that reversion to weapons use would require
complex, remote-control chemical separation. If the material is made as difficult to handle as the much
larger world inventory of spent nuclear fuel, it ceases to be a unique problem, and is subswned into the larger
question of disposal or reuse of spent nuclear fuel.
Among the various options for the short- and mid-term, there are significant differences in the state of
technology development and the resultant products. The U.S. Congressional Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA, 1993) has identified seven criteria that may be among the most important for evaluating
the various methods:

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Security (including verifiability and proliferation resistance).
Near-term health and safety risks.
Environmental and long-term health risks. The viability of a geological repository for long-term
disposal is a prime consideration if plutoniwn is to be disposed of as waste.
Technical availability and feasibility.
Economics and cost, such as the value of electricity produced.
Political and public acceptance.
International political impacts. The principal concern should be to encourage disposition of nonU.S. plutoniwn.

Safe. Secure Storage
Safe, secure storage provides an effective reduction in the nuclear arsenals only to the extent that the storage
is physically protected against diversion and pilferage; some form of control by a responsible party, verified
by suitable oversight, is also necessary to assure that the material is not returned to weapons use by the
storage authority itself. In this country, it is generally accepted that there are adequate safeguards to protect
U.S. plutoniwn against any attempted diversion. The situation is far less evident for the FSU. Ifplutoniwn
is to be stored in pi~ form, it will be necessary to have the capability to inspect, modify, repair, or
otherwise process any pits or materials that exhibit problems. Options based on storing plutoniwn in a form
other than pits (such as plutoniwn oxide) would also require a plutoniwn processing capability. Not only
will such facilities be expensive, but they also create large amounts of waste (Cunningham et al., 1993).
Interim storage as weapons pits is not discussed further in this paper; for more details on this, see Grewal
et al. (1993). We asswne that the military security currently in place for the nuclear weapons themselves
2 The term "pit" refers to the physical assembly of Pu, HEU and other materials that participate in the nuclear fission

reaction. It excludes the fusion part of thermonuclear weapons, and the chemical high explosives that initiate the
nuclear reaction. Pits are reasonably stable, but are susceptible to eventual deterioration.
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is appropriate, both in the U.S. and in Russia (and elsewhere). The concerns over material in other FSU
republics and the verification of the security of the plutonium during the pit storage phase are outside of the
scope of this paper. The only comment on this phase is that for effective safeguards, it is desirable to
conclude it as rapidly as practicable by effectively denaturing the plutonium (NAS, 1994).
Initial thinking was that the safest, most direct means of dealing with this material would be to consider it
as a waste product, use existing U.S. high level waste vitrification facilities at Savannah River Laboratory
(the Defense Waste Processing Facility-DWPF) to make it into glass, and send it to a high-level waste
repository (Berkhout et a/., 1992). It is now becoming recognized that, without a secure administrative
safeguards system, this will provide only minimal assurance that the material will not be recovered and
diverted by subnational or national efforts, clandestine or overt (Pillay et a/., 1993).
As a minimum, even for an interim period of a few decades, the next step of some form of denaturing is
highly desirable, either by blending or alloying, provided this is not easily reversed. Denaturing can also be
achieved by irradiation.

Denaturing
The attractiveness of plutonium for weapons use can be diminished by any combination of:
Change in physical form, requiring refabrication prior to weapons use;
chemical dilution (chemical recovery is much more complex than mere refabrication);
blending with radioactive materials so as to provide a degree of self-protection; and
irradiation to provide both self-protection and a less attractive weapons material.
In this paper, we will refer to the first two (physical modification and chemical dilution) as "spoiling,"
reserving the specific term "denaturing" to refer to processes that render the material self-protecting by virtue
of its radioactivity and/or isotopic composition. These procedures must be complemented by effective
safeguarding, because none of them can provide absolute assurance that the adulterated plutonium will not
be misused. The mere announcement that someone had stolen spent fuel could cause consternation, chemical
separation is relatively straightforward, and, although the barrier presented by isotopic denaturing is
formidable, a country with a sufficient technological base and determination could overcome it. What these
processes contribute is time and visibility, making covert diversion progressively more difficult, reconversion
to a weapons-usable form progressively more complex, and safeguarding simpler and more secure.
Spoiling by chemical dilution implies blending with materials that prevent use for weapons without complex
chemical separation. Uranium works well to spoil plutonium, in that a process such as PUREX is required
for the re-separation. While spoiling is reversible by various means, it significantly lengthens the time
between diversion and usable device. Thus, it simplifies the task of providing adequate safeguards.
Denaturing implies altering the plutonium in such a way that it meets the IAEA criterion for "self-protecting"
(greater than 1 Svlh at 1 m) for a period of decades (DOE, 1993). Ideally, denaturing also includes obtaining
an isotopic composition or minor actinide content that ensures a high neutron background and substantial selfheating. This dramatically increases the cost, complexity, and time required for processing, makes the
weapon large and heavy, very difficult to design, and highly unpredictable in performance, and greatly
improves the potential for detection.
It is generally considered that the difficulties in processing fully denatured (self-protecting and containing
an unattractive isotopic composition) fuel are sufficient to cause any nation wishing to have nuclear weapons
to select other means of producing or obtaining the necessary fissile materials (INFCE, 1980). However, as
discussed above, spent fuel could be an attractive source of plutonium for covert diversion. This implies a
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need for continued physical safeguards, including safeguarding of waste that contains significant quantities
of plutonium.
At this point the discussion tends to diverge, depending on judgement (or prejudice) as to whether plutonium
is a valuable resource that is needed for its energy content, or whether it is a dangerous, hazardous waste.
This is not to say that if it is declared to be a waste, it can be thrown away and forgotten. Even with
denaturing, or as unprocessed spent fuel, active physical protection without revenue return is required in
perpetuity. And perpetual care is arguably less credible than a concern of this significance deserves. While
today, self-protecting radiation, very complex chemical separations, and modest physical protection provide
reasonable confidence, the prospect of robots and advanced separation technologies (e.g., AVLIS) make it
clear this is also a very transient basis for confidence.

THE IFR OPTION
The IFR system is well suited to both aspects of the second phase in dealing with excess weapons materialspoiling and denaturing-and is the only reasonably advanced technology capable of ultimate destruction
(phase 3) (Hannum and Wade, 1993). While each phase provides for progressively greater security, a wellconsidered sequence will not compromise the utility of the material as fast reactor fuel.

Initial Operation: Spoiling
The simplest first step would be to alloy the weapons plutonium with uranium. That material could be stored
indefinitely in sealed containers or an inert atmosphere, and would require essentially no maintenance other
than monitorin~ for leaks. For the first few decades, the plutonium becomes progressively harder to work
with because 2 1Am, a gamma emitter (458 years half-life), builds in from the ~-decay of 241 Pu (13-yr halflife). The 241 Am activity does not dilute the usefulness of the plutonium as a fast reactor fuel, since IFR
fuel, once introduced into the fuel cycle, must always be handled remotely, and the 241 Am is a reasonably
good fissile material in a fast reactor.
A second (optional) step could be alloying back in the 241 Am that had been separated out during weapons
maintenance. It is unlikely that this would qualify the material as fully self-protecting, but the 241 Am would
provide an added degree of diversion resistance, and the highly characteristic radioactivity of the 241 Am
would facilitate accountancy.
Since both of these initial operations use existing technology, and the facilities necessary to employ them will
be similar to and compatible with facilities for weapons disassembly, it would be straightforward to do this
alloying simultaneously with dismantling. The incremental facility cost would be insignificant.

Second Phase: Denaturing
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE, 1994) specifies a series of "attractiveness levels" as defined in
Table 1.
An optional second phase of interim protection in the IFR cycle would be to provide full denaturing-i.e.,
add sufficient radioactivity to reduce the "attractiveness level" of the weapons material (Level C) to that of
spent fuel (Level E). At this attractiveness level, it is generally considered that material can be readily
safeguarded by piece-count inventory control and straightforward physical protection. In the IFR fuel cycle,
there are two technologies--direct alloying and preliminary short-term irradiation in fast reactors-that
appear both feasible at modest cost and available relatively promptly to minimize the risk of treaty abrogation.
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Table 1. Nuclear Material Safeguards Categories
as Defmed by DOE.
Attractiveness Level
WEAPONS
Assembled weapons and test devices

Level A

PURE PRODUCTS
Pits, major components, buttons, ingots, recastable
metal, directly convertible materials

Level B

HIGH-GRADE MATERIALS
Carbides, oxides, solutions (~ 25 gil), nitrates, etc., fuel
elements and assemblies, alloys and mixtures, UF4, or UF 6,
(~ 50% enriched)

Level C

LOW-GRADE MATERIALS
Solutions (1 to 25 gil), process residues re~uiring extensive
processing, moderately irradiated material, 38Pu (except
waste), UF 4, or UF 6 (~ 20% <50% enriched)

Level D

ALL OTHER MATERIALS
Highly-irradiated forms, solutions (:S:1 g/1), uranium
containing <20% 235 U (any form, any quantity)

Level E

Direct Alloying. The purpose of direct alloying is to add isotopes and radioactivity that cannot easily be
removed. Since metals are easily alloyed, the simplest denaturing would be to alloy the weapons plutonium
with metallic spent fuel. Significant quantities of metallic spent fuel are currently available (15-20 T of
irradiated metal reactor fuel is available at EBR-II, and certain naval and production reactor fuels might be
suitable), but additional material could be obtained by reducing spent oxide fuels from light water reactors.
The key to this stage is to provide denaturing that offers full self-protection without compromising the
usefulness of the material as fast reactor feedstock.
A variety of technologies are available for reducing oxides to metals. One very promising technology, based
on developments in the LWR actinide recovery and recycle program (see Chapter 10), is lithium reduction.
In this process, a fine spent fuel oxide powder is mixed into a lithium-rich chloride salt. The lithium
quantitatively reduces the spent fuel to metal. Noble metals are already in the metallic state. All actinides
and some fissi.on products are reduced and precipitate out, along with the noble metals. This process,
operated at 450 to 600°C, has several advantages over alternate technologies, in that processes and equipment
for stripping and cleaning the salt and for preparing high-quality waste forms are well along in development
as part of the IFR program. At these relatively low temperatures, no americium should be lost.
If a higher concentration of radioactivity is required, other reduction processes are also feasible. For
example, calcium reduction appears to be practicable. In that process, molten calcium chloride salt is used
in the reduction, along with elemental calcium. Following the reduction reaction, the reduced fuel settles
in the reaction vessel as relatively fine metal particles, and the unreacted cladding is removed from the vessel
on a screen and prepared for disposal. The metal precipitate containing the uranium, plutonium, minor
actinides, and many of the fission products is removed from the reaction vessel for alloying with weapons
plutonium. The resultant alloy is highly radioactive because of the minor actinides (neptunium, americium,
and curium) and fission products (including the less reactive metals and most of the rare-earth elements).
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Technologies are available for extracting cesium and strontium to be blended back should this degree of selfprotection be required. That would require supplemental processes. For any of these technologies,
equipment demonstrations would be required, but essentially no technology development would be needed
for either the U.S. or the FSU.
Table 2 lists the general composition of the reduced
LWR oxide fuel product. A simple alloy of 5 to 10
parts calcium-reduced LWR spent fuel per part weapons plutonium can be readily stored and cooled, and
is fully self-protecting for several years to a few
decades. A judicious alloying could further provide
a characteristic decay-gamma signature for ease of
remote accountability.
Storage and safeguards
requirements would be broadly comparable with those
for spent LWR fuel.
For 50 T of weapons
plutonium, only some 250 to 500 T of spent fuel
would be required, an essentially trivial quantity
relative to today's stock of material, currently classed
as waste. If this alloying were spread over 5 to 10
years (the currently estimated dismantlement rate), it
would involve a reduction of only of the order of 50
T/year, less than 0.1 cubic meters of alloy (1 T) per
week. From a materials handling and spent fuel
storage perspective, this is comparable with the spent
fuel accumulation rate of two or three large LWRs.
Likewise, the scale and security requirements for
storing the product from 50 T of weapons plutonium
would be about the same as for storing on site the
spent fuel from a single commercial LWR power
station.

Table 2. A Typical Composition of Heavy-Metal
and Noble-Metal Fission Products (per kg)
from Li-Reduction of L WR Spent Fuel.
Noble Metals
Element
Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd
Ag
Cd
In
Sn
Sb
Total

Grams
3.8
<0.001
3.8
0.8
2.2
0.43
1.5
0.056
0.093
0.001
0.05

Heavy Metals
Element

u
Np
Pu
Am
Cm
Total

Grams
977.25
0.55
8.7
0.9
0.05
987.4

O.oi
12.6

Irradiation in Fast Reactors. An alternative, and somewhat more complex, denaturing technology would be
to fabricate metallic, fast reactor fuel elements and place them in a fast reactor such as an operating Russian
BN-600 (Kamanin et al., 1990) for a brief "spiking" irradiation. About six full-power weeks would be
sufficient to reduce the material to Attractiveness Level E, after which time the fuel elements would be put
in inventory; the same fuel elements would later be used for generating power without remanufacture or other
processing. A reactor the size of a BN-600 could denature the 50 T currently projected to be released from
FSU weapons stock within about four years (DOE, 1994). This would, incidentally, provide the full lifetime
fueling for several power plants of that size, without further processing. The U.S., being behind in fast
reactor deployment, would need to build a suitably sized fast reactor, but most other nuclear-weapons states
have fast reactors that could be adapted to this purpose.
An open question is whether the stabilizing gallium (Ga) present in weapons pits would need to be removed
prior to IFR use. It is expected that the behavior of the fuel would not be impacted significantly, and
experimental irradiations can readily verify this. On the other hand, the electrore:fining vessel is made of
carbon steel (see Chapter 7), which may not be compatible with gallium. If this proves to be the case, the
gallium could be removed-a straightforward but remote electrochemical process prior to release to the IFR
fuel cycle-or the IFR electrore:finer vessel could be redesigned.
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Irradiation Denaturing
The recent National Academy Report (NAS, 1994) recommends, as a principal option for denaturing
("achieving the spent fuel standard"), fabricating the excess weapons plutonium into mixed PuOrU0 2
(MOX) fuel, for a once-through pass in an existing LWR. In the mid-term, this is approximately the
safeguards enhancement that would be accomplished by the IFR irradiation discussed below. The differences
occur in the out-of-reactor portions of these two alternative fuel cycles. For the IFR fuel cycle, a degree of
self-protection can be added early; old plutonium (high 241 Am) and scrap do not require pretreatment, and
all operations (following disassembly) take place in a remote facility that is highly shielded and has an inert
atmosphere, not in a hands-on glovebox. In comparison with MOX, many fewer operations are needed in
preparing IFR fuel. Once the plutonium is introduced, it will be blended with hot fuel either in the
electrorefiner or in the casting furnace. Scrap recycle is much simpler and easier to monitor; for the IFR,
all scrap trimmings and off-specification material are simply returned to the injection-casting furnace. For
MOX, scrap, grinding dust, and off-specification material must again traverse the entire process, all the while
in a proliferation sensitive form and composition. Subsequent to fabrication, the MOX fuel remains
proliferation-sensitive until irradiated, whereas the IFR fuel is always appreciably self-protected during
handling.
The key to denaturing either by alloying or by irradiation is that the resulting alloy or spiked fuel elements
are directly usable in a fast reactor without further chemical processing. And since the IFR fuel cycle (see
Chapter 7) never involves separated plutonium, neither of these denaturings can be reversed without chemical
processing in a special, weapons-oriented procedure.

CONSUMPTION
Neither of the interim storage forms described above, comparable to spent fuel, is a satisfactory ultimate
solution (NAS, 1994). The economic value should be recovered, and the material should eventually be
consumed, not released to the environment where it will have to be contained and safeguarded forever. The
denatured alloys discussed here are ideal feed for the IFR fuel cycle (see Chapters 5 and 7), without ever
being returned to a weapons-capable form. Once in use in the IFR, the cost of safeguards (unlike the cost
of safeguarding a waste product) can be recovered from electricity revenues, and there will be a strong,
visible, and proprietary interest in protecting a valuable and productive resource.
Plutonium is the fuel of reference for all fast reactors, and all developments and evaluations have been based
on plutonium fuel. Thus, the use of weapons plutonium as a fuel in no way compromises the safety
advantages of the IFR (Chapter 4).
At first blush, the concept of using a fast reactor to consume excess plutonium may sound like an oxymoron;
after all, the traditional purpose of the fast reactor was to produce excess plutonium to fuel new reactors in
an ever-expanding economy (U.S. AEC, 1967). But, in fact, the IFR fuel cycle produces less net plutonium
than does a light water or gas cooled reactor, since it gets essentially all its power from fission of plutonium,
not uranium. The nature of the IFR closed fuel cycle is to produce plutonium at the rate at which it is
needed for use, but only as there is a near-term need for it. The current GE ALMR design (Quinn et al.,
1993) (see also Chapter 3), for example, is best suited to operating on a break-even or near-break-even basis,
wherein the plutonium acts simply as a catalyst, allowing power production from the backlog of depleted
uranium left over from enrichment processes. Given appropriate safeguards, this means that the plutonium
inventory would be tailored to the power demand and not, as with the LWR, a continually increasing waste
burden-which is the case even when PUREX recycling is used. An efficient closed fuel cycle such as the
IFR is the only practical option for limiting the world's inventory of plutonium and eventually transforming
it all into useful energy.
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The direct use of weapons plutonium in a fast reactor, including the possible need to separate the gallium,
as discussed above, is straightforward. Current fast reactor designs are based on plutonium fuel (although
designs for uranium are equally feasible). The high 23 ~ fraction provides somewhat more reactivity than
normal reactor-grade plutonium, but the compensating adjustments in the plutonium loading are readily and
predictably accommodated. Old plutonium (i.e., with 241 Am buildup) is quite acceptable as fuel, as is much
of the high-grade scrap plutonium from weapons production programs.
With IFRs, the excess plutonium is, in effect, a catalyst for the consumption of the world's huge stockpiles
of processed uranium, without expanding the world inventory of plutonium beyond whatever is needed for
generating power (Hannum and Lineberry, 1993). A quantitative illustration of the effectiveness of this
approach in limiting world plutonium inventories is given in Chapter 12.

Recycle and Recovery Technologies
The basic technologies described in Chapters 7 and 8 are fully applicable to consumption of excess weapons
material. That material would be introduced at the fuel fabrication step, and once inserted into the reactor
would be indistinguishable from any other plutonium. Alternatively, if there are safeguards concerns over
handling separated plutonium in fabricated fuel elements, the material could be fed to the electrorefiner,
wherein it would immediately become self-protecting by virtue of commingling with other in-process
material.
If denatured by blending, the material would be fed to the electrorefiner. If the spiking strategy described
above has been employed, the complete fuel elements would be available for reinsertion into the reactor.
This fuel cycle can be contrasted with certain other potential technologies. Direct disposal without denaturing
does not seriously address proliferation concerns; recovery is too easy (Cunningham et al., 1993). Direct
disposal with denaturing may appear to have near-term advantages, but on a worldwide basis, the plutonium
mine concern is not easily addressed, and there is neither a revenue stream nor an inherent motivation for
providing the required long-term safeguards. Use in mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel in thermal reactors is
technically feasible; MOX fabrication is complex and expensive, but is in routine use in Europe. These
facilities, which do not currently exist either in the U.S. or in Russia, require complete physical protection
and elaborate safeguards accountability. Only about half the plutonium can realistically be consumed by
MOX recycle; the remainder eventually becomes a plutonium mine and a permanent environmental concern,
with no continuing compensating benefits. As stated in DOE (1994):
"Complete plutonium destruction is not possible without the use of [recycle] and fast reactors such
as the [IFR] ....
"In all cases [except the IFR fuel cycle], the quantity of residual plutonium in the spent fuel
produced by the various [partial] destruction alternatives was sufficiently high to require safeguards
that are similar to those of the spent fuel alternative; therefore, safeguards requirements would not
be offset by proceeding to the destruction alternative. In the case of the [IFR], however, the
ultimate waste forms arising from processing would be essentially plutonium-free, and thus, would
probably require fewer safeguards... Old plutonium and certain of the off-spec materials seriously
complicate fabrication and handling of fuel elements for any of the proposed alternates to the IFR"
The DOE report assessed the potential economic implications of the various reactor technologies in terms
of the revenue returned relative to development, construction, and operations costs. The analysis concluded:
" ... study results indicated that the ALWRs and the {IFR] could generate positive net present value
life cycle revenues ranging from $1.2-5.8 billion. The MHTGR was not able to generate positive
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net present value life cycle revenues for any of the cases examined. Sensitivity analyses to date
indicate that the principal factors affecting the economic results are the assumed discount rate and
the price of electricity-both of which are essentially independent of the plutonium mission."
Previous studies (e.g. Ramspott eta/., 1992) had concluded that the risk reduction from transmutation cannot
be economically justified. The IFR technology, with its simpler and therefore less expensive recycle process,
along with increased emphasis on the importance of safeguards, appears to reverse this conclusion.

APPLICABILITY TO THE FSU (AND OTHER NPT SIGNATORIES)
The U.S. National Academy of Sciences study on the disposition of dismantled FSU and U.S. nuclear
warheads (NAS, 1994) distinguishes between the near-term goals (to achieve dismantlement followed by safe,
secure storage of the weapons-usable fissile materials) and the long-term goals (to achieve ultimate
disposition of the weapons-usable fissile materials). This same sequence of steps is espoused by Russian
authorities (Mikhailov et a/., 1994).
The characteristic that distinguishes the two ultimate options is that the sequestering option is based on
defining the fissile material to be waste, whereas the incineration option is based on treating the fissile
material as an energy resource. Consistent with U.S. policy of a once-through fuel cycle for civilian nuclear
power, with ultimate disposal of the fissile material containing spent fuel assemblies by burial in a geologic
repository, the NAS (NAS, 1994) has recommended sequestering plutonium from dismantled
warheads-either directly in glass, mixed with high-level wastes, or as spent fuel after irradiation in a oncethrough thermal reactor cycle. In contrast, the Russian policy (Mikhailov eta/., 1994) views the military
plutonium as an energy resource, for reasons that are easy to understand from their vantage point:
"It must be noted also that the situation with secondary nuclear fuel, plutonium, in Russia is
different from the situation in Western countries in one important aspect. For them uranium is one
of many things they can buy. For us it's one of at present not so numerous goods we can sell on
international market. In the case of enriched uranium, to say nothing of finished nuclear fuel, what
is mainly sold is not a raw material but high technology product with high additional price. Hard
currency deficit which will not disappear overnight, makes partial replacement of uranium as NPP
fuel by plutonium potentially very profitable process in Russia."

In saying that, Minister Mikhailov assumes continued growth of nuclear power in the FSU. The reasons
underlying this viewpoint were reported in the May 8, 1993 issue of New Scientist (Perera, 1993).
According to that report, shortages of electrical power and central heating are epidemic: "In October,
electricity supply was officially rationed in Russia to try to cut demand by one quarter. There has been no
centrally supplied heating for Armenia's residential areas since September 1992-many have died of
hypothermia." Soviet oil production has declined and (like enriched uranium) oil has been preferentially
diverted to export for hard currency. This explains why, in December 1992, Russia's government adopted
a development plan for nuclear power that involves, along with extensive upgrade of existing plants, the
commissioning of thirty new reactors between now and 2010.
Why does the Russian plan favor fast-spectrum rather than thermal-spectrum reactors for disposing of
plutonium from dismantled warheads (directly the reverse of the NAS recommendation that the U.S. consider
MOX in a once-through cycle) as the reactors to be used to meet the spent fuel standard? Minister Mikhailov
(1994) cites two reasons: Waste management and the technically mature fast-reactor alternative:
"The question of the quantity and isotopic composition of plutonium in spent fuel is important by
another reason: total radioactivity of transuranic elements in spent fuel is to be minimized. In spite
of almost twofold reduction of the total plutonium mass after [recycle] in specialized LWR, the
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radiotoxicity of the remaining half is more than tripled compared with the initial mass of weapon
plutonium due to accumulation of 241 Pu. [Recycling] in LWRs results not only in undesirable
increase of radiotoxicity but also destroys more than 60 percent of its energy potential. The picture
is quite different if weapon plutonium is utilized in fast reactors. [Recycling] in BNs conserves
plutonium energy potential while changing radiotoxicity level insignificantly. If thorium blankets
are used reduction of the energy potential is approximately compensated by the accumulation of
233 u with a decrease of radiotoxicity.
"Another defect of thermal reactors fuel cycle was recognized in recent years-continuous pile-up
of not only plutonium but of very radiotoxic and long-lived minor actinides as well. Their initial
total radiotoxicity is more than ten-times higher than that of 239pu. After a thousand years of
storage the total transuranic radiotoxicity drops more than four times but still remains by a few
orders of magnitude higher than the radiotoxicity of natural uranium. Fission products radiotoxicity
which was initially about hundred times higher than for actinides, drops by a few orders in a
thousand years and becomes lower than natural uranium's. All in all, nuclear power industry based
on [uranium fueled] thermal reactors with an open fuel cycle only will be constantly, for hundreds
of years, accompanied by accumulation of actinide radiotoxicity equivalent approximately to 2.8
tonnes of 239Pu per GWt(e) year.
"How can economic considerations change general assessment of the situation? May utilization be
cheaper in LWRs than in BNs? In principle, yes, if you have already developed cheap enough LWR
MOX-fuel technology; if BNs are built for weapon plutonium utilization only and all the other
reactor costs are signed off on the process of utilization. For some countries possessing MOX fuel
industry LWR utilization of plutonium would be preferable now. Situation is quite different in
Russia. Uranium-plutonium cycle is much more developed for fast reactors here than for thermal
ones. So the intensification of plutonium use in LWRs will be only a forced worsening of their
economy. For BNs it's natural and inevitable step."

Role of IFR Technology
Given a situation where U.S. and Russian viewpoints seem to coincide as to the means for near-term
dismantlement and safe, secure storage, but not as to long-term disposition, what role can IFR technologies
play in the effort to achieve progress on mutual disarmament and the near-term emplacement of barriers to
its potential reversal? Clearly, what is desirable is a technical operation that could be performed on the
dismantled warhead materials that would immediately render them irreversibly unattractive for return to
weapons use, but not unusable for either of the long-term disposition alternatives: future civilian nuclear
power production or future burial. If such a technical operation were to be taken early, it would prevent
reversion while at the same time providing some breathing time for diplomacy to work toward mutually
acceptable ultimate disposition.
If one were simply to blend weapons-usable plutonium with LWR spent fuel that had been reduced from
oxide to metallic form (leaving fission products, uranium, and higher actinides in the product), one would
attain the "spent fuel standard" of unattractiveness without the expense or time delay of irradiation in a
reactor. This would render the materials as unattractive for return to military use as are the much larger
inventories of spent fuel from civilian nuclear power that exist in each country, but would leave open both
options for ultimate disposition.
Such a technology is nearly at hand. The proposed chemical reduction of LWR spent fuel required for the
near·term warhead-spoiling option is no more than the first of the two steps that have been under development for IFR actinide recycle pyrochemical technology for several years. By February 1994, this first step
had been successfully carried out at the 1-kg scale on LWR fuel with simulated (nonradioactive) fission
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products, and plans had been made for the remote injection-casting-based blending with pure plutonium. The
development program will require a pilot-scale demonstration of the reduction of actual (radioactive) spent
fuel and blending.
Similar technology along pyrochemical and remote fabrication lines is already highly developed in Russia.
A fast-reactor recycle method based on pyrochemical technology has been under development since the mid
1960s at the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors at Dimitrovgrad, but has only recently been described in
Western scientific literature (Bychkov eta/., 1993; Kirillovich eta/., 1993; Skiba et a/., 1993 a, b, c).
Except that it operates on oxide rather than metallic fuel, its philosophy and principles are very similar to
those of the IFR; i.e., pyrochemical recycle of oxide fuel with high fission-product carryover to avoid
proliferation concerns, and simple remote (vibropac) fabrication to attain low-cost recycled fuel.
Pyrotechnology development in both the U.S. (IFR) and Russia has been driven by a desire to replace the
multistep, high-cost technology that fabricates MOX pellets containing pure plutonium extracted by PUREX.
The Russian program has already achieved bumup data (as high at 173,000 MWdff, or 17.3%) on more than
11,000 fuel pins (-300 fuel assemblies) ofvibropacked MOX pins in the BOR-60 experimental and the BN350 and BN-600 civilian fast-spectrum power reactors (Skiba et a/., 1993c). An automated
recycle/refabrication plant at Dimitrovgrad (Skiba eta/., 1991) has served to prototype a potential commercial
facility that could be placed at the site of the proposed two BN-800s. Development programs for waste
processing and waste forms are underway.
Both the IFR technology and the Russian technology could be quickly brought to bear on the inventories of
excess weapons plutonium. In the U.S., LWR spent fuel would be reduced to metal using IFR pyrochemical
technology and blended via the IFR injection-casting technology with the weapons plutonium. At
Dimitrovgrad, LWR (oxide) spent fuel would simply be declad and crushed, then blended with weapons
plutonium that has been oxidized-and then vibropacked to form fuel pins for potential future use or for
burial. In either case, the result would be a rapidly deployed and inexpensive technical process that
irreversibly renders excess weapons plutonium just as unattractive for weapons use as is LWR spent fuel.
At the same time, the process would not destroy the material's potential for either of the proposed ultimatedisposition strategies-waste or fuel resource. Diplomacy and technology development could proceed in
parallel on agreements and technologies for eventually executing either of these alternatives.
It can also be confidently assumed that removing plutonium from Russian military stores will only be

accomplished if the U.S. performs a parallel, mutually verifiable removal of a comparable quantity from the
U.S. weapons stores. It is equally evident that if the FSU is expected to give up its stockpile of weapons
plutonium there would have to be an overriding incentive. Without a significant economic return on their
investment in the plutonium, it is unreasonable to expect that any plutonium will be removed from military
stores. Diplomatic pressure can only go so far in the face of economic sacrifice, and it is disturbing to
recognize that there could be alternative markets.
The security interests of the U.S. do not appear threatened by a technology such as IFR, which does not and
cannot produce a separated plutonium stream, either in Russia or any other NPT signatory state with a major
established nuclear power program (see Chapter 12). Russia, with greater current fast reactor deployment
than the U.S., is in a better position to immediately implement the reactor use of weapons plutonium. Given
the complications in obtaining alternative plutonium, and the manifest benefits of closing the Russian fastreactor fuel cycle, the Russians might be encouraged to move more aggressively in that direction if the U.S.
were to share its pyrometallurgical technology, motivating Russia either to adopt the IFR pyroprocessing or
to accelerate development and evaluation of their own non-aqueous oxide pyroprocessing.
There is always the possibility of Russian withdrawal from the NPT, with subsequent reversion to military
control of the material. Short of outright purchase and export from the FSU of this material, denaturing
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plutonium now for later fast reactor use compares favorably with any other credible alternative, both in terms
of technical and economic feasibility, and in terms of rapid safeguards enhancement.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Adequate disposal of material from excess U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons requires prompt physical
degradation of the plutonium, with ultimate total destruction. IFR technology is uniquely and persuasively
suited for the job, using processes that, throughout, are readily safeguardable, do not involve in-process
handling of weapons-usable material, and are readily applicable in the U.S., Russia, and other weapons states.
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ABSTRACT
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) has declared that the large and growing stocks of plutonium from
weapons dismantlement in the U.S. and the former Soviet Union FSU are a "clear and present danger" to
peace and security. Moreover, the opinion of some experts that plutonium of any isotopic blend is a
proliferation threat (Mark, 1993) has been well publicized, heightening the concern that plutonium produced
in the civilian fuel cycle is itself a proliferation threat. Assuring that separated plutonium, from dismantled
warheads as well as from civilian power programs, is under effective control has (again) become a high
priority of U.S. diplomacy. One pole of the debate on how to manage this material is to declare it to be a
waste, and to search for some way to dispose of it safely, securely, and permanently. The other pole is to
view it as an energy resource and to safeguard it against diversion, putting it into active use in the civilian
power program. The ultimate choice cannot be separated from the long-term strategy for use of peaceful
nuclear power.
Continued use of a once-through fuel cycle will lead to an ever-increasing quantity of excess plutoniumrequiring safeguarding. Alternatively, recycling the world's stocks of plutonium in fast reactors, contrary
to common misconception, will cap the world supply of plutonium and hold it in working inventories for
generating power. Transition from the current-generation light water cooled reactors (LWRs) to a future fastreactor-based nuclear energy supply under international safeguards would, henceforth, limit world plutonium
inventories to the amount necessary and useful for power generation, with no further excess production.
The IFR offers complete recycle of plutonium, and indeed, of all transuranics, with essentially no transuranics
sent to waste, so the need for perpetual safeguards of Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) waste is eliminated. The
pyro-recycle process is more proliferation resistant than the current plutonium-uranium extraction process
(PUREX) because at every step of the IFR recycle process the materials meet the "spent-fuel standard." The
scale of IFR recycle equipment is compatible with colocation of power reactors and their recycle facility,
eliminating off-site transportation and storage of plutonium-bearing materials. Self-protecting radiation levels
are unavoidable at all steps of the IFR cycle, and the resulting limitation of access contributes to making
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covert diversion of material from an IFR very difficult to accomplish and easy to detect. Material diverted
either covertly or overtly from the IFR fuel cycle would be difficult (relative to material available by other
means, such as LWR spent fuel) to process into weapons feedstock.
Copyright© 1996 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd
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BACKGROUND
Nuclear power relies on the same basic physics and the same fissile isotopes as do nuclear weapons; like
many other chemical elements, uranium and plutonium can be put to both peaceful and war-like uses. Wide
application of civilian nuclear power as a clean, nonpolluting and plentiful energy resource can contribute
to world stability; wide availability of nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction would be
seriously destabilizing. The level of tension between the two uses of fissile materials is without precedent,
primarily because of the million-fold larger energy density of nuclear versus chemical bonds and the
consequent level of terror evoked by achievable weapons.
In the earliest days of U.S. nuclear power, the simple availability of plutonium was not considered to be a
proliferation threat. The technology of weapons design was very sophisticated, was in the hands of only a
few nations, and was held under the highest security. In those early days, it was U.S. policy that plutonium
was a commercial material that should be available for private, uncontrolled ownership, like uranium.
PUREX separation technology was unclassified and uncontrolled. This attitude changed when both the
U.S.S.R. and France showed that they had acquired nuclear weapons technology without acknowledged U.S.
help, and other countries were well on the way to gaining the capability. Private ownership of plutonium
was eliminated in the U.S., and strict materials controls were edicted.
The early and ambitious goal of international ownership of all nuclear material, the Baruch Plan (Baruch,
1946), was never achieved. The lesser goals of the Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT)-for weapons states to
offer aid in developing peaceful nuclear applications in exchange for the verifiable commitment to refrain
from nuclear weapons acquisition by a nation not already having these weapons-has been a major triumph
of international diplomacy. International coverage was later broadened with the Treaty of Tlatelolco.
Inspections by the Internal Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) provide the evidence of compliance with these
treaty commitments.
Nonetheless, an ongoing debate in the U.S. for the past twenty years has explored whether the existence and
deliberate expansion of the world stock of plutonium is acceptable. On the one hand, in the 1960s and early
1970s the projected growth in energy demand led the U.S. to plan for rapid expansion of plutonium stocks
through the use of "breeder" reactors (AEC, 1962; 1967). On the other hand, critics argued that this was
unnecessary and dangerous (Cochran et. al., 1968).
As nuclear power and nuclear technology blossomed around the world in the 1970s and 1980s, the U.S. took
the initiative to strengthen technical safeguards by unilaterally halting its civilian plutonium separation and
purification, and by urging others to do the same (Carter, 1977). A major international study [the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation, (INFCE)] reviewed proliferation risks in the light of "the urgent
need... for nuclear power [to be] widely available" (INFCE, 1980). The study concluded that the sensitive
points in the nuclear fuel cycle were: 1) Enrichment facilities and their in-process product, and 2) separated
(pure) plutonium and the facilities for such purification (PUREX reprocessing). In response, in 1984 the U.S.
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undertook to develop the IFR recycle technology, which does not produce pure, separated plutonium (see
Chapter 7).
Subsequently, other countries including France, U.K., and Japan, in addition to accepting rigorous safeguards
on their PUREX reprocessing plants, have committed to promptly return separated plutonium to power
reactor use, where it is no longer a near- or mid-term safeguards concern (de Galassus, 1994). A total of20
countries, convinced of the wisdom of plutonium recycling both from an energy supply and from a waste
management perspective, have said they intend either to press ahead with plutonium recycling and mixed
uranium-plutonium oxid~ (MOX) fuel in their LWRs, or at least to preserve the option of doing so. Russia
has a long-standing policy to use plutonium in an expanding number of their fast reactors (Mikhailov eta/.,
1994). In their current situation, Russian leaders see this as a way to make more uranium available as an
export commodity (Murogov, 1994). Unofficially, the Russians place the value of their excess weapons
plutonium at $2.4 billion and excess weapons uranium at $12 billion (compared to the $3 billion value of
their 250 tonnes of stockpiled gold).
The world inventory of plutonium produced for weapons use and in civilian power programs is huge,
currently estimated at about 1000 tonnes and growing at about 60 to 70 tonnes per year (Albright et. a/.,
1993). The vast majority of this material resides in spent nuclear fuel from existing power plants and is
spread among at least 30 countries around the world.
The urgency of dealing with "the plutonium problem" has recently been heightened by nuclear disarmament
agreements between the FSU and the U.S. that will result in dismantling weapons containing hundreds of
tonnes of weapons-grade nuclear material-plutonium and highly-enriched uranium (Willett, 1993). This
material is regarded as an immediate proliferation threat, through either rapid reconversion back into weapons
or diversion by subnational groups or by countries not now members of the nuclear club (CISAC, 1994).
For the short- and medium-term (decades, or until the resource benefits of recycle become significant, or until
advanced separations technologies become widely available), the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) has
said that adulterating weapons plutonium to meet a "spent-fuel standard" is an essential response to the "clear
and present danger to national and international security" presented by the release of separated nuclear
materials from dismantled nuclear weapons (CISAC, 1994).
President Clinton's policy statement of 1993 restates an earlier Carter Administration policy:
"The United States does not encourage the civil use of plutonium and, accordingly, does not itself
engage in plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes. The
United States, however, will maintain its existing commitments regarding the use of plutonium in
civil nuclear programs in Western Europe and Japan."

THE PATH FORWARD
The existence or nonexistence of plutonium has never been, and can never be, the characteristic that
distinguishes civilian and military applications of nuclear energy. Plutonium is inevitably produced in nuclear
power applications. The only way this material can be destroyed on a time scale shorter than the I 00,000
years or more required for its natural decay is by causing it to fission; otherwise it continues to exist as an
unavoidable consequence of exposing uranium to a neutron flux.
Disposition options (based on viewing plutonium as waste) such as launching the plutonium into the sun or
diluting it in the ocean are not practicable for a variety of reasons. All other options, including burial,
ultimately require perpetual safeguarding, with its attendant cost (Pillay eta/., 1993; Erikson, 1994).
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For assurance that nuclear applications are and remain civilian, there are three requirements, all part of the

active management of plutonium: (1) There must be safeguards to monitor the plutonium that exists and the
reactors that produce it (i.e., all reactors); (2) nuclear fuel must be recycled, to prevent creation of stocks of
excess and discarded plutonium; and (3) commerce in plutonium in all forms must be minimized, with any
required commerce in separated (chemically pure) plutonium being handled as a military exercise.
Nonproliferation experts have consistently acknowledged the importance of maintaining research and development in proliferation-resistant fuel cycle technologies. President Carter, even as he was introducing
legislation to terminate the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) construction project, stated that a strong
fast reactor R&D program "is essential to maintaining a diversity of energy supply options for this country."
As President Carter's Deputy Under Secretary of State, Joseph Nye said (Nye, 1978):
" ...there is still time for a second look. Our conclusion was that there is still time to examine fuel
cycle alternatives that minimize proliferation and physical protection risks."
And the 1994 NAS report, while recommending against building any new U.S. reactor solely for the purpose
of once-through irradiation of excess weapons plutonium, urged that research on complete nuclear systems
for controlling and eliminating plutonium in the long term should be continued.
Nonproliferation (avoiding undesirable increase in the number of nuclear weapons in the world, and in the
number of states controlling these devices) is to be accomplished through a combination of limiting
production of and access to special nuclear materials (e.g., separated plutonium), worldwide diplomatic
measures, and control of sensitive technologies.
The IFR technology has been specifically designed to achieve this purpose. First, it is not a primary sensitive
technology, because materials directly usable for weapons are not produced. The technology represents an
effective alternative to, and thus a potential replacement for, PUREX, which clearly is a sensitive technology.
The materials in the IFR fuel cycle, as in any nuclear fuel cycle, are intended to fall under international
safeguards agreements. The high levels of radioactivity and the inaccessibility of material simplify rigorous
safeguarding, and make that material far less attractive as weapons feedstock than other sources that would
be available to a nation seeking to undertake a nuclear weapons program.

USE OF THE IFR FOR EFFECTIVE PLUTONIUM MANAGEMENT
Today's thermal reactors produce excess plutonium at the rate of 200 to 250 kg per 1000 MWe reactor year.
A common misconception is that fast reactors (and the IFR in particular) always produce excess plutonium.
An IFR can be configured to consume more plutonium (precisely, more of the transuranic mixture including
plutonium) than it produces. Alternately, with uranium blankets added, a large IFR could produce about the
same amount of excess plutonium as current LWRs-but not significantly more.
The fact is that only a plutonium-fueled fast reactor with extremely efficient recycle capability can effectively
consume and eliminate plutonium and all transuranics. The IFR is the only fuel cycle under active development that has this capability (Till, 1994). An IFR power plant can be configured to have a conversion ratio 1
anywhere from 0.5 to as high as about 1.3. This large range of performance is precisely what is needed for
managing the world's burden oftransuranics. As shown in Fig. 1, it provides the means to extract virtually
1

For a system fueled with transuranics and 238u, the "conversion ratio" (CR) is defmed as the ratio of the gross
production rate of plutonium and higher transuranic material from 238 U to the destruction rate of this material. A
conversion ratio of unity implies equality of production and destruction rates-in other words, a self-sufficient
operation requiring only periodic makeup additions of uranium. In the fast reactor context, the total quantity of
transuranic material is used in the definition of conversion ratio because all transuranics are fissionable in a fast
spectrum, not just the fissile isotopes as in thermal reactors.
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Fig. 1. IFR Lifecycle for Management of Transuranics

all the energy potential from the earth's endowment of recoverable uranium, while avoiding stores of excess
plutonium either in wastes or in storage. Region by geographic region, it allows the amount of plutonium
and other transuranics to be held constant (conversion ratio = I), or to increase (conversion ratio >I) in
response to energy requirements. Similarly, existing transuranic inventories could be reduced in .an
ecologically responsible manner by using core loadings that consume (conversion ratio <I) the working
inventories of decommissioned sibling units. In this way, the IFR fuel cycle allows the transuranic working
inventory to be matched to power demand, so that essentially no transuranics are consigned to long-term
storage or waste (Hannum and Wade, 1993; Hannum and Lineberry, 1993), and the transuranics are always
tied up in power-producing working inventory.
Figure 2 shows the expected growth in world inventory of plutonium, based on official projections (OECD,
1992) of future nuclear capacity through 2030, extended with an assumed linear growth in nuclear capacity
from 2030 to 2045 equal to that between 2020 and 2030, and zero growth beyond 2045. The upper two
curves show that there is some benefit (reduction in plutonium surplus) from thermal reactor recycle as is
being practiced in France (de Galassus, 1994) and as is proposed for Russia (Murogov, 1994). The third
curve in Fig. 2 is for an IFR strategy in which IFRs are introduced at the following rate:
2010 to 2015:
2015 to 2020:
2020 and beyond:

I GWely
2 GWe/y

all new nuclear power plant construction

The nuclear power capacity is the same as the LWR case. By 2045 all plutonium is in use. The figure
demonstrates the fundamental advantages of the IFR fuel cycle relative to a throw-away or thermal recycle
strategy:
The world inventory of plutonium can all be put in use in working inventory within a credible
planning horizon;
the inventory can be realistically adjusted to match demand on a near-real-time basis;
the inventory in all cases is less than that of a throw-away or thermal recycle strategy;
inventory reduction is a feasible alternative if preferable energy sources become practicable.
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In short, for all IFR scenarios and at all times, transuranic inventory consigned to waste is maintained at
essentially zero, and the worldwide transuranic inventory is contained entirely in the working inventories of
power-producing IFR plants, which ebb and flow with time according to local needs. The revenue stream
provides an income to support rigorous safeguards. Thus, rather than steadily growing with no further energy
benefit, as is happening today with the once-through LWR throw-away cycle, the world's inventory of
transuranics would grow or shri·:k along with the need for power, and future generations will not have to
safeguard a burden of transuranics in spent-fuel storage pools or repositories as a legacy of their
predecessors' energy policies.
The most important long-term contribution of the IFR to safeguards and prevention of proliferation is that
it provides a positive means of managing the overall size of the world's plutonium and transuranic inventory.
With a fuel cycle management strategy driven by economics, the IFR can readily absorb excess plutonium
stocks, leaving the world inventory sequestered in IFR plants producing useful energy. No other technology
can do this unless it is a fast-reactor strategy that matches the IFR's recycle and recovery efficiency.

SAFEGUARDING THE IFR FUEL CYCLE
International safeguards and managing plutonium inventories to match power need are key both to limiting
the spread of nuclear weapons and to the efficient, peaceful extraction of nuclear energy. Political
agreements provide institutional barriers to proliferation, and safeguards measures are the tools used to deter
noncompliance. Safeguarding (providing assurance that nuclear materials have not been surreptitiously
diverted to unannounced nuclear weapons efforts) relies on a combination of physical protection, inspection,
and accountancy. Safeguards measures are made easier if there are intrinsic technical barriers.
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Institutional barriers include international and intranational agreements, primarily the NPT, and the response
of the community of nations to evidence of diversion. Safeguards measures include physical protection,
careful accounting, and on-site inspections by the IAEA. And as technical ba"iers there are intrinsic
susceptibility to detection of diversion, and materials of intrinsically low attractiveness.
The effectiveness of a technical barrier depends both on the difficulty of accessing and transporting the
material and on the probable time delay before the diversion is detected and announced to the community
of nations. Attractiveness depends both on the difficulty of the processing steps required to convert the
material, once diverted, into weapons usable form, and on the isotopic purity of the output material (degree
of contamination by isotopes that undergo spontaneous fission or emit significant heat, or do not fission
readily on absorbing a neutron).
Safeguards discussions generally distinguish between active inventories and waste and scrap inventories. For
the IFR, this is somewhat meaningless, in that the IFR is designed to work on a continual recycle with no
significant release of plutonium (or other transuranics) to wastes, and inventories are matched to power
requirements. For the foreseeable future, currently envisioned IFR fuel cycles would reduce the present
excess of plutonium; a premature end to the use of this option, with remaining inventories declared to be
waste, would not be worse than if the IFR had never been used.
In the following discussion, the safeguards implications of the IFR are compared with two major fuel cycle
alternatives that are already deployed: A once-through thermal fuel cycle, and recycle using PUREX (or other
weapons-suitable technology such as AVLIS 2) reprocessing.

Attractiveness of Materials That Could Be Extracted From the IFR Cycle (Relative to Spent LWR Fuel)
The pyro-recycle chemistry (see Chapter 7) was developed specifically to yield a plutonium product that is
inherently commingled with minor actinides (americium, curium, neptunium), uranium, and fission products.
The minor actinides provide substantial decay heat and contamination with alpha, beta, gamma, and neutron
emitters.
Table 1 shows the intrinsic heat deposition rates in the transuranics-bearing materials, which is due mostly
to alpha decay of the minor actinides. The heating rate per gram of IFR-fuel heavy metal (including
uranium) is five times that of the unprocessed LWR fuel and about 2.6 times higher as a processed product
(Table 2). Even with radioactive decay, the heating rate per gram never falls substantially below the rate
for the heavy metal in LWR spent fuel. Table 1 also .shows that the spontaneous neutron emission rates
(neutrons/s) per gram of heavy metal in the IFR spent fuel is three times more for heavy metal from LWR
spent fuel.
The pyro-recycle chemistry inherently limits fission-product decontamination to a factor no greater than about
1000. A typical product composition ofpyroprocessed IFR fuel is compared with a typical PUREX product
from the reprocessing of LWR fuel in Table 2. Again, from the heavy metal alone, the decay heat and
spontaneous neutron emission rates are much higher in the IFR case. In addition to this, the presence of the
residual fission products causes the transuranic-containing materials, at every step of the cycle, to be
radioactive enough to be self-protecting due to the gamma radiation from the lanthanides. Figure 3 shows
that the radiation level of the material at each step of the pyroprocess easily meets the self-protection criterion
of 1 W of gamma power (1 Silh at 1 m) for the batch quantities of recycle IFR fuels. The PUREX product

2

Advanced Vapor Laser Isotope Separator (AVLIS) refers to a general technology, now in the advanced development
stage, wherein the chemical interaction potential of certain isotopes or elements of vaporized materials (such as
uranium or plutonium) are changed by irradiation with a carefully-tuned laser beam. Chemical processes can then
be used to separate these isotopes or elements.
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Table 1. LWR and IFR Spent Fuel: Composition, Decay Heat and Spontaneous Neutron Source Levels.
Spent Fuel at Discharge*
(Normalized to 1 kg HM basis)

Nuclide
Np-237
Pu-236
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Cm-246
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-237
U-238
Total Pu
Other Ac
Total TRU
Total U
Total HM

Relative Isotopic Mass
(g/kg HM)
LWR
IFR
6.61e-01
1.38e+OO
2.98e-06
1.37e-05
1.12e-01
1.40e+OO
6.21e+OO
1.67e+02
2.48e+OO
4.47e+01
1.94e+OO
4.77e+OO
4.85e-01
1.90e+OO
1.55e+OO
4.25e-02
1.41e-03
1.14e-01
3.10e-01
3.89e-01
1.62e-02
7.96e-02
1.06e-03
4.32e-03
7.80e-02
1.78e-01
6.36e-03
3.65e-02
7.93e-04
1.06e-02
2.91e-03
3.17e-02
8.31e+OO
9.33e-01
1.71e-01
4.03e+OO
4.38e-08
2.33e-07
9.75e+02
7.75e+02
11.23
1.12
12.35
987.7
1000.0

219.9
3.74
223.7
776.3
1000.0

Decay Heat
f.Wikg HMl
LWR
IFR
1.37e-05
2.84e-05
5.52e-05
2.53e-04
6.29e-02
7.85e-01
1.18e-02
3.18e-01
1.70e-02
3.06e-01
8.21e-03
2.01e-02
5.58e-05
2.18e-04
4.88e-03
1.78e-01
3.91e-06
3.15e-04
2.18e-03
2.73e-03
1.97e+OO
9.71e+OO
1.79e-03
7.29e-03
2.21e-01
5.06e-01
3.53e-05
2.02e-04
8.02e-06
1.06e-04
4.14e-05
1.96e-05
3.95e-05
1.93e-07
5.54e-04
1.02e-06
1.89e-04
4.38e-05
2.27e-05
6.58e-04
0.10
2.20
2.30
1.48e-03
2.30

1.43
10.4
11.8
8.73e-05
11.8

Spontaneous Neutrons
(neutrons/s/kg HM)
LWR
IFR
6.91e-05
1.44e-04
1.01e-11
4.63e-11
2.90e+02
3.62e+03
3.65e+OO
1.36e-01
2.25e+03
4.06e+04
9.57e-02
2.36e-01
8.32e+02
3.27e+03
5.05e-02
1.84e+OO
1.89e-01
1.54e+01
1.22+00
1.53e+OO
3.39e+-5
1.72e+06
1.29+02
5.27e+OO
8.43e+05
1.92e+06
2.46e-01
1.41e+OO
7.49e+03
9.98e+04
1.32e-03
6.24e-04
1.99e-01
9.68e-04
1.77e+OO
3.25e-03
5.79e-12
1.34e-12
1.21e+02
4.18e+OO
3.38e+03
1.18e+06
1.19e+06
1.23e+02
1.19e+06

4.75e+04
3.64e+06
3.79e+06
4.18e+OO
3.79e+06

* Taken from Hill (1990); IFR core is a 1200 MWe fissile self sufficient core with 4 year cycle, 2 year
external cycle, 100% recycle of transuranics (TRU) and 10% rare earth recycle at -10% discharge bumup.

for LWR recycle is necessarily very low activity. Figure 4 shows the radiation from LWR spent fuel and
PUREX recycle fuel; the difference in the radioactivity of the output products is striking.
After examining these factors, U.S. weapon designers have concluded that IFR fuel and recycle materials
could not be used to make a nuclear weapon without significant further processing (Goldman, 1994).
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Table 2. Normal Process Product: Composition, Decay Heat and Spontaneous Neutron Source Levels.
Normal Process Products*
(el!BEX fa[ I~ and ~BQ fa[ IER)
Relative Isotopic Mass
Decay Heat
(g/kg HM}
{W/kg HM}
Nuclide
Np-237
Pu-236
Pu-238
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Cm-246
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-237
U-238
Total Pu
Other Ac
Total TRU
Total U
Total HM

LWR
2.65e-04
9.98e+OO
2.21e+02
1.73e+02
4.32e+01

1000.0

1000.0

IFR
1.38e+OO
1.37e-05
1.40e+OO
4.47e+OO
4.77e+OO
1.90e+OO
1.55e+OO
1.14e-01
3.89e-01
7.96e-02
4.32e-03
1.78e-01
3.65-02
1.06e-02
3.17e-02
9.33e-01
1.71e-01
2.33e-07
7.75e+02
219.9
3.74
223.7
776.3
1000.

LWR
3.05e-03
6.33e+OO
6.71e-01
6.71e-01
5.04e-03

9.62

9.62

IFR
8.47e-05
7.07e-04
2.38e+OO
5.91e-02
5.91e-02
6.51e-04
5.50e-01
9.40e-04
8.13e-03
1.89e+01
2.16e-02
1.49e+OO
6.02e-04
3.19e-04
2.42e-06
2.38e-08
1.26e-07
5.42e-06
2.81e-06
4.30
21.01
25.31
1.08e-05
25.31

Spontaneous Neutrons
(neutrons/s/kg HM}
LWR
5.02e-10
2.64e+04
7.06e+OO
7.06e+OO
7.40e+04

IFR
4.26e-04
1.30e-10
1.10e+04
6.67e-01
6.67e-01
9.73e+03
5.70e+OO
4.56e+01
4.56e+OO
3.26e+06
1.54e+01
5.66e+06
4.2le+OO
2.97e+05
7.73e-05
1.20e-04
4.02e-04
1.65e-13
5.17e-01

3.01e+05

3.01e+05

1.42e+05
9.22e+06
9.36e+06
5.17e-01
9.36e+06

• PUREX for LWR with 2 y cooling; PYRO for IFR with 100 d cooling and 2 to 1 ratio for TRU to U.

Attractiveness of IFR Materials Subsequent to Unsafeguarded PUREX Processing
Table 3 shows that, even if IFR material were diverted (from any stage of the cycle) and processed in an
unsafeguarded PUREX plant, the pure plutonium from PUREX processing of the diverted IFR material would
have spontaneous neutron emission rates and heating rates essentially as large (within 30%) as those in the
pure plutonium that comes from PUREX processing of spent LWR fuel.
For weapons purposes, there is no particular significance to the somewhat higher fissile content of the IFR
plutonium, since the yield, yield uncertainty, and manufacturing difficulty are comparable for the two
materials. In both cases, further isotopic separation would be needed in order to make highly reliable,
efficient nuclear weapons (De\blpi, 1982; 1986).
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The possibility of diverting an IFR spent
blanket assembly to make isotopically
pure 239Pu adds nothing to the proliferation potential that already exists with
LWRs. LWR fuel assemblies are enriched in 23Su only to 3 or 4%, versus
the less than 1% enrichment in a fast
reactor blanket. This highlights the fact
that the entire LWR core constitutes a
plutonium breeding zone comparable to
a fast reactor blanket.

IFR/PYRO PROCESS

The amount of plutonium that would be
produced in an IFR blanket assembly
would be comparable with or less than
that produced in an LWR fuel assembly.
A nation deciding to abrogate its nonproliferation agreements has the option of
short-irradiation cycles for making
isotopically pure plutonium in either an
LWR or an IFR. In either case, a denial
of inspector access, seizure of assemblies, and transport to an unsafeguarded
PUREX process facility are all required
before the plutonium can be recovered.

Fig. 3. Self-Protection of IFR Materials by Gamma Radiation.
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IFR materials are intrinsically unattractive targets for diversion; physical
protection is easier to provide for lFR
fuel than for many other plutonium
inventories; and inspection and accountancy techniques, currently being developed and demonstrated, promise to be
straightforward because of the discrete
nature of the process steps (item accountancy).
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Fig. 4. Gamma Radiation from Spent and Reprocessed LWR Fuel.

The significance of the "spent-fuel standard" must be viewed in the context of subnational diversion. Recovery of weapons-usable material will
most certainly be a several-stage process involving removal of the high-activity materials such as cesium
from old fuel, and subsequent separations with a small-batch process of some sort. Given the availability
of technologies to do this, and the presence of spent fuel in some 30 countries around the world, accountancy
and accessibility for inspection (''transparency'') must be available to complement denaturing.
Comoarison of PYRO and PUREX Re£ycle
An independent study jointly sponsored by the State Department and the Department of Energy (\\Ymer et
al., 1992) concluded that the IFR fuel recycle process, using metallic fuel, is inherently more proliferation
resistant than conventional recycle using the PUREX process and fabrication of oxide fuel pellets.
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Table 3. Pure Pu Product (after PUREX): Composition, Decay Heat and Spontaneous Neutron Source.

Nuclide
Pu-236
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu241
Pu-242
Total Pu
Total HM

Pure Pu Product After PUREX of Diverted
Decay Heat
Relative Isotopic Mass
(g/kg HM)
lW/kg HM)
LWR
IFR
LWR
IFR
2.65e-04
6.23e-05
3.05e-03
1.08e-03
9.98e+OO
6.38e+OO
6.33e+OO
3.63e+OO
5.53e+02
7.60e+02
1.07e+OO
1.44e+OO
2.21e+02
1.54e+OO
2.03e+02
1.39e+OO
1.73e+02
2.17e+01
6.71e-01
9.02e-02
5.04e-03
4.32e-01
8.64+00
9.94e-04
1000.0
1000.0

1000.0
1000.0

9.62
9.62

6.56
6.56

Materials
Spontaneous Neutrons
(neutrons/s kg HM)
LWR
IFR
5.02e-10
1.98e-10
2.64e+04
1.68e+04
1.20e+01
1.66e+01
2.01e+05
1.85e+05
7.06e+OO
1.02e+OO
7.40e+04
1.49e+04
3.01e+05
3.01e+05

2.17e+05
2.17e+05

The creators of IFR technology and PUREX had different goals. PUREX was developed in the weapons
program specifically to produce high-purity weapons materials. In contrast, the IFR fuel cycle uses a
technology that produces a recycle product that is useful for peaceful power production but is too dirty for
effective weapons use.
Consider the diversion of a spent fuel assembly from an LWR versus that from an IFR. In both cases, the
diverter would have to abrogate treaties, throw out inspectors, seize and transport a highly radioactive
assembly, and process it in an unsafeguarded PUREX facility. While the diverter would gain access to twice
as much transuranic mass from an IFR assembly as from an LWR assembly, each type of assembly carries
more than one critical mass of transuranics (approximately 15.0 kg and 7.5 kg, respectively). The IFR
assembly would be more difficult to divert because of several transportation and processing drawbacks: Very
high radioactivity, pyrophoricity, closed-cycle fuel handling, and the need for nonstandard PUREX
processing. Independent of where in the IFR cycle the material had been seized, the subsequent conversion
would have to take place in a nonstandard PUREX process that has special provision for the following
differences between LWR spent fuel and IFR materials:
Finely-divided IFR metal-alloy fuel materials are pyrophoric, so that the chopping must be done in
an inert atmosphere to avoid the risk of fires. Oxide films arise quickly even in larger pieces,
complicating processing.
IFR metal fuel contains some epsilon-phase zirconium-uranium alloy, which requires special
dissolver processes based on fluorine; standard PUREX dissolving processes are prone to explosions
when receiving zirconium-uranium alloys in the feedstock (DOE 1992; Larson et al., 1954).
IFR spent fuel contains a higher fraction of fissile material, so that the front-end PUREX dissolver
tank must be redesigned for more stringent criticality limits, or the input material must be blended
down to the fissile content the plant was designed for.
The shorter cooling time used in the IFR cycle leads to higher decay-heat loads and greater heatremoval requirements in the shipping casks and processing equipment, unless the proliferator is
willing to wait-which would ensure timely warning.
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The higher radiation levels (due to the shorter cooling time and higher burnup) are more damaging
to the organic chemical reagents used in PUREX reprocessing, so that a special PUREX plant for
handling diverted IFR materials would require the reagent to be replaced more frequently, unless
the proliferator is willing to wait for the fuel to cool.
The product from processing diverted IFR material in an unsafeguarded PUREX plant would be a solution
of pure plutonium nitrate-chemically the same as from processing LWR spent fuel or from processing spent
fuel or irradiated 238U elements from a dedicated weapons-material production reactor. Isotopically, as can
be seen from Table I, the products from PUREX processing of IFR and LWR spent fuel would both have
a mix that, for weapons use, would be considerably inferior to the -93% 239Pu from a dedicated production
reactor. Therefore, for a national effort, where high-efficiency weapons are a factor, special (low irradiation)
material such as would be obtained from specifically introduced target or blanket elements in the IFR would
be required. But similarly, short irradiation of "normal" fuel in an LWR would also be an option.
Irradiation of target or special elements in an IFR would be easily spotted by an inspector, so that a country
that intended to abrogate the NPT could not use an IFR to get a clandestine head start on production of
weapons plutonium, the way North Korea seems to have done with its LWR.
Thus, the IFR features that intrinsically avoid segregation of plutonium from uranium, minor actinides, and
fission products, assure that the IFR materials at every stage of the closed cycle are no more attractive for
diversion than LWR spent fuel-in most cases much less attractive.
Accessibility Barriers in the IFR Cycle (Relative to Spent LWR Fuel)
The accessibility barrier presented by a closed-cycle IFR site is intrinsically greater than for an LWR oncethrough cycle. First, uranium enriclunent facilities are unnecessary. Second, transportation (generally a
sensitive phase in any security system) of plutonium is eliminated, except for incoming shipments of
plutonium from weapons or spent fuel from thermal reactors, because the scale and nature of the IFR permit
and encourage colocation of the power plant and its recycle facility. Once the working inventory is
delivered, no shipments of fissile or transuranics-containing materials need ever leave the site, and, once the
surplus transuranics have all become sequestered in IFR plants (instead of being buried), there is no call for
incoming shipments either.
On-site, such material will always be contained either inside the reactor or in the highly shielded, remotely
operated, inert-atmosphere
enclosure of transport casks
or the hot cells in the
ELECTROREFINER
recycle facility. The incomDISSOLUTION
AND TRANSPORT
plete separation in the
pyrometallurgical recycle
technology and the metal
MAKEUP
fuel's strong affinity for
oxygen (fine powders would
be pyrophoric) dictate . that
PROOUCT
all recycle processes be conTO
CONSOLIDATION
REACTOR
AND
CASnNG
ducted remotely in a heavily
PREPARATION
shielded, argon-inerted cell.
The incomplete separation of
MAKEUP
(ALTERNATE)
fission products in the recycle steps dictates that the
highly radioactive refabri- Fig. 5. Unit Operations in an IFR Recycle Plant. The entire operation, including
the reactor, is eolocated and safeguarded inside security barriers.
cated assemblies be handled,
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like the spent fuel, in shielded casks. The thick-walled cells with limited portals, asphyxiating atmospheres,
lethal radiation levels, and ponderous equipment for moving the materials constitute a formidable set of
barriers for denying access to the fuel.
Finally, the batch nature of every process step in the pyro-recycle technology (see Fig. 5) gives rise to
transfer of discrete, solid chunks of material-eliminating liquid streams and making each step in the IFR
cycle amenable to near-real-time item-accountancy measures.
It has been argued (OTA, 1994) that acquisition by a developing country of an IFR hot cell for remote handling of radioactive materials "may be a key proliferation issue" because "the equipment and materials used
in [aqueous ion exchange for separating plutonium] would require the type of heavy shielding offered by the
hot cell of an IFR [Advanced Liquid Metal Cooled Reactor] ALMR system." This argument is specious.
As acknowledged in the report of the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), modification
of an IFR system for purifying plutonium "might interrupt normal operation and be detectable with any
inspection regime." Thus, a declared, safeguarded IFR facility is not of particular concern, because the
conversion time following renunciation of safeguarding obligations would be extensive. An IFR hot cell
would not impart hot-cell technology to a developing country; hot-cell technology is completely uncontrolled,
and simple hot cells are easy to construct with techniques that are widely known and materials that are
readily available. A covert hot cell could be built almost anywhere for use with fuel from any reactor.

CONTROL AND ACCOUNTANCY OF NUCLEAR MAJ'ERIAL IN THE IFR CYCLE
The basis for nuclear material control and accountancy (MCA) in the IFR fuel cycle was being established
as part of the ANL Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) demonstration. Refinement and demonstration of MCA will
be a key element in future research on the IFR fuel cycle.
Item accounting is used for IFR fuel passing between the reactor and the colocated recycle facility. Activities
in which the form and composition of the fuel are changed can be done only within the highly shielded,
remotely operated recycle hot cell, which has an inert gas atmosphere and a limited number of access and
transfer ports.
The materials inside the recycle cell retain the proliferation-resistant attributes of LWR spent fuel, even as
they go through the various processing stages. The IFR recycle equipment consists of discrete components,
such as fuel pin chopper, electrorefiner, and casting furnace, all of which operate in batch mode. There are
no transfer lines between pieces of equipment; all material transfers are discrete. All ports in the cell are
kept alarmed when not in use. When access status is authorized (for example, for assay samples), special
surveillance procedures go into effect to assure that only authorized, MCA-tracked operations occur.
IFR MCA is facilitated by the fact that the special nuclear material remains highly contaminated throughout
the IFR fuel cycle. Thus, all portions of the IFR cycle use the item-accountancy MCA techniques appropriate
for LWR spent fuel; and for the recycle steps that involve holdup (the electrorefiner), MCA techniques
appropriate to the highly-radioactive dissolver stage of conventional (PUREX) reprocessing apply.
No step in the IFR cycle requires the highly stringent MCA and safeguards procedures that are required for
the parts of the conventional PUREX cycle [including operations to fabricate mixed oxide (MOX) fuel] that
involve purified plutonium. If purified plutonium were to be introduced into the IFR refabrication process
(as, for example, in dealing with dismantled weapons), it would immediately be combined with the recycle
material in process, thus immediately taking on the safeguards attributes of the irradiated material.
The IFR batch-type recycle readily supports near-real-time MCA. Movement of material is controlled
remotely, with movements and weights recorded in real time by the MCA system. When material is moved
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from one process step to the next, it is moved as a discrete mass in a labeled container, and weighed before
shipment from one station and after receipt at the next station. There are no transfers involving movement
of liquid through lines, nor operations in which transfer valves are used. Waste and scrap also are handled
as discrete, tracked, weighed items.
MCA measurements are "controlled," meaning that statistical and other control checks are applied to all MCA
measurements. For example, MCA scales are checked for accuracy and linearity at the beginning of each
day they are used, and statistical control charts are kept for the scales.
MCA for a single IFR cycle may be readily summarized. Beginning with the refabricated fuel assembly,
masses and compositions of the pins in the assembly established directly by measurement constitute the base
MCA data for the refabricated assembly when it is loaded into the reactor. At the completion of the
irradiation cycle, calculations of burnup changes are performed to establish burnup corrections to the input
MCA data. The calculational techniques are all benchmarked, validated, and documented.
Changes in composition occurring during fuel use are calculated and checked against assembly samples taken
after the fuel is transferred to the recycle facility. (A convenient way to do this is to remove pre-specified
pin segments from the pin chopper.) Concepts for nondestructive analysis that would validate the fissile
material input to the processing facility are being developed; this is particularly important for spent fuel
whose irradiation history is poorly known, such as older fuel taken from storage.
Weight measurements track movements and material through the system. Additional samples for laboratory
analysis of batch compositions are taken to monitor operations in which material form and composition are
changed. Radioactive decay is tracked by the MCA computer system to provide decay-updated compositions,
when needed. Balances of all input masses against all output masses are performed by the MCA software
at the close of each operation. Before reprocessed material is charged into the pin-casting furnace, its
composition is established by analysis of the batch. After pins are cast, the as-cast composition is sampled
and measured to begin the MCA cycle over again.
This process of batchwise accountancy in near-real time is quite feasible at throughput rates and batch sizes
appropriate to an active, revenue-producing operation.
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The deep and rapid decarbonisation of electricity supply systems is an essential
component of mitigating the impacts of climate change. Despite a high penetration
of wind generated electricity (27%), South Australia remains connected to, and reliant
on, one of the most coal intensive electricity grids in the world Australia's National
Electricity Market. Here we explore the changes to South Australia's electricity gen
eration in the context of the recent, large expansion of wind generated electricity, the
impacts of dlis expansion, and the potential for alternative, low emissions technologies
to help the State complete the decarbonisation task. We find that although dle expan
sion of dle wind generation sector in South Australia has delivered meaningful reduc
tions in greenhouse gas emissions in just over 10 years, the limitations of strongly
correlated and variable electricity supply that is decoupled from electricity demand
place upper limits on the plausible future contribution from wind. System costs arise
from integrating these sources, both from managing uncorrelated supply and the
declining availability of ancillary services such as the frequency control provided by
synchronous generator& These costs have been minimal to date, largely due to the
connection to the National Electricity Market and already available, open cycle gas
turbines as reserve margins. However, evidence of large scale integration costs is
emerging and expected to increase should wind continue to grow in penetration.
Development of the South Australian hot dry rock geothermal resource has confirmed
the well documented challenges in developing this energy source, widl still no operat
ing power supply after more dlan 30 years of development Solar thermal technology
remains uneconomic in the absence of either substantial subsidies or high carbon
pricing. Given these inherent constraints, the deployment of nuclear energy technology
provides the pathway of greatest technical and economic certainty for the permanent
displacement of fossil fuelled baseload electricity generation in Soudl Australia.
Nuclear power is, however, hampered by legislative barriers and requirements for
the development of legal and regulatory frameworks. Support for the nuclear option
is broadening widlin South Australia, and innovative economic development strategies
based on the deployment of generation IV ' integral fast reactors' could spur the
necessary bipartisan political support to transition the State's electricity supply
entirely to low emissions sources.
Keywords: South Australia; wind power; photovoltaic; solar thermal; geothermal;
nuclear; integral fast reactor; National Electricity Market

Introduction

The recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
reinforced the now unequivocal finding (Cook et al., 2013) of the warming of Earth's
*Corresponding author. Email: ben.heanl@thinkclimateconsulting.comau
Current address for Barry W. Brook, School of Biological Sciences, Private Bag 55, University of
Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia
C 2015 Royal Society of South Austratia
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climate and the progressive acceleration in the rate of greenhouse-gas emissions since
1970 (IPCC, 2013). The IPCC states that substantial cuts are required in anthropogenic
greenhouse-gas emissions, achieved largely through large‐scale changes in energy systems. Delaying further mitigation efforts beyond those in place today through to 2030 is
estimated to increase substantially the difficulty of maintaining temperature change < 2°C
relative to pre‐industrial averages (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013).
This growth in greenhouse-gas emissions from the energy sector has occurred simultaneously with increases in output from low-carbon energy sources. In electricity generation, the average annual growth rate of global production from wind and solar power
sources was > 26 and > 50%, respectively for the 10 years to 2012, whereas global
nuclear output recorded a slight decline over the same period of 0.8% year 1, although the
total energy supplied by nuclear (2463.5 TWh) was over four times greater than by wind
(534.3 TWh) and > 23 times than by solar (104.5 TWh) due to a large existing capacity
(Observ’ER, EDF & Fondation Energies pour le Monde, 2013).
Despite a strong focus on the deployment of renewable energy technologies, Australia
has maintained one of the highest per capita rates of greenhouse-gas emissions from the
consumption of energy in the world (18 t CO2 person 1 in 2011; Energy Information
Administration, undated) and in particular, one of the most coal-and-gas-dependent
electricity supplies (electricity generation in 2011/2012 was 69% coal and 20% gas)
(Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics, 2013). Ironically, given current policy
goals, production from renewables as a share of total electricity produced in Australia
was greater in 1960 (19%) compared to today (< 10%), while the use of coal (in terms of
total energy output) has grown approximately 10-fold over the same period (Green Energy
Markets, 2011). The use of nuclear energy is prohibited federally under Section 140 A of
the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999(Australian
Government ComLaw, 1999).
The State of South Australia has taken a proactive approach to the development of its
wind resources and has achieved the highest penetration of wind generation of any
Australian state, at 27% of electricity consumption for the 12 months to 30 June 2014
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2014b). But is this enough? Will a focus on
wind and other renewable technologies ensure South Australia delivers substantially
greater cuts in emissions from the energy sector, and how logistically and economically
feasible is the ongoing expansion of these non-fossil-fuel power-generation sources? The
old age and the high emissions from South Australia’s electricity-generating assets
combine to present a compelling case for alternative-energy planning. In this analytical
paper we examine the relevant historical data, discuss some of the intractable barriers to
full reliance on renewable energy sources for this transition, and then present an alternative vision for the future of low-carbon electricity generation for the State.
South Australia’s electricity profile
The underpinning infrastructure of the South Australia grid is getting old. Twenty-five per
cent of South Australia’s baseload generating capacity was commissioned before 1970,
and 56% before 1980 (Figure 1). Gas dominates the baseload generation, followed by coal
(Figure 2). Most of the State’s greenhouse-gas emissions are produced from the coalpower stations located at Port Augusta at a rate of > 1000 g CO2-e kWh 1 (Clean Energy
Regulator, 2014b), followed by the burning of gas in the inefficient ‘open cycle’ plant at
Torrens Island A and B at a rate of 580 g CO2-e kWh 1 (Clean Energy Regulator, 2014b)
(Figures 2, 3). By comparison, the more advanced and cleaner-burning combined-cycle
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Figure 1. Commissioning period for currently operational South Australian baseload electricity
generators expressed as peak installed capacity in successive decadal blocks. Source: Geoscience
Australia (2008).

Figure 2. Greenhouse gas emissions and electricity generated from South Australian baseload
generators during the financial year 2012 13. Source: Clean Energy Regulator (2014).

gas plant at Pelican Point commissioned in 2001 delivers electricity at 400 g
CO2-e kWh 1 (Clean Energy Regulator, 2014a).
This appraisal suggests that a rational approach to cutting greenhouse-gas emissions
would focus on direct replacement of the Port Augusta coal and Torrens Island gas power
stations. Instead, South Australian electricity has been getting cleaner through the incremental addition of new generation in the form of wind, with little attention to substitution
of the baseload generators.

B. Heard et al.
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Figure 3.

Map of South Australian energy infrastructure and regions.

Reliance on the national electricity market
Since 2003, the contribution of wind power to electricity generation in South Australia has
grown to around 27% of total annual electricity supplied to the State (Australian Energy
Market Operator Ltd, 2014b). This increased wind generation has come mainly at the
expense of generation from existing coal and gas generators which are now run less
frequently (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2014b). Yet despite the rapid increase
in wind-generated electricity in the State, South Australia still depends on participation in
the National Electricity Market for a reliable supply of electricity.
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The National Energy Market is spatially the largest electricity grid in the world and
serves approximately 9.5 million end-use customers (Australian Energy Regulator, 2014).
It is a wholesale market for the supply of electricity to retailers and end users in
Queensland, New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, Victoria, Tasmania and
South Australia. Exchange of electricity is facilitated through a pool where the output
from all generators in the network is aggregated and scheduled at short (15-minute)
intervals, to meet demand across the network. Within the National Electricity Market,
electricity is indistinguishable from one generator to another, but network stability concerns mean that there is a need to have generators operating across a wide geographical
spread of network nodes. The purpose of the market is to provide efficient and above all,
secure electricity supply to meet a dynamically changing electricity demand efficiently
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2010b).
South Australia’s connection with the National Electricity Market supports both
reliability of supply and the efficient use of the wind resource, typically exporting
power when the output is high and demand is low (as commonly occurs around 04:00)
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013b). Over the entire National Electricity
Market, wind contributed 4.4% of total electricity generation output in 2013–2014, with
74% coming from coal, and 12% from gas (Australian Energy Regulator, 2014). Despite
the ability to sell low-emissions power from wind, South Australia imported 2010 GWh in
2013–2014, six times the quantity exported (338 GWh) (Australian Energy Market
Operator Ltd, 2014b).
Trading between adjacent National Energy Market regions relies on high-voltage
transmission lines called ‘interconnectors’, which are used to import electricity into a
region when demand is higher than can be met by local generators, or when the price of
electricity in an adjoining region is low enough to displace the local supply (Australian
Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2010b). The efficient use of South Australia’s wind generators relies on two interconnectors to Victoria, as well as substantial transmission
infrastructure within South Australia. South Australia’s larger Heywood Interconnector
(460 MW) was used at 100% capacity for 8.7% of the time in financial year 2012–2013
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d). A $108-million upgrade of Heywood, to
be commissioned in July 2016, aims to accommodate the increase in wind generation that
has occurred over the last few years (Electranet, 2013). The recently approved development of Australia’s largest wind farm (199 turbines for 600 MW at a cost of ~ $1.3
billion), to be located on the Yorke Peninsula, includes investment in 60 km of undersea
cables to transmit the power to load centres, as well as two converter stations (The Ceres
Project, 2013). In another study, capital costs of > $900 million were identified for the
additional transmission requirements to support development of the extensive Eyre
Peninsula wind resource, with annual operational and maintenance costs of > $18 million
year 1(Baker & McKenzie, Worley Parsons & Macquarie, 2010).
With the benefit of the National Electricity Market ensuring security of supply and
efficient export of surplus generation, the wind sector has driven total greenhouse-gas
emissions from South Australia’s electricity sector down by one quarter over the
last 10 years: from just over 8 megatonnes (Mt) CO2-e year 1 to just over 6 Mt
CO2-e year 1 (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2014c). South Australian
electricity now has the second-lowest emissions intensity (> 0.6 kg CO2-e kWh 1) of
the Australian states and territories (Figure 4), having diverged sharply from approximate parity with Queensland, New South Wales and the South West Interconnected
System from 2005 until today (the South West Interconnected System is a smaller
electricity grid that serves the south-west of Western Australia; it is not part of the
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Figure 4. Emissions intensity of electricity for New South Wales (N), Victoria (V), Queensland
(Q), South Australia (S), Tasmania (T), Northern Territory (n) and South West Interconnected
System (W). Sources: Department of Environment and Heritage Australian Greenhouse Office
(2006); Department of Climate Change (2008); Department of Climate Change (2009);
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (2010); Department of Climate Change
and Energy Efficiency (2011); Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (2012);
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (2013).

National Electricity Market). Until recent connection with the National Electricity
Market, Tasmanian electricity generation had nearly zero emissions due to a predominant supply from hydro-electric generation. It has retained the lowest-emission electricity of any National Electricity Market region (0.2 kg CO2-e kWh 1), but its relative
emissions intensity has risen sharply following the interconnection. Victorian electricity
releases approximately 1.2 kg CO2-e kWh 1 due to a dependence on combustion of
lignite (brown coal) for electricity supply.
Electricity from wind generation brings challenges related to its variable and intermittent supply. As installed capacity grows, the frequency of sudden changes in wind farm
output also increases, rendering the management of power systems and transmissions
networks more challenging (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d). A review of
the aggregated wind output across three defined geographical regions in South Australia
(Mid-North, South-East and Costal Peninsula regions) has found that spatial dispersion of
wind generation helps to reduce overall variation in supply, but cannot substantially
mitigate it (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d).
The relationship between wind generation and consumer electricity demand, shows
‘little correlation. . . between the aggregate wind output and demand in any
region’(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2011a). At times wind supply can be
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negatively correlated with demand during heat waves (Australian Energy Market Operator
Ltd, 2011b). So while the geographic distribution of wind provides some smoothing, the
combined variability of wind and consumer demand means that other generation sources
are required to respond to rapid changes of supply during periods of low output from wind
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d). For example the largest five-minute
change in supply from wind in South Australia was a decrease of 294 MW (Australian
Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d). To manage this variation, capacity in excess of an
entire, large generating unit (280 MW of coal generation from Northern power station)
had to be sourced at short notice (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013d). Such
challenges will increase in size and frequency, and therefore potential economic cost, as
wind power supply increases, notwithstanding improving prediction of the availability of
electricity from wind (Edis, 2014).
The lack of correlation between electricity demand and supply from wind has another
long-term impact on overall system costs: the constrained ability to retire other ‘baseload’
(in reality, ‘dispatchable’ (sensu Nicholson, Biegler, & Brook, 2011), generators from
service. This is best illustrated by the poor correlation between supply and peak demand.
During periods of peak demand, only a small amount of the total installed wind capacity
can be relied on firmly to be providing electricity; the Australian Energy Market Operator
currently assumes only 8.6% for summer and 7.9% for winter peak demand in South
Australia (more precisely, for every MW of wind-generating capacity installed, the Market
Operator can only rely on a statistically ‘firm’ 8.6% of that capacity being available
during 85% of the top 10% highest demand periods of the year) (Australian Energy
Market Operator Ltd, 2013c). During periods of low wind penetration, the cost impact is
minimal. Pre-existing margins of reserve supply, which insure against the sudden loss of
fossil-fuel generators, can also cover the wind variability. As wind-power penetration
increases, however, the cost implications become ever more daunting. These subsidised,
variable generators supply electricity at low marginal costs (e.g. no fuel requirements, no
need for permanent staff at the power plant, etc.). This removes potential generating hours
for other (baseload) generators with higher marginal costs to sell power and raise revenue.
However, little of this dispatchable generation can permanently exit the market (Schaber,
Steinke & Hamacher, 2012). Most of it must be retained to cover periods of peak demand
when wind is generating little electricity. South Australia has 1473 MW of existing and
committed registered generation capacity from wind, but the maximum ‘firm’ contribution
is only 93 MW (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, undated). Just 60 MW of coal
has been taken out of service (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013a) and the
market operator has not been advised of any plant retirements within the 10-year planning
outlook (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, undated). In the 11 years since wind
first entered the South Australian market, registered generation capacity increased 62%
while peak demand grew only 13% (Figure 5). South Australia has been through a period
of system overbuilding (Brook, 2010), exemplifying Tainter’s ‘complexity spiral’
whereby societies become more complex as they attempt to solve problems, with increasing costs and diminishing returns as the complexity increases (Tainter 1990 cited in
Palmer, 2014). Perversely therefore, the addition of variable, low marginal-cost generators
gradually places upward pressure on overall system costs, in order to keep all necessary
generators in the market (Ueckerdt, Hirth, Luderer, & Edenhofer, 2013). There is already
evidence of this effect in South Australia (see below).
Initially, the average wholesale price of electricity in South Australia declined from a
spot price of > $80 MWh 1 in 2009–2010, to $42 MWh 1 in 2010–2011 (Australian
Energy Regulator, 2013). The decline in wholesale price was due in part to wind
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Figure 5. Comparison of registered generation capacity by energy source, expressed as peak
installed capacity, with peak demand, 2003 and 2014. Sources: Electricity Supply Industry
Planning Council (2003), Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd (2013b, 2014c).

generators sometimes bidding at negative prices because of their ability to earn and sell
renewable energy certificates to cover their costs (Australian Energy Regulator, 2012).
However in 2012–2013, the South Australian wholesale electricity spot price rose by over
70% (Australian Energy Regulator, 2013). The main driver of this rise was a price spike in
autumn. This was unusual; autumn is a period of typically subdued demand, and the event
occurred against a backdrop of generally lower demand in the National Electricity Market
(Australian Energy Regulator, 2013). The Australian Energy Regulator attributed the price
spike to commercial decisions (i.e. cost control) from non-wind suppliers to take some
generating capacity offline, which increased the wholesale price of electricity (Australian
Energy Regulator, 2013). The Australian Energy Regulator highlighted that the State’s
reliance on wind-generated electricity had driven down spot prices, thereby eroding the
returns for other generators. During this event, South Australia’s electricity imports were
at their highest for six years (Australian Energy Regulator, 2013). This illustrates system
costs rising perversely from increasing reliance on subsidised, variable renewable energy
generators whose output is uncorrelated with demand.
Another reliability issue is the provision of necessary ancillary services to the network
to ensure systems stability and power quality, such as frequency-control capability and
reactive support (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd & Electranet, 2014). These
services are provided by ‘synchronous’ generators, typically traditional coal and gas
generation or hydro (in some states), where electricity is generated through turbines
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spinning in synch at close to 50 Hz. Ancillary services are a physical requirement of any
electrical system and have been necessary since the development of reticulated power
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2010a). However as shown, increased wind
participation displaces traditional (non-hydro) synchronous generators from the market.
The associated ancillary services reduce or disappear (Australian Energy Market Operator
Ltd & Electranet, 2014).
The rapid influx of wind generation, combined with proposals for over 3000 MW of
additional wind generation (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2014a) spurred the
Australian Energy Market Operator and transmission network operator Electranet to
‘identify existing limits to secure SA power system operation with high levels of installed
wind generation and PV relative to SA electricity demand’(Australian Energy Market
Operator Ltd & Electranet, 2014). The report stipulates that the asynchronous generation
of wind and solar PV ‘by themselves, are not able to provide the required controls to
ensure system security’(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd & Electranet, 2014, p. 2).
The report finds that South Australia is able to operate securely with high generation from
these sources, even more than 100% of demand, provided at least one of the following
two conditions are met: (a) the Heywood Interconnector linking South Australia and
Victoria is operational; or (b) sufficient synchronous generation, such as coal or gas
thermal generators, is connected and operating on the South Australia power system
(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd & Electranet, 2014, p. 2).
AEMO and Electranet examined the credible event that future market conditions could
push the number of synchronous generators in South Australia to zero at any given time,
and this coincided with a loss of interconnection. They found:
Where SA has zero synchronous generation online, and is separated from the rest of the
NEM, AEMO is unable to maintain frequency in the islanded SA power system. This would
result in state wide power outage.(Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd & Electranet,
2014, p. 12)

This finding provides insight into how South Australia needs to view variable renewable
energy. In electricity terms, South Australia is not, in normal circumstances, an island. The
current and future success of integrating variable renewable energy in South Australia
hinges on the reliability provided by the rest of the NEM network. In that context,
pursuing high penetrations of variable renewables in South Australia, as an end itself,
becomes a parochial pursuit more so than a meaningful contribution to decarbonising the
National Electricity Market. Proposed solutions to mitigate this risk include payments for
minimum synchronous generation to remain online, development of a new market in
ancillary services, network augmentation and even curtailing supply from wind and
photovoltaics (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd & Electranet, 2014). This again
points to system costs that are not represented by technology-specific metrics such as
capital cost or levelised cost of electricity of the renewable generator. Such costs would
spread nation-wide were other states to follow South Australia’s lead, with each new
addition of variable renewable energy eroding the buffer of reliability on which the overall
system depends and increasing their implicit operating subsidy.
These phenomena argue strongly that South Australia should plan both for more wind
integration, but also on how to move beyond a sole focus on maximising wind capacity.
Other forms of low-emissions generation must finish the decarbonisation job that wind
has begun, and ultimately meet the role of largest provider. There are no credible plans for
decarbonisation of Australian electricity that rely on variable supply alone, so this cannot
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come from merely a wind-plus-solar photovoltaic combination. Studies that have sought
to address this challenge have applied varying combinations of energy storage and
dispatchable, synchronous ‘clean’ energy (e.g. burning biomass) to support the variable
renewable generators (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2013e; Elliston,
Diesendorf, & MacGill, 2012; Seligman, 2010; Wright & Hearps, 2010). The only real
question is just what these constant, dispatchable and synchronous sources of supply
should be. In the absence of a large hydro-electric resource, options such as geothermal
and large-scale solar-thermal have been the subjects of considerable attention, research
and development in South Australia. At a national level, the capture and storage of carbon
dioxide from coal combustion has also been the subject of ongoing research. In the
subsequent sections, we discuss the progress, realism and prospects of each.
Carbon capture and storage
The capture and permanent storage of carbon dioxide from power plants offers the
potential for continued exploitation of coal resources and existing power-generating
infrastructure with reductions of greenhouse gas emissions of 80–90% (Nicholson et al.,
2011). With the high dependence on coal both globally and in Australia, carbon capture
and storage therefore merits consideration.
A globally important carbon capture and storage project is the US$1.35 billion
Boundary Dam in Saskatchewan, Canada. This 110 MW redevelopment of an existing
coal-fired generator has the economic advantage of using the captured CO2 for enhanced
oil recovery in a nearby oil field (Sask Power, 2013). In Australia, carbon capture and
storage is at various stages of research, development and piloting (CO2CRC, 2014). The
most advanced Australian pilot project involved a one-off storage of 65000 t CO2-e in
Victoria’s Otway Basin (CO2CRC, 2014). Against annual emissions from Australia’s
electricity sector of around 2 million t CO2-e (Department of Industry, Innovation,
Climate Change, Science, Research and Tertiary Education, 2013), there remains a large
gulf between existing development and a meaningful contribution to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions.
The unavoidable energy and cost penalties of carbon capture and storage at the plant,
as well as the need for substantial new pipeline infrastructure, will pose a barrier to
deployment. Hammond, Akwe, and Williams (2011) estimate an energy penalty of
between 14 and 30% compared to reference plants without capture, and an increase in
the cost of electricity of between 27 and 142%. Commercial deployment would therefore
require a carbon price at which alternative clean energy sources, particularly nuclear
energy, would likely have clear commercial advantage (Nicholson et al., 2011). An
analysis based on an existing 425 MW facility in Australia assumed geo-sequestration
500 km from the site (Hardisty, Sivapalan, & Brooks, 2011). A carbon price of US$75
would be required before the plant operator could justify a retrofit of the plant. Herzog
(2011) estimated a required carbon price of US$65 per tonne for an nth plant (in the range
of the 5th–10th plant constructed). Based on existing developments, uncertainty of
successful deployment and high cost, carbon capture and storage is a poor candidate for
meaningful decarbonisation of South Australia’s electricity sector.
Geothermal
Geothermal power used for electricity generation in many parts of the world is based on
near-surface hydrothermal resources. These resources make use of steam derived from
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natural aquifers associated with volcanic systems. Unfortunately, Australia lacks this type
of easily developed resource (Geoscience Australia & ABARE, 2010). However,
Australia has extensive, deep geothermal resources in the form of hot sedimentary
aquifers and hot-dry rocks, reported at over 2.5 million petajoules (1 PJ = 1015 J), against
total primary energy consumption of around 6000 PJ year 1 (Geoscience Australia &
ABARE, 2010). Of these resources, South Australia has a smaller endowment of hot
sedimentary aquifers in the south-east of the State and one of the world’s best hot-dry rock
resources in the far north of the State. This hot-dry rock resource has been the focus of
considerable development and investment (Geoscience Australia & ABARE, 2010).
The challenge of tapping South Australia’s hot-dry rock resource in an economically
efficient way has been a slow and fraught process. Geothermal drilling has high
engineering, financing and non-discovery risks (Sacher & Schiemann, 2010), particularly in Australia where geothermal exploration is in its infancy (Jennejohn, 2009). The
necessary temperatures are found at depths of ≥ 5 km (Finger & Blankenship, 2010) in
solid, impermeable granites. Circulation of fluids through the heat-bearing rock requires
deep drilling and precise directional fracturing to allow fluid to be pumped through the
heat source and then recovered via another well, and the use of specialised methods to
prevent localised over-cooling and mineralisation of fractures (CSIRO, 2012).
Compared to most oil and gas exploration, geothermal formations are hot, hard,
abrasive, highly fractured and often contain corrosive fluids (CSIRO, 2012). Drilling
is usually difficult, with slow rates of penetration and low lifespan for drill bits (Finger
& Blankenship, 2010), and frequent challenges such as loss of circulation of drilling
fluid or instability of the well bore itself. Such problems might often cause drilling to
take twice as long as conventional drilling, and effectively double the costs (Sacher &
Schiemann, 2010). Compared to oil and gas drilling, engineered geothermal projects
suffer higher risks for a lower value product (hot water), and therefore an inferior ratio
of investment to return (Vollmar, Wittig, & Bracke, 2013). Increased research and
development is required, both in exploration and development, but there is ‘no
panacea’(Jennejohn, 2009).
The practical outcome is that geothermal exploration and development has delivered
little financial return for South Australia. After listing to the Australia Stock Exchange in
2002, the company Geodynamics successfully commissioned a 1 MW-electric (MWe)
demonstration geothermal plant in 2013, which has now ceased operations. The major
joint venture partner, Origin Energy, departed in 2013 (Spence, 2013). Geodynamics is now
seeking funding to develop a 5–10 MWe facility selling electricity to gas producers in the
Cooper Basin (Geodynamnics, 2013). Against a baseload electricity supply of around
3000 MW in South Australia alone, the shortfall of much greater than two orders of
magnitude is obvious. Geodynamics acknowledges that the development of geothermal
resources remains a long-term challenge in South Australia (Spence, 2013). Another lead
developer, Petratherm, is now targeting a 3.5 MW development to supply the off-grid
Beverley uranium mine. Further development plans comprise 300 MW of gas and wind
generation, followed by another 300 MW of large-scale geothermal and solar (Petratherm,
2011). The project is designed to enable the financing of the geothermal resource
(Petratherm, 2011). Investment, research and development in geothermal will likely continue in South Australia, and globally. Based on progress to date it remains unclear whether
geothermal will proceed to play the medium-term decarbonisation role touted by the
Australian Government over the last five to 10 years (Australian Government Treasury,
2011; Government of South Australia, 2007), but its prospects for being a major solution to
displacement of coal- and gas-fired electricity seem a distant hope at best.
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Solar-thermal with storage
The growth rate of solar power over the last few years, both globally and in Australia, has
been substantial. In 2013, slightly more peak global capacity (i.e. ‘nameplate’ capacity,
which does not account for average output or ‘capacity factor’) was installed in solar (36.5
GW) than in wind (35.5 GW) (Pernick, Wilder, & Belcher, 2014) with annual average
growth for the 10 years to 2012 of > 50% (Observ’ER, EDF & Fondation Energies pour le
Monde, 2013). In the global context, solar has grown from a tiny initial base of 0.01% to a
more substantive 0.5% (i.e. > 50-fold increase) of global electricity supply from 2002 to
2012 (Observ’ER, EDF & Fondation Energies pour le Monde, 2013). With over a million
solar photovoltaic installations in Australia alone, solar now provides > 4 GWh of
electricity year 1 (Clean Energy Regulator, 2014a), or approximately 1–2% of
Australia’s current annual electricity consumption.
In South Australia, the proportional uptake of solar photovoltaic is greater than the
national average, with 560 MW of registered capacity providing over 5% of electricity
annually (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd, 2014c) from over 20% of registered
residential customers. The rate of photovoltaic installation has, historically, risen and
fallen with the availability, and periodic withdrawal, of subsidies including direct financial
assistance, renewable energy certificates with multipliers, and generous feed-in tariffs
(Figure 6). With the removal of the multiplied value of the renewable energy certificates
and more recently, the feed-in tariffs, the month-to-month installation rate of solar
photovoltaic has fallen to a mean of approximately 5600 kW for the 10 months to
November 2014. This is against a mean monthly installation rate of approximately
12,600 kW for the 36 months to January 2014. (Clean Energy Regulator, 2012, 2014c,
2014d) (Figure 6).
Nonetheless, further reductions in the price of photovoltaic systems in the medium to
long term, with the potential addition of cost-effective distributed storage, could support
continued expansion of solar photovoltaics in South Australia. The potential disruption of
the electricity retail market from high photovoltaic penetration has been explored in detail
by a collaboration of industry experts (Graham et al., 2013) and modelled to devise a
100% renewable-energy system for Australia (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd,
2013e). In both cases, the need for large, dispatchable, utility-scale electricity generation
is reduced, but remains. The long lead times to these outcomes reinforces the need to
hasten action to replace fossil-fuel baseload, not delay it. Detailed recent analysis by
Palmer (2014) also suggests that the broadly unappreciated limitation and difficulties
presented by high penetrations of solar photovoltaics to networks, along with questionable
energy return on investment, might work against such high penetration scenarios.
It is certain that distributed solar photovoltaics will play an increasing role in South
Australia, and it is equally certain that utility-scale, dispatchable, clean electricity will
remain a requirement in the long term. Such a service might be conceivably provided by
concentrating solar power (used interchangeably here with ‘solar-thermal’) with the
addition of large, external energy storage. Globally, concentrating solar power has
experienced a much lower rate of uptake than photovoltaics. Progress has been intermittent since the early 1980s, with growth tied directly to strong incentives, particularly
in the USA and Spain (Hernández-Moro & Martínez-Duart, 2012). With the highest
average direct solar radiation of any continent (Geoscience Australia & ABARE, 2010),
Australia has the greatest solar resource potential in the world. In raw terms, the annual
solar radiation reaching Australia is 10,000 times our total primary energy consumption
(Geoscience Australia & ABARE, 2010), but such figures can be misleading. Areas
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Figure 6. Monthly solar photovoltaic installation in South Australia (kw month 1) from February
2011 to November 2014 showing reduction and withdrawal Renewable Energy Certificate (REC)
multipliers and Feed in Tariff (FiT). Sources: Clean Energy Regulator (2012), Clean Energy
Regulator (2014c).

with the necessary technical characteristics for large-scale solar power must be overlaid
with other relevant limitations of site suitability such as proximity to load, high-capacity
transmission lines, and auxiliary fuel, as well as exclusions based on existing land use.
When accounting for these real-world limitations, the size of the area in Australia that is
suitable for potential development of utility-scale solar could be reduced by as much
99% (Dawson & Schlyter, 2012).
Even taking such constraints into account, Australia has many potentially suitable sites
for developing utility-scale solar energy (Dawson & Schlyter, 2012; Geoscience Australia &
ABARE, 2010), including in South Australia’s Port Augusta region (Wyld Group & MMA,
2008) (Figure 3). Home to the State’s most polluting coal-fired power stations (emissions
< 2.2 million t CO2-e in 2012–2013; Clean Energy Regulator, 2014b), it is unsurprising that
Port Augusta has become the focus of lobbying in favour of solar-thermal development. A
2012 report from the not-for-profit lobby group Beyond Zero Emissions (Beyond Zero
Emissions, 2012) proposed the replacement of the coal-fired power plants in Port Augusta
with a hybrid renewable solution combining wind and solar–thermal with storage technology. A select committee of the South Australian Parliament was formed to investigate the
replacement of the Port Augusta coal-powered stations by a concentrated solar–thermal
power station (Select Committee on the Port Augusta Power Stations, 2013). The interim
report states that high and uncertain costs remain the major barriers to solar–thermal
technology (Select Committee on the Port Augusta Power Stations, 2013). The costs
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provided were on the basis of a proposal including only 5 hours of energy storage under the
assumption that capacity factor of 50% is sufficient (Beyond Zero Emissions, 2012). This
would represent a diminished capability in reliable electricity generation in South Australia
compared to the existing coal plants.
The challenge for utility solar power with on-site energy storage (cf. the now widespread rooftop solar photovoltaic units with output that is both cyclical and variable) is that
replacing coal-fired generation is likely to be cost-prohibitive under anything but a policy of
high carbon pricing (Wyld Group & MMA, 2008). Previous professional economic and
engineering assessments provided little support for the development of solar-thermal in
South Australia (Wyld Group & MMA, 2008). Lovegrove et al. (2012) indicated that for
utility-scale solar, the lowest-risk technology at the most favourable site (i.e. parabolic
trough at Longreach in Queensland) would have a levelised cost of electricity of $252
MWh 1, compared to a volume-weighted average price of $74 MWh 1 for South Australia
in 2012–2013 (Australian Energy Regulator, 2013). Initial assessments by Alinta Energy
were similar, stating that subsidies of $200–400 MWh 1, or capital contribution of at least
65% of construction costs, would be required (Dimery, 2012).
A $2.3 million feasibility study, co-funded by Alinta and the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency, has considered exclusive solar-thermal generation and a coal–solar hybrid
option for Port Augusta (ARENA, 2014; Dimery, 2012). Based on the findings of the
early study’s preliminary cost estimates for a 50 MW, stand-alone solar-thermal plant of
$15,926 kW 1 installed, and a levelised cost of electricity of $258 MWh 1 (Alinta Energy,
2014a), commercial development would require long-term offtake agreements with ≥1
customers to purchase the electricity generated from the concentrated solar power facility
(Alinta Energy, 2014a, p. 19). According to the potential proponent, these costs are
currently prohibitive (Alinta Energy, 2014b).
The commercial feasibility of this option will be studied further ‘with the due
diligence it warrants’ to provide information for potential investors ‘should the cost of
technology or regulatory environment change’ (Alinta Energy, 2014b). This detailed
consideration might provide a more positive assessment of the economic case for standalone solar-thermal. Some assessments suggest that solar technologies will become costcompetitive by 2020 and beyond (Hernández-Moro & Martínez-Duart, 2012, 2013;
Reichelstein & Yorston, 2013; Viebahn, Lechon, & Trieb, 2011) and others identify the
many specific avenues of research, development and learning that might be the actual
drivers of this reduced cost (Khan, Dauskardt, Geyer, Pearsall, & Meerfeld, 2009;
Lovegrove, 2013; Lovegrove et al., 2012; Nithyanandam & Pitchumani, 2014).
In Australia, there is evidence that the outlook for solar has been overly optimistic. In
1994, an analysis suggested that the price and availability of solar–thermal in Australia
could make it highly competitive, possibly before the year 2000 (Mills, Monger, &
Keepin, 1994). More recently, the 2012 report prepared for the Australian Solar
Institute acknowledged that there has been some progress, but not as much as previously
suggested (Lovegrove et al., 2012). The Australian Solar Institute recommends an early
focus on smaller-scale deployment in market sectors where the cost-revenue gap for solar
is smaller than in the market for grid-connected electricity supply. Suggested options
include off-grid applications that compete with diesel generation and also hybrid applications with existing fossil-fuel technologies (Lovegrove et al., 2012). This suggests many
smaller systems of around 50 MWe each to reduce the risk of individual projects failing,
broaden the deployment and industry ‘know how’, and incrementally build relationships
and experience with incumbent stakeholders in Australia’s energy market. Clearly, it will
be a slow and difficult path.
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Nuclear power
Given the problems identified in the above review, we argue that a compelling case to
close South Australia’s aging fossil fuel-generated baseload can only be formed if the
solution is a technology that matches the reliability of the incumbent generators (unlike
wind or photovoltaics), is more cost-competitive than solar-thermal, and more mature than
engineered geothermal or exotic forms of chemical energy storage. This could call for the
exploitation of one of South Australia’s other impressive energy resources; nuclear power
might represent the technology that most effectively answers the challenge (Brook &
Bradshaw, 2015).
In terms of performance and reliability, nuclear power is not subject to the speculation
and uncertainty associated with unconventional geothermal technology or solar–thermal
with heat storage. A commercially mature technology with substantial global experience,
there are over 437 nuclear reactors in operation in over 30 nations, today providing around
11% of total global electricity supply and over 40% for jurisdictions including Sweden,
France and the Canadian province of Ontario (World Nuclear Association, 2015). Where the
largest enhanced geothermal development worldwide is the 5 MW proposal in South
Australia, nearly 75,000 MW (i.e. 15,000× more) of nuclear generation is currently under
construction, mainly in China, Russia, India and South Korea (World Nuclear Association,
2015). Despite some well-documented miscalculations in terms of cost and delivery times at
various points in the history of the nuclear power industry (Kessides, 2012), nuclear
deployment remains the only pathway, with the exception of geographically constrained,
large hydro-electricity schemes, to have successfully demonstrated the decarbonisation of
electricity supply for large, developed nations (Table 1). For example, the Canadian
province of Ontario, with a population of nearly 14 million people, delivers electricity at
a maximum of $0.135 kWh 1 to residential customers (Ontario Electricity Board, 2014),
with greenhouse gas emissions rarely exceeding 75 g CO2-e kWh 1 (Gridwatch, 2014). This
has been achieved with a supply mix of approximately 50% nuclear, with the balance
provided by hydro, gas and wind power; all coal has been retired.
Rapid Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) nuclearbuild programs left a legacy of reliable, cheap and clean electricity. Between 1971 and
1993, Ontario commissioned nearly 13 GWe of new nuclear generating capacity (World
Nuclear Association, 2014b). Sweden commissioned 9.5 GWe in the 22 years between
1972 and 1985(World Nuclear Association, 2014f) and France commissioned over 63
GWe in the 20 years to 2000 (World Nuclear Association, 2014e). It is therefore evident
Table 1. Comparison of electricity supply by greenhouse gas intensity (kg CO2 e kWh 1) and
price (AU$ MWh 1) in nations with varying percentage penetration of nuclear electricity. All data
from the International Energy Agency (2012), except the Australian price (Australian Energy
Market Commission 2013, p. 12). Prices adjusted for purchasing power parity based on
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (2014).
Nation
Australia
Denmark
Germany
Switzerland
Sweden
France

Emissions intensity
(kg CO2 e kWh 1)

% nuclear

Residential price
(AU$ MWh 1)

Industry price
(AU$ MWh 1)

847
385
468
27
22
77

0
0
23
40
40
76

271
450
282
269
241
157

$127
$126
$156
$101
$102
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that the construction of nuclear technology itself poses no obstacle to the rapid retirement
of fossil baseload.
It is somewhat perplexing then that among OECD nations and now many developing
nations, Australia actively refuses the use and development of nuclear power (Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, 2014). This is despite Australia’s involvement in mining and export of uranium fuel for foreign reactor programmes, as well as
highly developed nuclear-research and nuclear-medicine sectors, and the presence of an
established regulatory body. There have been several governmental and non-governmental
processes for modelling, forecasting or proposing electricity generation mixes for
Australia at different milestones to 2050 (Australian Energy Market Operator Ltd,
2013e; Australian Government Treasury, 2011; Elliston et al., 2012; SKM & MMA,
2011; Stock, 2014; Wright & Hearps, 2010), but none to date has openly considered
the potential contribution from nuclear power.
Wright and Hearps (2010) rather dubiously justify the exclusion based on the 2020
timeframe of their energy plan and that nuclear power could not be implemented
within 10 years. Another model commissioned by the Australian Government simply
assumed that, beyond coal and gas, there was ‘no other viable thermal power alternative’ (SKM & MMA, 2011). Likewise, Elliston et al. (2012) specifically excluded
large coal, gas and (arbitrarily) nuclear plants, and the Australian Energy Market
Operator Ltd (2013) explicitly excluded nuclear based on the terms of reference
provided by the Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency. In an apex
moment for circular reasoning, a report from the Climate Council explained that
‘Nuclear is not considered in this report because of the focus of future options for
the Australian electricity sector vis-à-vis fossil fuels and renewables’; quite literally,
nuclear is not being considered because nuclear is not being considered (Stock, 2014,
p. i). However, these exclusions run contrary to a 2006 bi-partisan Federal
Parliamentary Committee report that found that nuclear power represents the only
current reliable and proven technology to reduce emissions while supplying the
world’s high energy demand (House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Industry and Resources, 2006).
More recent considerations of nuclear power by the Australian Government have been
sporadic. The Australian Energy Projections (Syed, 2012) duly references the highly
competitive cost finding of the Australian Energy Technology Assessment (Bureau of
Resources and Energy Economics, 2012), yet follow this solely with scenarios that have
zero contribution from nuclear power generation to 2050, without justification. The Draft
Australian Energy White Paper (Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, 2011)
expressly excluded nuclear and stated that the technology is not permitted under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Section
140A: No approval for certain nuclear installations).
The Australian Energy Technology Assessment (Bureau of Resources and Energy
Economics, 2012) included both gigawatt-scale nuclear and small modular nuclear power.
Even though the 2013 update to this model included a ‘special emphasis’ on operational
and maintenance costs and improvement rates for all wind, solar-thermal and solar
photovoltaic technologies (Syed (BREE), 2013, p. 26), no comparable data are modelled
for understanding future costs for nuclear technologies despite the availability of recent,
credible assessments (Abdulla, Azevedo, & Morgan, 2013; Chen et al., 2013; Nuclear
Energy Agency, 2011; Rosner & Goldberg, 2013). This partial review instead generated a
questionable output, in which small modular reactor technology (which is yet to be
deployed and is intended to be factory manufactured), was projected with no decline in
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price to 2050 (Syed (BREE), 2013), again without justification nor reconciliation against
the fact that all other alternative-energy technologies were modelled to include sharp cost
reductions over time.
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Nuclear power in South Australia
To explore the potential role of nuclear power for South Australia, a 2012 report compared
the hybrid wind–solar proposal for replacing the Port Augusta power station to a ‘reference’ nuclear solution, and then these options were evaluated against thirteen economic,
environmental and social criteria (Heard & Brown, 2012). This assessment found that for
nearly half the capital cost, the nuclear option delivered more electricity with superior
reliability and dispatchability (power on call), allowing more direct displacement of the
most emissions-intensive coal power stations from South Australia’s generation profile.
The electricity provided was also cheaper than that provided by the solar–thermal generator by at least $112 (to $160) MWh 1 (competitive with estimates for newly commissioned modern coal power) and required 90% less land and 340,000 tonnes less steel, with
at least double the lifespan of the infrastructure (Heard & Brown, 2012).
Despite the demonstrated economic and sustainability superiority of nuclear power in
large-scale decarbonisation (Heard & Brown, 2012; Hong, Bradshaw, & Brook, 2014;
Nicholson et al., 2011; Syed (BREE), 2013), any economic advantage for nuclear in the
Australian setting hinges on longer-term assessments of national interest. While the cost
advantage against comparable renewable generation is large, high up-front investment
renders nuclear unpalatable compared to fossil fuels in liberalised energy markets that
have come to prioritise short-term investor returns (Owen, 2011a, 2011b). Deployment of
nuclear energy in Australia is unlikely to thrive without a strong policy shift, either related
to reduction of greenhouse-gas emissions, air pollution or simply planned renewal of
energy infrastructure.
Since 2003, overall construction costs for nuclear build have escalated in line with all
types of large-scale engineered projects including (but at a greater rate than) gas and coal
plants (Deutch et al., 2009). Early indications from new build programs in OECD nations
presents a mixed picture of cost, ranging from AU$5200 kW 1 (AREVA European
Pressurised Reactor in Flammeville, France) (World Nuclear Association, 2014a) to AU
$7650 kW 1 (AREVA European Pressurised Reactor in Olkiluoto, Finland) (World
Nuclear Association, 2014d). Delivery ranges from behind schedule and over budget
(e.g. Westinghouse AP1000 in Georgia, USA) (Henry, 2015) to substantial time and cost
overruns (e.g. Olkiluoto, Finland). These nascent OECD build programs are for new
reactor designs with advanced safety features, expected capacity factor of > 90% and a
design lifespan of 60 years, compared to 30–40 year design lifespans of earlier generations of nuclear reactors.
It is the rapidly developing Asian markets, particularly the substantial build program
of China, that provide a more reliable indicator of the mature construction costs of nuclear
new build (Nicholson et al., 2011). Generation III reactors such as the AREVA European
Pressurised Reactor under construction in Taishan, are scheduled to be brought online
within 40 months (AREVA, 2013), with reported costs of approximately $2500 kW 1.
Construction of four AP1000 reactors at Sanmen is on schedule at an estimated cost of
$2615 kW 1 (World Nuclear Association, 2014c) and Korean vendor KEPCO have sold
turn-key nuclear development to the United Arab Emirates at a competitive price of $3643
kW 1 (Nicholson et al., 2011). With seven reactors currently under construction and
another 183 reactors on order or planned (World Nuclear Association, 2015),
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Australia’s late entry to nuclear power may reap the benefit of a globally mature and
competitive market in generation III reactor construction.
Despite the glacially slow progression in the future planning of South Australia’s
energy portfolio, many stakeholders in South Australia, and nationally, appear keen to
increase serious consideration of nuclear energy. For example, Business SA recently
favoured informed debate on the benefits, costs and risks of establishing a nuclear
industry in the State (Business SA, 2014). Likewise, the Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering concluded that nuclear is a viable candidate to replace coalfired power stations and that there was no reason to omit its consideration in the
generation mix (The Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering, 2013). Even
academics are turning public opinion. University of Adelaide climate scientist Tom
Wigley recently joined international colleagues in an open letter to environmental organisations calling for an embrace of nuclear power to tackle climate change (Hansen,
Caldiera, Emanuel, & Wigley, 2013). An international group of 75 conservation scientists
signed a similar letter in 2015, with a focus on the benefits of nuclear power for
biodiversity preservation (http://conservationbytes.com/2014/12/15/an-open-letter-toenvironmentalists-on-nuclear-energy). Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Director of the
Global Change Institute at the University of Queensland, issued a public statement calling
for the deployment of nuclear power as ‘the one real option to significantly reduce global
carbon emissions’(Hoegh-Guldberg & McFarland, 2014). Random polling of > 1200
South Australians recently showed much higher support for nuclear power (48%) than
opposition (32.6%), with strong support outweighing strong opposition (29 and 20%,
respectively) (South Australian Chamber of Mines and Energy, 2014). Such growth in
visible support for the consideration of nuclear power might have been influential in the
decision by South Australian premier Jay Weatherill in early 2015 to call a Royal
Commission to investigate the potential for South Australia to expand activity in the
nuclear-fuel cycle.

Barriers to nuclear deployment
The deployment of nuclear power in South Australia still faces many barriers. Unlike the
technical, reliability and (relatively much higher) cost barriers faced by geothermal and
solar-thermal, a nuclear power sector will need to develop the necessary licensing and
regulatory arrangements, as well as obtain a skilled workforce and garner majority support
by the public. A previous Government assessment suggested 10–20 years would be
required between the establishment of a national strategy and the commencement of
reactor operations (Commonwealth of Australia, 2006). Getting such a process underway
requires open, Government-led public discussion to reach sufficient community consensus, especially regarding the management of spent nuclear fuel and understanding of risks
and benefits.
Aside from depending on proactive political leadership, the pace at which a nuclear
sector could develop likely depends on the extent of South Australia’s international
commitment to facilitate technology, knowledge, education and skills transfers into
Australia (Heard & Brown, 2012). International precedent set by the partnership between
the United Arab Emirates and South Korea has once again demonstrated the rapid upscaling of nuclear electricity-generation capacity, with 5600 MWe contracted in 2009 to
be staged into operation by 2020 (World Nuclear Association, 2014g). The World Nuclear
Association recently reinforced that rapid deployment pathways might be open to South
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Australia because of its well-equipped political, legal and educational infrastructure
(Agneta Rising cited in Eckermann, 2014).
Opportunities for South Australia also lie in the most innovative end of nuclear
technology. Development concepts based on generation IV fast-reactor technology,
coupled with full fuel recycling (collectively called ‘integral fast reactors’), could overcome traditional objections to both spent nuclear fuel storage and nuclear power generation (Brook & Bradshaw, 2015), thereby economically bootstrapping the deployment of
new clean energy generation.
Previously, proposals for economic development through the acceptance of spent fuel
by Australia have been predicated on long-lived hazardous waste that requires isolation
for hundreds of millennia (Commonwealth of Australia, 2006; The Nuclear Fuel Leasing
Group, 2006). Emphasis is placed on remote locations, favourable geology and political
stability as key competitive advantages for Australia (Business, 2014). The emphasis on
these competitive advantages arguably serves to reinforce perceptions of spent fuel
acceptance as hazardous and with an essentially infinite timeline for management – a
major point of objection and political and social opposition.
By contrast, integral fast-reactor technology recycles > 99% of spent nuclear fuel for
zero-carbon electricity generation, providing 150 times more electricity from uranium fuel
compared to the current generation of reactors (Till & Chang, 2011). The technology
provides major improvements in safety related to the use of metal fuel and metal coolants,
which make accidental meltdowns a physical impossibility, and ensure indefinite passive
removal of decay heat in the event of emergency shutdown (Till & Chang, 2011). The small
quantity of eventual waste produced by integral fast reactors has a half-life of approximately
30 years. Secure storage is thus required for about 10 half-lives (only 300 years) after which
activity is reduced to the levels of natural uranium ore. The engineering requirements for
safe storage are therefore considerably simpler, with existing United States Environmental
Protection Agency standards met a priori at many sites (Till & Chang, 2011).
With dry-cask storage now approved in the USA for up to 100 years (Feiveson,
Mian, Ramana, & Hippel, 2011), it would be possible to couple a committed integral
fast reactor program with the establishment a multinational spent-fuel storage bank
based on longer-term storage using rolling review and approval of established, aboveground storage technologies (Werner, 2012). These characteristics could render integral
fast-reactor development a game-changing economic concept for South Australia.
South Australia could access the huge, already-established market in acceptance of
spent nuclear fuel (valued in 1998 at $200 billion) (Access Economics, 1998) with a
known, understood and beneficial end-use for the material. Using recycling and establishing simpler engineered storage for a smaller quantity of shorter-lived waste would
unblock the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle for international customers. That in turn
would facilitate more rapid global growth in nuclear development with subsequent
benefits to South Australia via growth in uranium exports.
Each integral fast reactor development (an installation of twin, compact power
modules) would add 622 MWe of dispatchable, zero-carbon generation for either consumption or export to the National Energy Market. This could improve South Australia’s
role in meeting the 50% projected increase in Australian electricity demand to 2050
(Syed, 2012). Sufficient integral fast-reactor units to displace all coal and gas generation
in South Australia (3500 MW) would require a throughput of a mere 150 t year 1 of
recycled spent fuel or depleted uranium tails, of which just 10 t year 1 would be fissioned
for energy (based on figures in Carmack et al., 2009). Taking custody of even a modest
quantity of spent nuclear fuel would secure South Australia’s energy independence for
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many centuries. The small size of the generating units (311 MWe) means additional
transmission and network requirements would be negligible.
Both the reactor and fuel-recycling technologies have been extensively and successfully demonstrated over 30 years of operation and development at the Argonne National
Laboratories in the USA (Till & Chang, 2011). The integral fast reactor is commercially
available as the PRISM reactor from GE-Hitachi (GE Hitachi, 2014). The design, layout
and operations of the PRISM reactor, including the various fuel configurations, have been
described in detail (Triplett, Loewen, & Dooies, 2010) as has the coupled fuel-recycling
technology (known as pyroprocessing) (Argonne National Laboratories/ US Department
of Energy, Undated; Till & Chang, 2011; Williamson & Willit, 2011; Yoo, Seo, Kim, &
Lee, 2008) and the characteristics of the different metal fuel options (Carmack et al.,
2009; Crawford, Porter, & Hayes, 2007). All technical characteristics of the technology
have been summarised in non-specialist formats (Archambeau et al., 2011; Blees, 2008),
and the requirements for eventual waste storage have been elaborated in persuasive
technical detail (Till & Chang, 2011).
Conclusions
South Australia will not meet its obligations for deep and permanent cuts in emissions from
electricity through a continued, single-minded focus on the expansion of wind generation.
The relative success of wind integration to date (27% in South Australia, 3–4% across the
entire National Energy Market) is a credit to the proactive approach South Australia has
taken, and the approach of seeking efficient market and regulatory solutions to the challenges posed by wind generation. This should continue. While further wind developments
are likely to provide an efficient means of cutting emissions within South Australia and as
an export to the National Electricity Market, there is no answer to the inherent limitation of
strongly correlated and variable supply that is uncorrelated with demand. With further
installation, wind penetration will run into ever-firmer upper limits of supply, at which
point-efficient market solutions to managing this limitation are exhausted, the costs to the
overall system become too high, and the strongly correlated peak supply pushes prices
down to the point where wind would cannibalise its own share of the market. The absence
of vital ancillary services from the non-synchronous wind generation reinforce that this
source of generation is basically unsuitable for high penetration. Therefore, a dispatchable,
synchronous source of low-emissions electricity is required.
Exploration and development of the hot-dry rock geothermal resource has to date
served only to reinforce the difficulty in converting this large, raw, but difficult-to-access
energy resource into a large, reliable and cost-effective supply of electricity. Solar-thermal
offers a possible solution, but has a nascent global record of successful delivery of
dispatchable electricity and so many uncertainties remain about its capacity to compete
at large scales. Australian industry advocates acknowledge the long road ahead to
commercial competitiveness with fossil fuels and there is no answer to the increased
consumption of land and materials this option demands, as well as the potentially shorter
lifespan. Solar-thermal offers a pathway of great uncertainty at a time where response to
climate change demands greater certainty.
Contrasting these, nuclear power offers a mature technology from a competitive global
market of suppliers with a solid track record of delivering deeply decarbonised and reliable
electricity supply in concert with other technologies. Here we have argued that a commitment to the deployment of the most advanced nuclear technologies provides South Australia
with a means to upscale low-emission baseload generation rapidly while earning revenue
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through the establishment of a new industry in the custody and recycling of spent nuclear
fuel. Progress in the development of nuclear-energy sector remains hampered by a lack of
political will that seems increasingly out of step with South Australia’s business, scientific
and academic communities, as well as the public at large. South Australia needs to open the
way for serious considerations of the deployment of nuclear energy and this must be led by
government. Bi-partisan support should be achieved on the basis of the inarguable interest
represented by a new, service-oriented industry that also provides future-proofing development of low-emission electricity generation while offering the ultimate in fuel security and
energy density. These developments can take place alongside, not in place of, the further
development of South Australia’s wind resource.
For too long the perceived political risk of nuclear energy has been treated as less
tractable to change that the technical and economic limitations of immature, low-emission
alternatives. It is time for a reversal in approach. Continuing South Australia’s response to
the challenge of climate change and energy demands political leadership on the pathway
of greater technical and economic certainty provided by nuclear technology. We contend
this pathway can now be taken with the confidence that South Australia is ready to follow.
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The Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
designed by GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy is a small, modular, sodium-cooled fast reactor. The PRISM core is located in a pool-type containment vessel and is fueled
with metallic fuel. Each PRISM produces 311 MW of
electricity. The PRISM is inherently safe due to its negative power reactivity feedback, large in-vessel coolant
inventory, passive heat removal systems, below-grade siting, and atmospheric reactor vessel operating pressure.
In NUREG-I 368, "?reapplication Safety Evaluation Report for the Power Reactor Innovative Small Module
(PRISM) Liquid-Metal Reactor, " the U.S. Nuclear Reg-

ulatory Commission stated that "On the basis of thereview performed, the staff, with the ACRS [Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards] in agreement, concludes that no obvious impediments to licensing the PRISM
design have been identified." PRISM is able to fission
electrometallurgically recycled used nuclear fuel (UNF)
from light water reactors as well as weapons-grade materials. PRISM, with the associated Nuclear Fuel Recycling Center, represents a safe, diversion resistant,
commercially viable technology for recycling UNF with
a small modular reactor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Department of Energy's Global Nuclear Energy Partnership5 (GNEP). Under GNEP, GEH proposed the Advanced Recycling Center (ARC) as a commercial solution
for nuclear fuel recycling. The ARC is composed of
the Nuclear Fuel Recycling Center (NFRC) and PRISM.
Together these two technologies are used to produce
electricity from recycled used nuclear fuel (UNF). The
ARC consists of six PRISMs, each producing a net
311 MW of electricity. Two PRISMs are paired together in a power block to supply a 622-MW turbinegenerator. The total ARC electrical output is 1866 MW.
The fuel for the six PRISM reactors is supplied by a
single NFRC, which is able to process light water reactor (LWR) UNF, PRISM UNF, and weapons-grade material into PRISM fuel.
At end of life, LWR UNF is composed of -95%
uranium, 1% transuranics, and 4% fission products.6 Many
of these transuranic isotopes have long half-lives, which
can create long-term engineering challenges for geologic
disposal.? The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept proposes the recycling of the 96% of the fi ssionable material
(uranium and transuranics) remaining in LWR UNF
(Ref. 8). In this process, the uranium and transuranic
material is continually recycled via electrometallurgical

The concept of a liquid-metal-cooled reactor dates
back to the genesis of nuclear energy. The first nuclear
reactor to generate electricity was the liquid sodiumpotassium- cooled fast reactor Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EBR-1) (Ref. 1). EBR-I's successor, the sodiumcooled fast reactor (SFR) Experimental Breeder Reactor
II (EBR-11), operated successfully for more than 30
years, producing 20 MW of electricity via a sodiumsteam power cycle.2 Another SFR, S2G, supplied power
to the United States' second nuclear submarine, USS
Seawolf (SSN-575), for two years of intensive Cold
War operations. The S2G plant was designed and built
by General Electric (GE). In the 1980s and 1990s, GE
led an industrial team that pursued commercial deployment of an SFR called Power Reactor Innovative Small
Module (PRISM) as part of the U.S. Advanced Liquid
Metal Reactor (ALMR) program administered by the
U.S. Department of Energy. 3•4
In 2006, GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) revitalized the PRISM engineering efforts as part of the
*E-mail: Brian.Triplett@ge.com
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processing (pyroprocessing) in a metal-fueled, sodiumcooled fast reactor. The ARC is the commercialization of
this IFR concept. Through PRISM and the NFRC, the
ARC is designed to generate electricity by fully recycling the usable fissionable material in UNF and reformed weapons-grade materiaJ.9
I.A. NFRC Overview

The NFRC uses the century-old electrometallurgical
separations process employed by the aluminum industry
for separating aluminum from alumina. This electrometallurgical process has been proved and deployed on a
laboratory and engineering scale for nuclear materials by
both Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Idaho National Laboratory 10 (INL). Separations are accomplished
by dissolving UNF in a molten salt bath and applying an
electrical potential across the solution. The uranium and
transuranics plate out on an anode and are subsequently
removed from the solution.
With the NFRC process, nonproliferation concerns
are alleviated by the intrinsic diversion resistance of the
electrometallurgical process.9· 11 All transuranics (Np, Pu,
Am, Cm) are separated en masse in one step of the electrometallurgical process. These transuranics are continually recycled in the PRISM until they are fissioned
completely. 12•13
The waste that results from the NFRC process is the
genuine waste from nuclear processes, the fission prod-

PRISM: A SMALL MODULAR Na-COOLED REACTOR

ucts. The fission product waste requires a few hundred
years of repository management time as opposed to the
tens of thousands of years required for mixed-oxide reprocessed UNF and/ or weapons-grade materials. The resulting metallic and ceramic waste forms from the ARC
process are significantly more resistant to corrosion and
are Jess susceptible to leeching into the environment than
untreated UNF (Ref. 10).
I.B. PRISM Overview

The PRISM is a pool-type, metal-fueled, small modular SFR. PRISM employs passive safety, digital instrumentation and control, and modular fabrication techniques
to expedite plant construction. 14- 17 The PRISM has a
rated thermal power of 840 MW and an electrical output
of 31 1 MW. Each PRISM has an intermediate sodium
loop that exchanges heat between the primary sodium
coolant from the core with water/steam in a sodiumwater steam generator. The steam from the sodium-water
steam generator feeds a conventional steam turbine. A
diagram of the PRISM nuclear steam supply system
(NSSS) is shown in Fig. 1.
Two PRISMs are paired to form one power block. A
PRISM power block is shown in Fig. 2. The power block
supplies steam for one 622-MW turbine-generator. The
commercial PRISM plant achieves a high capacity fac tor
by utilizing six reactor modules and their associated steam
generating systems arranged in three identical power
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Fig. 2. PRISM power block.

blocks. An unplanned outage in one PRISM module or
power block does not impact the plant electrical output as
dramatically as it does in a large single-unit site.
Plant electrical output can be tailored to utility needs
by the modular addition of power blocks. This modularity allows expansion from one power block to as many as
desired by the utility on one site. The nominal ARC with
three power blocks has a total electrical output of
1866 MW. The nominal system parameters of the reference ARC with three power blocks are summarized in
Table I.
The remainder of this paper focuses on the PRISM
component of the ARC. It presents a design overview and
a summary of the commercialization plan for the ARC.
Information concerning the balance of plant interfaces is
provided as necessary to provide clarity of the reactor
description.

II. DESCRIPTION OF PRISM

A PRISM module, pictured in Fig. 3, consists of the
reactor vessel, reactor closure, containment vessel, internal structures, internal components, reactor module supports, and reactor core. The reactor vessel outer diameter
can be fabricated in sizes of 6.6 m (Mod A) or 10 m
(Mod B) depending on customer shipping constraints.
The Mod A core has a smaller thermal output of 425 MW
but is shippable by rail, whereas the Mod B has an
840-MW thermal output and is shippable by barge and
overland transportation. The power levels of the associated cores are primarily limited by the shutdown heat
removal capabilities of the passive safety systems. A detailed discussion of the cost-benefit of reactor vessel/
thermal power sizing is presented in Ref. l 8. Mod B vessels
are considered as the nominal configuration for the purposes of this work.
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TABLE I

Nominal ARC Parameters
Overall plant
Electrical output
Thermal efficiency
Number of power blocks
(per plant)
Number of reactor modules
(per plant)
Power block
Number of reactor modules
(per block)
Net electrical output
Number of steam generators
Steam generator type
Steam cycle
Turbine type
Turbine throttle conditions
Main steam flow
Feedwater temperature

1866MW
37%

3
6

2
622MW
2
Helical coil
Superheated steam
3600 rpm, tandem compound,
four flow
14.7 MPa (2135 psia)/
452°C (846°F)
2738 Mg/h (6.024 X 106 lb/h)
2J60C (4200F)

Reactor module
840MW
Thermal power
Primary sodium inlet/ outlet
3600C (6800F)/499"C (9300F)
temperature
Primary sodium flow rate
5.4 m 3/s (86000 gal/min)
Intermediate sodium inlet/
326°C (6WF)/477°C (890°F)
outlet temperature
Intermediate sodium flow rate 5.1 m 3/s (80 180 gal/min)

II.A. Containment Vessel and Reactor Internals

The outermost structure of the reactor module is the
containment vessel. The containment vessel contains the
reactor vessel and internals and is sealed with a reactor
closure. The inside of the reactor vessel is filled with
liquid sodium and a helium cover gas. The helium cover
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Fig. 3. PRISM reactor module.

gas is at approximately atmospheric pressure at normal
power conditions. A 20-cm gap between the containment
vessel and the reactor vessel is filled with argon at a
pressure slightly above the reactor cover gas pressure. 16
The reactor closure is a single plate with a rotatable
plug and penetrations for the reactor equipment, primary
sodium cleanup, and cover gas service lines. Primary
sodium cleanup is accomplished during reactor shutdown by a single cold-trap system shared by each power
block. There are no penetrations in the reactor vessel or
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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the containment vessel. The closure penetrations are shown
in Fig. 4. The reactor vessel is butt-welded to a lip on the
underside of the closure. The containment vessel is bolted
to the closure and sealed by welding. The reactor module
is supported entirely from the closure by hold-down brackets. The closure-containment vessel connection and support detail are shown in Fig. 5.
The reactor core support consists of a redundant
beam structure on the bottom and the sides of the reactor vessel. A core barrel and support cylinder extends
189
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from the inlet plenum to above the core to contain the
core and storage racks for temporary storage of off-loaded
fuel assemblies. The internal core structure is shown in
Fig. 6.
Two intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) and four
electromagnetic (EM) primary pumps are suspended in
the reactor vessel by the reactor closure. Primary control
rod drives, ultimate shutdown rod drives, in-vessel instrumentation, and an in-vessel transfer machine (IVTM)
for fuel handling are suspended from the rotatable plug in
the closure. 16 The reactor closure with major equipment
is shown in Fig. 7.

REACTOR SUPPORT
BLOCK

II.B. Reactor Core

REACTOR CLOSURE
CONTAINMENT VESSEL
REACTOR VESSEL

Fig. 5. Reactor closure support detail.
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PRISM uses a metallic fuel for compatibility with
the coolant, its desirable thermomechanical properties,
and ease of fabrication.19·20 The PRISM core has a heterogeneous layout consisting of multiple assembly types.
These types include fuel, blanket, control, reflector, and
shield assemblies. The fuel composition and assembly
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Fig. 6. Reactor vessel internal structure.
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configuration varies based on the core mission. Possible core missions include low conversion ratio (UNF
actinide recycle), unity conversion ratio (breakeven),
high conversion ratio (breeder), or weapons material
consumption.21 •22
For the UNF recycling core mission, the fuel is composed of a uranium-transuranic-zirconiurn alloy (U-TRUZr) with two fuel zones. The assembly configuration for
this core mission is shown in Fig. 8. A comparison of the
various core configurations is displayed in Table II and
the number of assemblies for each mission is given in
Table III.
The metallic fuel for PRISM is fabricated in the NFRC
by performing electrometallurgical separ ations of UNF
(also known as pyroprocessing), distilling away any volatile elements and residual molten salt, and then injection
casting the molten fuel material into fuel slugs. Details of
metal fuel fabrication and usage in sodium fast reactors
are given in Refs. 23 through 26. These fuel slugs are
loaded into cylindrical rods and backfilled with sodium.
This sodium bond improves heat transfer between the
fuel and the cladding prior to fuel-cladding contact. Each
fuel rod is then filled with a small amount of argon-neon
tag gas and sealed through welding. The tag gas provides
internal pressure in the rod and allows for the tracing of
fuel failures to a specific fuel assembly. A large gas plenum volume -1.5 times the length of the active core is
included in each pin to accommodate fission gas release
during operation. A typical fuel rod is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Reactor closure with equipment shown.
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Fig. 8. Fuel assembly layout for UNF recycle core.

TAB LE 11

Nominal PRISM Fuel Cycle Parameters
Core Configuration

Parameter
Thermal power (MW)
Conversion ratio
Cycle length (months)
Reload batch fraction (driver/blanket)
Fissile Pu 8 contentb (wt%)
Total transuranics contentb (wt%)
Average discharge burnupb (MWd/kg HM)
Peak discharge burnupb (MWd/kg HM)
Net fissile Pu production (kg/yr)
Active core height (em)

UNF Recycle

Breakeven

Breeder

Weapons Pu
Consumption

840
0.72
12
0.25
11.3 innerc
13.5 outerc
18.9 innerc
22.7 outerc
87.51
122.7
(71.9)
66.0

840
1.06
23
0.33/0.25
15.8

840
1.23
23
0.33/0.25
15.6

840
1.00
26
0.33/0.25
17.2

21.1

20.9

18.3

106.3
147.3
16.8
106.7

103.2
144.0
57.3
106.7

106.3
146.4
1.38
106.7

Fissile Pu includes 23 9Pu and 24 1Pu.
bOriver fuel. Blanket fuel (if present) may differ.
cThe UNF recycle core has two fuel zones, inner and outer, with different transuranics contents.
8

The cladding chosen for the fuel rods and much of
the internal structure is the stainless steel alloy HT9
(Ref. 27). HT9 has been chosen for many fast neutron
applications due to its resistance to radiation damage and
strength.28•29
PRISM fuel rods are bundled together into a hexagonal lattice. A fuel assembly schematic is shown in Fig. 10.
Rod spacing is maintained by a spiral wire wrap around
each rod. Each fuel assembly includes a hexagonal duct
around the fuel pins to maintain coolant flow around the
pins. Flow orificing is employed due to the different heat
192

generation rates among fuel, blanket, reflector, and shield
assemblies.

II.C. Reactivity Control
Reactivity control for normal startup operation, load
following , and shutdown is accomplished with control
rods. Each control unit consists of a drive mechanism, a
driveline, and a control assembly. A stepping motor, controlled by the plant control system, actuates a lead screw
to insert and withdraw the B4 C absorber. The nine control
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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TABLE III

PRISM Assembly Count
Core Configuration
Assembly Type

UNF Recycle

Breakeven

Breeder

Weapons Pu
Consumption

Driver fuel (inner + outer)
Internal blanket
Radial blanket
Control
Ultimate shutdown
Neutron source
Gas expansion module
Reflector
Shield

192

108
42
42
9
3

108
42
42
9
3
1

108
42
42
9
3
1

-

9
3
1

Total

I

6

6

6

6

114

114

114

114

66

66

66

66

391

391

391

391

(4x) FUEL SLUGS
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/END CAP

STRAIGHT
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WRAP

Fig. 9. PRISM fuel rod .
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Fig. 10. PRISM fuel assembly.

rods have scram diversity and shutdown redundancy. A
schematic of a control assembly is shown in Fig. 11.
The primary shutdown system is backed up by an
ultimate shutdown system. These control rods use magnetic latches, which can be actuated by either the reactor
protection system or automatically when the latch ternNUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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MAY2012

perature exceeds the magnetic curie point temperature of
the latch.
Both shutdown systems are backed up by the inherent negative power reactivity feedback of the reactor core.
This inherently negative reactivity feedback brings the
core to a safe, stable power state following accidents.
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Fig. 11. PRISM control assembly.

PRISM has this capability for accommodating the following severe, but extremely unlikely, accidents 30- 34 :
1. inadvertent withdrawal of all control rods without automatic scram or manual actuation (unprotected transient overpower)
2. loss of all cooling by the intermediate heat transport system without scram (unprotected loss of
cooling)
3. loss of primary pump power and loss of all cooling by the intermediate heat transport loop without scram (unprotected loss of flow/loss of
cooling).
These accident scenarios were evaluated experimentally
by ANLin EBR-11 (Refs. 35 through 38) and at the TREAT
facility. 39 These tests empirically demonstrated the safety
of a pool-type, metal-fueled SFR like PRISM.

posed of the reactor core, the hot pool, the tube side of the
IHX, the cold pool, the EM pumps, the pump discharge
piping, and the core inlet plenum. Within each reactor
module, four EM pumps circulate the primary sodium
through two IHXs. The primary coolant flow path is shown
in Fig. 12.
II.E. Primary EM Pumps

PRISM has four submerged EM pumps to provide
primary sodium circulation within the reactor vessel. The
pumps are inserted through penetrations in the reactor
closure. These pumps have no moving parts and no external shaft penetrations. The pumps draw cold-pool sodium from an inlet plenum beneath the pump. Within the
pump, the sodium enters the tapered inlet section of
the pump duct. The sodium is discharged from the top of
the pump and is passed radially outward into the pump
outlet plenum from which it flows to the core inlet plenum.

II.D. Primary Heat Transport System

Nuclear heat is removed from the reactor core by the
primary heat transport system ( PHTS). The PHTS is entirely contained within the reactor vessel and is com194

II.F. Intermediate Heat Transport System

The intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) consists of piping and components required to transport the
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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Fig. 12. Primary heat transport system.

reactor heat from the PHTS to the steam generator system (SGS). The IHTS is a closed-loop system with an
expansion plenum in the steam generator top head and an
argon cover gas space to accommodate thermally induced system volume changes. Intermediate sodium is
circulated through the shell side of the IHX and the shell
side of the steam generator by two EM pumps, each
located in the cold leg of the loop in the steam generator
facility. These secondary sodium pumps are similar in
design to those employed in the primary system. Guard
pipes surrounding the IHTS pipes prevent secondary sodium leakage into the head access area (HAA).
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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Hot-leg sodium is transported in separate stainless
steel pipes from the two IHXs to the steam generator top
head through vertical inlet nozzles. The cold-leg piping
returns the sodium to the IHX. The IHX flow path is
shown in Fig. 13.
A sodium leak detection system provides early warning of any sodium-to-air leaks from the IHTS. In the
event of a steam generator (SG) tube leak, the sodiumwater reaction pressure relief system (SWRPRS) provides overpressure protection of the IHTS and IHXs. The
SWRPRS consists of a safety-grade rupture disk, a separator tank, a vent stack, and a hydrogen igniter. To
195
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cooling system (ACS) is provided as an alternative method
for shutdown decay heat removal during maintenance or
repair operations. The ACS uses natural or forced circulation of atmospheric air to remove heat as the air flows
past the shell side of the SG. The ACS consists of an
insulated shroud around the SG shell with an air intake at
the bottom through the annulus and an isolation damper
located above the SG building. Natural circulation is initiated by opening the exhaust damper.41 The ACS is shown
in Fig. 14.
The reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS)
has the capability to maintain reactor temperatures well
below design limits using natural circulation. The RVACS
supplements the ACS in the removal of decay heat. The
RVACS uses natural air convection to remove heat from
the reactor module. Atmospheric air is drawn into the
reactor building and flows over the outside of the containment vessel. The warm air then returns to the stack
and is exhausted. Since it is a completely passive system,
the RVACS is always operating and removing heat from
the reactor module. The RVACS layout is shown in Fig. 15.
In the highly unlikely event that the IHTS becomes
completely unavailable, the safety-related RVACS will

fit

AUX. COOLING SYS.
EXHAUST FAN

:.;
TIE RODS & TUBE BUNDLES
HIDDEN FOR CLARITY

Fig. 13. Intermediate heat exchanger.

separate the reactants, the SWRPRS initiates the waterside isolation and blowdown of the SGS and the purge of
the SG tubes with nitrogen. 16
II.G. Steam Generator System

Each reactor has one associated SG for the production of superheated steam. The SGS is composed of the
SG, the startup recirculation tank and pump, a leak detection subsystem, and the SG isolation valves. The two
SGSs in a power block are headered together to feed one
turbine-generator. The SG is a vertically oriented, helical
coil, sodium-to-water counterflow heat exchanger designed to generate superheated steam. Sodium flows down
the shell side of the SG, while feedwater enters from the
bottom. As the water flows upward it is converted into
superheated steam.40
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II.H. Decay Heat Removal System

During reactor shutdown heat is removed by the turbine condenser using the turbine bypass. An auxiliary
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Fig. 14. Auxiliary cooling system.
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from the transfer cask. The transfer cask is then returned
to the NFRC, where the spent fuel will be cleaned, inspected, and stored in an air-cooled storage rack. 16
UPPER CONFINEMENT:
MAINTENANCE AREA

PLENUM
OUTLET
INLET
PLENUM

II.J. Containment

iffi~~~~~~
~~~~~j

THERMAL
INSULATION

Fig. 15. Reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system.

The function of the PRISM containment is to protect
the public from any accidental release of radioactivity
from the reactor. Along with the fuel cladding and the
primary coolant boundary, it is one of the three barriers
used to achieve this protection. The containment consists
of the containment vessel surrounding the reactor vessel
and a lower containment over the reactor closure.
The containment vessel is a stainless steel vessel
surrounding the entire reactor vessel. It has no penetrations and is designed to be leak tight. There is a 20-cm
annulus between the containment and the reactor vessel.
In the unlikely event of a reactor vessel leak, the containment is sized to retain all of the primary sodium while
keeping the core, stored spent fuel, and heat exchanger
inlets covered with sodium.41
The lower containment is located above the reactor
closure head. It is designed to provide a barrier in the
event of a closure breach during a hypothetical core disruptive accident.43 The lower containment volume is defined by the HAA above the reactor deck. Reactor
containment can be seen in Fig. 15 along with RVACS .
IJ.K. Seismic Isolation

passively remove decay heat from the reactor vessel. At
the beginning of this loss of heat sink transient, the temperatures of the reactor sodium and reactor vessel will
rise. This increased temperature will increase the radiant
heat transfer across the argon gap to the containment
vessel. The heat is then transferred from the containment
vessel to the upwardly flowing atmospheric air around
the vessel. The RVACS system protects the reactor containment vessel from incurring significant damage during severe transients such as the Joss of heat sink.42
11.1. Reactor Refueling System

Reactor refueling occurs in intervals of between 12
and 24 months, depending on the fuel cycle operation
and mission. Fuel assemblies are allowed to decay in
in-vessel, ex-core storage positions for one cycle before
they are removed and transferred to the NFRC for processing. Within the reactor vessel, assemblies are moved
between the core, storage racks, and a transfer station
below the transfer port by the IVTM. The fuel storage
racks can be seen in Figs. 3 and 6.
An adapter is attached to the transfer port in the
reactor closure during refueling to provide the necessary
system isolation. An ex-vessel transfer machine (EVTM)
is positioned and a leak tight connection is made to the
adapter. The EVTM is used to exchange spent fuel and
other core assemblies in the reactor with new assemblies
NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY
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Seismic isolation was adopted in the PRISM design
to enhance seismic safety margins and to allow the application of a standard nuclear island design to sites with
different soil and seismic characteristics. The entire NSSS
and all safety systems are located on a common platform
that is supported by seismic isolation bearings. The seismic isolation bearings provide a horizontally flexible element between the basemat and the nuclear island platform
to absorb seismic shocks by allowing the superstructure
to displace rather than remain rigid. Compared to a nonisolated system, the isolation system reduces the horizontal seismic accelerations that are transmitted to the
reactor module by a factor of 3. Equally important, the
facilities that are seismically isolated can be adapted for
a large range of sites by adjusting the seismic isolator
characteristics.44•45

Ill. PRISM COMMERCIALIZATION

The ARC, consisting of six PRISMs and an NFRC,
constitutes a commercially viable facility capable of positive cash flows and return on investment. An independent financial analysis of the estimated capital cost of an
N'th-of-a-kind ARC facility found it to be competitive
with advanced LWRs (Ref. 46). This study showed that
once initial licensing and design are complete, the
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reference ARC facility is capable of commercial operation without the need for government subsidy or assistance. These attractive economics are made possible by
the income from the 1866 MW of electricity generated by
the ARC and low costs derived from PRISM's moduJarization and passive systems. 46 - 49

III.A. Advantages of t he Modular Approach
GEH has performed many trade-off studies investigating the advantages of modular SFR plants compared
to large monolithic plants.5° These assessments have led
to the conclusion that the small modular concept has
several key features that make it more competitive. These
advantages are:
1. Generating capacity can be added in stages, allowing more flexible construction arrangements and supply growth in line with demand.
2. Competitive cost is not achieved by scaling up
the size of the modules but rather by allowing for repeatable factory fabrication.
3. Factory fabrication provides improved quality, reduced cost, and shortened construction times.
4. Simplified passive safety systems due to lower
thermal power improve overall plant safety and reduce
system costs.
5. Class 1-E safety-related emergency power requirements 51 can be met by batteries, eliminating the need for
costly diesel or natural gas generators.
6. The independent operation of each NSSS reduces
the grid impact of a reactor scram event.
The passively safe features of the plant design are achieved
by using a metallic fuel, pool-type containment, and appropriately sized thermal power. PRISM eliminates many
of the safety systems required in loop-type plants by
utilizing the pool-type design. By virtue of these design
choices, the PRISM is able to achieve reactor shutdown,
decay heat removal, and postaccident containment cooling completely via passive systems.52•5 3

IV. SUMMARY
The ARC fully recycles all of the usable isotopes in
UNF. The NFRC separates UNF into uranium and transuranics, which is then fabricated into PRISM fuel. PRISM
is able to extract the energy that remains in UNF. By
performing a full recycle of UNF, the waste that is discharged at the back end of the fuel cycle is composed of
only the fission products. These fission products require
a significantly shorter storage time in a geologic repository than the UNF that is currently discharged from
reactors.6•7 •22
198

The PRISM achieves a high degree of safety via a
pool-type containment, metallic fuel, and an innovative
plant design. The safety characteristics of the PRISM
enable it to accommodate severe transients such as Joss
of primary pump power coupled with the loss of all cooling by the intermediate heat transport loop without a
reactor scram.53
The passive safety systems and modular design of
PRISM lead to improved plant economics. By fabricating PRISM modules in a factory environment, the quality
of components can be improved and construction/
fabrication can be performed in parallel. The shortened
construction schedule and improved fabrication quality
result in an economic design that is competitive with
current LWRs (Ref. 48).
The PRISM design builds upon decades of experience from EBR-11, ALMR, and GE-funded programs. It
is the commercial culmination of the IFR concept where
UNF and uranium are completely used in an SFR. PRISM
is a small modular reactor that presents an integrated
solution to the nuclear waste problem.
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ABSTRACT
The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) concept has been developed over the last ten years to provide technical
solutions to perceptual concerns associated with nuclear power. Beyond the traditional advanced reactor
objectives of increased safety, improved economy and more efficient fuel utilization, the IFR is designed to
simplify waste disposal and increase resistance to proliferation.
Only a fast reactor with an efficient recycle technology can provide for total consumption of actinides. The
basic physics governing reactor design dictates that, for efficient recycle, the fuel form should be limited in
bumup only by radiation damage to fuel cladding. The recycle technology must recover essentially all
actinides. In a fast reactor, not all fission products need to be removed from the recycled fuel, and there is
no need to produce pure plutonium. Recovery, recycle, and ultimate consumption of all actinides resolves
several waste-disposal concerns.
The IFR can be configured to achieve safe passive response to any of the traditional postulated reactor
accident initiators, and can be configured for a variety of power output levels. Passive heat removal is
achieved by use of a large inventory sodium coolant and a physical configuration that emphasizes natural
circulation. An IFR can be designed to consume excess fissile material, to produce a surplus, or to maintain
inventory. It appears that commercial designs should be economically competitive with other available
alternatives.
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DESIGN GOALS
The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is being developed as a candidate second-generation nuclear power source.
The goals of the development are not incremental improvements to the current generation of reactors, but
include several major innovations that will facilitate widespread deployment of nuclear power. These goals
include:
The ability to utilize efficiently the earth's endowment of uranium by extracting all the available
energy from the mined uranium-bearing ore;
a very low environmental impact-both from deployment and from its waste legacy;
an ability to consume as fuel the actinide wastes from the current generation of reactors;
strong technical barriers against use of the materials for proliferation of nuclear weapons;
a very high tolerance for accidents and human errors;
competitive power costs.
Those goals can be achieved only if they are consistent with the laws of physics and chemistry. This chapter
describes how the essential features of the IFR derive directly from natural laws and the goals stated above.
A remarkably high fraction of the required key features were known in the first decade of the development
of nuclear power (Zinn, 1955), (Kendall and Fry, 1955), (Leipunsky et al., 1958). By the mid-l960s, small
power plants incorporating many of the features were in place (Koch et al., 1958), (Amorosi and Yevick,
1958), (Gryazev et al., 1976). Developments with the IFR have extended and refined those pioneering
achievements, with special emphasis on the issues of nonproliferation, safety, waste, and environment-issues
that the intervening years have proven to be important and necessary considerations for any technology
aspiring to a major role in supplying global energy.

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF ACTINIDES
The goals of efficient utilization and minimal waste imply that all actinides should be fissioned-none left
as waste for disposal. Total consumption requires a fast neutron spectrum. Practical engineering
considerations have led to designs with solid fuel elements. With solid fuel elements, multiple recycle of fuel
elements is required because of irradiation damage to structural materials. To avoid unacceptable losses to
wastes, recycle must be essentially complete. The IFR concept has design flexibility to permit effective
management of the inventory of fissile materials including the potential for consuming actinide "wastes" from
current generation reactors.

Neutronic Requirements--The Need for a Fast Neutron Spectrum
Energy from fossil fuels comes from rearranging chemical bonds, whereas fission energy comes from
rearranging nuclear bonds, permitting nuclear reactors to release up to a million times more energy than fossil
fuels per unit mass of mined and shipped materials. This gives nuclear energy a huge intrinsic ecological
advantage-a million-fold less mining, a million-fold less transportation, and a million-fold less waste per
unit of energy benefit. However, nuclear reactors of the current generation, with the once-through cycle, are
exploiting less than 1% of that potential; the rest is consigned to stored tails from the enrichment process and
to a waste stream still containing 96% of the actinide mass that was in the initial loading of fuel.
The fission of an actinide atom (i.e., atomic number greater than or equal to 89) gives rise to two fissionproduct atoms, the release of about 200 MeV of energy (approximately 1 MW-day of heat is released per
gram fissioned), and the release of two or three neutrons (average about 2.5). To fully consume the uranium
feed stream, for each transuranic atom fissioned there must be one neutron released to sustain the chain
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reaction into the next fission generation and one neutron for capture in 238U to produce 23 9pu to replace the

just

fissioned. In addition, there is unavoidable neutron capture that causes parasitic
transuranic atom
transmutation of 2 9pu and higher-mass transuranic isotopes, which build to steady state durin~ long exposure
to the neutron flux. (To simplify the discussion, we ignore fissions in the small amount of 2 5U in the feed
stream.) Illustrative steady-state transuranic inventories which would result from very long exposure to fast
and thermal neutron flux are shown in Table 1. In practical designs, still further neutron losses occur from
capture in structural materials and leakage from the system.
The number of neutrons per fission lost to parasitic capture in the transuranics under steady-state conditions
can be determined from their capture and fission probabilities; typically, this is about 0.25 in a fast neutron
spectrum and 1.25 in a thermal spectrum. As shown in Fig. I, for transuranic isotopes the probability of
fission relative to parasitic capture is much lower for the thermal neutron spectrum characteristic of a lightwater-cooled reactor (LWR) than for the fast neutron spectrum characteristic of a liquid metal cooled reactor
(LMR). Indeed, the even- mass-number transuranic isotopes generally do not fission in a thermal neutron
spectrum. Thus, in the fast-neutron system a minimum release of 2.25 neutrons per fission is required to
sustain the steady state, while in a thermal-neutron system at least 3.25 are required. But each actinide
fission releases only about 2.5 neutrons. ln a thermal reactor, many neutrons per fission are wasted in
transmuting transuranic isotopes to isotopes of still hi~er mass. Not enough are left over both to sustain
the chain reaction and simultaneously to transmute one 8U atom into another transuranic nuclide to replace
the one lost in the previous fission generation. Complete extraction of the energy in the earth's endowment
of uranium is practically attainable only iffast neutrons are used to sustain the chain reaction.
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Engineering Requirements-The Solid Fuel
Approach
Practical engineering constraints must be
recognized if the goal of neutronic balance
for total consumption of actinides is to be
realized. The required engineered functions
for such a nuclear power plant include:
On a time scale of minutes:
A means to extract the heat from
the chain-reacting medium and convey it to the heat engine used to
derive the energy benefit, and
a means to match the fission rate to
the power demanded by the heat
engine.
On a time scale of months:
A means to extract the fissionproduct waste stream,
a means to inject the uranium feed
stream, and
a means to regulate the relative
production and destruction rates of
the transuranic working inventory to
sustain a steady state.
On a time scale of hours to centuries:
A means to cool the core and waste
streams after the self-sustaining
fissioning has ceased.
Always:
A means to shield humans from
radiation from the chain reaction,
the spent fuel, and the waste stream.

Table I. Equilibrium Distribution of Transuranic Isotopic
Masses for Thermal and Fast Neutron Spectra.

Isotope
Np-237
Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242
Am-241
Am-242m
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Cm-246
cm-247
Cm-248
Bk-249
Cf-249
Cf-250
Cf-251
Cf-252

Thermal
Neutron Spectrum
5.51
4.17
23.03
10.49
9.48
3.89
0.54
0.02

8.11
0.18
0.02
17.85
1.27
11.71
0.75
2.77
0.05
O.Q3

O.o3
0.02
0.08

Fast
Neutron Spectrum
0.75
0.89
66.75
24.48
2.98
1.86
0.97
0.07
0.44
0.40
0.03
0.28
0.07
0.03
2.E-3
6.E-4
1.E-5
4.E-5
7.E-6
9.E-7
4.E-8

Note: All values are atom % of transuranic inventory built up
as a result of extended exposure to a neutron flux. (Calculated
as the steady-state solution of the depletion-chain equationsindependent of criticality considerations.)

Two quite different engineering solutions to these requirements were pursued for fast-spectrum reactors from
the late 1940s to the late 1950s. In the first approach, liquid fuel flowed through the chain-reacting region
and carried the heat away, while side streams extracted fission products and injected fresh fuel (Lane et al.,
1958). This was a truly continuous-flow, steady-state fission reactor patterned after chemical reactors.
In the second approach, the "flow" into and out of the chain-reacting configuration was segmented into an
equilibrium sequence of discrete solid fuel loading, irradiation, and unloading steps; a separate fluid was used
to carry the heat to the heat engine; and the extraction of fission products and injection of uranium fuel were
accomplished off-line in separate recycle equipment (Dietrich and Zinn, 1958). In either case, a steady-state
"fuel cycle" for energy production was established, with an external feed stream and a waste stream. The
first approach languished because of the unavailability at the time of suitable construction materials; solid
fuel became the basis of the current generation of reactors and the starting point for the further innovations
of the IFR.
In the solid fuel approach, the shielding of people from radiation emitted by the fuel and fission products
starts with encasing the fuel in cladding. The cladding contains the gaseous fission products, holds the fuel
in fixed geometry and facilitates handling during loading and unloading. Chapter 5 contains a discussion of
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the rationale underlying the innovative IFR metallic alloy fuel pin and its cladding of ferritic stainless steel.
That selection is taken as a given here, and the fuel form's high density and high thermal conductivity
profoundly influence the neutronics, heat transport, and power-regulation considerations discussed below.

Materials Constraints-Multiple Recycle
Given a goal of total consumption of actinides, the fuel must be subjected to a neutron ftuence, f$dt,
sufficient to totally fission its transuranic (TRU) content:
TRU consumption fraction= I = <cr~RU>

t

J$dt

,

(I)

0

where $ is the neutron flux, t is the irradiation time, crlRU is the fission cross section of a transuranic
element, and the notation < ... > means average over the steady state transuranic mass distribution of
transuranic elements and neutron energy distribution. The neutron fluence I$dt required to achieve total
. . 1s
. therefiore l/< crTRU
fi ss10rung
f
>.
In a fast neutron spectrum, and with a working inventory of commixed uranium and transuranics, the internal
rate of regeneration of transuranics is so high, and neutron capture by fission products is so low, that it is
not loss of reactivity as bumup proceeds that determines the limiting ftuence. As discussed further in Chapter
5, the radiation-induced structural changes in metal alloy fuel subjected to high ftuence are also readily
accommodated, so the fluence limit for irradiation of metal alloy fuel in a fast neutron spectrum is
determined by radiation damage to the fuel cladding. While producing fuel bumup in the amount f$dt =
l/<cr~0 >, the neutron ftuence will also be causing radiation damage in the amount of f$dt <crdispl> to the
cladding structural material that maintains the geometry of the core. Here <crdispl> is the average cross
section for neutron-induced displacements in the atomic lattice in the structural material. By the time that
the transuranic mass has been totally consumed by fission, this damage would amount to<crdispl>/ <cr~RU>
0
displacements per structural atom. Figure 2 shows that, while <cr~ >is relatively invariant w1th increasing
energy of the impinging neutron [curve (b)], the radiation damage probability <crdispl> [curve (c)] increases
rapidly; the fast neutron ftuence f$dt necessary for total fissioning of the transuranics causes radiation damage
to the structural material to reach a value of nearly a h\lDdred atomic displacements per atom, which would
take the structural materials beyond their endurance. Highly radiation-resistant steels can go to around 20
atomic displacements per atom before they undergo serious swelling.
This means that the fuel pins must periodically be removed from the reactor to be reconstituted into fresh
pins with structurally sound cladding, for return to the reactor for continued bumup. With today's structural
materials, several such recycles will be required to achieve the neutron ftuence required for total consumption
of the transuranic working inventory.

FUEL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
The Recycle Stream
Given that recycle is required because of radiation damage to the cladding, the features required of the
recycle technology can be enumerated. The recycle step must restore the structural integrity of the cladding,
remove a significant fraction of every fission-product species so as to avoid unlimited buildup in the working
inventory, and facilitate the introduction of fresh 238U from the external feed stream.
The recycle must recover as much as possible of every isotope of the steady-state actinide working inventory
from the removed pins for return to the reactor, since for every atom not returned to the reactor, 200 MeV
of energy is lost. If X% of the transuranic mass escapes recovery per cycle, and Y cycles are required to
achieve bumup equivalent to one working inventory, then approximately (for small X) XxY% of every
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working inventory will escape fission
conversion · and instead end up in the waste.
Thus, and in order to limit costs, the loss X to
the waste stream should be minimized. and the
number Y of recycle steps should be
low- implying both that the average
discharge-fuel burnup in each cycle should be
high, and that radiation-tolerant structural
materials should be selected and their average
neutron-induced structural damage at discharge
should be at its upper bound.
Shielding and cooling of the recycle product
are required as a result of co-recycling the
highly-radioactive americium and curium in
the transuranic product (see Table 1). Thus,
the recycle technology need not achieve complete removal of fission products. Neutron
absorption by fission products returned to the
core is relatively unimportant due to their low
interaction probabilities in a fast-neutron
spectrum. Finally, since some fraction of the
uranium is to be intimately mixed with the
transuranics for regeneration of transuranics,
there is no need for cleanly separating uranium
from transuranics in the recycle step.
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Fig. 2. Neutron Interaction Probabilities vs Neutron Energy.
(a) Neutron Capture Section of 238u (from McLane
eta/., 1988).
(b) Neutron Fission Cross Section of 239t»u (from
McLane eta/., 1988).
(c) Displacement Cross-Section for Iron ("HalfNelson" model, Etherington and others) (from
Judd, 1981).

Acceptance of poor separation of the recycle
products differs dramatically from traditional
nitric acid based plutonium/uranium reprocessing (PUREX). In PUREX, the requirement
has been to produce a pure plutonium product
- for feed to lightly shielded fabrication
facilities, for either LWR recycle or weapons
production. To get high purity uranium and
separated plutonium, PUREX chemistry was
designed so that the waste stream necessarily
includes all the minor actinides along with the
fission products (and also some plutonium).

In contrast, the goal of the IFR is a fission-product waste stream that is essentially free from transuranics,
and a product for recycle comprised of an unseparated mixture of actinides containing essentially all ofevery
transuranic species for return to the reactor as fuel for total consumption.
The IFR's relaxed requirement on separation actually becomes a heightened goal for nonseparation-to
enhance the nonsuitability of the recycle products for diversion to weapons use. The materials maintain an
unattractiveness level comparable to that of the spent fuel from current reactors; this is discussed in
Chapter 12.
While actinide co-recycle was long ago recognized as a key feature (Zinn, 1955), a practical means to
achieve it is one of the key IFR innovations. The pyro-recycle technology developed to achieve this goal
is described in Chapter 7. The new technology is innovative not only in its chemistry but in its engineering
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aspects as well. Aqueous PUREX processing equipment must be designed to thermal neutron critical mass
constraints, and is therefore comprised of extensive lengths of piping with high surface-to-volume ratios.
In contrast, the pyro-recycle maintains fissile materials in nonaqueous form. The resulting 10 to 50 times
increase in fast spectrum critical mass allows for use of batch processing and compact, squat processing
equipment. The result is dramatic reduction in required hot-cell volume and equipment cost without reliance
on the economy of scale. The natural batch size is comparable with the throughput required to support a
single central power station, permitting incremental market penetration via decentralization of recycle
equipment colocated with reactors.

Regeneration of Fissile Inventories
While all of the transuranics are fuel in a fast reactor, only a small fraction of the uranium is fissioned
directly. Uranium utilization is achieved by first transforming it to plutonium or to other transuranics. This
process has traditionally been discussed in terms of "breeding," the production of excess fissile material.
Since excess production may not be necessary or appropriate, we will use the more general term of
"regeneration."
A transuranic regeneration rate, R, can be defined as the ratio of the rate of production of transuranics (i.e.,
the nonfission capture rate in 238U) to their rate of destruction (by fissioning). This differs from the
"conversion ratio" or "breeding ratio" traditionally used in describing a thermal-spectrum reactor or breeder
reactor, in that R refers to total transuranic mass whereas the others normally refer to thermally fissionable
isotopes only.
The IFR core designer can make the transuranic working inventory increase (R>1) or diminish (R<l) with
time (i.e., fluence) over a fairly broad spread. In a metal-fueled IFR, R can be adjusted, by changing the
design of the core, over a range from about 0.5 to 1.3. The regeneration rate is controlled by adjusting the
238 U content of the chain-reacting system until the probability of neutron capture in 238U is equal to R times
the probability of fission in the ensemble of transuranic atoms:
(2)

where Ni is the number density of atoms of transurlill;ic isotope i; the superscript 28 means 238U; crc and crr
are the neutron capture and fission cross sections; ' 1 is the average instantaneous flux to which atoms of
transuranic material i are exposed; and the integration is over the volume of the chain-reacting region. Using
the average capture and fission cross sections for the IFR fast spectrum (cr~ == 0.2, <cr'?'u> :::::: 1.3), the
required ratio of transuranic atoms to fertile 238U atoms in the working inventory is given by

8

JdV ~

N i - 0.2

JdV N 28

-

~8

1.3 ~u . R

(3)

Assuming that appropriate changes can be made to maintain control of criticality, the regeneration rate R can
be increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the ratio of 238U to transuranic mass. In this way the
global totality of IFR working inventories can be made to grow or diminish over the years in response to the
need for power production, while at the same time maintaining the mass in working inventory.

If the 238U is mixed intimately with the transuranics, the neutron will be captured in the chain-reacting
medium itself ( 8 s ~u), and the required 238U!fRU mass ratio for break-even regeneration (R = 1) will

f!
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be about 6 to 1. Alternatively, if the 238U is segregated from the transuranics and moved to a "blanket"
around the periphery of the core, the neutrons that would have been captured by 238 u in the chain-reacting
region leak to the surrounding blanket, to be captured there instead. In this case, ~ 8 < ? u and the mass
of 238U relative to the mass of transuranics will have to be greater than 6 to 1 in order to keep the
regeneration rate at unity. However, it need not increa8e in the same percentage as ~ 8 decreases, because
the strong probability of inelastic scattering in uranium causes the neutron spectrum to soften in the blanket,
8
and as a result the capture probability per 238 U atom increases (cr~ > 0.2), so that any given mass of
uranium is more efficiently converted to transuranics by placing it in a softer neutron spectrum (see Fig. 2).
The strategy of placing uranium in segregated blankets (which can be inside the core as well as peripheral)
has both advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side, segregated blankets can lead to a reduction in
the effective number, Y, of recycles and their associated cost. For example, if all uranium were placed in
blankets and they were recycled only half as often, then Y would be replaced by an effective value:

y

eff

=Y

TRU Mass
Y U 238 Mass
+--=---HM Mass
2 HM Mass

where HM means heavy metal (TRU + 238 U). Because the
6 to 1, this reduction is significant.

(4)
238

U mass exceeds that of the TRU by at least

As a second benefit of the segregation strategy, there is less radiation damage to the cladding in the transuranic containing fuel assemblies themselves as burnup proceeds. Since some of the 238 U has been removed
to the segregated blankets, the decreased dilution of the fissile transuranics by the fertile 238u allows the
desired volumetric power density (i.e., fission rate) to be maintained with a smaller neutron flux. The
reduced ratio of neutron fluence to fuel burnup means a higher burnup before the limiting neutron fluence
on the cladding is reached. Thus the discharge burnup for each cycle is greater, and fewer cycles are needed
for total consumption.
The disadvantage of the segregated blanket is that, because of the softer spectrum and lower flux, the total
number of fissions in the blanket is less, and the 238 U therefore contributes less to maintaining the neutron
balance. The reactivity loss with burnup is therefore larger for a comparable regeneration rate. As discussed
later in this chapter, the lower the reactivity change during a cycle, the easier it is to design for passive
safety.

Safeguards Considerations
As discussed in Chapters 7 and 12, the pyro-recycle process does not separate plutonium from higher
actinides, and necessarily leaves significant quantities of admixed uranium and fission products in the
transuranic recycle product. There remains the question of operating an IFR in a fissile material "production"
mode. If fresh 238U (e.g., depleted uranium from the large stockpile of enrichment tails from the production
of fuel for current reactors) were used in the blanket assemblies, the transuranics in the blankets, if
discharged after a relatively short irradiation, would be rich in 239Pu but poor in the heavy minor actinides
and the higher plutonium isotopes. Such material could be attractive for weapons use. This would be true
for any reactor (IFR or LWR); however, if such reactors were deployed under international safeguards (see
Chapter 12), diversion of any material would require abrogation of nonproliferation treaties, exclusion of
international inspectors, and transportation of the highly radioactive blanket assembly to an unsafeguarded
PUREX plant for chemical processing. Beyond that, two procedures, either or both of which can be part of
the IFR recycle process, would make it impossible to divert IFR material without deviating from standard
operations in a way that inspectors would easily detect:
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The uranium feeding into the IFR working inventory is expected to come mostly from fuel discharged from current-generation LWRs. That spent fuel, which contains 96% of its original actinides, is pyro reduced to co-deposit all the actinides (uranium and transuranic) as a commixed
product (see Chapter 7). This material will be highly radioactive. Or, if enrichment tails or natural
uranium were used, that feedstock could be denatured by blending it with several percent of highly
radioactive transuranics from recycled IFR fuel as the first step in fabricating the blanket assemblies.
The discharged blanket and core fuel assemblies would normally be cycled through the same
electrorefiner recycle equipment (see Chapter 7)-whose output is a convolution of all of its
previous input. This ensures that the minor-actinide-poor TRU from the blankets becomes
intimately mixed with minor-actinide-rich materials from core assemblies as the first step of recycle.
These steps would not only assure that plutonium-bearing material in the IFR working inventory is never low
in highly radioactive heavy minor actinides, but would also provide a way to enhance the content of heavy
minor actinides (principally curium) in the steady-state transuranic working inventory by emplacing some
transuranics in the softer neutron spectrum of the blanket, where they will more favorably be transmuted to
transuranics of higher mass.

RECYCLE OF WASTE FROM THE CURRENT GENERATION OF REACTORS
Discharged (spent) fuel from current-generation LWRs still retains about 96% of the uranium originally
loaded into the fuel, about 1% of the spent fuel is transuranics from exposing uranium to neutrons, and about
3% is fission products. This spent fuel constitutes a "waste" in the once-through cycle or after several mixed
uraniwn/plutonium (MOX) recycles in thermal reactors. Except for the fission products, spent LWR fuel
is already mined, refined, and available to the IFR. The payoff from interposing the IFR cycle is therefore
not only in extension of resources, but in management ofLWR waste as well. Instead of having that material
lying buried in a geological repository, the waste ultimately buried would be that from the IFR-i.e., solely
fission products, which, as observed above, present negligible long-term hazards.
Using LWR spent fuel as actinide feedstock for the IFR would be financially practical only if the cost of
converting it were less than both (a) the cost of its direct burial, and (b) the cost of alternative sources of
an actinide feed stream for the IFR. The pyroprocess for actinide recovery from spent LWR fuel, as discussed in Chapter 10, appears to meet these criteria; traditional PUREX-based recovery technology does not.
The criteria enumerated earlier for recycle of spent IFR fuel apply also to recycle of spent LWR fuel to the
IFR. The goal is complete extraction of commixed uranium and transuranics from the IFR feedstock, with
only fission products as waste destined for the repository. Carryover of fission products to the actinide
feedstock is acceptable. The relaxed requirement on purity of the actinide product permits the cost of
conversion to be lowered by replacing the complex PUREX method with a simpler pyrometallurgical process.
As with the pyro-recycle technology for IFR fuel, the pyro LWR recovery technology retains the material
in metallic form, avoiding dilute aqueous solutions and attendant small critical masses, and allowing use of
compact hot cells and equipment.

HEAr-TRANSPORT IMPLICAfiONS OF PASSIVE REMOVAL OF DECAY HEAr
Passive removal of decay heat requires balancing several functions. A heat removal channel must be
provided to carry the energy released in fission to the balance-of-plant (BOP) heat engine for conversion to
electricity. The fission reaction must be regulated to match the BOP power demand. A heat removal channel
must be provided to carry decay heat from the shut-down reactor to the ambient heat sink. Barriers must
be maintained (such as those provided by fuel cladding, reactor vessel, containment building, separation of
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primary and secondary heat-transfer circuits, and reactor shielding) to protect people from the radiation
emitted by the nuclear fuel. Maintenance of these engineering functions will be subject to all the normal
frailties and reversals of any human enterprise: Failure of equipment, human error, earthquakes, storms,
floods, etc.
The goal for the IFR is to have safety responses that passively maintain the integrity of the protective barriers
-a system that is highly tolerant of equipment failures, human errors, and the vicissitudes of nature. The
strategy is to use passive means such as natural convective flows to avoid generating energy inside these
barriers that exceeds the energy removal rate, thereby avoiding temperature, pressure, or chemical attack on
them. As little reliance as is practicable is placed on engineered features that require power supplies and
sensing and switching gear.
Passive means are used to remove decay heat from the core in the shutdown condition and to regulate power
in the operating range. The rationale that underlies these decisions is discussed in this chapter, first for
passive decay heat removal, then for passive self-regulation of power. The resulting robustness of the IFR
safety response, discussed in Chapter 4, has been demonstrated with the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR11) while it was operating as an IFR prototype (Fistedis, 1987).

Core Exit Temperature and the Rankine Steam Cycle Balance of Plant (BOP)
From the perspective of the overall power plant, the reactor is no more than a source of heat. The heat is
delivered at a temperature limited by the structural integrity of the heat source. Irrespective of the means
chosen to convert heat to work, the relevant thermodynamic considerations suggest several goals and
constraints:
For high thermodynamic conversion efficiency, the heat engine's working fluid should be as close
to the maximum temperature of the heat source as feasible, and the temperature of the heat source
should be as high as practicable.
After energy conversion, the balance-of-plant (BOP) working fluid should reject its remaining heat
at as low a temperature as feasible.
In any case, as small a temperature difference as possible should be devoted to heat transfer across
internal barriers.
In the case of the IFR, the critical component in determining the maximum temperature of the heat source
is the cladding, which has a limiting operating temperature of 550 to 600°C. (Available Rankine cycle
equipment is not limiting-it was developed for the very high temperatures in fossil-fuel burners, which run
hotter than the IFR.)
Despite its venerable age (it predates the 20th century physics of the IFR heat source), the Rankine steam
cycle coupled to an alternating-current generator is the heat engine of choice for transforming the energy of
nuclear bonds to the electromagnetic energy of alternating current-its conversion efficiency (32 to 42%),
achievable at reasonable cost in the temperature range. determined by the IFR materials, still outperforms
newer technologies. For the foreseeable future, IFR nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) will be designed
to supply heat to a Rankine cycle that employs steam at 11 to 14 MPa at temperatures up to the IFR cladding
limit of 550 to 600°C.
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The Primary Coolant
In current-generation water-cooled reactors coupled to a Rankine cycle, the desired high coolant temperature
at the reactor outlet dictates that the pressure in the reactor's primary cooling system must be in the range
of 7 to 14 MPa, in order to keep some water in the liquid phase. A high primary-system pressure, while
providing the benefit of heat transfer to liquid-phase coolant and thereby permitting relatively high power
density, gives rise to a serious disadvantage in striving for a passive safety response. If, as the result of a
fault, a breach were to occur at any location on the pressure boundary of the LWR's primary system, the
primary coolant would flash to steam; the potential for a "blowdown" that exhausts the primary system water
inventory presents the risk of losing the heat-transport fluid that is needed to carry decay heat to an ultimate
heat sink. Both high- and low-pressure injection systems are provided in LWRs to compensate for this risk.
The IFR approach is to keep all high-pressure fluids outside of all the barriers that separate the fuel and its
radiation from the ambient world at large. The primary reactor coolant operates at near ambient pressure.
The pressure difference between the ambient-pressure primary coolant and the 14-MPa Rankine steam cycle
must be maintained by solid pressure barriers (thermal-conduction heat exchangers) in the heat-transport
channel. The heat-transport path to the BOP is a chain of convective loops linked by conduction across
radiation- and pressure-separation barriers. Since the steam cycle is at high pressure, the goal of passive heat
removal implies that the decay heat channel must be independent of the steam cycle.
Table 2. Comparison of Reactor Coolants.

Sodium

NaK
Eutectic

Ordinary
Water

Carbon
Dioxide

0.7
300

0.7
300

14
300

2.0
300

880 (1 atm)
98

780 (1 atm)
-11

336
0

---

1.3

0.9

5.4

1.0

0.76
0.35

0.26
0.28

0.0007
0.09

0.004
0.03

0.5

1.7

0.7

0.003

0.5
Na 15 h;
1.38-, 2.75MeVy

0.1
15 h;
1.38-, 2.75MeV y; 42 K
12.4h; 1.5MeVy

Assumed heat-transfer
conditions
Pressure, MPa
Temperature, oc
Heat and mass transfer
properties
Boiling point, oc
Melting point, oc
Heat capacity,
J/g-oc
Thermal conductivity
W/cm-°C
Viscosity, MPa-s
Nuclear properties
Thermal microscopic
absorption cross
section, barns
Moderating ratio,

cr/,/cra
Induced activity

24

24Na

1

1.50

~ 7.3 s;
6-MeV y

200
7.3 s;
6-MeV y

16N
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Given the desire for a core outlet temperature dictated by the 600°C structural temperature limit, the liquid
metals are favored for primary coolant because they have low vapor pressure at that temperature and above,
and have boiling points at atmospheric pressure that lie several hundreds of °C above that temperature. Table
2 displays properties of several fluids used for reactor cooling.
In a fast neutron spectrum, neutron interaction probabilities are smaller than in a thermal one. Therefore, a
much higher density of fissile material is needed so as to favor interaction over leakage. A high fissile
density implies a high volumetric power density and an attendant low total mass of fissile material,
minimizing the associated financial carrying charges. The designer must accommodate both a high
volumetric rate of heat removal under operating conditions and a proportionate (but much lower) passive
removal rate for decay heat under shutdown conditions. These measures include:

•

Small-diameter pins, for a large heat transfer area per unit volume;
a working fluid that provides very efficient transfer of heat (a large local film heat-transfer
coefficient); and
a large coolant-temperature rise across the core to keep the flow rate low, so as to avoid a large
pressure drop in the finely subdivided pin bundle.

When combined with the need for low neutron moderation and low neutron-absorption cross section, the
winning candidate among the liquid metals turns out to be sodium (Gilliland et al., 1949). Sodium is
chemically compatible with the cladding and with the fuel material itself, and does not react to release
chemical energy from fuel-coolant interaction nor to create low-density interaction products that could choke
off the flow and exacerbate what starts out as a random pinhole breach in cladding. Its chemical activity
serves as a getter for any oxygen that may enter the vessel, thereby preventing that oxygen from attacking
the structural integrity of the vessel and internals. Also, because of its chemical activity, it partially captures
any iodine released in the event of cladding rupture, tying it up as nonvolatile sodium iodide and thereby
attenuating one of the larger fission-product contributions to the radioactivity source term (Marchaterre and
Spencer, 1986).
Along with these advantages come several disadvantages that are associated with the chemical reactivity of
sodium. The sodium must be kept covered by inert gas, the most significant consequence of which is the
need to conduct refueling operations remotely in a sealed vessel; this dictates that the refueling tools must
be positioned remotely, with high precision, in a hostile environment (Koch et al., 1958).
The tradeoffs mentioned above were made consciously in the earliest stage of fast reactor development, and
the rationale for selecting sodium as the primary coolant was clearly recognized by the pioneering reactor
designers who made the selection some forty years ago (Dietrich and Zinn, 1958).

Layout of the Primarv Heat-transport Loop
The first heat-transport link in the sequence of convective loops removes heat from the surface of the fuel
cladding (the first of the radiation separation barriers) and carries it to the second of the heat-transport
interfaces (the intermediate heat exchanger, [IHX]), which is part of the second radiation separation barrier,
the reactor envelope.
Because sodium is chemically active, leaks in valves and piping would lead to burning in air. Moreover,
because the sodium becomes activated as it is pumped through the core e~a has a 15-h half life), its
pipeways require shielding. Both are serious issues for operations, and for these two reasons, all primary
coolant in the IFR concept is retained within a large top-entry tank, and the IHX is immersed in this tank
(along with the reactor core) in such a way that walls of the IHX tubes are topological extensions of the tank
separation barrier (Koch et al., 1958).
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Fig. 3. Reactor Tank Layout and Connection to Balance of Plant (BOP)
(taken from Koch et al., 1958).

Since the operating pressure is atmospheric, the tank walls need not be thick-12 to 25 mm stainless steel
is sufficient. Figure 3 shows the layout of the primary convective cooling loop for an IFR reactor. It has
these features:

All primary sodium is held in the tank.
•

•

A convective loop of primary sodium carries the heat from the fuel cladding in the core to the IHX
tubewalls, which are topological extensions of the interior surface of the tank (one of the separation
barriers).
In the IHX, the power is thermally conducted across that barrier to the secondary heat-transport
loop.
The primary sodium is impelled around the primary loop by a pump that raises the pressure in the
inlet plenum to 0 to 0.5 MPa above ambient; the pressure drop across the core then brings the
pressure back to ambient. (The velocity in the core is -9 rnls, the hydraulic diameter in the pinbundle flow channels is about 3 nun, and the length of the fuel assemblies is about 4 m, of which
only a meter contains fuel and the rest contains shielding and fission-gas plenwns.)
The coolant temperature rise across the core is large (-150°C), which limits both the flow velocity
required and the surface area required in the intermediate heat exchanger.
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Decay-Heat Transport Channel
The primary convective heat-transport loop through the core, into the tank, and back to the core inlet is also
the first link in a separate chain of convective loops for passive removal of decay heat. Even though the
primary convective loop relies on forced circulation to achieve the required mass and energy fluxes at
operating power, this loop handles much smaller decay heat loads under passive natural circulation.
Immediately after shutdown, the decay heat level is 5% of full power, but within several days it has decayed
to a few tenths of 1%. The decay heat removal channel can be sized for the longer term requirement (less
than 0.5% provided that the thermal mass of the primary heat-transport loop-including all sodium, core,
and support structures inside the primary tank-is large enough to absorb and store safely the excess energy
that is released before the rate of heat generation comes down to the capacity of the channel.
Natural circulation is facilitated by:
A layout of equipment that places thermal centers so as to drive natural circulation (as illustrated
in Fig. 3),
a loop that has a low pressure drop, and
heat-transfer surface areas in the fuel pin bundles that permit the heat to be removed even under the
lower values of the film coefficient of heat transfer that come with reduced flow velocities.
The remaining links in the channel for passive removal of decay heat are discussed in Chapter 4. The main
points are that all links of the chain are at ambient pressure, all are natural-convection loops, and the decay
heat removal path is completely independent of equipment and structures in the balance of plant (BOP), so
that those structures are burdened with no safety functions pertaining to dissipation of decay heat. This not
only removes the opportunity for steam blowdown or failure of the feedwater pump to prevent effective
removal of decay heat, but also offers the possibility to reduce the cost of BOP equipment and structures.

CORE-CONFIGURATION IMPLICATIONS OF PASSIVE REGULATION OF POWER
To relieve the BOP equipment and structures from the burden of safety functions altogether, the passive
safety approach requires not only passive removal of decay heat independent of BOP under shutdown
conditions, but also passive means to keep the reactor power in balance with its heat sink (heat removal
across the IHX tubewalls) even if accidents in the BOP cause anomalous changes in the heat it demands.

Time Constants Relevant to Power Regulation
Electrical power demand typically has a twenty four hour cycle. The time constants of the power-change
demand that the BOP equipment communicates to the reactor, filtered by the heat capacity of an IFR system,
are on the order of tens of minutes. Under certain accident conditions, however, the changes on the BOP
side are much more rapid than that-e.g., upon turbine trip, blowdown of the BOP steam system, or failure
of the feedwater pump. An IFR core still responds with a time constant of ten minutes or more, because of
the large heat capacity of the bulk sodium in the tank. This buffering action prevents excessive thermal
stresses by limiting the rate of change of temperature.
Within an IFR core itself, the thermal time constants of the coolant and structures range from a tenth of a
second to several minutes. Heat moves out of the fuel to the coolant in a few tenths of a second, the coolant
traverses the core about as fast, thermal expansion of fuel assemblies takes 5 seconds or so, and thermal
expansion or contraction of core-support structures takes one or two minutes.
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On the neutronic level, the time constant for regenerating neutrons in the fission chain is governed by delayed
neutrons, with a time constant of about one third of a second. Changes in reactor power are determined by
changes in relative production and destruction of neutrons from one fission generation to the next. The
difference between production and destruction rates is called "reactivity." If reactivity exceeds zero, power
will grow with each generation; if it is exactly zero, power will hold constant; and if it is negative, power
will diminish.
Reactivity Amplitudes Relevant to Power Regulation
The change in reactivity is manually or automatically controlled by adjusting the position of neutronabsorbing control rods in the reactor core. However, reactivity is also affected by changes in the temperature
of the chain-reacting medium itself, because temperature affects the probability of fission and neutron capture
in the materials, and, through thermal expansion and contraction of the structural materials, by changes in
the neutron leakage probability.
Leakage-related feedbacks are much stronger in a fast reactor than they are in a thermal reactor; the neutron
interaction probabilities are small, and neutrons in a fast reactor typically travel tens of centimeters (compared
with fractions of a centimeter in LWRs) between birth and subsequent capture. The core dimensions are also
small, so that a large fraction of neutrons are hom within a migration distance of the boundary, and thus
many leak from the reactor. Because of this, leakage changes induced by thermal expansion and contraction
are large enough to provide a basis for passive self-regulation of power (Wade and Fujita, 1989), (Moran,
1988). Power mismatches will lead to temperature changes that, if within safe bounds, can be exploited to
cause the power to correct itself through passive feedback of reactivity. For example, when the heat sink
diminishes, the temperature rises, and thermal expansion of core structures increases neutron leakage; the
reactivity therefore decreases, and the power reduces until it matches the heat sink, and temperatures rise no
further.
Mismatches in the time constants are handled by making the heat capacities of the core and coolant loops
large enough that they safely buffer small or temporary mismatches between heat generation and heat
removal by storing and releasing the required energy with acceptable temperature swings.

Physics of Self-regulation
In any practical nuclear power system, the first line of defense against major upsets is a highly reliable and
fail-safe "scram" system. The IFR goal is to make passive regulation of power strong enough to compensate
for operator errors or equipment faults in the BOP, even if the scram system malfunctions. The rationale
that yields guidelines for self regulation are outlined next (Wade and Chang, 1988).
The temperatures and therefore the temperature-dependent geometry of the materials comprising the reactor
core can be influenced by events initiated outside the primary coolant tank only through changes in primarycoolant pumping power, primary-coolant inlet temperature, or control-rod position. These may be viewed
as three channels of "information" flowing inward across the tank separation barrier. Changes or accidents
in the external heat-transport and removal system can influence the condition of the core through the coolant
inlet temperature-i.e., through the rate of heat removal across the IHX tubewalls.
Seismically induced body forces constitute a fourth input channel that can affect geometry, but for this simple
analysis we assume that the reactivity consequences of such events can always be represented by an
equivalent change in control-rod position. See Chapters 3 and 4 for a discussion of seismic isolation-a
feature that puts a filter in this fourth information channel.
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Given the limited ways in which the temperature and geometry of the chain-reacting medium can be influenced by what happens outside the tank, it is useful to write a quasi-static balance for the reactivity as:

0

= .tlppower

+ LlPflow + LlPtemp + LlPexternal

(5)

The time constants of heat-flow changes, temperature-induced geometry changes, and delayed neutrons are
in the range of one-half second to several minutes. For transients that are slow compared with this, most
feedbacks are linear, permitting Eq. 5 to be represented as:

0

= .tlp = (P - l)A

+ (P/F - l)B + ()Tine + LlPext ,

(6)

where

P,F

power and coolant flow, normalized respectively to full power and full flow,
change from normal coolant inlet temperature,
reactivity change caused by externally imposed changes in control-rod position,
integral reactivity parameters that derive from the physical phenomena of temperature and
structural changes discussed above, and that can be measured in the operating plant via
perturbations introduced through the communication paths:

A

net power reactivity decrement,

B

power/flow coefficient of reactivity,

(A+B)

c

reactivity decrement experienced in going to full power and flow from zero-power
isothermal at coolant inlet temperature, and
inlet temperature coefficient of reactivity.

Since A, B, and C can be measured in terms of controllable external perturbations, LlPext> F, and ()Tin• it is
not necessary to predict their values from flrst principles. Eq. 6 can be solved for the new asymptotic power
level after passive self-adjustment to a new set of externally controlled conditions: Coolant flow F, inlet
temperature ()Tin• and externally induced reactivity LlPexr
This representation, based on a linear, quasi-steady-state reactivity balance, is too coarse a predictive tool for
safety analysis, but it provides a conceptual framework for guiding the core design.
Bounding asymptotic power changes can be estimated for the flve characteristic external step changes (taken
one at a time) that could transmit perturbations to the reactor through the three communication channels.
Since none of these is of concern if the automatic scram system works, only those conditions where all active
control systems also fail are considered.

l.

Events induced by the primary pump (change in the coolant-flow information channel):
Loss of flow without scram (LOF-WS);
pump overspeed to its cavitation limit.

2.

Events induced by control-rod motion (changes in the external reactivity-information channel):
Control-rod-runout transient overpower without scram (TOP-WS).

3.

BOP-induced events (changes in the coolant inlet temperature information channel)
Loss of heat sink without scram (LOHS-WS);
sodium chilled to its freezing point at the inlet.
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When Eq. 6 is solved in response to these five perturbations, it is found that the asymptotic change in power
and the resulting asymptotic change in core outlet temperature are always determined by three dimensionless
ratios among the integral reactivity parameters: AlB, CL:.TJB; and l1Pr0pl8, where t:.Tc is the rise in the
temperature of the coolant as it traverses the core. The reactivity vested in a single control rod is given by:

l1ProP = BOEC hot exce~ reactivity x (first rod out interaction factor).
number of operational rods

(7)

Here
BOEC = "beginning of equilibrium cycle," and
hot excess reactivity

= (burnup control swing) + (excess to cover uncertainties).

(8)

Table 3 displays the asymptotic increase in outlet temperature (expressed in units of full-power, steady-state
coolant temperature rise, l1TJ as a function of the ratios AlB, Ct.TJB, and l1Pr0pl8.
IFR cores are designed with a coolant outlet temperature of about 500°C and a nominal core temperature rise,

t:.T c• of about 150°C; thus an outlet temperature margin of-3'ht:.Tc exists to sodium coolant boiling and, for
long-term exposure, a margin of - 1'ht:.Tc exists to structural damage. These margins are several hundred

co.

Given the very large margins between operating point and safety limits, it is possible to identify and achieve
reactivity feedback ratios that are sufficient to assure plissive self-regulation of power within nondamaging
temperature limits. Specifically, perturbations of the reactor initiated one at a time (the "open loop" case)
through the three communication paths to the reactor, will lead to acceptable asymptotic core-outlet
temperatures if the following ranges for the measurable integral reactivity parameters are met:
AIB~l ,

(9)

Under these conditions, the increase in the coolant outlet temperature above its normal full-power, full-flow
condition never exceeds one l1T c• and neither cladding failure, coolant boiling, nor damage to the structure
supporting the core will occur-even if control rods fail to scram. The maximum tolerable increase in the
core outlet temperature of the coolant is robust with respect to variations in the underlying physical reactivity
feedbacks that combine to yield the integral parameters A. B, and C, because any given feedback coefficient
contributes to both numerator and denominator in the expressions of Eq. 9 (Wade, 1989).
When the criteria of Eq. 9 are met, the core will passively regulate its own asymptotic power over a
reasonable range of perturbations, to maintain balance with the available heat-removal capability.

Core Design to Promote Passive Regulation
The values of the reactivity feedback ratios AlB, Ct:.TJB, and l1Prop/B are determined by the design of the
core. The physical meanings of the design criteria in Eq. 9 are more easily understood if B is regarded as
the reactivity increment attributable to the rise in the coolant temperature across the core, A as the reactivity
increment from a rise in the fuel's temperature with respect to the coolant, C as the inlet coolant temperature
coefficient of reactivity, and 6Pfop as the reactivity vested in (one of) the control rods that may be used to
compensate for fuel burnup reactivity effects. Since 6Pfop is small for cores with a high internal conversion
ratio, the reactivity swing as burnup proceeds will be small, permitting the control rods to have a burnupcompensation reactivity worth that is relatively small compared with the reactivity swing caused by
anticipated changes in the inlet temperature of the coolant-i.e.,

w

0

Table 3. Quasi-Static Reactivity Balance Results for Unprotected Accidents (from Wade and Chang, 1988).
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(10)

Furthermore, the core is designed so that the reactivity vested in coolant temperature changes dominates that
vested in fuel temperature changes; i.e.,
AIB<1.

(11)

In brief, a core should be designed so that changes in coolant temperature rise have a larger reactivity effect
than burnup or changes in fuel temperature.
The three integral reactivity parameters, A, B, and C, and the TOP initiator L\pTOP (Eq. 7) are closely interrelated-any core-design choice affecting one affects the values of all the others. As a result, achieving
passive self-regulation as specified in Eq. 9 (small A and L\pTOP• large B and C) requires a global coredesign strategy. Some factors are already fixed by considerations outside the core design (e.g., coolanttemperature rise).
Even with the necessary compromises, the use of metallic fuel for the IFR gives the designer considerable
flexibility to adjust core geometry and composition to optimize passive self-regulation. Broadly, A, the
reactivity vested in the fuel temperature rise relative to coolant, is kept small by having the operating
temperature of the fuel only 100 to 200°C above that of the coolant (exploiting the metal alloy's high thermal
conductivity). The reactivity L\piOP vested in control rods is kept small by designing a core that has a high
conversion ratio (rate at which 23 U is converted to 239Pu) in the core itself rather than in peripheral blankets
-a strategy made possible by the hard neutron spectrum and high fuel density achievable with metal fuel.
Band C (the reactivity vested in changes in coolant temperature and in changes in neutron leakage caused
by thermal expansion) can be made large by using a core whose axial dimension is only a few neutron
migration lengths-to enhance axial neutron leakage (exploiting the long paths of the fast neutrons). When
designs are guided by the criteria of Eq. 9, it is found, as shown in Chapter 4, that they do indeed achieve
passive self regulation of power.

CORE DESIGN SENSITIVITIES
The preceding discussion stresses a design strategy that is largely independent of the particulars of the core
design. There are enough parameters to permit adjustment of the regeneration ratio Rover a range from about
0.5 to 1.3. Self-regulation and safety response are harder to generalize, in that they might be expected to
be strongly affected by core size and regeneration ratio. In fact, the safety response is only moderately
sensitive to these factors (Wade and Fujita, 1988). To illustrate the range of available IFR core designs, we
present two comparisons, varying core size (power rating) in one and regeneration ratio in the other.

Designs at Heat Ratings from 900 to 3500 MWt
For this overview, performance characteristics are displayed at three heat ratings:
A modular core with a heat rating of 900 MWt (340 MWe),
a mid-size core with a heat rating of 1575 MWt (600 MWe), and
a large core with a heat rating of 3500 MWt (1350 MWe).
In all three of these designs, as in the ALMR designs discussed in Chapter 3 (Berglund et al., 1991; Quinn
et al., 1993), ducted hexagonal assemblies are used for driver and blanket, and the fuel pins are closely
packed in a triangular pitch with wire-wrap spacers. Each assembly is orificed for the desired allocation of
coolant flow, with no assembly-to-assembly crossflow. A driver assembly contains 271 pins that have an
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outer diameter of 7.2 mm, and a blanket assembly holds 169 pins with an outer diameter of 10 mm. The
assembly lattice has a pitch of 155 mm, with an assembly duct wall3.5 mm thick and an interassembly gap
of 4.5 mm. The resulting fuel volume fractions are 38.5% in the drivers and 50.2% in the blankets. Lowswelling ferritic stainless steel, HT9, is used for fuel cladding and assembly ducts. The assembly design is
described in more detail in Khalil and Hill (1991), where the 900-MWt design is discussed.
Because the three cores utilize identical fuel pin designs, they operate at similar average power densities
(average in the driver of roughly 350 MW/m3). They also utilize similar active fuel heights (roughly a
meter). For a typical ATe (roughly 150°C), the required coolant flow rate for such assemblies leads to a
system pressure drop of about 0. 7 MPa.
Each of the designs has a tightly coupled, radially heterogeneous core (alternating rings of driver and blanket
assemblies) to enhance internal conversion; this minimizes the bumup reactivity losses, as explained above.
For the larger cores, the active volume is increased by adding additional rows of fuel assemblies at the
periphery (see Figs. 4 through 6), but the core height is kept near 1 m to promote leakage-related passive
reactivity feedbacks.
The layout of the 900-MWt core is shown in Fig. 4. It contains 96 driver and 94 blanket assemblies; of the
latter, 46 are internal and 48 are at the radial periphery. This design was developed as part of a sodium void
worth study (Khalil and Hill, 1991); its safety performance is evaluated in Pizzica et al. (1992) and Wigeland
et al. (1994).
The 1575-Mwt core, shown in Fig. 5, utilizes 162 drivers, 79 internal blankets, and 60 radial blankets. This
design was developed as a high-internal-conversion alternative at the 600 Mwe size (Hill, 1991).
The 3500-MWt design is composed of 396 drivers and 163 internal and 90 radial blankets, as shown in Fig.
6. This design was developed as part of a joint U.S./European study of large metal and oxide fast reactor
designs (Fujita and Wade, 1990); the favorable passive safety responses of the 3500 MWt metal design are
described in Cahalan et al. (1990) and Royl et al. (1990).
Each of the cores operates on a one-year refueling cycle. For the 900- and 1575-MWt designs, one fourth
of the core is replaced each cycle; for the 3500-MWt, one third.
The overall dimensions, mass-flow characteristics, nuclear performance, and global safety parameters of the
three size options are compared in Table 4. As shown in Table 4, the required heavy-metal mass-flow rates
are roughly proportional to the power rating; however, the specific fissile inventory requirement (kg
fissile/MWt) decreases with larger core configurations because there is less neutron leakage. Thus the
required driver fuel enrichment decreases from 22.4% TRU/alloy for the 900-MWt core to 17.3% TRU/alloy
for the 3500-MWt core. Per unit power rating, the required fissile inventory and its financial carrying
charges are lower for the larger units.
All designs operate at a fuel pin peak linear power of roughly 46 W/mm for the drivers and 52 W/mm for
the blankets. Because of its lower bumup, higher melting temperature, and higher thermal conductivity, the
binary U/Zr-alloy blanket fuel can accommodate higher power densities than the ternary Pu!U/Zr driver fuel.
Estimates of the bumup that can be reached while maintaining adequate performance of all components are
based on experimental data generated in the IFR fuels testing program (see Chapter 5); current data indicate
that peak bumups of at least 150 MWdlkg are achievable. Because of its superior tolerance of irradiation,
HT9 ferritic steel is the preferred structural material; in current design studies, the peak fast fluence is taken
to be 3.6 x 1023 nlcm2, although recent experimental data indicate that it takes appreciably higher fluence
than that to create significant swelling.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, reduced enrichment leads to improved thermal performance of the fuel (higher
melting temperature and larger thermal conductivity); however, the reduced enrichment (at a constant power
density) also implies a higher neutron flux level at given volumetric power density, increasing the radiation
damage to the cladding. For these performance limits, residence time is constrained by the burnup limit in
small cores (900-MWt design), and by the fluence limit in larger cores (1575- and 3500-MWt designs).
All three core designs are slightly more than "fissile self-sufficient." (The particular designs shown actually
would have a regeneration ratio R as high as 1.13, so further optimization would be required for them to be
just fissile self-sufficient.) Efficient internal conversion leads to minimal reactivity loss with burnup over
the refueling cycle. The 1575- and 3500-MWt designs are calculated to gain 1 to 2$ (0.26 to 0.62% h.K)
during a 1 y cycle, but the gain would be less when the design is adjusted to lower R to 1.0.
Several important safety parameters are compared in Table 4. The delayed-neutron fraction is roughly 0.0035
in all cases. The integral reactivity parameters (as defined in the previous section) have also been calculated.
The power reactivity decrement A increases slowly as core size increases, going from -15 to -18¢ The
power/flow coefficient B slowly diminishes as the size increases, going from -37 to -29¢, and the inlet
temperature coefficient changes from -0.27 to -0.20 ¢JOC. The passive self-regulation criteria given in Eq.
9 are met for all three core designs-with larger margins for smaller cores. The sodium-void worth increases
from 5$ in the 900-MWt design to 7$ in the 3500-MWt design, because of the decreased neutron leakage.
The passive safety performance of the 900- and 3500-MWt cores is evaluated in detail in Pizzica et a/.
(1992), Cahalan eta/. (1990), and Royl et al. (1990), and is discussed in Chapter 4. Favorable passive
behavior is achievable for all sizes within this range and is relatively insensitive to the power rating of the
core when similar design criteria are employed.

Regeneration Ratio Sensitivitv
Cores that are net consumers of transuranics (R < 1) have been developed (Hill et al., 1990). In this section,
a typical IFR core designed to be a net consumer of plutonium is described, to indicate how it differs in
design and performance from fissile self-sufficient designs.
The rate at which transuranics are consumed is fixed by the heat rating of the core (200 MeV/fission implies
1 g consumed per MWt-day). Net consumption oftransuranics therefore is achieved by reducing the transuranics production rate. Production of transuranics can be reduced by eliminating fertile material (removing
238 u blanket assemblies) and by altering the neutron balance (by increasing the probability of leakage or
parasitic capture) so that fewer neutrons are available for capture by 238U. Depending on how the poorer
neutron economy is achieved, it may lead to an increase in required fissile loading (kglk:W); however, if the
reactor is being operated as a net consumer, excess fissile is viewed as waste, so financial carrying charges
for the extra fissile material in the core could be low or even negative.
A candidate 1575-MWt annular homogeneous burner design employing both techniques for reducing production oftransuranics has been developed by Hill (1991); it achieves a transuranic regeneration rateR of about
0.53. The core layout is shown in Fig. 7 and the performance characteristics are summarized in the last
column of Table 4.
The consuming core is pancaked, with a short active core height, 45 em, to increase axial leakage, while a
central absorber region flattens the radial power profile without radial enrichment zoning and enhances radial
leakage. This homogeneous, high-leakage configuration results in the low conversion ratio, allowing a net
destruction of234 kg oftransuranics per year. The high leakage increases the enrichment required to 23.2%
TRU/alloy, as compared to 19.1% TRU/alloy in the heterogeneous fissile self-sufficient design of the same
heat rating. The reduced internal conversion also leads to a large increase in the burnup reactivity loss, from
near zero for the break-even design to 5.5% h.k (15.7$) for the consumer. This implies that significant
excess reactivity must be built into the fissile loading at the beginning of each cycle, and must be
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Table 4. Comparison of Performance of Four Core-design Options
Configuration
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Power, MWt

900

1575

3500

1575

Height, m

0.97

0.97

0.91

0.45

Diameter, m *

3.35

3.96

5.44

4.85

80

85

80

85

4

4

3

3

Mass Flow Rates, kg/y
Transuranic (TRU) Feed
Heavy Metal (HM) Feed
Net TRU Destruction

487
5390
-47

772
7478
-84

1956
18120
-170

1492
5790
234

Driver Feed Enrichment, wt% TRU in alloy

22.4

19.1

17.3

23.2

Regeneration Rate, R

1.13

1.13

1.13

0.53

Burnup Reactivity Loss, o/ollk

0.13

-0.26

-0.62

5.5

47
47

43
52

46
51

50

Peak Power Density, MW/m3

618

562

596

648

Average Discharge bumup, MWd/kg
Driver
Blanket

102
29

106
36

82
25

83

Peak Discharge bumup, MWd/kg
Driver
Blanket

148
49

142
51

114
40

119

3.43

3.65

3.10

2.96

3.53E-3

3.53E-3

3.52E-3

3.47E-3

A, power/flow reactivity decrement, ¢

-15

-16

-18

-4.5

B, power/flow coefficient, ¢

-37

-34

-29

-61

-0.27

-0.24

-0.20

-0.46

4.96

6 (est)

7.29

0.16

Capacity Factor, %
Driver Residence time, y

Peak Linear Power, w/mm
Core
Blanket

Peak Fast Fluence, 1023 n/cm2
Delayed Neutron Fraction

C, inlet temperature coefficient, ¢/°C
Sodium-void Worth, $

*Maximum distance from outer edge to opposite edge.
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compensated by poison control rods during normal operation. Thus, control-rod-motion accident scenarios
are more severe for this design. On the other hand, the increased neutron-leakage probability strongly
reduces the sodium-void worth, to a near-negative value, and generally strengthens the passive reactivity
feedback parameters.
The overall safety performance tradeoffs of high-leakage cores vis-a-vis fissile self-sufficient cores is
discussed in Chapter 4. In Chang et al. (1991), the passive behavior of this particular burner in transients
is shown to be similar to fissile self-sufficient systems for double-fault accident scenarios.

WASTE STREAMS
Nuclear waste products that cannot be usefully recycled are destined ultimately for a geological repository.
The ecological impacts of waste management are an important element of any large-scale energy source, and
the objective of total fission consumption of uranium in the IFR is motivated not only by economics but also
by the desire to conserve energy resources and to minimize the ecological impact of the deployment of the
IFR fuel cycle. A third goal is to make the IFR waste legacy useless for weapons proliferation. The recycle
technology for achieving those goals is discussed in Chapter 8.
Risks from Geological Emplacement of Nuclear Wastes
Three generic issues arise relative to any geologic disposal of nuclear wastes:
Proliferation. At some future time, the fissile material consigned to waste might be recovered for
manufacture of nuclear weapons.
Criticality risk At some future time, the geometry and environment of the emplaced materials
could change and lead to a critical chain reaction that would create additional radioactive fission
products.
Radiotoxicity risk At some future time, the radioactive fission products and actinides might escape
to the biosphere, where they might find their way to then-living humans and damage their health.

Each risk is comprised of two factors: First, the existence of the hazardous waste material itself, and second,
the probability, given the hazard, that the waste will enter the biosphere. When hazardous waste materials
are emplaced in a repository, nested barriers are put in place to reduce the risk of their return to the
biosphere. There are barriers to contain the hazardous materials and confine them to a specified geometry,
and barriers that render unlikely the intrusion of man or nature. For example:
The repository will be located in a geological area known to have been stable for a very long time,
the materials will be emplaced in nested canisters and engineered structures designed to retain their
geometry (e.g., prevent leaching) for hundreds of years, and
the repository will eventually be sealed to deter purposeful access and posted to warn against
inadvertent access.
Analytical models are used in an attempt to predict the consequences of a set of postulated future
degradations of the barriers (natural and societal) over 10,000 years or longer. Any particular class of risk
R(t) at some future time is the sum of risks R;(t) fi;om individual isotopes i; each R;(t) is in turn expressed
in terms of the properties of the nested barriers, {K1('t), i=l,2 ... },convoluted over the time interval between
emplacement of the hazard and the future time of interest. For example, human cancer risk deriving from
escape of radiotoxic material from the repository, including pathways of migration through degraded barriers
and into human organs, can be modeled as:
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(12)

which is a convolution of the emplaced hazard [the isotopic mass Si(•)] times isotope-dependent kernels for
transmutation, dissolution, percolation, uptake in the biosphere, transfer to humans, transfer to organ, and
damage to organ. The convolution of kernels models the probability of return to the biosphere, given the
existence of the hazardous material in the repository. A similar risk model can be developed for criticality,
whereas for diversion, representation as an event tree is more natural.
Many of the actinides (uranium plus transuranics) decay extremely slowly, so that if spent fuel (as from the
current LWR once-through cycle) is treated as nuclear waste and consigned to the repository, the actinides
contained therein will constitute a hazard for proliferation, criticality, and radiotoxicity for many thousands
of years. The natural and societal barriers that contain the hazard will unavoidably degrade with time;
reconfiguration and escape of the emplaced materials will occur slowly over geological time scales in
response to the deterioration both of the barriers and of the material itself under the relentless action of
natural forces. Also, abrupt relocation could be caused by human intrusion or seismic activity.
These changes are meant to be represented by the kernels K/ , but two generic sources of uncertainty render
the predictions of future risk uncertain. First, the set of postulated intrusions incorporated into the model
of Eq. 5 is finite and therefore incomplete, so the model may or may not encompass. what the future actually
holds. Second, even given the selected scenarios, the parameters in the kernels Kj'(•) that characterize the
physical behavior of the barriers, transport, and uptake are often not known with precision. Uncertainties
of the second type can be propagated through formal methods, and the perceptions of risk will be influenced
not only by the best estimate of the nominal risk, but also by uncertainties in estimating potential interactions
among kernels. Uncertainties of the first kind are judgement calls, and no more than that. Thus, as the term
"risk" implies, predictions of the future over geological time scales are based on highly uncertain
probabilities.
While the risks are finite, scientific evaluations show them to be quite small. Nevertheless, the unavoidable
uncertainties in predicting the future over geologic time scales, and fear of radioactive hazards of any
magnitude, have given rise in the U.S. to political difficulties in finding acceptable sites for geologic
repositories.

Total Fission Consumption of Actinides to Eliminate Criticality and Proliferation Risk
For spent fuel disposed of as waste, as proposed for the current LWR once-through fuel cycle, the
radioactivity of the short-lived fission products that inhibits easy access to the actinides will fall below the
self-protecting limit (defined to be I Svlh at 1 m [DOE, 1993]) within a few hundred years. Perpetual
safeguards are therefore required (Pillay et al., 1993).
A waste repository filled with transuranics from LWR spent fuel will contain many critical masses of fissile
material in a highly undermoderated state, and these masses persist for hundreds of thousands of years. On
such time scales, the potential for spatial and compositional reconfiguration (such as preferential leaching)
cannot be foreclosed. Relocations that either mingle the transuranics with water or mingle the contents of
several originally separate canisters renders the fissile materials more reactive, exacerbating the risk of
gradually reaching nuclear criticality.
The absence of actinides from IFR waste eliminates their contribution to the hazard term S in Eq. 5, and
therefore eliminates their proliferation and criticality risks. The long-lived fission products will of course
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exist for a long time, but can never be a proliferation or criticality threat, and their radioactivity level is very
low. The short-lived fission products never constitute a criticality or diversion hazard. By excluding transuranics from waste and returning them to power-producing IFR working inventories, the task of managing
the risks of proliferation and release of radiotoxic materials is transferred from future generations back to
the generation that is receiving the energy benefit But, because there is a benefit, both an incentive and a
revenue stream exist to support proper safeguards against diversion and safety features against accidental
criticality and dispersion.

Reduction of Radiotoxicity Risk
The rationale for minimizing and preparing for the radiotoxicity risk associated with IFR wastes is similarly
straightforward: the hazard is reduced by eliminating the transuranics from the waste. The uncertainties are
lessened by dramatically shortening the time span over which incremental hazards from power production
exist In terms of Eq. 5, the hazard Si is effectively zero for nearly all long lived isotopes (>500 years).
The pyro-recycle technology is designed to discharge less than one part per thousand of the recycled transuranic fuel into the waste destined for the repository (see Chapters 7 and 8), virtually eliminating the actinide
contribution to long-term hazard. Since the IFR waste effectively contains only fission-product activity, the
net radiotoxicity hazard that flows to the earth's crust is comprised only of that from the short-lived fission
products. But the radiotoxicity hazard from short-lived fission products decays to below that of the longlived fission products within 500 years-a time span comparable to demonstrated lifetimes of human
engineering achievements like cathedrals, signage achievements like tombstones, and societal institutions like
universities, libraries, and ecclesiastical orders. Sequestering the radiotoxicity hazard of the short-lived
fission products in a geological repository for 500 years would appear to be well within the realm of
demonstrated human achievement
The hazard of the long-lived fission products from total fission consumption of uranium ore is broadly
comparable with that of the radioactivity that was removed from the earth when the ore was mined
(Sekimoto, 1994), so that the net ecological impact of this exchange of materials (fission products for ore)
is essentially zero. In fact, the transport and uptake of radiotoxicity from the ore is due mostly to radon and
its daughters, so its probability of human uptake may exceed that of the technetium and iodine in long-lived
fission products.

DECAY TIME, y

Fig. 8. Toxicity Flows for Recycle with Conversion Ratio 0.5.

Figure 8 illustrates the waste
management implications of
interposing a fast burner reactor
between the LWR once-through
cycle and a geologic repository.
Instead of being sent to a repository, the LWR once-through fuel
is pyroprocessed to recover the
actinides, which are used as
feedstock for the fast-burner
reactor operating in a closed fuel
cycle. As shown in the colwnn
for the burner core in Table 4,
234 kg of transuranics per year,
along with associated uranium,
will be extracted from spent
LWR fuel; the remainder of the
feed needed for each annual re-
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load of the fast burner is what is recovered in the fast-recycle step. The annual inflow of radiotoxicity to
the fast cycle is thus what is in the 234 kg of transuranics plus associated uranium and fission products. The
annual outflow of radiotoxicity from the fast cycle is what is associated with the fission products from one
year of energy generation plus the 0.1% of transuranics lost to the waste stream during recycle.
The resulting flow of radiotoxicity to the repository, then, consists of the fast-cycle waste stream plus fission
products from the LWR spent fuel. The toxicity of this combination is approximately half of what would
be associated with simply sending the LWR spent fuel, with its actinide content, directly to the repository
(the t=O point in Fig. 8). More important, 500 years after discharge the net radiotoxicity in the repository
is cut by a factor of 100. Figure 9 reveals the reason: the radiotoxicity of the inflow from LWR spent fuel
is dominated by transuranics that would persist for thousands of years should they be sent to the repository,
but in the fast-burner cycle they are recycled for conversion to fission products, and the toxicity of the fastcycle waste stream is dominated by short-lived fission products that decay to negligible levels within 500
years.

POWER PLANT ECONOMICS
Historically, cost studies of fast reactor power plants have shown the projected capital cost of a commercial
fast reactor nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) to be around 40% greater than for an LWR of similar heat
rating. Those cost estimates apply for traditional oxide fueled LMR designs, which (unlike the IFR) required
safety functions to be performed by the BOP equipment, had traditional containment structures, and used
PUREX reprocessing and glass waste forms. The main reasons the capital cost was greater than for an LWR
were the added intermediate heat-transfer loop, the more extensive use of stainless steel that is necessitated
by the higher operating temperature, and the complicated refueling equipment associated with the need for
an inert atmosphere over the sodium coolant. The increased costs were only partly offset by the higher
station efficiency stemming from the higher core outlet temperature and the smaller steam generator made
possible by the larger rise in core temperature.
Although amortization of the capital cost the NSSS contributes only a small (<25%) portion of the price of
delivered electricity, the 40% differential relative to LWRs implies that to be economically competitive,
traditional fast reactor power plants would have to offer a fuel cost advantage over LWRs that exceeds the
total cost of LWR fuel at today's uranium and enrichment prices. It is generally concluded that traditional
fast reactors will not be economically competitive with LWRs until uranium prices escalate due to resource
depletion, to the range of $100 to $250/kg. With known and probable reserves, this will not occur for a
number of decades.
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Fig. 9. Toxicity Components for Recycle with Conversion Ratio 0.5.

The IFR has the potential to
change this situation. Chapter 3
outlines the projected costs for
the GE ALMR design, which
uses IFR technology and shows
estimated busbar costs that are
comparable with advanced
LWRs. Beyond the cost advantages of modular fabrication, the
major reductions in NSSS capital
cost vis-a-vis the current generation of LWRs arise from lack of
need for several major active
safety systems, such as:
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Emergency core cooling systems (ECCS),
chemical and volume control systems (CVCS),
active residual heat removal (RHR) systems,
liquid radioactive waste systems,
fast-start diesel engines,
balance-of-plant (BOP) safety systems,
blowdown protection, and
containment spray.
Elimination of these systems is made possible by the use of passive decay heat removal channels and passive
self-regulation of power, which partially or totally supplant the safety functions assigned in thermal reactors
to equipment and structures in the BOP.
Probable additional cost savings are associated with the IFR fuel cycle's potentially inexpensive extraction
of the full energy content of the actinides, and with the fact that geologic disposal is needed only for
transuranic-free waste whose only activity comes from relatively short-lived fission products:
The large stockpiles of uranium and transuranics built up from past and current operation of LWRs
(both enrichment tails and unused uranium in spent fuel) and from the weapons programs are
sufficient to support substantial IFR deployment without further mining or milling expense-for
more than 150 years, if 1000 IFR plants (at 1000 MWe) were deployed worldwide.
No enrichment of uranium is needed.
Repository waste costs may be substantially reduced vis-a-vis the LWR once-through cycle because
of the lower volume of the IFR's waste, and its rapid decay to natural background levels of
radioactivity.
Because there is negligible plutonium in the IFR waste, the nonproliferation burden of safeguarding
the geologic repository is eliminated.
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ABSTRACT
The hallmarks of the approach to safety embodied in the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) are: Large margins
between the operating conditions and physical safety limits; reliance on passive processes to hold power
production in balance with heat removal; and totally passive removal of decay heat, independent of the
equipment and structures in the balance-of-plant. Should equipment in the balance-of-plant or control system
fail, IFRs will passively regulate their own power so as to remain undamaged for all such initiators, even in
the anticipated transient without scram (PJWS) scenarios. Decay heat is removed through a heat-transport
path that operates at ambient pressure, is contained along with the reactor core in a double-walled top-entry
tank of coolant, has large thermal inertia, is driven by natural convection, is completely independent of the
balance-of-plant equipment, and is always in operation.
The resulting level of safety exceeds the already acceptable levels attained in current-generation reactors now
licensed and operating safely throughout the world.
Even for accidents of extremely low probability, lying far beyond the design basis and not even considered
in licensing reactors of the current generation, the IFR system has an inherent, designed-in response that
prevents release of radioactivity. Processes that are innate consequences of the materials and geometry cause
dispersal of fuel early enough to avoid prompt criticality and its accompanying energy release, and assure
subcriticality and coolability inside an intact reactor vessel should significant fuel pin failures cause an
accumulation of debris.
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THE PASSIVE SAFETY APPROACH
At the most basic level, there are only five safety functions to be fulfilled in using fission energy. First, the
nuclear fuel must be contained within a controlled space and environment. Second, shielding must be kept
in place between humans and the fissioning and fissioned fuel to avoid radiation damage to living cells.
Third, there must be a heat-transport mechanism to communicate the heat demanded from the reactor by the
electrical generating equipment, and to transport the heat from the reactor to that balance-of-plant equipment.
Fourth, the rate of release of fission energy in the chain reacting medium must be regulated to remain in
balance with the rate of energy delivery demanded by the balance-of-plant, so as not to overheat the fuel
elements and thereby challenge the first of the multiple containment barriers. A large capacity to store heat
in the core and the heat-transport channel will buffer mismatches of short duration or small amplitude.
Finally, some 5% of the 200 MeV from each fission event is initially retained in intranuclear bonds of
unstable fission products. Since these fission products subsequently decay according to their natural
radioactive-decay time constants, a means for transporting heat from the fission products in the reactor must
be provided for all times subsequent to the .fission event. Failure to satisfy the latter two safety requirements
could lead to overheating, with the potential to defeat the integrity of the containment and shielding.
The strategy to meet these five basic safety functions employs traditional defense in depth: Multiple barriers
to prevent release of radiation, highly reliable systems for controlling and protecting the plant, high quality
construction and rigorous maintenance, formal procedures, and exhaustive training and certification of
operators. In addition, the IFR strategy goes beyond those traditional measures: the system that consists of
the reactor heat source coupled to the balance-of-plant heat engine is configured to provide the needed safety
functions by exploiting the natural laws of physics to the maximum degree achievable. This is a passive
safety approach that assures safe response even if the engineered systems that require assured sources of
power and highly reliable "active" sensing and switching equipment fail, or if there are multiple,
compounding failures and human errors.
IFR designs can accommodate all credible malfunctions or unplanned evolutions ("initiators") passively,
without damage to cladding or structure. Extreme ("severe accident") initiators, even if they were to damage
the fuel cladding, would be accommodated passively without challenging the integrity of the reactor tank.
As a further conservatism under the IFR design concept, the plant includes passive control and structural
features (Vilim, 1994) that reduce to a negligible level (calculated to be much less than one per million
reactor years) the already low probability of the severe-accident initiators themselves. Even though such
initiators can lead to no radiation exposure to the public, they could still damage the reactor core and lead
to service interruption and economic loss.

Containment and Shielding
The IFR approach to containing and shielding the radioactivity in the fuel is the classical one-three diverse
and redundant layers of protection: The alloy fuel is inside steel cladding, which is in turn in the reactor tank,
and the tank is in the reactor containment. Within the tank, shielding surrounds the core on all sides to keep
the secondary sodium in the heat exchangers from being activated by neutrons; unlike current pressurized
water-cooled reactors (PWRs), the steam generators emit no radiation. In the Experimental Breeder Reactor
(EBR-11), which has operated as an IFR prototype power plant, personnel access to the reactor head and the
steam generators is unrestricted and routine while the reactor is at power.
Even with random failures of fuel elements, the chosen fuel, cladding, and coolant are chemically compatible.
Running the reactor with breached cladding leads neither to low density corrosion products that could choke
off flow, nor to exothermic or hydrogen-producing reactions between fuel and coolant. Second, the
zirconium-containing fuel alloy has been found to retain iodine-the largest contributor to the fission-product
component of source terms for early release of radioactivity in an accident.
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The objective of maintaining the integrity of the containment and shielding barriers even in the face of
equipment failure and human error has influenced all IFR design decisions. Passive removal of decay heat
and matching power to heat sink by passive self-regulation have been so successful that all operational and
design-basis events lead to a fully benign response, in which even the cladding remains intact. Finally, the
integrity of the tank is maintained even for those extremely unlikely situations where the integrity of the
cladding cannot be guaranteed.

Passive Self-regulation of Power
The power demanded by the balance-of-plant is potentially subject to anomalous fluctuations caused by
equipment failure or human error. However, if the reactor is made to adjust its own power to the heat sinkanomalous or not-then troubles in the balance-of-plant cannot cause the reactor to overheat and release
radioactivity.
The theory underlying passive self-regulation that matches heat generation rate to the available heat sink is
presented in Chapter 2. In that analysis, a quasi-static reactivity balance is used to calculate the new asymptotic power by considering the innate reactivity feedbacks from temperature changes caused by variations in
three externally controlled driving functions: Flow rate of the primary coolant, inlet temperature of the
coolant, and position of the control rods. The quasi-static approach is valid for transients that are slow
compared with the time constants of delayed-neutron effects and of changes in the temperature-dependent
geometry of the core and its support structures-all of which are less than two minutes. Only in the first
few tens of seconds of a loss of flow (LOF) without scram accident is the quasi-static reactivity balance
seriously in error. During that short period, the delayed-neutron holdback of the power decay may be longer
than the pump coastdown time, thereby causing a transient overshoot in the power-to-flow ratio that causes
the core outlet temperature to overshoot its asymptotic value. The size of this overshoot can be controlled
by choice of the pump's time constant.
The results in Chapter 2, based as they are on quasi-static reactivity balance, are too coarse a predictive tool
for safety analysis, but they indicate the design tradeoffs needed for desirable passive self-regulation of power
over a range of circumstances. Results based on high-definition models that account for dynamic effects and
for the spatial dependence of temperatures and flow rates are presented in the following sections. The
effectiveness of designing for passive self-regulation has been proven in demonstration tests with the EBR-II
reactor (see Chapter 6).

Stabilitv of the Passive Shutdown Equilibrium States
Unlike accident scenarios where control rods are scrammed and the end state of the protected transient is
subcritical, passive response without scram may result in an end state that is neutronically critical at a low
power and low flow rate. The stability of such passive shutdown equilibrium states must be assessed because
of the potential for dynamic oscillations caused by coupling between neutronics and thermal hydraulics-at
least partially the same feedback mechanisms that permit favorable passive self-regulation of power.
At least two oscillation modes can be identified: A higher frequency mode associated with the reactor core
itself and a lower frequency mode involving both the core and the primary heat-transport loop. In the
reactor-only mode, oscillations in the reactor power induce slightly delayed oscillations in the temperature
of the coolant at the reactor outlet, which cause reactivity changes via radial dilation of the core and axial
expansion of the control-rod driveline-dosing the feedback loop by affecting the power. In the mode where
the feedback loop is the primary heat-transport circuit, oscillations in the reactor power induce perturbations
in the outlet temperature of the coolant; with a longer time delay, those oscillations are propagated around
the primary coolant circuit back to the reactor inlet, where they introduce reactivity changes through radial
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expansion of the gridplate and axial elongation of the tank wall-again closing the feedback loop by affecting
the power.
Linear methods of stability analysis have been used to develop design insight and to make quantitative
predictions of stability margins, and detailed nonlinear time-domain simulations have been used for
qualitative assessments. The studies may be grouped into the two classes just mentioned: Reactor-only
(Depiante, 1993) and reactor plus primary heat-transport loop (Depiante, 1994).
The first considers only the reactor, with constant, low flow of coolant, constant inlet temperature of the
coolant, and a single reactivity feedback path associated with the outlet temperature of the coolant (Depiante,
1993 ). This analysis has determined the location of the stability boundary, giving conditions for instability
as: (a) A decay-heat level that is extremely low, which could occur only at startup with all fresh fuel, or
possibly after an early or prolonged shutdown, (b) a very low natural-circulation flow-lower than in standard
IFR designs (and which can be easily designed against), and (c) a reactivity feedback that is larger than in
standard IFRs designed for passively safe response.
The fact that instability requires those three conditions to occur simultaneously, in what is itself a
conservative bounding case, leads to the conclusion that reactor stability will not be compromised under any
credible circumstance. Moreover, instabilities are not encountered in high-fidelity time-domain dynamic
simulations that account for spatial effects and detailed time constants, nor in EBR-11 IFR prototype
operations.
The second type of study (Depiante, 1994) considers a system consisting of the reactor with its associated
primary heat-transport loop, and focuses on the lower frequency oscillation mode only. The system is
modeled with emphasis on low reactor power and low coolant flow, accounting for three reactivity feedback
paths, and using linear stability analysis. The results quantify the relationship between criteria for reactor
stability and criteria for passive self-regulation of power in terms of:
Level of decay heat,
thermal mass of the primary system inside the tank,
the transition from forced (pumped) flow to natural circulation of the coolant, and
the quasi-static integral feedback parameters A, B, and C defined in Chapter 2.
These studies, therefore, expose constraints, in addition to those of Eq. (9) of Chapter 2, on the reactivity
parameters in order for reactor stability to be retained. A potential tradeoff can be postulated: Passive selfregulation requires negative reactivity feedback large enough to achieve benign, passive transition to very
low power in response to accident initiators--while, on the other hand, reactor stability considerations may
place limits on reactivity feedback to prevent power oscillations once the passive shutdown equilibrium state
is reached.
The basic conclusions of this study (Depiante, 1994) are that, independent of the details of the reactor
configuration, an IFR system is far from any instability limit. Stability can be expressed in terms of
coefficients defined by the reactivity balance of Eq. (6) of Chapter 2, viz:
Ap = A* (Power Level - Nominal Power) +

B*

( Power

Level _ Nominal Power) +
Flow Rate
Nominal Flow

C * (Inlet Temperature - Nominal Inlet Temperature).
Figure I shows a typical result.
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The studies indicate that the stability of passive
shutdown states would be compromised only under
extreme conditions that are well out of the range of
standard passively safe designs, and that the potential
tradeoff between reactor stability and passive selfregulation does not constitute a significant design
constraint. Analyses have shown that IFR designs up
to 3500 Mwt have an adequate margin against the lowfrequency mode of instability of the passive shutdown
state.
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Passive Removal of Deca,y Heat
Passive self-regulation could not be exploited to relax
the requirement that balance-of-plant equipment and
structures for regulating reactor power be safety-grade
unless there were also an alternative path for removing
decay heat.
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Fig. 1. Stability Boundary for a Reactor and Primary
Heat-Transport System.

To assure the presence of the heat removal fluid without relying on engineered systems, the IFR approach is
to place the reactor core and its cooling fluid in a double-walled top-entry tank at ambient pressure, and to
avoid storing energy in the form of high-pressure coolant or of materials normally in contact that have
exothermic chemical interactions. As discussed in Chapter 2, the thermodynamics of heat engines dictate
that the core outlet temperature should be as high as is consistent with the fuel cladding material. In practice,
this is about 600°C. The IFR coolant is liquid metallic sodium, which has low vapor pressure and its boiling
point at ambient pressure lies several hundred degrees above 600°C. With the primary coolant system at
ambient pressure, there is no opportunity to lose the coolant by flashing it to vapor.
Given assured presence of the cooling fluid, the second element of the strategy for passively removing decay
heat is to arrange for buoyancy-driven natural circulation to carry the heat out of the chain-reacting region
to an ultimate heat sink. Here there are two innate phenomena that pertain. First, the diminishing decay-heat
power level, from -1120 full power immediately after shutdown to less than 11100 full power within a day
or so, allows the designer to trade off a smaller capacity decay beat removal channel against a larger thermal
storage capacity in the reactor tank itself, so as to safely store the initial excess of heat that is generated
during the short period when the decay heating rate exceeds the transport capacity of the channel.
Second, the decay heat is to be transported to the external ambient atmosphere as an ultimate heat sink, rather
than to the balance-of-plant heat engine. The temperature of the ambient heat sink in the world at large is
-30°C- as opposed to the Rankine cycle's feedwater heat-sink temperature of - 300°C. The naturally
occurring 300°C increase in temperature drop between the surface of the fuel cladding and the ultimate heat
sink, when combined with the naturally occurring 20 to 1000/o reduction in power output, together
compensate for the decrease in mass flow rates and increase in thermal impedance of the heat transport path
that occur when the flow velocity diminishes in the transition from forced to natural convection.
The requirement for passive, buoyancy-driven flow to convect the decay heat out of the core determines the
internal layout of the primary convection loop. The same primary-coolant flow path through the core that
is used in the power range serves also under natural circulation as the first link in the passive decay-heatremoval channel. Even though at full power the convective loops rely on forced circulation to achieve the
required mass and energy fluxes, the layout of thermal centers and the primary convective loop's low resistance to flow make it possible for natural circulation to handle the decay heat.
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The decay heat that is transported away from the fuel by buoyancy-driven flow in the primary coolant circuit
increases the temperature of the mass of coolant and structural material inside the primary tank. The
subsequent links in the passive heat-transport path from this heat reservoir to the ultimate ambient heat sink
are matters of design detail that depend in part on the plant's heat rating. For low enough heat ratings (1000
MWt or less), the surface-to-volume ratio of the tank is large enough to support natural-draft cooling of the
tank's exterior by ambient air. At larger heat ratings, more effective means are required-a chain of
dedicated natural-convection loops, starting with heat exchangers immersed in the primary tank as topological
extensions of its separation barrier. The loops in the chain have interfaces at the vessel and at the
containment separation barrier, and the heat crosses these barriers by conduction to reach the final link, which
rejects the heat through natural-draft ambient-air heat exchangers.
In all cases, the capability for passive heat removal is rated at less than I% of full power, and the process
is fully passive in that it is powered by natural convection; moreover, it runs all the time. The revenue lost
from continuously dumping I% of the heat directly to ambient, rather than through the heat engine, is offset
in part by not needing safety-grade construction of the main heat-transport loops nor of the heat-rejection
components of the Rankine cycle heat engine.

EXAMPLES OF PASSIVELY SAFE RESPONSE TO
ANTICIPATED-TRANSIENT-WITHOUT-SCRAM (ATWS) INITIATORS
Passive self-regulation of power without core damage in response to unprotected loss of flow (LOF),
unprotected single rod runout transient overpower (TOP) and unprotected loss of heat sink (LOHS) accident
initiators is illustrated here for the case of the 3500 MWt core design discussed in Chapter 2.
The operating margin between normal coolant outlet temperature and boiling point is nearly 400°C. The high
thermal conductivity of the metal keeps the operating temperature of the fuel low-less than 200°C above
the coolant-consequently with low stored energy at operating conditions. The low fuel temperature also
means a low Doppler reactivity to be overcome upon startup-yielding a reduced control-reactivity
requirement, and, more importantly, a reduced positive feedback to be overcome by negative passive
feedbacks when the power is passively reduced in an unprotected accident. Because the combination of metal
fuel and metal coolant gives a harder (higher energy) neutron spectrum than is found in LWRs, due to the
absence of light-weight moderating isotopes, the fertile-to-fissile conversion rate is high. This reduces the
reactivity lost as burnup proceeds, which means that less reactivity must be vested in control rods-reducing
the reactivity that could be added should the rods accidently run out.

Unprotected Loss of Flow
The unprotected loss of flow (LOF) accident is assumed to be initiated by a total loss of offsite power.
Today's nuclear power plants depend on offsite power after the reactor shuts down, and therefore
automatically begin a planned emergency shutdown when offsite power is lost. This cuts the electrical
power to all primary pumps, intermediate-loop pumps, and feedwater pumps. For any reactor system, this
is a well-controlled event-provided the reactor scrams. The IFR system, however, responds satisfactorily
even if the scram signal that disengages the plant control system fails to insert the control rods, so that the
reactor power changes only in response to passive feedback of reactivity as the transient evolves. The pumps
in the primary and intermediate loops coast down according to their inertial characteristics, which are
assumed to provide an initial flow halving time of eight seconds in the primary loop and six seconds in the
intermediate loop.
The resulting reactivity transient and its components are depicted in Fig. 2. As the rate of flow through the
core drops, the outlet temperature of the coolant rises. With this temperature increase, the thermal expansion
of the above-core structure spreads the core, increasing the axial neutron leakage; this sel!ds the reactivity
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Fig. 2. Reactivity History of an LOF.

negative, reducing reactor power. Feedbacks from decrease in coolant density, axial expansion of the fuel
and control-rod drivelines, and Doppler effect in the fuel superimpose on the feedback from radial expansion
of the core. The net effect of an these passive feedbacks-none of which exceeds a few tens of cents-is
negative.
Power reduction is retarded because of delayed-neutron holdback, preventing the power decrease from
keeping up with the flow rundown and causing the core outlet temperature to overshoot temporarily while
delayed neutrons die away. Nonetheless, the high thermal conductivity of the fuel keeps its operating
temperature only 200°C or less above that of the adjacent coolant Since the temperature of the fuel cannot
fall much below that of the nearby sodium, and since, as the transient proceeds, the temperature of the
sodium at first rises a little and then falls off only gradually, the near-term drop in fuel temperature is limited
to 200°C or so. Thus the early positive Doppler reactivity increment is very small in comparison with what
is encountered in dealing with oxide fuel. (In an oxide-fueled core, several dollars of positive Doppler
reactivity is added when the very large fuel temperature [hundreds of oq collapses to the coolant temperature
and boiling occurs [Cahalan et at., 1990].) Avoiding a large positive Doppler effect allows the power to
reduce quickly, and, when coupled with the small amount of energy stored in the fuel, yields a margin of
150°C to coolant boiling in the hottest fuel assembly at the peak of the overshoot (see Fig. 3). After the
delayed neutrons come into equilibrium, the end state is in thermal balance at a few percent power with
natural circulation cooling. The reactor can be restarted without concern that there has been damage to the
fuel or any other part of the plant.
A number of parametric sensitivity calculations have been carried out to determine the variability of the
calculated consequences of an LOF with changes in input assumptions that reflect uncertainty in such factors
as pump coastdown rate, thermophysical properties of materials, and reactivity feedback coefficients. The
results are relatively insensitive to large changes in most of the input assumptions. This can be understood
in terms of the quasi-static reactivity balance [Eq. (6) of Chapter 2] that governs the power readjustment: the
power adjusts to counteract the feedbacks-and the same physical feedback phenomena contribute both to
reactivity additions and reactivity subtractions, so that uncertainties in their values tend to cancel (Wade,
1988). The exception is the potential for significantly increasing safety margins by modestly extending the
pump coastdown time. Abrupt pump stoppage is discussed in the next section.
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Nondamaging self-regulation of power in response to an unprotected LOF initiator at full power has been
demonstrated in a test in the EBR-11 reactor (see Chapter 6). After the test, the reactor was immediately
restarted the same day to demonstrate the effectiveness of self-regulation after unprotected complete loss of
heat sink.

Unprotected Control-Rod-Runout Transient-Overpower Accident
One of the traditional accidents that has been analyzed is the rapid, unintentional withdrawal of one of the
reactor control rods. In the case of an IFR, which operates at near atmospheric pressure, there is no available
driving force for removing a control rod faster than its normal drive speed. For this to be of interest, it must
be assumed that all engineering protective features fail to perform.
The hypothetical incident of a transient overpower accident (TOP) involving unprotected runout of a single
control rod has been assessed for the 3500-MWt reactor described in Chapter 2, the assumptions being that
no control rods scram and all pwnps continue to run. The rod-runout reactivity increase causes the power
to increase, raising fuel and coolant temperatures. The course of the accident is determined by the amount
of reactivity added to the core, the reactivity feedbacks caused by the higher temperatures, and the capability
of the balance-of-plant to absorb the power generated.
For this analysis, it was further assumed that, in the short term, the steam generator's output to the turbine
remains constant, so the power increase raises the temperature of the cold leg of the secondary coolant loop,
and thus the inlet temperature of the primary coolant. The latter increase introduces negative reactivity
feedback through radial expansion of the cor~which counters the rod withdrawal reactivity and brings the
power back into balance with the available heat rejection rate once the rod withdrawal is completed.
When rod motion terminates, removal and production of heat are in balance, with the entire system at a
higher temperature than under normal operating conditions. Table I contains a summary of TOP results.
As the table shows, the temperature increases associated with this accident are inconsequential; this is because
the core was designed for high internal conversion and low reactivity change with bumup, so that a
correspondingly small reactivity was vested in the control rods and the runout reactivity addition could be
accommodated passively with no fuel damage.
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Table 1. Results of an Unprotected Transient
Overpower Accident (TOP).

The unprotected loss of heat sink accident (LOHS) for
the 3500-MWt reactor of Chapter 2 is assumed to start
Reactor state
EOEc<'
with loss of heat rejection capability at all of the steam
generators, with the primary- and intermediate-loop
Rod withdrawal
pumps continuing to run. A scram signal that disables
Rate, $/s
+0.005
the plant control system but fails to insert the control
Worth, $
+0.11
rods is also assumed, so that the reactor power changes
Peak power, P!Pob
1.17
only in response to the thermal reactivity feedbacks.
The accident tends to be a longer-term event than the
Peak coolant temperature
others, because it does not end until the system temperincrease, °C
40
atures have increased to the point where the fission
process is shut down, leaving only decay heat generated
a End of equilibrium cycle
in the core, and where the decay-heat generation rate is
b Ratio of peak power to operating power
within the capacity of the decay heat removal channel.
Figure 4 contains histories of coolant temperature at the
core inlet and peak temperature of the coolant at the core outlet, for times early in this accident sequence.
As explained for the unprotected loss of flow (LOF) sequence, reduction in power leads to only a small
positive Doppler contribution to reactivity; this permits low-power, low-temperature equilibrium to be
established within the first few minutes of the transient. The temperatures reached are nearly 300°C below
the sodium boiling temperature, and more than 100°C below the temperature which could cause long-term
damage to full element integrity.
In examining the loss of heat sink accident, the changing level of decay heat and the provision for its
removal need to be explicitly addressed. For the first few minutes-at least until low-power equilibrium is
established- the decay heat greatly exceeds the beat removal capability of the passive channel, so the entire
contents of the tank heat up until the thermal feedback reduces reactivity, causing the power to decline. The
time it takes to reach the equilibrium temperature at which power has fallen to match the capability of the
system to reject heat passively is determined by the heat capacity of the tank and the sodium and structure
it contains. The larger the tank, the longer it is before heat removal must take over to keep temperatures
from becoming unacceptable, and the smaller the needed capacity of the passive heat-removal channel.
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There are competing economic incentives to reduce both the volume of the tank and the capacity of the decay
heat removal channel. It turns out that the optimum compromise is a tank that is large enough that the
passive channel can be sized to handle only the level of decay heat that is reached after about a week.
During that initial period, the sodium pool heat sink absorbs the decay heat that exceeds the capacity of the
passive channel, without reaching temperatures that damage the core. The system eventually cools until it
becomes neutronically critical again, at a power matched to the capacity of the passive channel.
Nondamaging self-regulation after a LOHS initiator has" been demonstrated in tests that started at full power
on the EBR-11 reactor (see Chapter 6).

Unprotected Overcooling
The reverse of the loss of heat sink is an overcooling initiator in which either a loss of feedwater heater or
a steam blowdown causes the temperature in the cold leg of the secondary sodium loop to drop, with a
resultant cooling of the primary sodium at the core inlet. This gives rise to a positive reactivity feedback
which, for the unscrammed scenario, progresses as described for the unprotected single rod runout. The
power rises initially and settles into a new steady state after the positive reactivity insertion has been
countered by the negative reactivity of an increased core temperature. In Chapter 2, it is shown that the limit
on cooling is prescribed by the freezing point of the secondary sodium and that the resulting power and core
outlet temperature rises are passively accommodated with no fuel or core structures damage and no coolant
boiling.

MITIGATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS VIA PASSIVE RESPONSE
In response to a single-fault accident initiator, the IFR's control rods scram, and decay heat is removed
though normal heat removal channels, preventing core damage. This response is similar to that of the current
generation of light water cooled reactors, and IFR scram systems would be designed and tested to assure
comparable reliability. However, the IFR goes beyond the safety criteria that have been established for the
current generation of reactors. As explained above, the passive response designed into the IFR produces a
no-damage result even without scram (i.e., with a low-probability double-fault accident initiator)-as long
as the core's supporting structure remains intact and passive self-regulation and passive removal of decay heat
continue to operate.
For accidents that cause heat production and removal to become out of balance in an IFR, one must postulate
scenarios of even lower probability-triple-fault events in which further failures inhibit the inherent
feedbacks, with consequent boiling of coolant or melting of fuel. In thermal reactors of U.S. design, material
rearrangements can lead to only limited reactivity additions, but in a fast reactor this is not necessarily the
case, and the potential for reaching prompt critical with large energy release must be addressed eve~ though
the probability of such an event is exceedingly small.
For the IFR, the strategy has been to capitalize on the low melting point of the metallic fuel, exploiting the
innate tendency of a metal fuel to disperse when it melts. The passive features that mitigate severe accidents
provide an innate process for dispersing fuel prior to prompt criticality, avoiding generation of enough energy
to rupture the tank, and assuring that the post-dispersal debris from the melted core will remain in the vessel
and will be coolable. Release of radioactivity is thereby precluded, even for extremely low-probability,
multiple-fault initiators.
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Factors that Determine the Resoonse to Triple-fault Initiators
The triple-fault initiators considered here are of exceeding low probability-so low that they are not even
considered in licensing today's light water cooled reactors. The three simultaneous conditions needed for
a triple-fault initiator are: An accidental event (first fault}, failure to scram (second fault), and failure of the
passive feedbacks to operate (third fault).
There are three conditions that could prevent operation of the passive feedbacks:
Structural failures that disable the feedbacks,
reactivity additions or cooling disruptions that occur on a time scale much shorter than the time
constants of the passive feedbacks, and
externally imposed perturbations of flow, inlet temperature, and rod position that reinforce each
other and together overwhelm the passive feedbacks.
Regardless of the cause, the ultimate reliance is, by definition, on fuel relocation (dispersal) to introduce
enough negative reactivity to bring the rates of heat production and removal back into balance; all other
feedbacks are assumed to be unavailable. At that point, the first barrier to fission product release (the fuel
cladding) has already been breached, and the relevant safety issues are: (a) Whether the energy deposition
that occurred prior to fuel dispersal has been small enough and diffuse enough (no shock waves) that the
integrity of the second barrier (the tank) is unchallenged, (b) whether a path for transporting decay heat from
the debris in the tank to an ultimate heat sink can be maintained, and (c) whether the debris bed will remain
stable and subcritical as the decay heat is removed.
The goal is to assure passive means that provide nonenergetic termination of the initiating phase, followed
by retention in the vessel so that no radioactivity is released beyond the boundary of the tank, in a persistent,
stable, coolable, in-vessel geometry. There are three areas to be addressed in seeking to assure an inherent
resistance to radiation release that can cope even with triple-fault accident initiators:
The integrity of the tank and the core-supporting structure, which contribute to passive feedback and
passive removal of decay heat, must be protected,
the potential sources of positive reactivity inherent in the geometry and composition of the core
must individually be small, and
the rates at which positive reactivity from those sources can be introduced must be reliably smaller
than the rates at which innate feedbacks (including fuel dispersal) can counteract them.

Reducing the Frequency of Feedback-disabling Initiators by Passive Means
In an IFR plant, the first of the above three passive design objectives is accomplished by means of seismic
isolation of the nuclear steam supply system (Seidensticker, 1991, and Seidensticker et al., 1992), thereby
isolating the vessel and its internals from inertial loads (see Chapter 3). This protects against external events,
but leaves a potential for internal structural failures due to manufacturing flaws or aging. The IFR strategy
is to use nonintrusive monitoring techniques to check periodically that the inherent feedbacks have not been
subverted by random undetected structural failures and are still in a range capable of assuring passive safe
response (Vilim, 1992).
Rupture of steam lines and equipment failures in the balance-of-plant do not constitute safety-related
initiators, since loss of normal heat sink will cause passive shutdown and removal of decay heat through a
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passive channel that is independent of the balance-of-plant. Thus, seismic protection of equipment and
structures in the balance-of-plant becomes a matter of investment protection-not safety.

Controlling the Rate of Insertion of Positive Reactivitv: Sodium \bid Worth vs Burnup Reactivitv Loss
Regarding the last two of the above three passive design objectives, there are three sources of positive
reactivity in the core: (a) The beginning of equilibrium cycle (BOEC) reactivity excess, with allowance for
uncertainties, that is designed into the fissile loading so as to overcome the burnup reactivity loss (this
reactivity is offset by the control rods); (b) the reactivity that would be added if the coolant were voided;
and (c) the reactivity that would be added if the fuel were compacted into a configuration with smaller
surface-to-volume ratio.
For self-regulation, the core must be designed with a negative power coefficient of reactivity, so the BOEC
reactivity excess built into the fissile loading at cold standby conditions is unavoidably positive and ranges
up to twenty dollars. The coolant void coefficient, discussed below, depends on the degree of neutron
wastage allowed in the core; in principle the void coefficient could range from -10 to +20$. Credible voiding
patterns will necessarily be much smaller in magnitude. Total voiding of the sodium from the active core
region of IFR designs (including internal blankets) typically would have a reactivity effect less than 6 to 8$
(positive).
Of the three sources of positive reactivity, reconfiguration of the fuel would seem to have the largest positive
reactivity implications. However, as reported below (section on "Avoiding Super Prompt Criticality via
Passive Response"), any fuel compaction is so incoherent and transitory that additions of positive reactivity
by this route are minimal. In fact, the compaction events are coincident with the early part of the fueldispersal process, which soon dominates and completely terminates the chain reaction with up to 100$ of
negative reactivity.
In an IFR, the reactivity ramp rate upon runout of the ·control rods is determined largely by the reactivity
burnup swing and the electromechanical design of the control-rod drive, because the ambient pressure
primary coolant system precludes rapid ejection of rods by high-pressure primary coolant. Slow but large
reactivity additions, as by withdrawal of multiple rods, could lead to boiling, however, wherein the reactivity
being added by sodium voiding would reinforce the rate from rod runout.
The maximum positive reactivity ramp rate upon sodium boiling depends both on the total reactivity vested
in the coolant and on the rate at which it can be boiled away. Historically, the desire to lower the positive
void worth of the coolant in a fast reactor was motivated by concern over postulated extremely high rates
of reactivity addition (several hundred dollars per second) resulting from nearly instantaneous, widespread
ejection of sodium from the core. This concern had two origins. First, in idealized bench experiments, high
superheat in liquid sodium had been reached before any vapor was formed, perhaps as high as 250°C. This
could imply that once vapor did begin forming, the entire superheated coolant inventory in the core would
void almost instantaneously without any further addition of heat. Second, there was the potential for vapor
explosions, wherein fuel at extremely high temperature might suddenly breach through cladding and mix
intimately with liquid sodium (Hicks and Menzies, 1965). In either case, the nearly instantaneous voiding
would cause extremely high positive reactivity ramp rates (-1 00$/s), which would act faster than the negative
feedbacks could respond and would take the core into the super prompt critical range.
Both concerns, however, have been allayed. Experiments on boiling in tube bundles have shown that
superheating is not a problem because actual sodium boiling in the core is never coherent, consisting, rather,
of a series of local reversals of pressure and flow that void part of an assembly for a short period of time,
producing incoherent chugging, with a few assemblies leading the rest of the core.
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The second concern, vapor explosions, is totally eliminated for the IFR. The metal fuel has a melting point
close to the boiling point of sodium and below the melting point of cladding, so that physical motion of the
fuel will occur before any component of the system is significantly hotter than the sodium boiling point.
This limits the rate at which reactivity can be introduced by coolant voiding to less than several tens of
dollars per second-even for cores with several dollars of positive sodium void reactivity. The only other
means of sodium voiding would be some form of gas entrainment. This can be precluded by design and
appropriate operating limits. The remaining question is whether the overall risk should or could be lowered
still further by designing cores with reduced sodium void worth.
The reactivity worth of voiding the sodium coolant depends on the core design. An IFR core can be
designed with a net coolant void worth that is positive, zero, or negative (Khalil and Hill, 1991 ). The sodium
coolant reactivity effect is comprised of spectral, leakage, and capture components, and one of them can be
accentuated over the others by core design choices. Specifically, in a neutronically efficient design with low
loss of reactivity with bumup (efficient conversion of 238 U to 239Pu in the core itself), the void worth is
dominated by the spectral effect, which produces a positive overall void worth of 6 to 8$. On the other
hand, such a design has a BOEC reactivity excess near zero-and has very little reactivity vested in potential
sources for rapid or large reactivity insertion (i.e., the control rods). Alternatively, void worth in a
"pancaked" core, with low height-to-diameter ratio, is dominated by the leakage component, and sufficient
pancaking will yield an overall negative void worth for cases in which the above-core region is voided along
with the core. The large neutron leakage of such a core design implies neutron inefficiency. Consequently,
such a core has a poor internal conversion ratio and a large bumup reactivity loss, requiring substantial
reactivity in the control rods. Therefore, there is the potential for rod runout to insert a large amount of
reactivity.
In cores with low void worth, the bumup swing is so large that it is difficult to hold the worth of a single
rod to even as little as 0.80$, due to the limited number of control assembly locations available in the core.
There are other complications that come with high reactivity worth in control rods. The designer, for
instance, must allow for the fact that high rod worth magnifies the effects of rod position changes caused by
thermal expansion and seismic motion.
Thus, the safety issue of relevance becomes one of determining the balance between two safety concerns:
The reactivity excess vested in sodium void worth vis-a-vis the BOEC reactivity excess in the control rods.
Four cores with various tradeoff selections have been developed (Pizzica eta/. 1992), and two double-fault
accident initiators, an unprotected loss-of-flow (LOF), and an unprotected transient overpower (TOP), have
been analyzed to investigate the effect on double-fault scenarios of trading off sodium void worth against
bumup swing. The cores shared a common total heat rating and volumetric heat rate, but used various
degrees of pancaking (height-to-diameter ratio) to control the ratio of neutron leakage to internal conversion.
The void worth ranged from 3$ negative to 5$ positive, and the bumup swing from 12$ positive to near zero
(see Table 2). As shown in Table 2, the number of control rod positions was always increased to the point
where a single rod runout could add at most 80¢.
Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the tradeoff study graphically. Cores with lower sodium void worth have
greater margin to boiling for the unprotected LOF accident, because of the more favorable (more negative)
reactivity feedback, but in all cases the margin to boiling is very large. In the unprotected TOP accident,
the reactivity added to the core by a single control rod is a function of the bumup reactivity swing but is
limited to 80¢ by the number of control rods. The results for the TOP accident show that the neutronically
efficient design, with a void worth of 5.1 $, but a nominally zero bumup swing, provides the lowest peak temperatures because it has the least reactivity (11 ¢) vested in the control rods.
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Table 2. Tradeoff study: Void Worth vs. Burnup Swing.
Case I

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Height-to-diameter ratio of core

0.48

0.30

0.19

0.06

Sodium void worth, $

5.14

3.14

1.10

-3. 16

Burnup swing, $

0.45

6.18

10.29

12.32

12

19

23

12

12

18

36

0.11

0.80

0.80

0.80

Number of rods required to
limit single rod worth to 80¢
Actual number of control rods

(space limited)
TOP reactivity addition, $
Control rod expansion, $/°C

-7.8 x

w·•

-2.5 x

3

to·

The broad conclusions from the study of doublefault initiators are that design choices that reduce
the sodium void worth on the one hand, provide
for a more negative passive feedback to counteract a power increase, while on the other hand,
they dramatically increase the reactivity vested in
the control rods.
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X 10"2

SOOIUM BOIUNG

Boiling is avoided in all cases. Thus, the passive safety approach to the IFR allows for considerable flexibility in design; for normal
operation, as well as for single- and double-fault
scenarios, passive feedbacks will maintain reactivity balance and avert core damage, .no matter
how the design tradeoff on void worth vs.
burnup swing is taken.
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0.30

!

!
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The dependence of the sodium void worth on
reactor size (power rating) is discussed further in
Chapter 2.

-4.6
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·2

8
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The effect on triple-fault accidents is discussed
next.

Fig. 5. Summary of LOP Results.

Avoiding Prompt Criticality via Passive Response
To see if a passive approach for severe accident mitigation will be compromised by the need to trade off
sodium void worth against burnup swing, we must examine triple-fault scenarios where coolant boiling and
fuel melting indeed take place, and fuel relocation ultimately controls reactivity. Two (extremely low
probability) triple-fault accident scenarios where coolant voiding and fuel melting do occur are the unlimited
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unprotected rod bank runout transient overpower
(fOP) and the abrupt (no coastdown) unprotected loss off/ow (LOF) . The same four core designs with various tradeoffs of void worth against
burnup reactivity loss (Table 2) have been
subjected (via calculation) to these accident
sequences (Wigeland et a/. , 1994).

SODIUM BOILING

w
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~
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The sequence for the unlimited unprotected rod
bank runout TOP is as follows: Initially, the rod
I!!
1withdrawal adds reactivity to the core (which
~
causes a ramp rate in the range of several dollars
50
per second), raising the core power and tempera0
ture.
The increasing temperature generates
reactivity feedback in opposition to the power
increase, but the continued addition of reactivity
from
the withdrawing control rods increases reac•
tor power to the point where the coolant at the
. __ __.__ __.__ _.__ _ _.___ _,~--'
core exit is approaching boiling. At the same
500
-4
-2
o
2
4
8
time, temperatures in fuel pins are at or above
SODIUM VOID WORTH, dollars
the fuel's melting point, while still below the
clad melting temperature, and strain in the
cladding at the core exit has increased to the
Fig. 6. Summary of TOP Results.
point where cladding failure is imminent. The
peak temperature of the cladding remains skewed
toward the core outlet because the sodium continues to flow, carrying heat from the lower portion of the fuel
along with it, and because the high thermal conductivity and efficient heat transfer assure that the
temperatures of the coolant and adjacent cladding are never very different.
~

!

! !

--

The predicted consequences for IFR-type fuel of the triple-fault transient overpower accident have been
confl1llled in experiments in Argonne National Laboratory's Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT)
(Robinson et a/., 1985, 1987; Bauer et a/. , 1986, 1988). Those experiments demonstrated that coolant
voiding and cladding failure occur almost simultaneously at a power-to-flow ratio about four times nominal.
The failure always occurred at or near the interface between the bottom of the gas plenum and the top of the
fuel. Irradiated fuel has been swollen by fission gas that is trapped at high pressure (up to 100 atm.) in
interconnected pores that occupy up to 30% of the volume of the distended fuel. As the fuel melts, the
trapped gas forms high-pressure bubbles. Upon failure of the cladding, much or all of the molten center of
the fuel pin (extending even to the bottom of the pin) froths through the breach at the top, driven by the
expanding fission gas.
The TREAT experiments showed that the froth of molten fuel then travels dispersively upward out of the
core region; no blockages are formed in the coolant channel, and coolant flow is maintained. Thus, remelting
and reentry into the core of the relocated fuel material is not an issue. This low temperature dispersive
behavior of the fuel provides massive negative reactivity feedback, which overwhelms all other reactivity
feedback effects and takes the core to deep subcriticality, terminating the transient after the failure of only
a small number of assemblies. Involvement of the whole core is averted, energy deposition is low, prompt
criticality is never achieved, and there are no shock waves.
For the triple-fault abrupt loss off/ow without scram (LOFWS), the assumed initiator is almost instantaneous
depressurization of the inlet plenum, due either to pump failure compounded by a blockage that prevents a
normal (-10 s) flow coastdown, or to simultaneous rupture of all inlet pipes-perhaps in a massive
earthquake. Failure to scram is assumed as well (scram would preclude fuel melting and boiling). The
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expected scenario for this case, confinned by extensive analyses with the SAS4A code (Tentner, 1992;
Wigeland, 1994), has the following sequence of events.
The almost instantaneous loss of pressure in the inlet plenum causes the flow to stop within hundreds of
milliseconds. Power does not diminish as quickly, because of delayed-neutron holdback and only modest
feedbacks from structural expansion. Coolant voiding in the core begins in a few assemblies after about 2 s,
causing flow reversal and subsequently adding reactivity at the rate of approximately 10$/sec from the
positive sodium void effect. The power rises sharply and causes voiding to occur in other assemblies,
extending to about one-third of the core. This causes the net reactivity to approach toward prompt critical
before being limited to about plus 95¢ by the fast-acting negative feedbacks from Doppler effect and axial
fuel expansion. (The blockage of one or a few assemblies, as occurred in the Fenni I incident, even if not
precluded by design, would be much less severe than this postulated case.)
At this point in the accident, the fuel is molten within intact cladding, and has made the entrapped fission
gas much hotter than the gas in the plenum. The mixture of fuel and gas expands upward within the intact
cladding by a centimeter or so, introducing 1.5 to 3$ of negative reactivity feedback within a few tens of
milliseconds. This drives the reactor subcritical. Subsequent voiding in other assemblies then causes the net
reactivity to become positive again. The incoherence in time of these events between assemblies at different
powers thereafter keeps the net reactivity in the range of 0.3 to 0.6$ positive until failures in pin cladding
occur.
Just prior to initial cladding failure, approximately two-thirds of the fuel assemblies could be completely
voided of coolant. With no sodium flow, cladding failures occur just above the midplane, with each
assembly contributing a short pulse, -30 ms long, of positive reactivity as the froth of fission gas and fuel
moves axially within the cladding toward the midplane failure location (compactive fuel motion). The froth
of fuel and gas then exits at the failure site and travels axially upward and downward (dispersive motion)
in the largely voided coolant channel, introducing negative reactivity. Depending on the assembly location,
these pulses can be from a few cents to a few tens of cents of reactivity. Differences in assembly power
coupled to the narrowness of these pulses relative to time for the accident to proceed (many seconds) assures
that the cladding failures are sufficiently separated in time that the compactive fuel motion is not able to take
the reactor above, or even near, prompt critical. The subsequent ex-pin fuel motion is sufficient to drive the
reactor deeply subcritical, tenninating the initiating phase of the transient.
The transient is over within several seconds. Only a few full-power-seconds of energy are generated prior
to termination, and peak fuel temperatures remain below 2000°K-considerably less than the temperature
required to produce significant pressure of fuel vapor. There are no energetics (shock waves), because super
prompt criticality has been avoided by the fuse-like action of the fuel itself, fuel vapor is not generated, and
any liquid fuel that mixes with sodium is at much too low a temperature to cause a vapor explosion.
Parametric studies have shown that the inherent nonenei:getic tennination of the initiating phase in a triplefault abrupt LOF without scram is sensitive to the timing of within-pin movement of fuel into the fission-gas
plenum prior to fuel pin failure, but is insensitive to most of the other parameters. Axial relocation prior to
cladding failure is an established phenomenon, having been observed in the above-referenced TREAT tests;
however, an experimental simulation of the entire abrupt LOF sequence has not been perfonned in TREAT.
The overall result of the severe accident tradeoff study is that all core designs avoid energetic events by a
large margin. For the unprotected, abrupt loss of flow initiator, the details of the results indicate that there
is no significant difference in behavior among the four cores, other than variations in the peak fuel temperature reached (Wigeland eta/., 1994).
In the unprotected multiple control rod withdrawal accident, cores designed for low void worth suffer a
greater number of fuel pin failures and relocation of a larger mass of fuel (because the fue1loading is heavier
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and the worth of the control rods is increased to compensate). Since lowering the sodium void worth to
reduce the positive reactivity from coolant voiding means increasing the positive reactivity that can be added
by inadvertent withdrawal of the control rods, and given the innate early-dispersal behavior of the IFR's
metallic fuel pins, there appears to be no safety advantage in designing to reduce the sodium void worth in
metal-fueled cores. This conclusion applies to double-fault accidents, where the consequences of the accident
are benign, as well as to triple-fault ones where significant core damage occurs. Oxide-fueled fast reactor
cores have a different phenomenology and no conclusion is drawn here for them.

In-vessel Retention and Cooling of the Debris
With the initiating phase terminated without energetics that could breach the tank, it now must be shown that
the debris from the dispersed core will settle into a geometry that is stable, subcritical, and coolable. Thus,
the issues to be addressed include whether the fuel will freeze at the tops of the pin-bundle assemblies,
plugging them, whether there will be recriticality that remelts and relocates the fuel, and whether there is
finally a stable, subcritical debris configuration that is coolable within a still intact reactor tank.
These issues have been surveyed in preliminary studies. Important phenomena involving heat transfer, fluid
dynamics, neutronics, and chemical interactions have been evaluated using the available metallic fuels data
base. Recriticality is avoided for all the accident sequences analyzed (the abrupt unprotected LOF, unlimited
unprotected rod bank runout TOP, and LOHS accidents with disabled passive decay heat removal), and the
best-estimate final configuration of each sequence is permanently coolable.
The debris for most sequences ends up in the coolant inlet plenum below the core. After experimental
injection of molten fuel into stagnant sodium, the debris has been found to consist of large irregular strands;
the porosity is near 90%, and the bed is coolable by natural convection. Higher velocity injection leads to
smaller pieces, so the limiting case considered in the survey studies is a pool of liquid fuel on the steel
bottom plate of the inlet plenum, with sodium both above the pool and below the steel plate. It was found
that, because of the high conductivity of the fuel and the excellent heat-transfer properties of the coolant, the
interface between the fuel and the steel plate stays at a low enough temperature that neither creep damage
nor eutectic attack can lead to failure of the plate. Subcriticality is maintained because the molten fuel
spreads across the bottom of the plenum. It then solidifies before eutectic formation substantially reduces
the thickness of the steel plate.
Further refinement is needed to complete the evaluation of in-vessel retention, but the results to date strongly
suggest that a stable, subcritical, coolable debris configuration is assured by inherent properties of the fuelits low melting point and resulting mobility, its high thermal conductivity, and the morphology of its debris.

The Properties of Metal Fuel That Assure Passive Safety
In summary, the broad conclusions from the severe accident studies are that the IFR design successfully
achieves passive safety by exploiting innate physical properties of metallic fuel. As burnup proceeds,
interconnected pores form, amounting to as much as 30 vol.% of the swollen fuel, and that porosity contains
fission gas at high pressure. Also the fuel has a low melting point, so that it becomes liquid early in a severe
accident, and when it does, the expanding fission gas disperses it-soon enough to prevent super prompt
criticality and damaging energetics, even in triple-fault scenarios, and irrespective of how the core design
tradeoff is taken on coolant void worth vs. burnup reactivity loss. This gives the IFR unparalleled safety,
and designers have the flexibility to configure cores for a wide range of conversion ratios-from pancaked
burner cores of large burnup reactivity loss to fissile self-sufficient or breeder cores with positive sodium
void worth of 6 to 8$ (Wade, 1994).
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QUANTIFICATION OF RISK REDUCTION VIA PASSIVE SAFETY APPROACH
The effectiveness of the passive measures in meeting the five cardinal safety requirements and yielding a high
degree of operational safety even in the face of human error and equipment failures has been quantified by
conducting a Level 1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) 1 for the Experimental Breeder Reactor-11 (EBR11) located at ANL-West, Idaho Falls, Idaho. EBR-11 (see Chapter 6) is a small but complete power plant
that was built in the early 1960s. Until 30 September 1994, it was operated as a prototype to demonstrate
the IFR concept. The EBR-11 PRA included internal and external initiating events. Passive safety responseboth passive reactivity shutdown and passive removal of decay heat-are designed into EBR-11, and were
explicitly included in PRA event trees. A spectrum of damage categories was defined, ranging from mild
violation of Technical Specification limits, through damage to a few test pins that had been aggressively
irradiated, to, finally, widespread loss of integrity of driver-fuel cladding.
Two main classes of accident sequences were followed for EBR-11. The first arises after successful scram
in the event of failure of the decay heat removal function; the second occurs if there is failure to scram. The
primary issues in developing the EBR-11 PRA are the reliability of the reactor shutdown system (RSS) and
its backup (self-regulation of power should the RSS fail), and the reliability of the active heat removal
systems and their backup (passive, convective circulation) if the active removal paths fail.
The probability of an unprotected accident sequence at EBR-II is determined by the PRA to be - 2x 1o- 5 per
year; the vast majority of these sequences lead to an absolutely benign outcome, because passive selfregulation of power prevents damage even in the event of failure to scram. Even adopting an extremely
conservative definition of damage (classifying as "damage" any temperature that exceeds the technical
specification limits), fully 93% of the sequences with failure to scram lead to no damage to driver fuel. The
6 per year is the probability that an unprotected accident sequence will occur that
conclusion is that about
will lead to driver fuel temperatures exceeding the EBR-11 Technical Specification limits. If felt worth the
effort and expense, the risk at EBR-11 could be further reduced by at least an order of magnitude by
modernizing the scram system to make it more immune to common-cause events.

w-

For accidents arising from loss of capability to remove decay heat, the PRA included 11 initiating sequences
of events per year-most of them involving planned shutdown for refueling, handling experimental
equipment, or maintenance. EBR-11 is designed with redundant means for passive (buoyancy driven) removal
of decay heat, both through the design of the balance-of-plant (BOP) and through two natural draft shutdown
coolers (independent of the BOP) that require no electrical power; they remove an important contribution
to the risk, namely dependency of the decay heat removal function on a supply of electricity.
To include all the shutdown risk, the time during which decay heat had to be removed was taken to be 45
days. Even then the probability of failure was determined to be less than -2x1o-8 per demand, with "failure"
defined as the sodium pool's reaching a temperature of 540°C (a technical specification limit for internal
structural components). The resulting overall"damage" frequency is -2x10- 7 per year-a result that serves
to quantify the value of a design that provides core cooling by natural circulation and redundant passive
removal of decay heat from the tank without electrical power. This last feature also proved important in the
external event PRA, by eliminating sources of risk arising from lack of diesel power, human error, etc.
The contributions to the risk of operation of EBR-11, and, by extension, to any IFR, that arise from those rare
but conceivable events that are inherently difficult to quantify-rupture of steam-generator tubes, local faults,
and random structural failures caused by fabrication flaws--are included in the risk estimates quoted above.

1

A PRA is a set of calculations of the probability and consequences of various types of accident, based on combining
the probabilities of conceivable sequences of accident initiators. The input probabilities of the individual events are
estimated from all available experimental information and operational experience.
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The "external" events analyzed were divided into two parts: Those that require a scram and those that challenge the ability to remove decay heat. External events that interfere with removal of decay heat from
reactors usually result in nonavailability ofelectrical power-generally fires or floods. In the case ofEBR-11,
electrical power is not required for removing decay heat. As designed, EBR-11 does not have fire segmentation above the reactor vessel. While no actual sequence has been identified, it is conceivable that there could
be a sequence of failures whereby a liquid-metal fire could disable all the redundant decay heat removal flow
channels. This postulated situation is the only accident, other than seismic external risk, that has a credible
possibility of damaging the reactor. By using an inert gas in this area, this risk also is made negligible.
In EBR-11 there is a seismically induced scram set at 0.005 g; detailed analyses have confirmed that controlrod drop is extremely reliable. Indeed, as a result of the seismic scram system and the fact that the insertion
of only one or, at most, two control rods is sufficient for shutdown, no external event could be found that
could cause a significant degradation of the scram function. In particular, no way was found for a fire or
flood to cause all the control rods to remain uninserted'.
The EBR-11 PRA has shown quantitatively
how effective the passive safety strategy
- - EBR· II
for IFR is, and has provided guidance in
- - - REPRESENTATIVE LWRs
the form of "lessons learned" that may be
applied in detail to both design and opera/'\
tion of future IFRs. The risk in operating
I\
I
\
I
\
I \
EBR-11 was found to be very low, with no
I \ I
I
one accident or class of accidents dominatI
\
:
\
ing the risk profile. Figure 7 compares the
I
I
I I
risk for limited fuel damage in EBR-11
\ I
\ I
I
\:
\I
I
with the risk for severe core disruption in
LWRs. The LWR results are from U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
I \
I \
\
NUREG-1 150 (USNRC, 1990). A signifiI \
I '\
\\
I
cant improvement is observed in EBR-11
'
I
\
\
vis-a-vis LWRs-even given the less se'
vere definition of damage. The value of
10'6
10"6
10"4
FREQUENCY (yr·1)
having done this comparison lies not so
much in the bald result that EBR-11 has a
lower accident frequency than current Fig. 7· Comparison of EBR-ll Damage Frequency with Core
Damage at Commercial LWRs. (LWR data from
power reactors, as in its confumation-in
NUREG-1150 [USNRC, 1990).)
an exhaustive, structured, quantitative PRA
process-that the passive safety philosophy
underlying the IFR, along with the specific
engineering design and operating principles underlying EBR-11, is successful and has major benefits even in
a real, complex, operating power plant (Hill et a/., 1993).
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The payoff of designing for passive safety will be a new generation of reactors with substantially reduced
risk.
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